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ABSTRACT
The origin of the Kabuki theatre can be traced back to the performance of ancient
indigenous rituals, the tama-furi (spirit-beckoning) and tama-shizume (spirit-pacifying) rites.
These rituals were performed for the purpose of beckoning a kami (god, spirit) to impart his
power and blessing to men and to pacify hostile influences on their lives, and the performance
involved shamanistic exercises.
The study presented in this dissertation investigates the connection between this folk
ritual tradition and early Kabuki, and seeks to illustrate how the tenets and practices of the
tama-furi and tama-shizume rites shaped the themes and structures of early Kabuki drama, and
determined some of the essential features of the Kabuki theatre. The study first establishes the
principal tenets of Japanese folk beliefs as the basis of discussion, looks at examples of the folk
rites, and then examines Kabuki at its birth (1603-1612) and at its first prime in the Genroku
period (1688-1704) both as a manifestation of the folk ritual tradition and as the expression of
a new popular theatre of the time. It also reviews the development of the legend of the folk
hero Minamoto Yoshitsune, in an attempt to contrast the Kabuki treatment of the subject with
those in other genres, and compares one of the most central themes of Kabuki with equivalent
aspects of western drama. The principal conclusion is that early Kabuki combined traditional
folk religious ritual elements with contemporary elements particular to the age, and it is in this
unique mixture that we find the essential characteristics of Kabuki.
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INTRODUCTION
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At the dawn of the modern age, Kabuki, which had flourished in feudal Japan as the
popular theatre for more than two centuries, was subjected to a rigorous re-appraisal and
reform as part of the wave of modernization that swept the country at that time. Although this
attempt at reforming Kabuki into a respectable modern theatre failed, the negative view taken
by the progressive critics of that time, that Kabuki was a vulgar, monstrous and brainless
theatre unfit for the enlightened modern age or for scholarship, has since been an impediment
to critics of successive generations, and in my view has seriously hindered the advance of
Kabuki research, especially in the area of analytical criticism. The study of Kabuki presented
here has been developed bearing this historical background in mind, and aims to formulate a
positive and coherent understanding of Kabuki by studying its roots. Since this study seeks to
counteract the approach taken by the Kabuki reformers of the late 19th century, it should begin
with a review of the content of this reform movement.
At that time, Japan was making radical moves to transform herself into a modern nation.
After more than two hundred years of self-imposed isolation under the feudal Tokugawa
regime, the country was opened to western nations, and entered the modern era of Meiji
officially with the restoration of imperial power in 1867. It was during the first few decades of
Meiji that modern western civilization was first introduced into Japan through the foreign
diplomats and merchants who took up residence in the major cities, and the country plunged
into a period of hasty modernization (or westernization as it was in effect) under the banner of
Bunmei Kaika (cultural enlightenment). Encouraged by the government, who were eager to
establish Japan as a respectable
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modern nation among her western competitors, many aspects of the native culture were
brought under scrutiny according to new modern, or western, criteria, and their traditional
elements were often abused in the name of modernization. Kabuki, a theatre of the feudal past,
was no exception. As early as 1873, the government issued a notice to the Kabuki troops in
Tokyo to the effect that in order to take part in the new society, Kabuki must be reformed into
a refined theatre suited to an enlightened audience and to the taste of foreign visitors.(1)
What took place in the Kabuki theatre in these early years of Meiji, however, was simply
a superficial adjustment to and adoption of the fashions of Bunmei Kaika (cultural
enlightenment), as may be seen in a representative play of the period, Shimachidori Tsukino
Shiranami (1881).(2) Here the characters appear on stage with ‘zangiri’ (shortcut) hair styles,
attired in presumably the most fashionable mode of the day: though still in kimono, they wear
straw hats and short boots, carrying brief-cases and umbrellas, one with a conspicuously large
watch attached to his ‘obi’ (belt). While the play retains such traditional features of Kabuki
performance as ‘chobo’ (Joruri accompaniment), Aikata and Mie,(3) the dialogue is peppered
with new terminology such as ‘gakko’ (school), ‘keisatsukan’ (police officer), ‘shinbun’
(newspaper), ‘ginko’ (bank) and ‘saibansho’ (court), and adopts the new methods of counting
time and money. It is also recorded

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
‘Shinbun Zasshi’, Meiji 5, Mar. ed. (Kawatake, Nihon Engeki Zenshi, Iwanami, 1959,
pp. 756-7).
Kawatake Mokuami Zenshu (Shunyodo, 1923), V.6, pp. 407-627.
For background information on Kabuki and explanations of the technical terms used in
the theatre, see E. Ernest, The Kabuki Theatre (London, Seeker & Warburg, 1956) and
A.C. Scott, The Kabuki Theatre of Japan (London, Allen & Unwin, 1955).
8

that the Kabuki actors prepared chairs in the best locations in the theatre to receive foreign
guests, and wore frock coats on ceremonial occasions to greet distinguished members of
society.(1) Perhaps the episodes concerning one Kabuki actor, Ichikawa Sadanji,(2) will best
illustrate the somewhat incongruous efforts made by Kabuki actors, and no doubt by many in
other fields, to respond to the fashions of the new age. Not content with merely producing an
original Kabuki play (Hyoryu Kidan Seiyo Kabuki, 1879), using foreign actors - a
revolutionary venture in itself, he is said to have reformed his lifestyle entirely along western
lines, refusing to take ‘shoyu’ (soya sauce) or ‘miso’ (bean paste) or to drink sake in favour of
beer, on the grounds that they would harm his health. It is also remembered with some
amusement that he would not eat ‘sashimi’ (raw fish) unless it was baked first.(3)
In 1886 Kabuki reform became official policy with the formation of the Engeki Kairyo
Kai (Theatre Reform Committee), headed by Suematsu Norizumi, the prime minister’s son-inlaw and a scholar of English law who had recently returned from a stay in Europe. The
political intent of this reform committee is evident in the signatures of support appended to its
manifesto. Among them are the names of 46 dignitaries representing the political, industrial
and academic fields, including that of the prime minister himself.(4) The aims proclaimed in the

1.
2.
3.
4.

_______________________
Ihara, Kabuki Nenpyo, Iwanami, 1962, V.7, pp. 233-6.
Personal names are given in the Japanese order, with the family name first.
Tamura, Zokuzoku Kabuki Nendaiki, Ichimura-za, 1922, pp. 243-4.
‘Kabuki Shinbun’ (August 1886) (Tsubouchi, ‘Meiji Gekikai Shoshi’, Shoyo Zenshu,
Shunyo-do, 1924, V.10, pp. 25-7).
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manifesto further reveal what lay behind the formation of this government-sponsored Kairyokai. It proposed to reform the ‘vulgar’ and ‘low-bred’ Kabuki into a respectable ‘high-brow’
theatre suited to the taste of the ladies and gentlemen of high society as well as to the liking of
gracious foreign guests, to place the task of playwriting in the hands of well-educated scholars
in order to elevate the level of the subject matter, and to build a new theatre fit for performing a
national, presumably reformed, drama.(1) Clearly, the authorities were concerned with the
possible offense that might be caused to all-too-important foreign guests by the performance of
‘low-bred’ often pornographic Kabuki in their presence, not to mention the embarrassment
caused to the government themselves. It is also fair to assume that they were mindful of the
potential danger of letting this popular theatre be free to play upon feudal themes and upon the
explosive emotions of the masses. After all, the country had just gone through a revolutionary
change in its political system.
Indeed, the points of reform proposed by Suematsu make no secret of the quasi-political
purpose of the Kairyo-kai, or of where the criteria came from by which he, and his
contemporary reformers, judged their native theatre. For instance, he recommended that the
new theatre should be built of brick or stone with two to three storeys, modelled after
European theatres like the Théâtre Française or the Théâtre de 1’Opéra, dismissing such
characteristic features of the Kabuki stage as Hanamichi and Seridashi as redundant tricks
serving only to attract the

_______________________
1
Ibid., p. 25.

audience’s attention. Pointing out the banality of extant Kabuki plays, he stressed the need for
promoting new drama for the ‘kosho-na’ (refined) theatre. This, he claimed, could be achieved
by aiming at what he called the “artistic goal”. “By mastering what is beautiful”, he argued,
“we can ultimately influence our morality, because by upholding the beautiful, we shall refrain
from seeking subject matter that involves violence, injustice, disloyalty and irrationality”(1)
Whether or not Suematsu was mistaken in confusing ‘beautiful’ with ‘artistic’ or the
absence of violence with morality, it is clear that his idea of ‘kosho-na’ theatre was no more
than a polite and beautiful presentation of an inoffensive subject - in effect, the castration of
Kabuki. As for the art of playwriting, he recommended the unity of action, after the fashion of
the neo-classicists of the 17th century Europe, denouncing the mixing of the tragic and comic
in a play as an ineffectual device. Above all, he advocated the theatre of realism (though
apparently not in subject matter), a version of the Ibsenian theatre that was flourishing in
Europe at the time and of which he had first-hand experience. Convinced that language (or
dialogue) was the most important asset of the theatre, Suematsu declared that “by comparison
Kabuki employs very little (language); nonetheless the actors are reluctant to speak all of it,
allowing ‘chobo’ (the narrative accompaniment by Joruri chanters) to take over a large part of
it while restricting themselves mostly to gestures”.(2) Condemning this as sly negligence on the
part of the actors, he complained further

1.
2.

_______________________
Suematsu, ‘Engeki Kairyo Iken’, 1887 (Meiji Bunka Senshu, V.12, pp. 230-231).
Ibid., p. 229.
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that their gestures were too dance-like and their speeches too exaggerated to convey sincere
emotions. Thus he proposed the prohibition of extravagant gestures and mannered speeches,
and the abolition of ‘chobo’ together with the convention of female impersonation by male
actors.(1)
The proposals made by other members of the Kairyo-kai were very much along the
same lines. One advocated a ban on Kabuki plays that dealt with Yuri (the licensed brothel
quarters), cruelty and vulgarity, the abolition of Koken (assistants in black clothing on stage),
and the reform of actors’ personal conduct.(2) One ardent reformer even proclaimed that the
Kabuki hero ought to fight for the independence of the country, instead of committing
‘seppuku’ (ritual suicide), for trivial reasons like loyalty to his feudal lord.(3)
The climax of this government-sponsored reform came in 1888, in the form of ‘tenrangeki’, a four-day Kabuki performance before the Emperor, members of the imperial family
and distinguished foreign and native guests. Considering the virtually non-existent social status
of Kabuki actors only twenty years earlier (as signified by their old label, ‘kawara-kojiki’ or
‘outcasts’), this was indeed a historic occasion. But the event had another significance, in that
it was organized by Suematsu as a sort of model performance of the reformed Kabuki.

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Ibid., pp. 229-235.
Sotoyama, ‘Engeki Kairyoron Shiko’ (Meiji Bunka Zenshu, V.12, pp. 203-219).
‘Gekijo no Setsu’ (Meiji Bunka Zenshu, V.12, p. 261).
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The results, however, were not inspiring. The most distinctive feature of this ‘tenrangeki’ was the exclusion of ‘sewa-mono’, the portrayal of the lives of common people, which
represented a large and vital portion of the Kabuki repertory. Instead, the programme consists
entirely of dance pieces and ‘jidai-mono’, tales of historical heroes, such as the Soga story,
Teragoya, Kanjincho and Chushingura, performed with revised texts.(1) On the directorial side,
the reform amounted to no more than superficial and insensitive meddling with amounted to
no more than superficial and insensitive meddling with Kabuki aesthetics. It omitted the use of
‘hyoshigi’, the clapping of wood blocks at the beginning and end of the performances, and
‘tsuke’, another type of wood-clapping that usually accompanied (and heightened) dramatic
movements on stage. There were no ‘koken’ (assistants) to be seen on stage, and the use of
‘chobo’ and ‘hayashi’ (musical accompaniment) was reduced to the minimum possible.(2) As
might be expected, Suematsu’s experiment was greeted with derision from some quarters. The
opposition newspaper, for instance, jeered at it as “Kabuki shirazu no kaiyo” (reform by
Kabuki ignoramuses).(3)
There were of course other reformers at that time: the progressive scholars, intellectuals
and artists, who had seen or studied the European theatre, and were concerned with the validity
of Kabuki theatre from purely artistic and academic points of view. Understandably, these
reformers were somewhat critical of the amateurish (and politically

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Tamura, Zokuzoku Kabuki Nendaiki (Ichimuraza, 1921) pp. 464-8. Suematsu himself is
said to have undertaken the task of revising these texts but the extent of his textual
reform is not known.
Kawatake, Nihon Engeki Zenshi (Iwanami, 1959) p.811.
Ibid., p. 812.
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motivated) approach taken by the Kairyo-kai. Tsubouchi Shoyo, an erudite scholar of
Shakespeare and a leading figure in this camp, disputed Suematsu’s art-morality theory,
asserting that art must not become a slave to morality.(1) Mori Ogai, one of the most influential
novelists of modern Japan, castigated the superficiality of Suematsu’s reforms, stressing the
importance of promoting the rise of good new drama above all else.(2) Nonetheless, so far as
Kabuki was concerned, they all shared the view that it was indeed unfit for the sober realism of
the modern age. Unable to appreciate or defend its ‘vulgarity’ and penchant for ‘llogical’
(fantastic) happenings, they experimented with naturalistic Kabuki productions, revised the
scripts replacing the ‘lowbred’ elements by good taste, and wrote new plays incorporating their
lofty ideals. However, what these enlightened critics did was in effect little different from the
reforms by the Kairyo-kai. It amounted to no more than a strenuous attempt at making Kabuki
conform to the criteria of the modern western theatre and to the taste of the learned elite of the
time, at the expense of emasculating it.
History confirms that Kabuki survived this difficult period of ingratiating modernization
with all its traditional features intact. The 250 year old native tradition and the vigor of its
boisterous audience proved to be far more durable than the lashes of rash criticism and

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Tsubouchi, ‘Engeki Kaiyo-kai no Soritsu o Kiite Hiken o Nobu’ (Meiji Bunka Zenshu,
V. 12, pp. 251-6).
Mori, ‘Engeki Kairyo Ronsha no Henken ni Odoroku’, Meiji 22 (Ogai Zenshu, Ogai
Zenshu Kanko-kai, 1924, V. 3, pp.20-24).
Tsubouchi, ‘The Playwrights and Plays of Old (Kabuki) Drama’, 1896 (Shoyo Zenshu,
V. 10, p.230). Also see Tsubouchi, A Short History of Meiji Theatre’, 1895 (Shoyo
Zenshu, V. 10, p.24) and Iura, History of Japanese Theatre, 1963, p.1536.
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reform. With the rise of a nationalistic Japan in the following decades, it entered the
flourishing era of Meiji Kabuki led by illustrious actors such as Danjuro IX and Kikugoro V.
However, the stormy Kabuki controversy involving the leading intellectuals of the time
left an irreparable scar on the field of Kabuki research in the form of a two-fold prejudice.
Their criticism above all crystallized the impression that Kabuki was indeed a low-bred
brainless theatre for the unenlightened masses. Furthermore, their failure to relate Kabuki to
the western theatre in a coherent fashion strengthened the view that Kabuki was an impossible
subject for (analytical) scholarship. To appreciate the strength and extent of these prejudices,
we may refer to the most influential critic of the time, Tsubouchi Shoyo. Some 20 years after
the reform movement, he reiterated his view in the essay ‘Kabuki no Tetteiteki Kenkyu’ (A
Thorough Investigation of Kabuki) and gave the following verdit.
If we liken the aesthetic experience of Kabuki to a dream, seventy
percent of that dream is for pleasure-seeking libertines or rakes. That
is, the sensual pleasure Kabuki provides is like a fool’s paradise.
Visually it resembles the permutations of ‘nishiki’ pictures:
colourful, gay and pretty as if one were looking through fivecoloured glasses. But it is usually frivolous, illogical, unreal and
stupid, like a fairy-tale. It is painstakingly but superficially
naturalistic about minor details while at the same time it is vulgar,
pornographic, idiotic and violent without fail. Thus Kabuki is not a
dream for a sober, healthy, serious-minded and intelligent man.
Similarly, if we liken the aesthetic experience of the theatre to a state
of intoxication, we may be sure that what Kabuki provides is not like
the mellow feeling obtained from the sacred wine prepared by a
mystic sage but rather it is like the physical drunkenness soaked in
cheap wine at gay festivities such as flower-viewing parties and
feasts at Yuri, the brothel quarters. (1)

_______________________
1.
Tsubouchi, ‘Kabuki no Tetteiteki Kenkyu’ (1918) (Shoyo Zenshu, V.10, pp. 63-64).
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Tsubouchi draws our attention to the “monstrosity” of Kabuki which resists a coherent
interpretation,(1) and concludes that Kabuki in its present state is no more than a “meritless
burden”.(2) Indeed, if such a derogatory verdict could be reached by one of the most erudite
and sympathetic Kabuki critics of the time, it would not be surprising if the prejudice
generated by the Kabuki controversy in early Meiji were to outlive its period and
circumstances well into our time.
As it was, it had a decisive influence on the direction in which Kabuki research was to
advance in the subsequent decades and on the development of the modern theatre in Japan.(3)
Impressive work has been done on the documentation of Kabuki history: a record of the
performances and related events has been compiled covering the entire 378 year history, and
reviews of the performances (‘hyobanki’) and other commentaries by the actors and spectators
of each period have been unearthed. Descriptive studies of Kabuki’s unique theatrical
conventions such as ‘kata’ (acting style), ‘kumadori’ (make-up), ‘chobo’ (Joruri
accompaniment), ‘hanamichi’ (flower passage) and ‘onnagata’ (female impersonators) have
been numerous. And, in recent years, efforts have been made to study Kabuki plays as texts for
scholarship, as well as to

1.

2.
3.

_______________________
Ibid., pp. 44-46. To explain the ‘monstrous’ Kabuki which combines (usually in a single
play) all kinds of performing traditions and theatrical conventions in a jumble (e.g.,
dance, dialogue, joruri narration, mime, acrobatics etc., and naturalism, surrealism,
fantasy, etc., etc.,), Tsubouchi compares Kabuki to the three headed Greek mythological
monster, Khimaira. Kabuki, according to him, is a theatrical Khimaira.
Ibid., p. 42.
For the development of the modem Japanese theatre, Shingeki (New Theatre), see my
article, ‘Modernisation of the Japanese Theatre: The Shingeki Movement’ (Modern
Japan, ed. W.G. Beasley, Allen & Unwin, 1975, pp. 147-165).
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interpret some of the aesthetic features of Kabuki performance, such as the glorification of
violence and the erotic, as positive elements. Yet, analytical studies that touched on the essence
of Kabuki and seek to explain the cause of its idiosyncratic nature have been notably few. It is
as though the spectre of that old prejudice still lingers in the backs of the minds of many critics.
The study of folk religious ritual elements in Kabuki presented here has been developed
in the light of these historical circumstances. It is my contention that Kabuki’s connection with
the folk religious rites of Kagura and Goryoe (a connection which has been suggested by some
scholars(1) but not substantiated) might indeed be the key to understanding the essence of
Kabuki and might explain some of the. ‘monstrous’ idiosyncrasies that disturbed earlier critics.
Thus in this dissertation I investigate the relation between the folk rites and Kabuki and the
extent to which it influenced and characterized the early Kabuki performances. With these
results, I seek to identify the essence of Kabuki, and furthermore to locate it in a broader
theatrical tradition by comparing it with appropriate western models.
To this end, the study is divided into five parts. In the first chapter, The Roots of Kabuki,
I establish the components of folk religious beliefs and their associated rituals that are believed
to have had connections with the theatrical tradition of Japan. I first review the essential
features of Japanese folk religion, particularly the tenet of tama-belief, and clarify the
psychological and emotional context of

1.

_______________________
See Gunji, Kabuki; Yoshiki to Densho, Nara-shobo, 1954, pp. 15-18, and Kabuki no
Hasso, Kobun-do, 1959, pp. 40-54.
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the early folk rituals and festivals. This is followed by an examination of specific examples of
these rites, to see what kind of dramatic and theatrical ingredients the folk rituals contained.
In the second chapter, The Birth of Kabuki, I focus attention on Okuni Kabuki, the
earliest phase of Kabuki, which was produced by Kuni and her troupe during the first decade
after the theatre’s inauguration (1603-1612).(1) Although Kabuki was to pass through two more
phases of development, Onna (women) Kabuki (1612-1627)(2) and Wakashu (youngmen)
Kabuki (1627-1654ca), before it developed into Yaro (men) Kabuki and its first maturity in the
Genroku period (1688-1704), Okuni Kabuki has historic significance because it was her
performance in spring 1603 that fi rst earned the celebrated title ‘kabuki’ from her
contemporaries. The chapter is directed towards finding out why her performance was labelled
as ‘kabuki’, and what indeed was meant by this term which apparently had a special meaning
for the people of the early Tokugawa period. I first establish the epoch-making aspects of her
performance from the commentaries of contemporary observers. Then, to appreciate their
‘kabuki’ characteristic, I clarify the meaning of the word as understood by her contemporaries,
by referring to other ‘kabuki’ incidents of the time. Finally, I examine an example of Okuni
Kabuki as transcribed and illustrated in Kunijo Kabuki Eshi (1614ca), from the point of view
of both the ritual tradition and the tradition of Kabuki to be.

1.
2.

_______________________
Okuni’s last recorded performance, according to Kabuki Nenpyo (The Yearly Records
of Kabuki) compiled by Ihara (Iwanami, 1962), was in 1607, in Edo. Her name
disappears from the public records after this.
Japanese scholars usually treat Okuni Kabuki and Onna Kabuki as one and the same
thing (probably because Okuni was a woman but it seems important to distinguish these
two phases, the original and its imitations.
18

The third chapter, Genroku Kabuki, is devoted to the analysis of Kabuki plays
performed during the Genroku period (1688-1704). It was during this period that Kabuki
reached its first maturity as the thriving theatre of the people. Using the plays compiled in
Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu (2 volumes) as the primary source, I formulate the collective
features of Genroku plays, identifying five distinct thematic patterns that appear in virtually
every play. I then illustrate how these thematic patterns operate in an individual play by
examining three representative Genroku plys, and consider whether the structure of Genroku
drama, defined by these patterns, reflects Kabuki’s connection with folk religious rituals.
The fourth chapter, The Kabuki Hero, deals with the development of the legend
concerning Minamoto Yoshitsune (1159-1189), a brilliant warrior of antiquity who later
became one of the most popular figures in Japanese literature. The study aims to distinguish
the Kabuki treatment of this hero from the treatments of other genres, and to identify particular
features that might indicate Kabuki’s connection with the folk religious ritual tradition. I first
document the historical accounts of Yoshitsune’s life and death, then follow the evolution of
the Yoshitsune legend in various literary and performing genres through the Kamakura (11801333) and Muromachi (1336-1573) periods, leading up to an examination of the Joruri and
Kabuki plays of the early Tokugawa period.
In the last chapter, I summarise my conclusions on the essence of Kabuki and its
possible connection with the folk religious ritual tradition. Finally, I examine comparable
elements in the western theatre, to see if any parallel can be drawn between Kabuki and the
western dramatic tradition.

19

CHAPTER I: THE ROOTS OF KABUKI
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It is generally believed that the embryo of the Japanese theatre had been nourished in the
various religious rituals and associated festivals of antiquity before it finally developed into the
conscious forms of theatre known today as Noh and Kabuki in the 15th and 17th centuries.
The connection between Kabuki and the folk rituals Kagura and Goryoe, in particular, has
been the subject of some speculation since commentaries of the Tokugawa period to this effect
came to light and modern critics took an interest in the subject. For example, a memoir by one
Tokugawa observer, Kaiko-dan (1654), notes that the advent of ‘hinafuritaru’ (fashionable)
Kabuki in the recent years had in effect “corrupted the rhythm of Kagura”, suggesting that the
performance of early Kabuki bore some relation to Kagura.(1) Another commentary, Gashu
Fushi (1686), refers to Okuni Kabuki as “a curious adaptation of Kagura”, adding that Kuni
altered (the traditional) Kagura songs and dances.(2) One leading modern critic, Gunji
Masakatsu, on the other hand, speculates on the connection between the development of
Aragoto, a genre of Kabuki performance that specializes in portraying a powerful hero, and the
Goryo belief, a popular folk belief that reveres as ara-hito-kami (violent-man-gods) the souls
of those heroes who met with violent death. Taking these commentaries as its starting point,
this chapter will investigate the principal features of these folk beliefs and associated rituals,
and how they contained the elements of an embryonic theatre.

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Kaiko-dan (1654), Dai Nihon Shiryo, 12-l. pp. 264-265.
Gashu Fushi (1686), Dai Nihon Shiryo 12-1, pp. 267-268.
Gunji, Kabuki: Yoshiki to Densho (Nara-shobo, 1954), pp. 15-18.
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Japanese religion is a complex subject to discuss because of its diverse roots. It embraces
elements of various primitive cults such as animism, pantheism, shamanism, sun and hero
worship and fertility cults, and those of formalized religion such as the indigenous Shintoism
and continental Buddhism, as well as quasi-religious elements from Taoism, Confucianism
and the Yin Yang sect, to name but a far. These various elements interpenetrated and became
related in the course of time and produced a diverse panorama of religious practice in Japan.
For our study, however, we shall bear in mind three basic points about Japanese religion. First,
that it is an amalgamation of two broadly different traditions: the indigenous folk beliefs which
had originated in the primitive cults and led to the formation of Shintoism in the early 8th
century, and which nonetheless continued to survive on the folk level throughout the
succeeding centuries, and the continental tradition, spearheaded by Buddhism which was
established in Japan as the state religion in the early 7th century. Secondly, that religious
practice was twofold: one on the official or state level and the other on the private or folk level.
This division cut right across the two traditions. For example, the state combined the native
Shintoism and foreign Buddhism to institute a viably religious and political philosophy for the
nation, while the people (possibly including state officials and nobles) hung on to the old folk
beliefs, adopting meanwhile whatever occult elements the imported sub-religions like Yin
Yang and Taoism could provide. The third point is that despite the apparent prevalence of
Buddhism and other imported elements, the native tradition remained essentially
unsupplanted, especially on the folk level. It is said, for instance, that the great Buddhist
masters of the 12th and 13th
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centuries, who popularized Buddhism among the masses, took this point to their hearts and
expounded a Buddhist teaching (the Jodo sect) that conformed to the tenets of the traditional
native beliefs.(1) Thus it is clear that for the purpose of our study we must focus our
examination on the indigenous elements, i.e., the proto-Shinto beliefs which originated in prehistoric times and remained the foundation of Japanese folk religion.
1. Tama-Belief:
Studies by specialists in the field maintain that the proto-Shinto beliefs evolved around
one key concept, the notion of ‘tama’. The ancient Japanese apparently believed that all natural
phenomena, and all animate and inanimate beings were imbued with a certain mystic energy
which they called ‘tama’.(2) This basic notion, or tama-belief, provided man with a simple but
coherent view of life. For instance, he understood his life as being tama’s visitation from ‘the
other world’.(3) It came to reside in his body to give him life, and left it when the time came for
him to die. Furthermore, life being hazardous, he believed that tama was a rather fragile and
temperamental thing,

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
Hori, Minkan Shinko no Kenkyu, (Sogensha, 1955), V.1, pp.297–306.
Although this word is sometimes translated as ‘soul’ by western scholars (e.g., see
Herbert, Shinto, Allen & Unwin, 1967, p.59, and Blacker, The Catalpa Bow, Allen &
Unwin, 1975, p.43), ‘tama’ as understood by the ancient Japanese was essentially an
amoral and abstract thing, a sort of life force that controlled only the physical well-being.
Today the homonyms of the word ‘tama’ invoke several meanings: ‘round object’ (like
a globe), ‘bead’, ‘ball’, ‘gem’, ‘jewel’, ‘bullet’, ‘testicle’ as well as ‘soul’ and ‘spirit’. In
the Shinto mythology Kojiki (712), ‘maga-tama’ (jewel-beads) are one of the sacred
treasures that symbolize life.
The notion of ‘the other world’ later developed into the concept of ‘Tokoyo’ (everlasting-world) in Shinto mythology, and that of ‘Jodo’ (the Pure Land) in the Jodo sect
of Buddhism.
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which could easily become sluggish or restless during his life time, or could be worn out after
a year’s activity. Illness, for example, was interpreted as a sign of the sluggish condition. Or
worse, restless tama could cause death eventually by leaving the body altogether. So, to be
healthy and alive, it was essential for him to keep his tama fresh and firmly intact within the
body.
For this purpose, he practiced two kinds of ritual. He held ‘tama-furi’ (tama-beckoning
or tama-shaking) yearly, and whenever necessary, in the belief that his tama could be
rejuvenated by inviting a fresh dose of mystic power, the all-embracing original tama.(1) Or, as
occasion arose, he performed ‘tama-shizume’ (tama-pacifying) to calm the restless tama and
persuade it to settle in the body.
However, even if tama should leave the body, death was by no means immediately
certain. For it was understood that tama might sometimes take leave of the body and then
come back. This ‘mobile’ nature of tama was to become one of the most characteristic features
of Japanese folk religion, as observed in literature of later years (including Noh and Kabuki
plays). For example, Ise Monogatari (915ca) reports one bizarre case of two tama leaving their
respective bodies and then going back to the wrong ones. For this reason, when this ‘absent’
state occurred, it was customary to perform ‘tama-furi’ to see if tama could be persuaded to
return to the body. In tama-belief, the border between life and death was ambiguous, and the
possibility of resurrection was not

1.

_______________________
According to Origuchi, the authority in the field, it was believed that there was the allembracing super-tama, sometimes referred to as Musubi or Musubi-tama, which
imparted its mystic force by multiplying. (Origuchi, Kodai-jin no Shiso no Kiso,
Origuchi Shinobu Zenshu, V.3, p. 413)
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ruled out.
Accordingly, people believed that even after death tama would continue to exist
vandering the countryside, beyond the mountains or under the roof of its old home, until such a
time as it re-entered another body to repeat a cycle of life or it finally returned to ‘the other
world’. This final state is described by Origuchi as tama ‘completing itself’.(1) But this blissful
state was not achieved by all. Those tama that met with an unnatural manner of death
(untimely, violent or ignominious death) were thought to remain indefinitely stuck in this
world, taking refuge in mineral, vegetable or animal beings and turning their grudges against
the living, until measures were taken to appease them.
Although tama was viewed essentially as amoral, it was nevertheless thought to vary in
potency and temperament, just as people (living and dead) and all other beings on earth did.
Compare, for example, an old peasant to the powerful figure of a seasoned warrior. The
contrast in their sheer physical presence, let alone their strength, would have convinced the
man of those times that the warrior possessed a much more potent tama than the peasant did.
Correspondingly, he believed that any ‘awe-inspiring’ animate or inanimate object, such as a
huge tree, a high rocky mountain, an inexplicable natural phenomenon like thunder and
lightning, a mysteriously beautiful sound, the sun or the emperor, was imbued with a potent
super tama, and revered it accordingly.

1.

_______________________
Origuchi, ‘Minzokushikan ni Okeru Takai no Kannen’ (OSZ, V.16, pp. 311–328. For a
Buddhist explanation, see Blacker, op. cit., p. 44, and for a Shinto explanation, see
Herbert, op. cit., pp. 66–67.
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A similar observation was made on tama’s temperament. A good harvest, for example,
would have convinced him that, say, the tama of the rice-field had been friendly, while in
drought he would have feared that the tama of rain-making agents had become hostile. Should
plague have struck the community, on the other hand, the curse of those unlucky
‘uncompleted’ tama would have been the first to be suspected. Such an observation was
applied also to living persons. He believed, for instance, that anyone who bore a grudge
against him, or rather the angry tama of that person, could kill him by imprecation if it so
willed.(1) The distinction in this case was made primarily on the basis of whether it was a
friendly ‘nigi-tama’ (peaceful or harmonious tama) or a hostile ‘ara-tama’ (angry or violent
tama). It is not difficult to imagine that in this context the most dangerous prospect was a
combination of super-tama and ara-tama, that is, a potent super-tama turning malevolent. So
man kept his vigilance: he held tama-shizume (tama-pacifying) for identifiable ara-tama, and
prayed and hoped that their malevolence would eventually be exorcised. History records many
cases in which an ara-tama became transformed into a

1.

_______________________
Combined with the ‘mobile’ feature, this aspect of tama was to become a popular
subject of both Noh and Kabuki drama. For example, in the Noh play Aoinoue (15th
ca.), the jealous tama of Lady Rokujo takes leave of her body, and tortures her rival
Lady Aoi. The same theme is adapted to a modern setting by Yukio Mishima in his play
Aoinoue. Appearance of the ghosts of living persons is frequent in Kabuki plays. The
idea is that while their bodies are confined to a physical location, their tama can travel
freely wherever it wishes to execute their wills.
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benevolent agent in the course of time.(1)
These variations of tama’s potency and temperament bring us finally to the question of
divinity in the tenets of tama-belief. Did ancient Japanese believe in the existence of see
almighty figures, like the ones in the traditions of Islam, Judaism and Christianity? Or did they
maintain an entirely different concept of divinity?
We have already seen that they believed in the power of super-tama and revered them
for it, be it out of respect or fear. According to the studies of folkloriests, it was principally this
simple belief that eventually led to the evolution of the concept of the divine or ‘kami’ in tamabelief.(2) For instance, Origuchi explains this process from the etimological connections of the
word ‘kami’, the homonyms of which have been used throughout history with various related
meanings: ‘above’, ‘superior’, ‘high’, ‘origin’, ‘master’, ‘shogun’, ‘emperor’

1.

2.

_______________________
The most famous example is the ara-tama of Sugawara Michizane (845-903). A
renowned aristocrat and a high government official, Sugawara was victimized in a
political intrigue set up by his rivals, and after his death in ignominious exile he became
one of the most feared ara-tama in history. Within a century of his death, however, the
malevolent and violent nature of his ara-tama, which had been associated with
thunderbolts, began to change its countenance, pacified by the vigilant tama-shizume
rites performed by the people. Eventually it was transformed into a benevolent guardian
of the people, enshrined as Ten-jin, the heavenly kami.
Inevitably, the concept of kami in Japanese religion is a very involved subject. Shinto
scholars have studied Shinto mythology (Kojiki and Nihongi, the early 8th century) in
great detail in an attempt to define the term. Here, however, I am basing my discussion
on the studies of folklorists, particularly the illuminating study by Origuchi, because,
while the work of Shinto scholars tends to be theoretical and technical (after all, Shinto
mythology was written down by the 7th century leaders of the country to consolidate the
position of the imperial family of that time, the Yamamoto clan), the studies of
folklorists try to understand what the term actually meant to the common people. For the
Shinto view of kami, see Herbert, op. cit., pp. 23-25.
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or even ‘wife’.(1) In the beginning, he argues, there were those ‘awe-inspiring’ super-tama such
as those manifest in the sun, thunder, a huge tree, a powerful warrior and an emperor that were
revered as something ‘superior’ or as ‘kami’, and they were separated from the rest. In the
course of time, these ‘superior’ super-tama or ‘kami’ came to be looked up to as something
‘sacred’ because of their potency, and worshiped accordingly. Origuchi thus makes the vital
point that tama and kami had originally been one and the same thing(2) This means that kami
and man (and all animate and inanimate objects) were kin sharing the same origin - tama.
Furthermore, since every man (and every other animate and inanimate object) was an
‘unhatched’ kami, so to speak, this promised man (and other things) the possibility of
apotheosis. That is, by acquiring potency, he could hope to become a kami himself after death
or even while living.
Although such an account cannot be fully substantiated, Origuchi’s theory does indeed
explain some of the characteristic features of kami in Japanese folk religion. For instance, it
accounts for the fact that there are numerous kami in this religion varying in potency,
temperament and function. There are benevolent kami, such as Yakushi who heals, Fudo who
imparts power and valour and Shoki who drives away evil and pestilence, and malevolent ones
such as Yakushin who spreads pestilence, Raishin who drops thunderbolts and Kishin (or OniKami), the Kami of Evil and Violence. There are also potent kami like Amaterasu Omikami

1.
2.

_______________________
All the etymological meanings of the word ‘kami’ researched by the Japanese scholars
are summarised in Shinto by Herbert.
Origuchi, ‘Tama no Hanashi’, (OSZ, V.3, p. 261).
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(heaven-shining-great-honourable-kami, the sun goddess) who is revered in Shinto mythology
as the ancestral kami of the imperial family, as well as minor ones, like Uji-kami, the ancestral
kami of ordinary people.
Apart from the deification of individual tama into these various kami, however, there
was also a notion of kami that implied some vague original being(s), some abstract source of
tama rather than the individual tama of specific objects. From studying the antique songs and
records in Manyoshu (compiled in 757ca), Origuchi points out that in ancient villages people
entertained the notion of an anthropomorphic kami who visited them from time to time from
‘the other world’ and imparted his blessings.(1) This journeying kami, referred to as ‘marebito’
or ‘rare person’ by the villagers, appears to be a latter-day or alternative conception of that allembracing mystic force, the original tama, which man beckoned to rejuvenate his tama at
tama-furi, and seems to represent some principal, if not the ultimate, being in ‘the other world’.
‘The other world’ being the original residence of tama whence individual tama came, perhaps
it was inevitable that in the course of time people came to envisage some parental kami figure
residing there. Luckily, they created a benevolent one, in the form of

_______________________
1.
Origuchi, ‘Kobungaku no Hanashi’ (OSZ, V.1, pp. 1-62).
(I should point out that the Japanese language does not make a distinction between the singular
and plural forms, nor does it make precise use of articles such as ‘a’ or ‘the’. This makes
an already vague subject even more vague.)
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the journeying kami.(1)
2. Rituals and Festivals Associated with Folk Tama-belief:
Of the numerous and varied tama and kami the ancient Japanese saw about them, the
ones that concerned them most were these that influenced their lives directly: friendly agents
such as the Journeying Kami or Musubi-Kami, who imparted blessings and power of life, and
hostile agents like Yakushin who brought calamities. Accordingly, the purpose of the rituals
they performed was primarily pragmatic. They aimed at ensuring health and longevity, by
beckoning the positive elements into their lives (tama-furi) and exorcising the negative
elements (tama-shizume). Of the tama-furi group, we examine three examples, the mythical
archetype that apears in the Shinto mythology Kojiki (712), the imperial rite Chikonsai, and
the folk ritual festival Sato-Kagura. As for the tama-shizume group, we focus our attention on
Goryoe, the ritual associated with the Goryoe-belief, a branch of tama-belief established
during the 9th and 10th centuries that specialized in dealings with ara-tama or violent tama.
Before discussing these specific examples it may be helpful to clarify the basic
vocabulary associated with the rites. The ritual usually took place in or in front of a ‘shin-den’
(palace of kami) or, as the common folk called it, a ‘koya’ (house of kami). In the case of

_______________________
1.
For tama-belief: Origuchi, ‘Reikon no Hanashi’ (OSZ, V.3, pp.390-437); ‘Omube
Matsuri no Igi’ (OSZ, V.3, pp. 174-240); ‘Minzokushikanni Okeru Takai no Kannen’
(OSZ, V.16, pp.309-369). Honda, Y. Nihon no Matsuri to Geino, Kinsho-sha, 1974,
pp.3-10. Hori, Minkan Shinko-shi no Kenkyu, V.2, p.709; Folk Religion in Japan
(Chicago University Press, 1968, pp.20-22; Nihon no Shamanism, Kodansha, 1971.
Yamagami, Miko no Rekishi, p.5, 1971.
For the concept of tama in Shinto proper, see Herbert, Shinto.
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Sato-Kagura a koya was set up anew each time to receive the kami. In the shin-den or koya, a
‘kama-kura’ (kami-seat) was prepared where the visiting kami was to descend and be seated
during the rite. Those who were to receive the blessing of the kami undertook the preliminary
rite of ‘misogi’ (purification). The most popular form of misogi was by water, either being
beaten under a water-fall or bathing in hot or salty water. Fire was also believed to have the
power of cleansing. Sometimes a man would fast or dance to purify himself, or else went into
hiding for a period, which was called ‘monoimi’. Having duly purified themselves, the
participants put on make-up and/or held ‘mite-kura’ (handseats) in their hands, usually posies
of some sacred branches bound with paper strips, to signify their purified state. The idea was
that the visiting kami could easily identify them.
The performance of kami-beckoning was called ‘waza-ogi’ (art of beckoning), which
usually consisted of invocation, singing and dancing with some symbolic geature. The central
figures in the performance were ‘miko’ (honourable children or children of kami, i.e.
shamanesses) through whom the visiting kami was expected to speak. Children were thought
to make effective miko as they were believed to be particularly susceptible to divine elements.
Nevertheless, sometimes older men and woman were chosen to take the role of miko. As a
miko danced waza-ogi, she held a ‘torimono’, a prop through which the kami would enter her.
The most effective torimono or ‘yorishiro’, as it was sometimes called, was thought to be some
long and hard object such as a spear, pole, arrow or a branch from a tall tree. As the kami
possessed the miko, she became ‘kamikakari’ (kami-like or under the influence of kami) and
the ritual reached its climax. It was in the state of kamikakari that
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spoke ‘takugen’ or the words of the kami. This shamanistic practice was sometimes called
‘fugeki’.(1)
One of the oldest examples of the tama-furi rite appears in the Shinto mythology Kojiki
(712), in the episode concerning the concealment of the Sun Goddess Amaterasu in the
heavenly rock cave Amanoiwaya.(2) Although this incident was by no means an historical
event, it is nevertheless maintained that this mythical rite reflects one of the archetypal forms
of tama-furi known at the time of the composition of the myth. Also, the circumstances in
which this rite was performed illuminate the function of the tama-furi rite as seen by the people
of those ancient times.
Amaterasuomikami (Heaven—shining—great—honourable—goddess),
Tsukiyominomikoto (Moon-darkness-goddess) and Haya-Susanoonomikoto (Swift-stormmale-god) were among the eighth generation of kami,(3)

_______________________
1.
Hori, Minkan Shinko-shi no Kenyu, vol.2, pp.376-377. Honda, Nihon no Matsuri to
Geino, pp.4-23.
2.
Kojiki (Record of Ancient Matters) was compiled and written down (711-712) by the
court official 0 no Yasumaro by imperial command from the oral and written sources
relating the origin of Yamato (Japan) and its early history. It is generally believed that
the motive for the compilation of this Official record, ordered initially by Emperor
Tenmu in 681, was mainly political, in that the Emperor hoped to justify and consolidate
the position of his line of the imperial family as the rulers of the country, by tracing his
ancestors to the line of kami, namely to Amaterasuomikami. The Record is in three
parts. The first, which deals with the age of kami, gives a mythological account of the
creation of Ashiwara no Nakatsu-kuni (Japan), and of the births and activities of the
ancestral kami of the Japanese emperors and ruling class, and is the most interesting.
The second and third parts give a quasi-historical record of the reigns of the successive
Emperors from Jinmu (the mythological first Emperor) to Suiko (593-628).
3.
Since Kuni no Tokotachi no Kami (the Nationbuilding Kami).
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born of the male kami Izangi after he had visited his dead wife Izanami in Yominokuni (the
domain of darkness). The oldest, Amaterasu, was assigned to go up to Takamanohara
(Heavenly high plain) and rule the day world as the goddess of light, and was given a string of
‘maga-tama’ (jewel-beads) as the token of her duty. Tsukiyomi was to become the Moon
Goddess to shine over the world of night, while the youngest Susanoo, a powerful god, of
whom it was said ‘the mountains and the earth shook and roared even as he wept’, was
assigned to rule the sea. But Susanoo, wanting to see his mother (whom he had never met) in
Yominokuni, refused to comply with the order. He wept and howled for days on end, until
finally his angry father expelled him from the land of kami.
Thereupon, Susanoo ascended to Takamanohara to take leave of his sister Amaterasu.
Seeing her unruly brother advancing with great noise and commotion, Amaterasu,
apprehensive about his intention, prepared herself for battle, lest Susanoo attempt to usurp her
domain. But to sooth the alarmed Amaterasu, Susanoo volunteered to compete in childbearing, to prove his ‘pure and bright’ intention. (Whether his intentions were honourable
would be decided by the calibre of children he produced.) Thus, first, Amaterasu asked for
Susanoo’s sword, broke it into three pieces, rinsed them in the heavenly water of Amenoyasu
river, chewed them to pieces, and spat them out, producing in the misty spray three female
deities. Then Susanoo took his turn. He took off the long strings of maga-tama (note the
association with the tama of tama-belief) from Amaterasu’s hair and arms, and by repeating
the same motion of rinsing, chewing and spitting, produced five male deities.
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Susanoo, who begot three graceful maidens, declared his victory(1) and vent wild with
the joy of having proven the innocence of his intentions. He broke down the ridges between
the rice-fields, covering up the ditches, defecated while drunk, and strewed the faeces about in
the hall where the first fruits were about to be tasted. This prompted Amaterasu to comment
that his behaviour signalled his disrespect for the agricultural use of the land. Although this
was said without reproach, it made Susanoo even more tempestuous: as Amaterasu entered the
sacred weaving hall, he opened a hole in the roof and dropped a skinned dappled pony through
it, causing an alarmed weaving maiden to strike her genitals against the shuttle and die.(2)
Finally, angered by her brother’s unruly behaviour, Amaterasu hid herself in Amanoiwaya, the
heavenly rock cave. Thus darkness- fell upon Takamanohara and Ashiharanonakatsunokuni,
and constant night reigned thereafter.(3)
It was at this point that the eight hundred myriad kami assembled in the river-bed of the
Amenoyasu river, to hold the tama-furi rite. First, they invited Omoinokami to ponder what to
do, and upon his advice gathered the long-crowing birds (cocks) of Tokoyo (ever-lastingworld) and had them crow. Then, they commissioned Amatsumara and

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
The children produced from his sword were considered as his offspring. It is interesting
that three maiden deities were thought to be superior to five male deities.
In another version of the story, it was Amaterasu who got injured. (Nihongi)
Kojiki, chapters 14-16. (English translation: Phillipi, D. Kojiki, Princeton, 1969).
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Ishikoridomenomikoto to make a mirror(1) from the heavenly hard-rock of the Amanoyasu
river and a piece of iron from the heavenly Mt. Kagu, and summoned Tamanoyanomikoto to
produce long strings of maga-tama beads. Next, Amenokoyanenomikoto and
Futotamanomikoto removed the shoulder-bone of the sacred stage of the heavenly Mt. Kagu
and, using the bark of the holy hahaka (cherry) tree, performed a divination. Thereupon, the
eight hundred myriad kami uprooted the flourishing holy sakaki tree, and affixed the strings of
maga-tama in the upper branches, the mirror in the middle and the white and blue nikite cloth
in the lower branches.
With these preparations completed, the ritual proper began in front of the rock cave
where Amaterasu was hiding. As Futotamanomikoto held up the sakaki tree with those
objects, Amenokoyanenomikoto intoned a solemn norito or invocation. Then
Amenouzumenomikito entered to perform waza-ogi (kami-beckoning). She took a cord of the
heavenly club-moss vine to bind her sleeves up in a criss-cross shoulder strap, tied the sacred
sakaki vine around her head, held a posy of bamboo from the heavenly Mt. Kagu in her hand,
climbed onto an over-turned wooden tub, and then –
She stamped on it resoundingly; in so doing, she became
kamikakari, exposed her nipples, and loosened her skirt to reveal her
genitals. Hence Takanohara shook and the eight hundred myriad
kami laughed all together.(2)

1.
2.

_______________________
A mirror was to be an image of the sun, i.e., Amaterasu. According to the Nihongi
version, Omoinokami spoke, “Let there be made an image (kata) of this kami, and let
prayers (ogi) he made addressed to it”. (Herbert, op. cit., pp. 302-303).
Kojiki, chapter 17 (Nihon Bungaku Koten Taikei, Iwanami, pp.81–83).
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The commotion aroused Amaterasu’s curiosity. Opening a crack in the rock cave door, she
spoke from within:
I thought that because of my hiding, Takamanohara would naturally
be dark and so would all the Ashiharano nakatsunokuni be in
complete darkness. But why this merriment, why does
Amenouzume perform ‘asobi’, and the eight hundred myriad kami
laugh?(1)
As Amenouzume replied, “We have here the presence of kami superior to you, so we
rejoice, laugh and ‘asobu”(2) Futotama and Amenokoyane held up the mirror on the sakaki tree
to Amaterasu. At this, the curious Amaterasu approached the door way, when, Amenotadikara
(who had been hiding there) took her by the hand and pulled her out. Futotama immediately
extended a shirikume rope behind her to prevent her from going back into the cave. Thus light
returned to Takamanohara and Ashiharanonakatsunokuni.
Indeed, the import of the tama-furi rite could not have been more graphically illustrated.
The confrontation between Susanoo, who wrecks rice paddies and pollutes the harvest, and
Amaterasu, who tends agriculture, is a conflict between the winter and summer forces, and
Amaterasu’s defeat, symbolized in her concealment, signals the seasonal

1.
2.

_______________________
Kojiki, op. cit., p. 83.
Ibid. The verb ‘asobu’ (noun form ‘asobi’) means ‘to play’. Japanese scholars translate
this as ‘singing and dancing’. From this connection, the singing and dancing in waza-ogi
performance are sometimes called ‘kami-asobi’.
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waning of the potency of the sun,(1) and a decline of the life-force in all other living things. It is
in this archetypal situation that the tama-furi rite is called for, to revive Amaterasu’s enfeebled
tama, and the tama of those whose lives depend on her potency.
The setting and performance of this rite also contained some of the essential elements
that were to become regular features of the tama-furi rite. For example, the rock cave in which
Amaterasu was enclosed and to which the visiting kami ‘superior to her’ presumably
descended is undoubtedly a proto-type of the shin-den (palace of kami). The uprooted sakaki
tree, adorned with divine symbols of life such as the mirror and maga-tama beads, seems to
have been functioning as a yorishiro (mark for attaching) through which kami descended.
There was also a bonfire, according to Nihongi and Kogoshui, possibly for a misogi
(purification) purpose or as a sign of welcoming the visiting kami.
As for waza-ogi (art of kami beckoning), the performance contained magical and
shamanistic elements. Following the norito invocation by Amenokoyane, the miko
(shamaness) kami Amenouzume performs an incantatory

1.

_______________________
Amaterasu’s concealment in the rock-cave could also be interpreted as her death - or ‘the
absent state’ in which her tama had ‘temporarily’ left her body. In various contemporary
songs of Manyoshu (759), the phrase ‘to shut oneself inside the rock-door’ meant ‘to die
and be concealed within the rocky tomb’. Even today verbs like ‘to conceal’ and ‘to
hide’ in Japanese are used euphemistically to mean the Sovereign’s death. Also, the
crowing of cocks, with which the ritual preparation started is said to have been a feature
of funerals because of its association with dawn, sun-rise, resurrection of the dead and
exorcising evil spirits. (Matsumura, Nihon Shinwa no Kenkyu, V. 3, pp. 71-73,
Baifukan, 1954). In this interpretation, therefore, the subsequent rite should be
understood as being held to beckon Amaterasu’s tama back into her body. After all the
complete darkness that enwrapped the world signifies the goddess death. But either way,
the myth illustrates the essence of tama-furi.
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dance, stamping on an over-turned wooden tub, holding a posy of mitegura (handspear for
kami) in her hand. According to other versions, she holds a spear decorated with bells or
sacred grass and uses it to strike the tub.(1) Since all the sources mention this stamping or
striking of the tub, this gesture and the ‘resounding’ sound it produces were probably thought
to have particularly effective incantatory powers to beckon kami. And indeed they do lead the
shamaness kami into the state of kamikakari. Possessed by the kami ‘superior to Amateratsu’
(could this kami be Musubi-kami, that mystic life force associated with the power of
procreation?), Amenouzume then performs a strip-tease dance, and is met with a roar of
laughter from the myriads of attending kami.
Scholars explain that this type of exhibitionism and laughter have often been used in
religious rites not only to drive away undesirable influences but also to amuse and entertain the
gods and propitiate their anger, or to increase their vitality. For instance, Matsumura likens
Amenouzume’s performance to that performed by Iambe before sorrowful Demeter in the
Homeric myth.(2) Chiri records a custom still extant

1.
2.

_______________________
Nihongi Iwanami Koten, V.1, pp. 112-123. Here Amenouzume carries a spear wreathed
with eulalia grass, while in Kogoshui she carries both a posy and a spear adorned with
tinkling bells.
Matsumoto, Nihon Shinwa no Kenkyu, op. cit., pp.97-107.
Having lost her daughter Persephone to Hades by Zeus’s decree, the angry
Demeter left the company of the gods on Olympus. She disguised herself and went
among mortals, appearing as an old woman weighed down by sorrow. She came to
Eleusis in Attica, and at the well encountered the daughters of Celeus, first king of
Eleusis, and of his wife Metaneira. They brought her to their father’s palace to be the
nurse for their little brother. But Demeter was still deeply sorrowful and she remained
silent and stood apart from the others. Mataneira offered her own seat, but Demeter
would not sit down. Then, quick-witted Iambe, the servant girl, spread a white fleece
over the seat and, making kindly jests, persuaded the goddess to sit down, and brought a
smile to her face.
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among the Ainu (a native tribe of northern Japan), where exposure of the genitals is used for
the magic purpose of warding off evil spirits.(1) Herbert, on the other hand, argues that the
showing of these female parts (which relate to child-bearing and nursing) to the sun goddess,
who sheds life and light on the world and who is to give birth to the whole dynasty of
Emperors, is an apt reminder to her of her duties to the world.(2) For that matter, the striking of
the tub with a spear has been interpreted as an act of fornication, tub and spear respectively
representing female and male sexual organs.(3) Whatever are the symbolic meanings of these
gestures and sounds, it is the performance of these waza-ogi acts that finally brings Amaterasu
to the rock door. That the rite ends in success confirms the magical import of the
performance.(4)
According to Kojiki and other records of the time, the line of Yamato Emperors (the
ancestors of the present emperor) were direct descendants of Amaterasu, and the three priestly
clans then serving the Yamato court were the descendants of the three kami (Futotama,
Amenokoyane and Amenouzume) who played the dominant parts in the tama-furi rite before
the Amenoiwaya, the heavenly rock cave. Though such claims cannot be verified historically,
they suggest that there were some connections between the mythical rite and our next
example, the

1.
2.
3.
4.

_______________________
Chiri, Bunrui Ainu Jiten (Chiri Mashiho Zenshu, Bekkan 2, pp.379-380).
Herbert, op. cit., p. 307.
Matsumoto, op. cit., pp. 91-107.
What became of Susanoo, the cause of all this? The eight hundred myriad kami
deliberated and decided to impose upon him a fine of a thousand tables of restitutive
gifts. Furthermore, they had him exorcised by cutting off his beard and the nails of his
hands and feet, and expelled him from the lands of kami.
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imperial tama-furi rite, performed for the tama of the Emperor at the court.
The tradition of the imperial tama-furi rite dates from as early as the reign of the
Emperor Tenmu (673-686),(1) and still continues today. Our example is taken from the records
of the Heian period (794-1185), Jokan Gishiki and Engishi, compiled respectively in the 9th
and 10th centuries at the height of the court-orientated aristocratic Heian culture. The imperial
rite, called Chikonsai, was held annually in the eleventh lunar month the night before the
imperial harvest festival, ostensibly for the purpose of rejuvenating the sovereign’s tama for
the coming year and ensuring his health and longevity. It took place in the Shinden (Palace of
Kami), where eight Musubi-kami are said to have been enthroned, attended by high priests and
miko as well as the ministerial officers of the court. The Emperor himself was absent,(2) but his
ceremonial robe was brought to the Shinden in a willow-wood box, ‘misohako’.
The participants enter the Shinden in a strictly prescribed order,

1.
2.

_______________________
See Nihongi (712) V.29, op. cit.
At the tama-furi rite held for the Emperor-to-be during the Omube Matsuri (the
coronation ceremony for the new sovereign in which the one and only emperor-tama,
that has presumably left the body of his predecessor, is beckoned to the new one), the
Emperor-to-be retires into the sacred bedding called Madokoofusuma after purifying
himself in a bath and stays ‘enclosed’ in it while the tama-furi performance is conducted
in the fore garden by his subordinate court ministers. (See Kurabayashi, Kyoen no
Kenkyu, pp.553-566). Origuchi notes that the ancient Japanese believed that one could
attract tama if one was covered or enclosed in something, in fact just as Amaterasu was
in the rock cave. (Origuchi, OSZ, V. 7, pp. 285-286 and V. 3, pp. 190-193). In the
modern version of the imperial tama-furi rite described by Herbert, the Emperor seats
himself in the Shinden in front of the kamu-kura (seat of kami, or altar) of the Musubikami. (Herbert, op. cit., p. 347).
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seat themselves, and put on white linen robes called ‘kasai’ as the sign of misogi, purification.
The ritual begins with a norito invocation by a priest, followed by the performance of ‘kamiasobi’ (kami-play)(1) consisting of music and dance. As the chief priest calls out each name,
‘koto’ (13 stringed instrument) and ‘fue’ (flute) players perform in turn and then together. Next
comes the recitation of Chikon songs and dancing. The sound of these instruments and the
intoning of Chikon songs were apparently thought to have effective incantatory powers.(2) As
the miko (shamaness) sings and dances herself into kamikakari, the chief priest, it is recorded,
customarily praises her dancing verbally to encourage kamikakari.
This leads to the most sacred part of the rite. Just as Amenouzume did, the miko climbs
on top of an overturned tub and strikes it with her spear ten times, chanting the ten numerals
corresponding to the ten Shinto treasures associated with the power of healing and
resurrection.(3)

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
See p.28, footnote 2.
Hori notes that many cases of kami-asobi mentioned in Nihongi (720) and in the songs
of Manyoshu (759) use these instruments, particularly the koto. (Hori, Minkan
Shinkoshi no Kenkyu, V.1, p.388). Also, the wording of the extant Chikon songs
collected in Honda’s Kagura (pp.12-13) and Nishikadoi’s Kagura no Kenkyu (p.79)
clearly show their incantatory nature. For example, each song, consisting of 30-40
syllables, is preceded by repetitious intoning of the mysterious phrase, “A-chi-me, 0 - 0 0, A-chi-me, 0 - 0 -...”.
According to the Shinto mythology, Amaterasu entrusted the ten heavenly treasures with
Hayanigininomikoto as the heavenly symbols, when he was sent down to rule the
Yamato-land (Japan). His son, Umashimajinomikoto sheok these ten heavenly treasures
at the tama-furi rite held for the first Emperor, Jimmu (a mythical Emperor, believed to
have lived around the beginning of the Christian era), and his wife, for it was believed
that by shaking these heavenly objects, one could heal the sick and bring the dead back
to life. By the 10th century, this gesture had been transformed into a vocal presentation
of the ten symbolic numbers.
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Synchronising with her movements, the chief priest knots the strings attached to the
misohako (in which the imperial robe lives) ten times, while an attendant opens its top and
swings it gently. The meaning of this ‘knotting’ gesture has not been fully explained, but the
answer may lie in the fact that the term ‘knot’ pronounced in Japanese as ‘musubu’ is a
homonym of ‘musubi’-kami. The ‘musubu’ gesture may therefore have meant to transmit the
power of musubi-kami.
Finally, the participants join in the dancing, and the rite ends with a ceremonial feast
shared by all.
Nearly three centuries into its history, the imperial Chikonsai at the height of the Heian
period retained the essential ingredients of the mythical tama-furi rite; namely the seasonal
element, that it was held in winter at the end of agricultural season, the shamanistic exercise of
kamikakari, and the waza-ogi gesture of tub-striking, not to mention the purpose of the rite
itself. At the same time, the kami-asobi now included playing of instruments, singing (or
chanting), dancing, and even feasting at the end of the rite. The waza-ogi itself was
characterised by a further move towards symbolism. In addition to tub-striking, it employed
visual and aural signs that had symbolic meanings, such as the presence of the misohako (in
the place of the Emperor himself), the chanting of the 10 sacred numerals, the knotting of the
strings attached to the misohako and the swinging of it. All this contrasts sharply with the
direct exhibitionism of the strip-tease dance performed by Amenouzume. Equally contrasting
is the ending: while the sun goddess actually emerged from the cave in the mythical rite, there
was no tangible evidence here that the emperor’s tama has indeed been rejuvenated. That, it
seems, was a matter of faith.
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On the level of the common folk, the tama-furi rite took the form of a popular village
‘matsuri’ (festival) known today as Sato-Kagura,(1) and here the recipient of kami was an entire
community.
The matsuri began with the preparation of the kagura site, i.e., a ‘kodono’ (sometimes
‘koya’, house of kami) or ‘koniwa’ (garden of kami), the folk equivalent of the imperial
Shinden (Palace of Kami). Usually it was built specially for the occasion in the precincts of a
village shrine, in a private garden, or in a room of the house belonging to the village elder. The
interior of the kodono was decorated lavishly with sacred paper and cloth strips as well as with
sacred trees such as masaki and bamboo. The kama-kura (kami-seat) was set up

1.

_______________________
The composite of the two characters used for ‘kagura’ (kami-music) already appeared in
Manyoshu (759) in connection with kami-asobi. But it was then pronounced as ‘sa-sa’
referring to the sound of bells used for kami-asobi (Honda, Kagura, pp. 18-19), and the
pronunciation as ‘kagura’ did not come until the mid-Heian period (784-1185). Some
scholars suggest that ‘kagura’ is a corruption of the sound ‘kamu-kara’ (kami-seat) (e.g.,
see Origuchi’s preface in Nishikadoi’s Kagura no Kenkyu). Today the term ‘kagura’ has
a broad connotation that includes Miya-Kagura (court-kagura) performed at the imperial
court, consisting mostly of ritualistic music and dance, Sato-Kagura (village-kamimusic) performed in the remote rural areas in accordance with the ancient folk tradition,
and other forms of folk entertainments and quasi-religious performances like FutoKagura which had branched out from the Sato-Kagura performances. Even within the
extant Sato-Kagura, there are various types such as those kagura which use Yu-date
(making hot water) and function as ‘harai’(exorcism), those that function mainly as folk
entertainment comprising of songs, dances and sometimes quasi-Noh performances,
those that are associated with flower festivals, and those that involve shamanistic
practices. The examples we study here are those associated with shamanistic practices,
which are believed to have been the oldest forms of Sato-Kagura, and reached their
present forms in the middle ages. The following is a collective account of these rites
compiled in Kagura no Kenkyu by Nishikadoi and Nihon no Matsuri to Geino and
Kagura by Honda.
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in a corner, on a shelf adorned with seasonal harvest offerings or on one or several straw sacks
of rice decorated with similar objects. In the case of the older kagura performed in the Iku and
Bichu regions, a huge square umbrella-like cover called Gyokkai (or Byokkai) hung from the
ceiling, adorned with a mirror, sakaki branches, sacred cloth and paper strips (these three were
used as yorishiro in the mythical rite: see p. 27 ), a fan, paper cuttings of male and female
human figurines, and a red bag of grain or wine.(1) When kagura was performed outdoors, the
kamu-kura was set up outside and the kagura site was marked by a sacred rope garnished with
paper strips. Having prepared the stage for the kagura performance, the participants
individually performed misogi, purification, and put on their cheeks and foreheads a red or
white mark, or sometimes a black mole or even a patch of soot, as a sign of their purified
state.(2)
Thus, on one November day, the kagura began with ‘kami-mukae’ (kami-welcoming).
A popular form of kami-mukae was a procession of flutes and drums to the highest hill in the
neighbourhood. The idea was that the kami would descend to the tallest and oldest tree in the
vicinity. There they cut a branch off the oldest sakaki or pine tree, and brought the kami with it
to the kagura site, onto the kamu-karu. When the kami concerned were already enshrined in
local ‘hokora’ (small shrine), as in the case of Bichu Kagura, the kami-mukae was made to
these locations, and the kami were brought to the kagura site on sakaki branches or paper
yorishiro called ‘kenjo’.

1.
2.

_______________________
Honda, Kagura, Mokubisha, 1966, pp. 44-45.
Honda, Nihon no Geino to Matsuri, Kinshosha, 1974.
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The kagura proper began at sunset, and continued throughout the night. The initial part,
corresponding to the kami-asobi (kami-play) of the imperial rite, consisted of song and dance
performances of ‘kami-oroshi’ or calling-down kami (a more aggressive term than tama-furi
or kami-beckoning). It started with a ritualistic misogi dance by the chief priest, purporting to
purify the kagura site. In the case of Bichu Kagura, the priest performed a sakaki dance. The
swaying motion of sakaki branches was (and still is) believed to ward off unclean elements.
Then came the invocation: as the umbrella-like Byokkai was lowered and swung vigorously
by the rope (reminiscent of the swinging of the misohako in the imperial rite), a drummer,
seated underneath, intoned the incantatory words of kami-oroshi with the beats of his drum.
Since the kami concerned was presumably already resting on the kamu-kura, this probably
meant either calling the kami down into the forum of the kagura performance among the
people or perhaps urging him to stay on at the kamu-kura while the kagura lasted (lest he
might take leave), as one example of kami-oroshi words suggests.(1)
The kagura was then opened for various song and dance performances by the
participants. They would pray, sing, dance, drink and feast throughout the night, to entertain
and beckon kami. A series of dances using a number of torimono such as a fan, a posy of
sakaki branches, an arrow, a sword or even a ladle were performed in turn. One of the

1.

_______________________
Nishikadoi records examples of kami-oroshi words in his Kagura no Kenkyu (pp. 330332). One reads: “Come down, the kamu-kura is adorned with damask and brocade, and
stay on at the seat”. Another: “Kenjo (paper yorishiro) stand; this is Takamanohara
(where Amaterasu resided according to the Shinto mythology, i.e., the upper regions of
heaven), come and gather, ye myriad kami!”.
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regular features was a dance called ‘ji-katame’ (earth-consolidating) or ‘yotsu-mai’ (fourcorner-dance), which bears a remarkable resemblance to the tub-stamping (or tub-striking)
performed by Amenouzume in the mythical rite and the miko in the imperial rite. Just as
Amenouzume held a spear adorned with bells (according to the Nihongi source) and stamped
on an overturned tub, the miko here held a bell and sword in her hands and danced ji-katami
with strong footsteps on the wooden floor of the kagura site. Although this dance is noted to
have been influenced by a Chinese foot-step dance called Hen-Pai (which was performed for
the purpose of exorcism) the connection with the indigenous tradition seems undeniable. The
repertory sometimes included narrative dances on mythological subjects such as Amaterasu’s
opening of the rock cave door, and an exhibition of sport such as sumo-wrestling, which is said
to have functioned as a sort of divination.(1) These performances drew a jeering reaction from
the audience (reminiscent of the roar of laughter the myriad kami produced at Amenouzume’s
strip-tease dance), and in response the kami, in the form of a masked figure, would make an
appearance among the people. Some old kagura songs express the sentiments of a traveller,
and are thought to have been sung (and possibly danced) by the visiting kami.(2) Meanwhile
drinking and feasting had been going on among the audience and performers alike, including
the kami figure. The traditional belief that each grain contained a kami (or a buddha) - no
doubt derived from the tenets of tama-belief - made these activities

_______________________
1.
Honda, Nihon no Matsuri to Geino, p. 52.
2.
See Nishikadoi, op. cit., pp. 103-104 and Orignchi ‘Kokubungaku no Hassei’ (OSZ, V.
1, pp. 5-45 and V. 17, p. 23).
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one of the indispensable ritual acts of tama-furi, and accordingly intoxication was probably
taken as a sign of the kami’s presence in oneself, a state of kamikakari. Thus the kagura
usually reached an orgiastic state as the night deepened.(1)
Finally, as dawn approached, the kagura arrived at its most eagerly awaited moment: the
visiting kami would speak his oracle through a shaman. The manner in which this took place
varied from region to region. For instance, in Iku Kagura, which is said to be one of the oldest
forms of Sato-Kagura (and so dispenses with the preliminary song and dance performances),
this occurred immediately after the invocation of kami-oroshi. As a young shamaness intoned
the words of kami-oroshi, the Gyokkai, adorned with a mirror, sakaki branches, paper
figurines, etc., was lowered over her head and swung vigorously, until she entered into the
ecstatic state of kamikakari, and spoke.(2)
In Bichu Kagura, where the villagers received three ‘ara-kami’ (‘ara’ as in ‘ara-tama’,
violent-kami) along with the benevolent Hachiman kami, the exercise took a different form. It
started with what appears to be an act of exorcism or tama-shizume. Three ropes (apparently
functioning as yorishiro) brought from the three ara-kami shrines were

_______________________
1.
For example, the authorities recorded the following comments on the night kagura or
matsuri in 798: “The Minister of the Right states that night matsuri and group drinking
(at matsuri) must be forbidden...They drink and eat together, and reach ultimately a state
of drunken disorder. Men and women mingle indiscriminately, and high and low lose
order and distinction among them”. (Ruishu Sandai Kaku, V. 19, 4 October 798; see
also Kokushi Taikei, V. 25 p. 590). In this connection, we note also that some of the
kagura songs compiled in Manyoshu (759), Shuishu (996) and Ryojinhisho (1179)
portray erotic (almost licentious) behaviour of miko in kamikakari.
2.
Honda, Nihon no Matsuri to Geino, pp. 54-55.
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woven into the shape of a snake twelve meters long, and carried into the kodono (house of
kami) by the men of the village. There they encircled the arena three and a half times, pushing
and pulling the rope, making a great noise and commotion, and chanting the list of the ten
sacred numerals (as in the imperial rite). The noisy procession then moved to the kagura site,
and the snake rope was stretched between two pillars of the room. While the men continued to
push and pull the rope with a great noise, one of them, intoning the ten numerals, moved
around the rope, striking the body of the snake with a sword. As he repeated the same
movement three times, the noise and commotion produced by the men clinging to the rope
subsided. Did the ‘striking’ gesture pacify the ara-tama of these kami?
At this point, the men tied the head of the snake rope to the Byokkai, and underneath the
shamans danced frenziedly into the state of kamikakari. They encircled the rope vigorously in
jumping and running steps, intoning incantations, until they became kamikakari. Suddenly one
of them would fall into a trance, leaning against the rope. As the attendants raised his body
upright, the priest would oblige him to speak by asking him questions. The man, i.e., the kami,
would forecast ‘in a sing-song tone’ the prospects for the next harvest, warn against the omens
ahead and caution those (by name) who had offended the kami during the past year.(1)
In the case of Ishimi Kagura, where the people received a similar

1.

_______________________
This account of Bichu Kagura is based on two observations made at different times: one
by Egusa Susumu in November 1943 (recorded in Kagura by Honda, pp. 46-49) and
one by Honda himself in November l962 (recorded in Nihon no Matsuri to Geino, pp.
44-46).
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ara-kami, the shaman in kamikakari is said to have behaved so violently sometimes (for
example, running about brandishing a drawn sword) that they believed that the kami was
expressing his anger through his shaman.(1) In another form of kagura, where people used ‘yudate’ (making-hot-water) as a means of purification, kamikakarl was brought on to the
shamans and shamanesses by soaking them in hot water or sprinkling hot vapour over them
with a bamboo posy as they danced into kamikakarl.(2)
The kagura ended with ‘kami-okuri’ (sending off kami). This could take the form of
burning the kamu-kara or sending the yorishiro and other sacred objects out into the river or
sea. The sakaki branches were returned to the root of the tree on the hill where they had been
cut, and the ropes which represented the ara-kami in Bichu Kagura were taken back to their
respective shrines. Then the kagura was over.
As we have observed, Sato-Kagura followed the tradition of the tama-furi rite in its
function, overall structure, use of props and in the essential components of the rite. The
villagers came together at the end of the agricultural season, set up a koya, prepared a kamukura, invited kami via yorishiro, performed kami-oroshi, and received his power and blessings
through shamanistic exercise that involved such familiar tama-furi gestures as stamping,
striking, swinging (shaking) and intoning of the ten sacred numerals. They adopted the tamafuri objects such as a posy of sakaki branches, a long and hard object like

1.
2.

_______________________
Honda, Kagura, p. 51.
Nishikadoi, Kagura no Kenkyu, pp. 859-861.
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a sword or arrow, bells, paper strips, rope and mirror, for use in the rite as yorishiro, torimono
(i.e., mite-kura), or for the purpose of misogi.
While sharing these traditional elements, Sato-Kagura also showed its own distinct
characteristics, particularly in comparison to the imperial rite. In sharp contrast to the move
towards abstraction and symbolism in the imperial rite, the folk kagura presented the mystic
tenets of tama-furi in concrete terms. The kami not only showed himself ‘physically’ among
the people and imparted his power and blessings by sharing food and drink but also
communicated his will and reassurance ‘verbally’. His presence was felt visually, aurally, and
physically via intoxication. Here the effect of tama-furi was not merely a matter of faith as in
the imperial rite but was enacted in an explicit form to the last detail, with the miko assuming
the role of kami.
Before we proceed to discuss tama-shizume, we look at one Sato-Kagura variation
commonly known as ‘ta-asobi’ or field-play (note ‘asobi’ as in ‘kami-asobi’). This is an
interesting example to observe at this point, because it combines elements of tama-furi and
tama-shizume as well as showing the ‘physicalizing’ characteristics of the folk kagura rite.
Ta-asobi was performed in the early spring for the purpose of ensuring a good harvest in
the autumn. With the animistic tradition of tama-belief still prevalent, people apparently feared
that the tama (or kami) of the field might harbor a hostility against men, the newcomers who
spoiled the land by agriculture, and that it might therefore jeopardise their harvest out of
malice. So every early spring, just to be on the safe side, people invited a benevolent kami to
their field
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and asked him to pacify its hostile tama. The performance started in the usual sequence,
invocation followed by the performance of kami-beckoning songs and dances. Then came the
most interesting part of the rite. Having called down the friendly kami, people expected him to
‘demonstrate’ his power and good will in ‘action’, namely by subjugating the hostile tama
before their very eyes. Thus the central part of the rite consisted of a physical and verbal battle
between the kami, usually masked as an old man, and the tama, masked as a grotesque or
comic demon-like figure. Their exchange sometimes verged on the comic as the defiant
demon tried to mock his opponent and clowned in words and gestures. The performance also
included a mimic enactment of the rice-producing process of sowing, planting and harvesting,
performed either by the kami as a demonstration (to the demon) of what ought to take place, or
by the demon as his testimony of what would happen.(1) As in all tama-furi rites, ta-asobi
ended on a hopeful note: the combat between the benevolent and malevolent forces was won
by the former. In ta-asobi, the kami acquired an antagonist, and together they (i.e., the shamans
impersonating these roles) performed a mini-drama that contained conflict, action and
resolution. And the performance had an audience that was more than willing to believe in the
truthfulness of it all.
We have observed an element of tama-shizume in ta-asobi, and earlier in Bichu Kagura,
where three ara-kami were pacified during the course of the kagura performance. As it
happens, the most feared

1.

_______________________
Origuchi, ‘Ta-asobi matsuri no Kannen’ (OSZ, V.3 pp. 378-389). Kurabayashi, Kyoen
no Kenkyu (V. ‘Bungaku’, pp. 670-673). Nishikadoi, op. cit., pp. 47-49; pp. 135-138.
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‘ara-tama’ (violent-tama) was that of a man who had suffered violent and untimely death; for it
was widely believed that the angry tama of the dead would lay a curse upon the living.
Accordingly, the tama-shizume rite was most commonly held for the purpose of appeasing
these ara-tama or, as people called them, ‘on-ryo’ (grudge-bearing spirits). This concern for
onryo became particularly prevalent during the political upheavals of the early Heian period
(784-1185), when the deaths of prominent figures victimized in these struggles were often
followed by visitations of lightning, plague, earthquake and famine, and people came to fear
that the dead were out to wreak their vengeance upon the living. So they flocked to perform
tama-shizume; they called upon the dead by invocation, identified the onryo, let them air their
grievances through shamans, accommodated their wishes, made prayers to console their
spirits, revered them as ‘go-ryo’ (honourable-spirits), and finally enshrined them as ‘ara-hitokami’ (violent-man-gods). Thus by the end of the Heian period, this branch of tama-belief
(specializing in ara-tama) had established itself as the Goryo belief, and remained prevalent
well into the Tokugawa period in the 17th and 18th centuries. The tama-shizume rites, or
Goryo-e, we study here are those performed for the two most feared onryo of the Heian period,
those of Prince Sawara (749-785) and of Sugawara Michizane (844-903).
It seems that the Goryoe began on the street level spontaneously with the activities of
‘lay’ shamans. The following report sent from a province to the authorities in Kyoto in 780
gives as a glimpse of what the early street rites were like.
Recently ignorant peasants flock to perform ‘fugeki’ (shamanistic
practices) at every oppotrunity, and indiscriminately worship ‘inshi’
(wanton or illegitimate
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kami)...They go madly about everywhere and fill the streets.
Purporting to seek good fortune, they secretly indulge themselves in
magic like imprecation...
...Such practices must be banned.(1)
The report indicates that these street rites consisted chiefly of shamanistic practices, and
that they had the popular, almost fanatical, support of common folk. It also points out that the
object of their worship (i.e., whatever tama or kami that possessed the shamans) was regarded
by the authorities as ‘inshi’ or wanton-kami, and accordingly that the whole practice was
condemned as something dubious. We should note that by them the authorities were
upholding Buddhism and Shintoism as the legitimate religions of the state. Therefore the
shamanistic practices by ‘lay’ shamans, which involved tama that were not officially
recognized as (Shinto) kami, and attracted a large hysterical crowd who were willing to revere
them as kami, were in their view not only illegitimate but also politically subversive.(2)
Before long, however, the authorities themselves came to conduct the previously
‘illegitimate’ Goryoe, partially because of the mounting public concern over the recurrence of
disasters. The earliest official rite to appear in the record was the tama-shizume held for the
onryo of

1.
2.

_______________________
Ruishu Sandai Kaku, V.19 (Kokushi Taikei, V.25, p.465).
As we have observed in the imperial tama-furi rite, some of the court rituals involved
shamanistic practices. But these were performed by the shamans belonging to the
exclusive priestly clans at the court (the descendants of those three mythological kami
who conducted the tama-furi for Amaterasu), and the kami they dealt with were all
‘legitimate’ Shinto deities. In time, the onryo of the dead were also to be deified and to
be accepted as legitimate god-heads. But at this early stage, they were still regarded as
‘inshi’.
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Crown Prince Sawara (749-785) in 805 by none other than the Emperor Kanmu himself.
Some twenty years earlier, Fujiwara Tanetsugu, Kanmu’s right-hand man and the head of a
powerful aristocratic family, was assassinated by the rival faction of the court in a coup. The
emperor took this as an attempt to overthrow him and at once suspected his brother Crown
Prince Sawara. Thus he stripped Sawara of his title and ordered him into exile on the island of
Awaji. But the prince, in protest of his innocence, fasted to death on the boat to the island. In
the years following, a series of misfortunes befell the imperial family, and frequent attacks of
plague terrorized the people causing a great fear of the onryo of the dead. So, when an
ominous earthquake inaugurated the year 805, Kanmu was finally compelled to perform a
Goryoe “in order to console the angry tama of the kami (the dead prince)”.(1)
However, judging from the brief description of the rite in the official record, the imperial
tama-shizume rite was no more than a polite ceremonial occasion, consisting mainly of the
recitation of Buddhist prayers. The shamanistic elements were characteristically absent.
Nevertheless, the emperor seems to have done everything ‘legitimate’ in his power to appease
Sawara’s onryo. He created an imperial title ‘Emperor Suido’ to award to the prince
posthomously, built a small treasure house at the imperial temple to store the precious gifts and
offerings made to the prince, and gathered in the palace one hundred and fifty Buddhist priests
to recite Buddhist

1.

_______________________
Nihon Sandai Jitsurokuki, V.13, (Kokushi Taikei, V.3, p.39).
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sutras to ‘console’ his onryo.(1)
By comparison, the street rites still maintained the same feverish occult atmosphere, if
not more so, In 807, when Sawara’s onryo was believed to be still at large, the following report
was made in the official record.
At the slightest sign of ill or good fortune, ‘fugeki’ practitioners give
out oracles in kamikakari, and the ignorant masses believe their
dubious bewitching words. The ‘inshi’ worship and ‘enju’ (magic
incantations) are increasing. The popular spread of these practices is
ignoble, and it is disturbing the peaceful order of society. These
practices must be banned hereafter.(2)
Again the report indicates that the streets were rampant with shamanistic exercises by
‘lay’ shamans, and that the authorities were concerned about the mass-hysteria that apparently
went with their kamikakari utterances, possibly voicing grudges of onryo that confirmed
people’s (and their) worst fears.
We note that while the street rites were following the indigenous fold ritual tradition, the
imperial rite relied mainly on the Buddhist measures, namely the recitation of Buddhist sutras,
in pacifying onryo. This was probably an inevitable development, since Buddhism was by
then the official religion of the state, along with Shinto. Furthermore, while the illiterate mass
had no access to the finer points of Buddhist teachings at this stage, learning Buddhist
scriptures was a part of the education of the elite aristocratic ruling class of the time. However,
as Buddhism spread downwards into the masses, merging with the indigenous religious
elements, Buddhist prayers were to be adopted also by the folk

1.
2.

_______________________
Ibid., pp. 38-39.
Ruishu Sandai Kaku, V.19, 28 September 807 (Kokushi Taikei, V.25, p. 590).
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rites as an incantatory measure for tama-shizume. So it may be helpful at this point to see how
the merger of the two traditions proceeded.
On the official and intellectual level, there was a theoretical attempt to relate Buddhist
and Shinto theologies. For instance, the founder of the Shingen sect of Buddhism, Kukai (774835), advocated a new incarnation theory which stipulated that the eternal Buddha appeared in
different forms at various places in order to save mankind, and that by extension of this theory,
the national deities of Shinto were
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incarnations of Buddhas and Budhisattvas. Thus, he claimed that there were no conflicting
elements in the two religions. He identified Buddha with Amaterasu and lesser Buddhist deities
with lesser Shinto deities. This theory became the basis of Ryobu-Shinto, which was to remain
the foundation of the Japanese national religion until the Meiji era.
On the popular front, the introduction of the Jodo sect (the Pure Land sect) made
Buddhism accessible to the common people. This teaching, first advocated by the great
masters Goryogi (670-749) and Saicho (767-822), preached the simple tenet that one could
attain salvation after death in Jodo or the western paradise of the Pure Land by the power of
Nenbutsu prayer to Amitabha, who presided over Jodo.(1) The popularization of the Jodo belief
and Nenbutsu prayer was undertaken by the priest Kuya (903-972), who travelled widely
among the masses and propagated the practice of Nenbutus prayer by combining it with
dancing - Nenbutsu Odori. Later Honen (1133-1212) and his disciple Shinran (1173-1262)
took the teaching one step further by advocating that every man, however inadequate and
sinful he might be, could attain salvation in the Pure Land, simply by reciting Nenbutsu and
relying on the power of Amida at the moment of

1.

_______________________
The literary meaning of Nenbutsu is ‘prayer to Buddha’ but in the history of Japanese
religion Nenbutsu refers to a prayer offered only to Amida Butsu or Amitabha Buddha,
who ruled the western Pure Land as the saviour of human souls and spirits of the dead.
The practice of Nenbutsu and the belief in Amida appeared during the 9th century and
flourished in the 10th century. The prayer consisted merely of reciting Amida’s name:
Namu Amida Butsu Namu Amida Butsu. Originally the objective of the prayer was
salvation in the future life, but it gradually expanded its function to become a memorial
service for the spirits of the dead with the expectation that Amida’s helping hand would
be extended to the dead.
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death. Kuya’s Nenbutsu Odori (Nenbutsu dance) was taken up by Ippen Shonin (1239-1289),
who travelled throughout the country with his fellow priests (they were called the Jishu-sect)
and preached the power of Nenbutsu Odori as a counter-magic against evil elements.
Interestingly, their Nenbutsu Odori, as described and illustrated in the extant records, is
characterized by vigorous ‘jumping’ and ‘stamping’ foot-steps, just like the foot-stamping
dance of Amenouzume and the similar ones performed by the participants of Sato-Kagura.
There was also assimilation of imported occult elements into the native tradition. The
priests of the Shugendo sect, who followed Taoist teachings, for instance, practiced positive
magic. A sort of Buddhist ascetics, these priests went through vigorous spiritual and physical
trainings in the remote mountains (hence they were called ‘yama-bushi’ or ‘mountain-monks’)
in order to acquire mystic power to combat evil spirits, and actively engaged in subduing the
evil spirits of the dead, i.e., onryo, employing a shamaness as their assistant. Owing to their
conjuring, it is said, the shamaness would fall into a trance, a state of kamikakari, and
thereupon the yama-bushi would exercise their art of exorcism. It was believed that the power
of their magic was such that it not only exorcised the evil elements but also transformed a
malevolent into a benevolent one.
On the other hand, scholars and magicians of the Onmyodo, who mastered the
philosophical, astrological and magic theories and

1.

_______________________
Hori, Minkan Shinkoshi no Kenkyu, V. 2, pp. 57-58.
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practices of the Yin Yang school, worked at the court in various capacities. They presented the
official calendar, engaged in divination, astrology and fortune telling, and practised magical
invocations for a good harvest, good weather and so on. However, theirs was a negative
magic, in that they concentrated merely on avoiding evil elements by the use of charms etc.
rather than converting them into favourable elements. The lower-class Onmyodo priests
belonged to large Shinto shrines of Buddhist temples and visited the villages within their
jurisdiction periodically, distributing their shrine or temple charms, talismans, amulets,
phylacteries and agricultural calenders. Some travelled from village to village, making
seasonal visits to purify houses for the new year and to ensure a good harvest, by means of the
recitation of magical words and ritual singing and dancing. It is said that it was the priests of
this group who later became the Noh players and the Joruri reciters.(1)
For all the gifts that the Emperor Kanmu bestowed upon Prince Sawara, the 805
imperial rite does not seem to have been effective in pacifying his onryo, for some sixty years
later his name again featured, among five others, in an imperial rite held under the auspices of
the Emperor Seiwa. The record of this Goryoe, held on 20 May 863, is particularly informative
as, in addition to the description of the imperial rite, it also includes an account of what had
been happening on the street level up to this point.
Unprecedentedly, this Goryoe was held in one of the imperial

1.

_______________________
Hori, Folk Religion, p. 80.
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Gardens, Shinsenen, and, as the record emphasises, was opened to the general public. This
indicates that the power of onryo had finally acquired official recognition, even though
performing Goryoe was still considered ‘illegitimate’ from the state point of view. As for the
content of the rite, however, it remained essentially the same ceremonial performance as in the
805 rite, though larger in scale. At the kamu-kura (god-seat), the six recently active onryo were
seated, headed by Prince Sawara (now called Emperor Suido), down to the latest casualties of
the treacherous court intrigues. The offerings were plentiful both in kind and volume, and
several Buddhist prayers were chanted to console these onryo. The rite also included various
performances after the kami-asobi fashion: the court musicians played ‘gagaku’ (ritual music),
the children of prominent aristocratic and Samurai families joined in the dance performances
along with the professional court dancers, and the Sangaku players competed in their artistry.
The significant absence was of course the shamanistic element, as was the case in the 805 rite.
After the description of the rite, the same record goes on to explain the course of events
which led to the organisation of this imperial rite.
Frequent attacks of plague in recent years produced numerous
deaths. Many believed this calamity to be the work of goryo, and
went about holding goryoe. Starting in the Kyoto area, it spread to
the neighbouring provinces. People performed goryoe everywhere
all year round continuously. Some prayed to Buddha and recited
Buddhist prayers. Some sang and danced. Children wearing makeup performed archery. Wrestlers half-stripped exhibited their skill,
while others competed in horse racing and horse-back archery.
‘Waza- hito’ (persons who perform) performed their acts. Each
competed in his skill. People flocked to these rites and packed the
premises. This became the fashion of the day. This
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spring, another plague broke out and many peasants were killed. The
imperial court prayed, and now holds this rite.(1)
The account makes it clear that behind this imperial rite lay the recurring plague and the
mounting public fear of onryo that had culminated in the widespread practice of tama-shizume
on the street level, and that the authorities were obliged to hold this ‘illegitimate’ rite officially,
in part to calm the charged public atmosphere. Hence, it was unprecedentedly open to the
general public.
What makes this record particularly interesting, however, is that it gives us a glimpse of
what was happening in these street tama-shizume rites. For instance, it refers to the recitation
of Buddhist prayers, indicating that Buddhist incantatory measures had now been adopted in
some street rites. It also reveals that, compared to the earlier rites which consisted mainly of
spontaneous shamanistic exercises, these rites were apparently a more organised affair,
expanded in scope. They now included singing and dancing, and performances of ‘waza- hito’
as well as exhibitions of sports such as archery and wrestling. So much so, in fact, that were
there no reference to the recurring plague and the fear of onryo, these events might well be
taken as some merry-making village fairs or matsuri.
But looking closer, we see that the rites still contained shamanistic practices, and
accordingly most of these performances appear to have had an incantatory function for the
purpose of tama-shizume. For example, the record notes that children in make-up

1.

_______________________
Nihon Sandai Jitsuroku, V. 17, 20 May 863 (Kokushi Taikei, V. 4, p. 113).
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performed archery. As we may recall, make-up in the folk ritual tradition signified a purified
body into which the kami was expected to enter. Furthermore, children were thought to be
especially susceptible to divine or supernatural elements. And an arrow, a long and hard
object, was one of the popular yorishiro used for kami-beckoning. So it is fair to assume that
the performance of archery by these children was meant to have some ritual function, possibly
attracting the kami, i.e., the onryo in this case. Similarly, the exhibition of sports had often
been associated with ritual occasions. Sumo-wrestling, for instance, is reported to have been
performed for the purpose of divination.(1) And, as we observed earlier, singing and dancing
had traditionally played a vital part in rituals, functioning variously as a means of misogi
(purification), tama-beckoning, kami-oroshi or even as an manifestation of kamikakari. So we
can expect that here they functioned also as an incentatory measure for tama-shizume, along
with the recitation of Buddhist prayers, as indeed is confirmed by examples of later Goryoe.(2)
As for shamanistic exercises, the text (written entirely in

1.
2.

_______________________
Yamagami, Miko no Rekishi, pp. 139-140.
See the example of Goryoe held for the onryo of Sugawara Michizane to be discussed
next. Also, in one of the oldest extant tama-shizume festivals, Yasurai Matsuri (held on
10 April at the Imamiya shrine in Kyoto), which is said to have originally been
performed for the purpose of pacifying the tama of spring flowers (for people apparently
associated the untimely falling of flowers with a poor harvest in the autumn, or with a
visitation of calamity), people dance in a circle singing “Calm down flowers, Namu
Amida Namu Amida, Peace flowers, Namu Amida Namu Amida...”. (Nishikadoi,
Nenchu Gyoji Jiten, pp. 941-942). See also the discussion of Kunijo Kabuki Eshi in
chapter 2.
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Chinese characters) contains four elliptic but allusive characters. The first two characters
‘waza- hito’ /?/ mean ‘person’ (hito) who performed ‘art’ (waza) or ‘art of beckoning’, as
implied by the traditional use of the term as in ‘waza-ogi’ or ‘art of (kami) beckoning’. The
next two characters /?/ can be translated as ‘playing an act or game’. So together the passage
means ‘persons who perform the art of (kami) beckoning played an act’. On the basis of the
earlier street rites, we can take this to refer to shamanistic performances, involving kamibeckoning and kamikakari, followed by the pronouncement of the kami’s words, i.e., the
grievances of the onryo in this case. But the important point about this description is that it
does not make direct reference to either ‘fugeki’ or ‘kamikakari’ as in the earlier records but
uses these oblique terms instead. So, while we may safely conclude that this ‘play-acting by
waza- hito’ meant shamanistic practices, we should also note that their performance probably
contained an element of play-acting or was perceived as such by some observers. This is an
interesting development, particularly because the two characters for ‘waza- hito’ /?/ are said to
have evolved into the set of characters ‘haiyu’ /?/ which today are used for ‘actor’.
To see just what sort of ‘play-acting’ shamans might have been performing in these rites,
we now turn to a record that refers to the pacification of another prominent onryo of the Heian
period, Sugawara Michizane (844-903). A renowned scholar and a high government official,
Sugawara was at the height of his career when, accused of treason, he was ordered by the
Emperor Daigo into exile at the south end of Kyushu island. It was widely believed then that
Sugawara had fallen victim to
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a plot set up by his political rival Fujiwara Tokihira, a member of the powerful aristocratic
Fujiwara clan. As if to confirm this rumour, within a few years of his death in exile, untimely
death (by lightning and sudden illness) began to befall his political opponents including
members of the imperial family and the Emperor Daigo himself, and the country was besieged
by natural and social disasters. Before long, shamans began to utter his grievances in
kamikakari, and the fear seized the nation that his onryo was out to wreak vengeance upon the
living. Despite the concerted efforts of the authorities to appease his ara-tama, his onryo
continued to rage. Within fifty years, he had come to he revered as the most powerful ‘arahito-kami’ (violent-man-kami) to date, and was finally enshrined in the Kitano shrine as ‘tenjin’ (heavenly kami) - a title which had so far been allowed only to the heavenly kami of
Shinto.(1)
The following record concerns the origin of the folk dance Ayako-Mai (Ayako’s dance)
performed today in the northern prefecture of Niigata. But in tracing its origin to the tamashizume dance performed at the dedication of the Kitano shrine by one of Sugawara’s
shamans, Ayako, the record makes an illuminating reference to the pacification of his onryo
and to the happenings at the goryoe in which this dance was performed. Among the shamans
who voiced Sugawara’s oracles, Ayako is known to have spoken his wish to be ‘housed’ in
Kitano (a district in Kyoto) some forty years after his death.(2) Accordingly, a small shrine

1.
2.

_______________________
For Sugawara’s onryo, see Yanagida, ‘Raishin Shinko no Hassei’ (Imono Chikara,
pp.107-140) and Takeuchi, Tenmangu, Yoshikawa Kokubunkan, pp. 9-13.
The same wish was voiced again via a seven-year-old boy shaman called Taro-maru,
shortly after Ayako. The whole oracle is contained in Tenmangu by Takeuchi, pp. 1112.
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was built in Kitano by local volunteers, and the shamaness Ayako danced at its consecration.
Having noted this history, the record goes on to explain:
Thereupon, when this dance was performed to the kami the
malevolent kami softened his wrath and went ten thousand ri (lri =
3.9km) away, and the benevolent kami descended joyfully in his
place, and pronounced an oracle that he would protect the people,
and procure good wind and rain for the harvest of five grains.(1)
Although there is a certain ambiguity in the text (we are not certain whether ‘when’ is
referring to this particular occasion or to other goryoe which dealt with similar ara-kami, as the
Japanese here could be taken to mean ‘whenever’), the record makes it clear either way that
Ayako’s dance at the newly erected shrine did at last appease Sugawara’s ara-tama, or was
believed to do so. In fact, so effective was her tama-shizume dance that when it was danced,
whether to Sugawara or to another ara-kami, it not only pacified his ara-tama but also
transformed him into a benevolent agent.(2)
The most illuminating aspect of this record, however, is that it gives a valuable insight
into how the shamans might have performed the role of the kami in these rites. It describes the
comings and goings of the kami in concrete terms, as if his physical movement were actually

1.
2.

_______________________
This record (discovered by Gunji Masakatsu in Oikawa village, Niigata prefecture in
1961) does not have a precise date but refers to Sugawara-ki as its source, which is an
early medieval document on Sugawara.
History confirms this. His onryo soon ceased to rage (or so it was believed), and,
although he was always remembered as the most fierce ara- hito-kami of all times in
Japanese literate, he eventually came to be revered as the benevolent Ten-jin (Heavenlykami). Today, he is worshipped as one of the most illustrious kami, the Kami of
Scholarship and prosperity.
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being witnessed. This suggests that the kami’s parts were probably impersonated by two
shamans, each playing one face of the kami, or perhaps by one shaman portraying both faces,
possibly using two masks. So, we may envision that as the Ayako dance was being performed
by a shamaness, the shamans would act out the parts of the kami in rage and at peace,
disappearing into the wings and re-entering as the benevolent one to give the oracle. Indeed,
what could have been more reassuring for the goryo-fearing people than to have actually
witnessed the angry ara-kami softening his countenance and going away, and the smiling kami
descending amongst them to give them blessings? And we may be certain that the shamans
convinced them of the veracity of this make-believe by their inspired kamikari performance.
As we have observed, the folk tama-shizume rite shared its basic components with the
folk tama-furi rites. Singing and dancing were performed for incantatory purposes, and the rite
involved shamanistic exercises. Also, the performance was characterized by the same
‘physicalizing’ trait, in that the import of the rite was acted out in concrete form to the last
details. At the same time, the tama-shizume rite was characterized by the highly dramatic and
personalized aspect of the performance, because of the urgency of the circumstances in which
it was held and its function of dealing with the ara-tama of often well known public figures.
The tales of their tragic deaths must have been well remembered by the participants in the
rites, and accordingly the performance was charged with their genuine sympathy as well as
fear as the kami made his appearance amongst them.
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3.

Rituals and Festivals as an Embryonic Theatre
With the presence of music, dances and mime, and shamans playing the parts of kami,

the rituals and festivals we have described already had a theatrical appearance. The question
we must now ask is: what sort of a theatre did they project?
We note first of all that there was a simple and basic theme at the heart of these rites: the
existential notion that life was precariously hung in the balance between the visitations of
friendly beneficial elements and the curses of hostile harmful ones. So, to keep this equilibrium
in their favour, men built a theatre, called it a ‘house of kami’, set the stage with kamu-kura
and yorishiro, decorated it with sacred branches and paper strips, and called upon shamanactors to perform a miracle play. The theatre was to function as a magic medium in which the
equilibrium was forcefully and miraculously restored whenever necessary.
The drama they performed, therefore, was directed towards a single objective: to fortify
the potency of (man’s) life, by inviting the friendly beneficial elements and warding off the
hostile and harmful ones. Accordingly, the drama followed two patterns of action. To increase
the positive elements, men beckoned a kami, partook in his power, and extracted from him an
assurance of divine protection. Alternatively, to decrease the negative factors, men called forth
an ara-kami, had him communicate his grievance, and took measures to pacify his anger. In
both cases, the central event of the drama was the arrival of a kami figure in a community of
men who faced impotence, chaos and death. The benevolent kami boosted their morale and
potency by imparting his blessings and subjugating the hostile elements if need be.
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The malevolent kami revealed the cause of chaos and ill health, and showed them the
way to exorcise his hostility. Thus health was restored, potency renewed, chaos converted to
peace, and the drama invariably came to a happy conclusion.
Since the outcome of the drama depended on the visitation of the kami and his good will
(how he might accommodate men’s wishes), the performance was charged with the will and
incantatory passion to bring about this miraculous event. The sounds of flute, drum and bell
were produced to attract the kami; songs and dances were performed to beckon him; mime
such as stamping and striking was choreographed to induce kamikakari; prayers were intoned
to pacify the kami; dialogues were devised to obtain his oracle. Each prop, each gesture,
including drinking, feasting and the application of make-up had an incantatory purpose. And
the magic import of the performance was confirmed, always, by the happy outcome of the
drama.
Thus we may conclude that in the beginning the Japanese theatre functioned as a
magico-religious arena, where an altar became the stage, where shamans doubled as actors,
and where men’s prayers were heard and realized. Gods made their appearances among men
to perform miracles, and men’s fear and anxiety were finally sublimated. This embryonic
theatre was characterized by positivity of theme, literal visualism in presentation (in that it
wanted to ‘physicalize the invisible and the abstract), and incantatory verve in performance.
And perhaps the most remarkable aspect of it was its audience: they came to the theatre with a
great sense of urgency, with their own lives at stake, took part in the miracle that was
performed, and believed totally in the veracity of the kamikakari performance by the shamans.
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The question remains how these magico-religious elements were to survive in the
subsequent development of Japanese theatre, and in particular in the traditions of Kabuki.
Indeed, how did Kabuki at its birth reflect these inheritances, if at all?
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CHAPTER II: THE BIRTH OF KABUKI
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In the spring of 1603, when the gloom of the latest civil war still hung over the country,
a strolling player and shamaness from the Izumo shrine, called Kuni, arrived at the capital, set
up a stage at the Kitano shrine, and gave a sensational performance. It was an instant success,
and the enthralled audience christened it with a fashionable term of the day, ‘kabuki’. Thus
was horn the tradition of the Kabuki theatre which was to enchant the people of the centuries
to follow. What were the elements of Kuni’s performance that so thrilled her audience? Why
was her performance called ‘kabuki’, and what was the significance and the meaning of this
term?
It is important to understand that between the flourishing of the Noh theatre in the 15th
century and the birth of Kabuki at the turn of the 17th century lay the most turbulent period of
civil war in Japanese history, in which the country experienced a convulsion of destruction and
rebirth. By the mid-15th century, the feudal government which had ruled the medieval Japan
had lost much of its authority, and with the outbreak of the Onin Revolt (1467) the country
plunged into a state of endemic civil war fought amongst ambitious samurai clans for the
redistribution of feudal power. Within a few years, not a province in the country was free from
armed struggle of one kind or another, and in what was characterized as the Gekokujo
phenomenon (‘below subjugates above’), the traditional feudal order was broken down
beyond recognition. Retainers betrayed lords to usurp their power, sons killed fathers, brothers
fought against brothers, husbands sacrificed wives and daughters for political ends, and
peasants revolted against feudal masters in the chaos and confusion of war. The people lived
from day to day scavenging among the ravages of continuing war, amidst killing,
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burning, looting and raping. The severity of the struggle is indeed evident in the figures: all but
a dozen or so out of some 260 feudal houses existing before the Onin Revolt had disappeared
or sunk into obscurity by the end of the 16th century, when the country was finally unified
under Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582) and his successor Toyotomi Hideyoshl (1539-1598).
Although their brief reign produced the dynamic age of Azuchi Momoyama (15681598), peace was short-lived. Upon Toyotomi’s death in 1598 (leaving a young heir), the
country was once again divided by a struggle for power, which culminated in the historic battle
of Sekigahara in 1600, between the supporters of the Toyotomi and the allies of the powerful
eastern clan, the Tokugawa. The battle was won by the eastern forces, and the Tokugawa
established the Edo Bukufu (Tokyo Military Government) in 1603 to legitimize their power.
But the gloom of impending war remained abroad, for the young Toyotomi still lived in Osaka
Castle, and it was feared that there had to be a final clash of arms to decide once and for all
who was to rule the country. So the peace was fragile, and the mood of the day was hihilistic,
as captured by one popular song of the period.

1.

_______________________
The final showdown came in the two battles of Osaka no Jin, in the winter of 1614 and
the summer of 1615. By encircling Osaka Castle, in which the Toyotomi forces enclosed
themselves, and in the end by tricking the Toyotomi into a truce, during which they
filled in the moats around the castle, the Tokugawa were victorious. Toyotomi’s son, his
wife (incidentally, a grand-daughter of Tokugawa Ieyasu, sent by him as a hostage), his
mother, Lady Yodo, and a handful of surviving warriors of the Toyotomi force were all
killed in the fire that destroyed the great castle.
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Live only by the moon and flower
brief is this ‘uki-yo’ (merry/miserable life).(1)
Whether one cries or laughs,
it passes all the same.
So play only by the moon and flower.
1. The Birth of Kabuki
It was at this juncture in history, April 1603, when the country was still steeped in
uncertainty, that the shamaness Kuni arrived at the capital and caught the imagination of
people with her sensational performance. This performance is described in several
commentaries of the period.
Todaiki (1610-1612ca): Lately there is a thing called ‘kabuki odori’
(kabuki dance). A miko (shamaness) from Izumi province, named
O-Kuni, came to Kyoto and initiated it. For example, she imitated a
man of ‘ifu-na’ (unusual) appearance, carrying a sword and wearing
distinctly ‘iso-na’ (exotic) costume. This man mimicked the gestures
of flirtation with a woman of the chaya (tea-house or brothel). There
was no one in the whole of Kyoto, high and low, who did not rave
about her performance. She often went up to Fushimi castle and
danced there. Soon, there sprouted numerous kabuki troupes that
imitated this, and many of them travelled to the provinces.(2)

_______________________
1.
‘Uki’ can be taken to mean either ‘floating1 or ‘miserable’ as they are homonyms in
Japanese. In the sense of ‘merry’ it is usually translated as ‘floating’ but has the
connotation of merry in a transitory or flippant way.
2.
Todaiki, V.3, April 1603 (Shiseki Zassan, V.2, p.81). This is thought to be one of the
most trustworthy records of the period, and is believed to have been written by
Matsudaira Tadaaki (1583-1644), the governor of Ise province near Kyoto. However,
some historians question the authorship and the date of compilation.
The selection of documents we examine here is made on the basis of the earliest
available. There are some ‘legendary’ tales about the birth of Kabuki recorded by later
authors. Some of the later documents contain more details, but the validity of the
information is thought questionable. Also, some documents are repetitions (sometimes
word for word) of the earlier records, indicating their sources. For example, Tokaido
Meishoki (1658) = Keicho Hibunshu (1610ca); Kaikodan (1654) = Nozuchi (1619).
Those written by authors who were Kuni’s contemporaries are but a handful.
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Keicho Hibunshu (1610ca): Kuni set up a stage at the end of the
Gojo bridge or at times used a stage at the east end of the Kitano
shrine, and performed so-called Okuni kabuki or ‘Nenbutsu odori’
(Buddhist prayer dance) or ‘yayako odori’ (children’s dance). The
people flocked to see her performance. She wore a ‘nerigasa’ (a
black cypress bark hat), a scarlet hip-cloth and a strine of rosary
beads around her neck, and as she beat a bell held in her hand, she
danced to the rhythm of flute and drum.... she was a woman of 26 or
27, well bullt and handsome.(1)
Keicho Kenmonshu (1614ca): Kuni, the daughter of Komura
Saemon of Izumo province, calling her performance 'otoko odori
kabuki' (male dance kabuki), cut her hair short in oiwake style, wore
a sword at her side, and, introducing herself as Ono Tsukumanomori
sang and danced kabuki.(2)
According to Todaiki, Kuni’s performance was generally identified as ‘kabuki odori’ or
kabuki dance. But the enthralling aspect of it appears to have been her dressing up as an ‘isona’ (exotic) man and imitating a scene of erotic flirtation with a courtesan. Keicho Hibunshu
elaborates this account by adding two illuminating points. Firstly, it reports that Kuni
performed sometimes at Kitano shrine, the mecca of Goryo belief (where Sugawara is
enshrined), and that her performance included Nenbutsu odori and yayako odori as well as
kabuki odori. This

1.

2.

_______________________
According to Hibuchi Futaba (‘Engeki to Edo Fuzoku’, Fuzoku Shirin), Keicho
Hibunshu was written by a samurai called Hata Hyogo around 1610. But Hattori
(Kabuki Seiritsu no Kenkyu, pp. 164-165) dates this document later than 1658, on the
grounds that Hibunshu gives similar information to that given by Tokaido Meishoki
(1658), written by a famous author, though in less detail. His theory is that the detailed
and coherent account of Meishoki must be the original source of the sketchy Hibunshu.
But his observation is against the general trend: the later the documents, the more
detailed and coherent they usually become (perhaps due to the author’s imagination?)
Keicho Kenmonshu (Edo Gosho, V.2, p. 143). This is a collection of memoirs on the
social and political affairs of the Keicho period (1597-1614), written by Miura Hoshin
(1565-1644).
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suggests that Kuni’s kabuki may have contained some religious elements. For, as we observed
in the previous chapter. Nenbutsu odori was a Buddhist incantatory dance which had been
adopted in the Goryo rite for the purpose of tama-shizume. Similarly, yayako odori is said to
have originally been a kamikakari dance performed by child-shamanesses at Shinto rituals.(1)
Of course, these dances may have lost some of their original religious purity by this time, as
some scholars argue, but since they were performed by a miko (shamaness) and at the Kitano
shrine, we cannot totally ignore their religious connections.
Secondly, by not mentioning Kuni’s imitation of a man at all, Hibunshu makes the point
that Okuni Kabuki was not synonymous with male-impersonation, as might be thought from
the Todaiki account. It describes instead an equally erotic dance, Nenbutshu odori performed
by a ‘feminine’ Kuni dressed in an equally ‘iso-na’ (exotic) costume: a scarlet hip-cloth around
her lower parts, the Christian rosary on her breasts and the Buddhist bell in her hand, which
apparently was received

_______________________
1. Yamagami, Miko no Rekishi, p. 183. According to Ihara’s Kabuki Nenpyo, the young
Kuni (then 10 years old) is reported to have danced yayako odori at the Kasuga shrine in
Nara in 1582.
There is a theory that Kuni was not a miko from Izumo but a descendant of the
priests of the Buddhist Jishu sect, which was founded by the priest Ippen (1239-1289)
and preached the incantatory power of Nenbutsu odori as a measure to ward off evil
elements. The Jishu priests travelled throughout the country performing their ‘jumping
and stamping’ dance to propagate their beliefs. Others claim that Kuni might have been
influenced by the strolling women players who performed Onna Sangaku (women Noh)
and Onna Kyogen (women Kyogen). Undoubtedly Kuni must have received various
influences from the preceding performing arts, religious and secular. What is important
here, however, is the fact that, whether or not Kuni was historically a shamaness from
Izumo Shrine, she claimed to be so and her contemporaries apparently believed this.
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by the audience equally enthusiastically. This indicates that the sensational aspect of her
performance was not merely the perversely erotic elements implicit in her male-impersonation
(and flirting with a courtesan) but also eroticism tinged with religious elements or vice versa,
as exemplified in her seductive, unconventional Nenbutsu odori.
Keicho Kenmonshu, on the other hand, does not refer to the religious aspect of Okuni
Kabuki at all, hut nevertheless support the accounts of both Todaiki and Hibunshu. It notes that
Kuni called her male-impersonation ‘otoko (male) odori kabuki’. This suggests that Kuni’s
performance included repertories other than male-impersonations, for if there was a
performance she classified as ‘otoko (male) odori kabuki’, there must surely have been one
called ‘onna (female) odori kabuki’, just like the erotic dance portrayed by Hibunshu. Also it
makes a note that Kuni, in imitating a man, adopted a specific (samurai) name for the
character. This is an interesting revelation, because it hints that her performance may have
contained some dramatic elements. The name she adopted, real or fictional, may well have
been intended to make some specific association in the minds of the audience.
From these fragmentary commentaries, we are able to draw a basic outline of Kuni’s
performance: that it consisted mainly of singing, dancing and at times of a dance-like mimicry,
possibly with a story line; that it invariably featured the performer’s ‘iso-na’ (exotic) costume;
that it combined two broadly different ingredients, traditional quasi-religious elements such as
those contained in the performance of Nenbutsu odori or yayako odori by a shamaness, and
the perversely erotic secular elements manifest in such repertories as Kuni’s seductive
Nenbutsu odori or her portrayal of a man flirting with a courtesan. And
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the epoch-making aspect of the performance that apparently enthralled her audience seems to
have been the provocative manner in Which Kuni combined these two elements to transcend
conventional boundaries.
Several questions remain unanswered, however. Did her performance have a coherent
structure with some recognizable theme, or was it random arrangement of unrelated bits and
pieces of singing and dancing, performed merely to please? What exactly was the ‘kabuki’
factor in her performance? Was it her ‘iso-na’ (exotic) appearance? Or was it the perversely
erotic elements? Did her Nenbutsu odori or yayako odori have anything to do with it? For that
matter, does the fact that two of the three above sources omit mentioning Nenbutsu odori
prove anything?
To find a clue to the answers to these questions, we now turn to what is in my view the
most crucial record of the period, Nozuchi.
Nozuchi (1619): In recent years, a miko from Izumo province came
to Kyoto. First, she wore a priest’s robe, beat a bell, intoned
Nenbutsu prayers, and called it Nenbutsu odori; later, dressed in
man’s clothing and carrying a sword at her side, she sang and
danced; people called this ‘kabuki’. I talked with Seiko (the author’s
friend) about how public morals had eroded like this today, and he
remarked that Kogen’s Dance of the Devil (a Chinese reference) was
just like today’s ‘kabuki’.(1)
Here was a reaction of a Confucian moralist who did not take kindly to the licentious
aspect of Kuni’s performance. The author’s condemnation of kabuki as a menace to public
morals is important as it reflects the attitude of the Tokugawa authorities. (The Tokugawa
Bakufu banned kabuki repeatedly but unsuccessfully in the following decades.) But what
concerns us here is the earlier part of the remarks. While

1.

_______________________
‘Nozuchi’ (Dainihon Shiryo 12-1, p. 261).
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providing primarily the same information as the connnentaries above, the author qualifies it by
saying that ‘first’ Kuni danced Nenbutsu odori dressed in a priest’s robe, and ‘later’ she sang
and danced impersonating a man.
This is a crucial statement in establishing the content of Kuni’s performance and its
‘kabuki’ factor. Is the author referring here to the sequence of her performance? Or to two
phases of her career? In the former case, it would mean that there was some sequential
structure in the performance, and that the celebrated label ‘kabuki’ was applied to the whole of
it which included both Nenbutsu odori and male-impersonation. In the latter case, on the other
hand, he would be saying that at one point in her career Kuni, who had been dancing Nenbutsu
odori so far, created a new number containing ‘corruptive’ male-impersonation. The
implication in this case is that the label ‘kabuki’ was given to her new repertory, otoko (male)
odori, although the author by no means suggests that her performance thereafter excluded all
the other repertories such as Nenbutsu odori and onna (female) odori. From the way Nozushi
is written, it could be interpreted in either way.(1)
Most Japanese scholars take the latter interpretation, maintaining that the Nenbutsu odori
phase preceded the otoko odori phase in Kuni’s career, and that Nenbutsu odori was dropped
from her repertory altogether just as soon as her male-impersonation sensationalized her
audience. Thus they take the position that the label ‘kabuki’ was applied only to the later
phase, her erotic and tran-sexual performances. Some even

1.

_______________________
Later documents, Kaikodan (1658) and Kyodo (believed to be written later than 1680)
also contain reports using these words first and ‘later’.
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venture to say that Kuni’s Nenbutsu odori ‘in a sombre priest’s robe’ was an ‘illusory
performance that no one had even seen’(1) These scholars base their arguments on the scarcity
of references to her Nenbutsu odori in the extant records, compared to tbe erotic elements
mentioned by practically all. They also point out that the ‘this worldly’(2) pleasure-seeking
temperament of the period (as expressed in the popular song quoted earlier) was unrecptive to
religious elements like Nenbutsu odori. To prove the point, some would cite Kuni’s seductive
Nenbutsu odori danced in a scarlet hip-cloth (portrayed in Hibunshu and Tokaido Meishoki) as
typical of the irreligious and decadent mood of the day, as if for them it was inconceivable that
religious and erotic elements should co-exist. Above all, the inconsistency of the information
given by these fragmentary commentaries (for example, the omission of male-impersonation
in Hibunshu, and of Nenbutsu odori in Todaiki and Kenmonshu; the different descriptions of
Nenbutsu odori in Nozuchi and Hibunshu; or the label ‘kabuki’ which seems to have been
applied solely to the male-impersonation according to Todaiki and the usual interpretation of
Nozuchi, while Hibunshu suggests that onna/female odori was also called ‘kabuki’) seems to
disturb them, and some argue at length about the validity of each piece of information in
search for a coherent view. In the process, however, an odd item, such as

_______________________
1.
Hattori, Y. Kabuki Seiritsu no Kenkyu, Kazama Shobo, 1968, p.174.
2.
‘This-worldly’ or ‘konoyo-teki’ as opposed to ‘other-worldly’ or ‘anoyo-teki’. While the
latter shows the religious concern for the after-life or ‘anoyo’, the former is supposed to
signify ‘worldly’ concern with life on this earth. This phrase is usually used to describe a
pleasure-seeking worldly appetite for life, which is said to have characterized the
temperament of the early Tokugawa period.
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Kuni’s Nenbutsu odori in a priest’s robe, is discarded as an insignificant feature that was
dropped from her later repertories, although there is no document that specifically states this.
In discussing Okuni Kabuki, however, it is essential to recognize that the information we
have today on the subject is neither comprehensive nor representative. Out of what must have
been numerous and varied performances given by Kuni, judging from her popularity, each
observer was probably reporting what he personally saw and what he thought were the most
characteristic features of her performance. Therefore inconsistency among such reports seems
inevitable. To prove the point, Todaiki qualifies its account by saying ‘for example’ before
noting what to the writer seemed the most striking feature, Kuni’s impersonation of an ‘iso-na’
man flirting with a courtesan. Just because this record does not mention them, we cannot rule
out the possibility of other repertories such as Nenbutsu odori, referred to by other records.
After all, the information we have today on the subject must be meagre, compared to those
records that did not survive, and it seems unreasonable to question the validity of a certain item
merely on the basis of rarity. Besides, there was a good reason for the scarcity of reference to
Nenbutsu odori: since it had been a traditional dance popularly performed at shrines and
festivals over the centuries (and Kuni herself had been performing it prior to her otoko odori,
as is agreed by all critics), it would not be surprising if the observers did not think it a
newsworthy aspect of her performance in reporting her dance. Thus the scarcity of references
does not necessarily signify the decline of Nenbutsu odori; on the contrary, it might even be
evidence of its popularity.
As for the irreligious ‘this-worldly’ temperament of the period
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that some critics speak of, we need to qualify what is meant by ‘religious’. Although these
critics seem to equate the immorality and decadence of the period with irreligion, it may be
recalled that conventional religious notions such as morality and ethics had always been
peripheral in the tradition of Japanese folk religion. As we saw in the previous chapter, the
tama-belief which formed the foundation of the folk religion was primarily an amoral,
pragmatic and ‘this-worldly’ belief, in that its chief concern was man’s physical well-being on
this earth. For instance, while people revered the tama of the deceased, they did so primarily
out of the concern that these tama might jeopardize their lives. There is nothing to suggest that
the early Tokugawa people were any less concerned about these matters than their
predecessors. In fact, as we shall see later, there is enough evidence to suggest that they clung
to these old superstitious beliefs and sought magical means to remedy their ills all the more
fervently, precisely because they lived in such an insecure and decadent age. So it is quite
possible that while they sought momentarily pleasures from life by whatever worldly means,
ridiculed life by the mocking pun ‘ukiyo’, and immortalized their nihilistic thoughts in
literature, their religious beliefs and practices remained intact in the folk tradition.(1) In this
respect, it would be premature to argue on the basis of the pleasure-seeking so-called
‘irreligious’ temperament of the age that the Buddhist tama-shizume dance had all but lost its
religious values by

_______________________
1.
The view that the early Tokugawa period was an irreligious age has meaning only in a
broad sense as a comparative reference to the middle ages before the civil wars, when
the authorities of Buddhist institutions were still intact.
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this time, and that Kuni vas obliged to discard it from her repertory, or else to convert it into a
licentiously erotic, irreligious Nenbutsu odori such as one danced in a scarlet hip-cloth. The
religious elements and ‘this-worldly’ elements were not necessarily inimical to one another.
In this connection it should also be remembered that eroticism and sexuality had not
been altogether alien to the performance of religious rites in the indigenous tradition. There are
some extant ‘chikon’ (tama-furi) songs that portray licentiously erotic gestures of miko
dancing in kami-kakari.(1) There is also a report of the antique custom practiced on the kagura
night in remote villages in which a village virgin was chesen to spend a night with a visiting
kami, and it is said that this sexual act was sometimes performed (presumably mimed) at the
kagura rite.(2) Similarly, the relationships between Shinto priests and miko (shamanesses) are
said to have often contained sexual elements since the days of antiquity.(3) And what of the
seductive strip-tease dance performed by Amenouzume in kamikakari? Perhaps it was a stroke
of genius on Kuni’s part that she recalled in her dance this indigenous tradition.
On these grounds we dispute the theory held by most critics, and take the position that
the author of Nozuchi was referring to the sequence of Kuni’s performance in his commentary,
and that the label ‘kabuki’ was applied to the whole of her performance, which included
religious Nenbutsu odori as well as erotic dance and male-impersonation.

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
For examples, see Ryojin Hisho. Nishikadoi, op. cit., p. 79. Yaaagami, op. cit., p. 154.
Origuchi, ‘Kokubungaku no Hassei’ (OSZ, V.1, pp. 1-55).
Yamagami, op. cit., pp. 158-160.
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This view will be supported further in the following, as we examine the meaning of the
word ‘kabuki’ as used by Kuni’s contemporaries, and discuss a controversial document, a
Nara-Ehon (illustrated story book) entitled ‘Kunijo Kabuki Eshi’, which narrates Kuni’s
performance in a complete form.
2.

The Contemporary Meaning of ‘Kabuki’
The term ‘kabuki’ is the noun form of the archaic verb ‘kabuku’ or ‘katabuku’ meaning

‘to tilt’ or ‘to slant’, and is said to have been in use since the beginning of the middle ages. But
during the Azuchi-Momoyama and the early Tokugawa periods, this word had come to be
used as a popular term to describe a certain type of social phenomenon (person or event) that
defied or deviated from the rules and conventions of the day. To appreciate the full
contemporary meaning of the term, and to grasp the ‘kabuki’ essence of Kuni’s performance,
we need to examine other ‘kabuki’ events of the time, in particular, the emergence of so-called
‘kabuki-mono’ or ‘persons who kabuku’.
During the transitional period from the battle-torn dynamic middle ages to the rigid but
relatively stable Tokugawa regime, there were groups of young samurai (and some aristocrats)
who made themselves notorious as ‘kabuki-mono’ by their rebellious and disruptive activities.
As we noted earlier, the Tokugawa seized power by winning the battle of Sekigahara in 1600
and founded the Bakufu (military government) in Edo (now Tokyo) three years later to
legitimize their power. But their move to consolidate the bureaucratic feudal regime for peacetime did not go without resistance. For one thing, Toyotomi’s heir still lived in Osaka Castle
near the old capital Kyoto, the stronghold of Toyotomi
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supporters. Then there were a number of great warriors from the civil war period still living at
the time, who, having lived by the revolutionary Gekokujo (‘below usurps above’) ideology in
war-time, did not take favourably to the prospect of a rigid bureaucratic regime that denied
them their raison d’être, that is, the opportunity to wage war, to gain reward and some day to
seize power themselves. Worst of all, as a result of the continuous elimination of ‘daimyo’
(feudal lords) during the civil wars, the country overflowed with ‘ronin’ (masterless samurai) nearly 500,000 at the close of the battle of Sekigahara - who roamed the cities and provinces,
and created a dangerously explosive condition.(1) The old capital Kyoto, especially, is reported
to have been a nest of these hungry and frustrated ronin who stalked the streets and drew their
swords at the slightest provocation. In fact, conditions in the old capital were so grave that the
Tokugawa had to send one of their most trusted and able men as governor to control the city.(2)
The kabuki-mono of the early Tokugawa period represented one type

1.
2.

_______________________
The battle of Sekigahara alone is said to have liquidated 87 daimyo who fought on the
side of the Toyotomi. Kitajima, Nihonshi Kaisetsu, Iwanami, p. 66. See also his Edo
Jidai, Iwanami Shinsho, p. 52.
There was a superstitious belief at the time that some persistent illnesses could be cured
by licking the blood of a thousand ‘freshly’ killed people. Thus street-killings, apart from
those caused by quarrels and other reasons, were frequent in the big cities, and the
authorities had difficulty in arresting those responsible, even with big rewards for
informants. In Kyoto, the situation was worse. One of the measures the newly appointed
governor took in 1603 was to organize the citizens into groups of 10 and make them all
punishable for a crime committed by any one of them. According to Todaiki, V. 3
(Shiseki Zassan, V. 2, p. 85), the Kyoto citizens greeted this Tokugawa policy with
disgust.
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of these anarchic elements of the time.(1) Mostly young samurai of lower grade (many ronin
and some aristocrat), they grouped themselves, sometimes into a secret society, and resorted to
various forms of ‘kabuki’ activities that disrupted the fragile social order under the new
regime. Their notoriety came first of all from the unusual or ‘iso-na’ way in which they
dressed themselves.(2) According to one description, they wore shockingly colourful clothing,
such as a light blue pattern-woven kimono lined with a scarlet back-cloth with the collar
patched with black velvet and a huge crest dyed on the back (normally the crest is the discreet
size of a coin), and an outlandish hair style to match, like ‘osiri-sage’ (shaved down) or
‘onadetsuke’ (slicked down). Also they usually carried gigantic swords colourfully decorated
and long smoking pipes, sometimes three to four feet long.(3) The effect was something like the
punk or ‘oy’ fashion of today. We

_______________________
1.
There were two phases in the activities of the Edo kabuki-mono. The first phase, with
which we are concerned here, was carried out mainly by young samurai rebels, whose
activities virtually came to an end through mass arrests and executions in 1612-1614.
The second phase, less politically inclined but more concerned with fashion, was made
up of Hatamoto-class samurai and civilians, and was characterized by rivalry between
Hatamoto-yakko (samurai kabuki mono) and Machi-yakko (civilian kabuki-mono,
though including ronin). The last of the great kabuki-mono of this phase was executed in
1656, leaving the rest to dwindle into insignificance or to be reorganized into a new
breed of outlaw, the Yakuza. By then of course the transitional period was over, and the
Tokugawa period proper was well into its stride. As the kabuki-mono disappeared from
the streets, the ‘kabuki’ tradition was to survive only in the theatre. (For the second
phase of the kabuki-mono, see Nakamura, Kinse Seikatsushi, pp. 223-245.)
2.
For example, the following report is recorded in Dai Nihon. Shiryo (V. 12-9, pp. 918947): “Evil boys of Edo formed factions, appearing in ‘iso-na’ fashions, walked about
the city, and inflicted harm on passers-by”.
3.
Ibid. See also Tsuji, Nihon Bunkashi, V. 5, pp.6-11; Kitajima, Edo Jidai, pp. 52-60.
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should appreciate, however, that to parade down the street in such a bizarre fashion, let alone
the street violence they provoked, counted to nothing less than an act of rebellion in the climate
of the time, when the Tokugawa authorities were tightening their control over people’s
behaviour even down to the details of their clothing, as to what one might or might not wear.(1)
Furthermore, to confound the authorities and honest citizens, these rebels went out of
their way to contradict convention. For instance, in the middle of winter, they would wear
summer kimono, sit in a room with open windows and complain, while using fans, that they
were still too hot. Similarly, in mid-summer, they would gather round a fire dressed in quilts
and eat some hot dishes.(2) Or, in a typical kabuki mockery, one kabuki-mono boasted that he
played the flute with his anus.(3) This legendary tale epitomizes the sort of prank and
denigrating inversion that the kabuki-mono played on convention.

1.

2.
3.

_______________________
Though a little later in the period, the 1615 Buke Gohatto (Bushi or Samurai Order)
issued by the Tokugawa Bakufu tells us just what sort of control was taken. It includes
the following articles: 1. Refrain from group drinking and wild parties, as well as from
licentious sex; 2. Marriage must not be contracted without approval of the Bakufu
(prevention of ‘political’ marriage among the powerful families); 3. Lords and vassals,
superiors and inferiors must observe what is proper in clothing according to their
position in society. Without authorization, no retainer may indiscriminately wear fine
white damask, white wadded silk garments, purple silk kimono, purple silk linings, or
kimono sleeves without family crests. Lately, retainers and samurai have taken to
wearing rich damask and silk brocade; this was not sanctioned by the old law. One must
be kept within the law; 4. Samurai must practice frugality in all domains. Also, the Order
issued in March 1623 imposed a ban on outrageous hair styles such as ‘osori-sage’ and
‘Onadetsuke’.
Tsuji, op. cit., V. 5, p. 10.
Miura, Keicho Kenmonshu (DNS 12.-1, p. 927).
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The most militant of their activities, however, were terrorist acts cm the street, such as
picking quarrels, killing, extortion, arson, mugging and abduction, leading to direct
confrontation with the law. These particularly worried the Tokugawa authorities, for they not
only disturbed public peace but also contained a potentially dangerous revolutionary element
that might lead to a major revolt. Todaiki records several such kabuki incidents.
In June of 1606, the women folk of two wealthy merchant families in Kyoto, the Goto
and Chaya, were abducted by a gang of what Todaiki describes as ‘kabuki-shu’ (kabuki-men)
while taking a stroll near Kitano Shrine. The servants were tied to a tree in the neighbourhood
and threatened with death should they make a noise. The ladies were whisked away to a
tavern, where they were forced to serve and drink sake with these men until sunset, when the
kabuki-shu finally sped away into the darkness.(1)
On the surface the incident may look like a harmless prank played by a gang of youths.
But looking closer, we see its political content. For a start, these two merchant families were
well known to be close Tokugawa allies, who had made their enormous fortunes in the importexport business using the privilege brought about by their Tokugawa connection. Furthermore,
Chaya, who also served Toyotomi, is said to have secretly worked as an informant for
Tokugawa Ieyasu (1542-1616, the head of the Tokugawa clan) residing in Edo, while
Toyotomi was still in power in Kyoto. So the harrassment of the womenfolk of these two
families in Kyoto, where Toyotomi’s popularity still lingered, was in

_______________________
1. Matsudaira, Todaiki, V. 3 (Shoseki Zassan, V. 2, p. 95).
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fact an affront to Tokugawa authority, pregnant with dangerous implications. The point was
proven by Ieyasu’s reaction: it is reported that Ieyasu, upon hearing the news, was outraged
and ordered the immediate arrest of those responsible.(1) To add insult to injury, when these
kabuki-shu were finally caught a year later, they turned out to be fairly high-ranking
Tokugawa retainers but with a long family connection with the Toyotomi and Oda clans in the
past. This indicated that the loyalty of those samurai who swore allegiance to Tokugawa after
the battle of Sekigahara was paper-thin, when tested by a show of Tokugawa autocracy.(2)
Taking this incident as a cue, the Tokugawa authorities seem to have tightened their
control over the kabuki-mono, undoubtedly to prevent any possibility of these disorders
leading to a major revolt. It is reported that in May 1609 nearly seventy young samurai kabukimono belonging to the Ibara (thorn) and Kawabakama (leather-trousers) gangs were arrested
in Kyoto. They had apparently been rioting on the streets, fighting out their rivalry, or else
indulging in smoking. (Smoking was an avant-garde habit then, having just been imported.)
Subsequently their gang leaders were executed, and smoking was banned as a dangerous,
corrupting habit.(3) The situation in the provinces

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
Kitamura, Kinseshi no Gunzo, p. 114.
A year before this incident, in 1605, Ieyasu made public his intention of keeping power
within the Tokugawa family by retiring and appointing his son as his successor is
Shogun. This virtually put an end to any lingering hope among Toyotomi supporters that
Ieyasu might hand power over to Toyotomi’s young son when he came of age (after all,
Ieyasu was the most trusted retainer of Toyotomi, to whom the dying Toyotomi had
entrusted the care of his son). This also put paid to the notion held by the warriors of the
civil war period that ‘tenkawa mawarimochi’ (‘power is held in turn’).
Todaiki, V. 3 (Shoseki Zassan, V. 2, p. 150).
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appears to have been equally riotous: the report sent in from Kaga province in 1610 mentions a
mass round-up of sixty or so young outlaws who, calling themselves kabuki-mono, had been
at large, disrupting public order night and day.(1) In Sumpu, where the retired Ieyasu resided,
the authorities are reported to have resorted to posting a large reward for informants, in a
desperate attempt to arrest “the ruffians who had been terrorizing the city by nightly killings”
(apparently no one responded to the reward).(2)
The most militant incident, which led to the biggest kabuki-mono hunt of all, took place
in 1612 in Edo, right under the noses of the Tokugawa authorities. One Bakufu officer,
Shibayama Gonzaemon Seiji, executed one of his young retainers, found to be a member of a
kabuki group. It is said that Shibayama hurried the execution because the notoriety of kabukimono was by then such that he wished to prevent this (that one of his retainers was a kabukimono) from becoming public knowledge. But shortly afterwards he was assassinated in turn
by a group of youngsters claiming to be the kabuki brothers of the executed youth. The
incident understandably came as a shock to the authorities, particularly when one of the
arrested proudly confessed that they were sworn by a blood-oath to risk their lives for their
‘brothers’,(3) and to take action against whomever they found to be unjust, regardless of his
social position, whether he was one’s master or father, and that their comrades were scattered
all over Edo. Moreover, a house-search

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
DNS, 12-9, p. 947.
Todaiki, V. 4 (Shoseki Zassan, V. 2, p. 117).
It is said that their brotherhood often contained an element of romance and sex, and that
some of their street fights were in fact duels between jealous rivals. (Kitajima, Kinseshi
no Ganzo, pp. 130-131).
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at his lodgings produced a secret document containing 500 signatures of the kabuki-mono
(which included the names of sons of daimyo or feudal lords) belonging to the Itsubei group in
Edo.(1) Ieyasu responded swiftly, declaring “it is our duty to stamp out this evil”,(2) and some
seventy kabuki-mono were immediately hunted down and executed, though it is said that more
than sixty escaped the first round of arrests. The hunt was carried out simultaneously in Kyoto,
Osaka, Sakai and other major provincial cities.(3)
The essence of the threat this kabuki incident posed to the authorities is the following. In
the feudal regime of strict class hierarchy, which the Tokugawa were endeavouring to
consolidate at this time, absolute obedience and loyalty to one’s superiors was the essential
discipline of all concerned.(4) So, while it was an accepted procedure for a master to execute
his retainer for disrespectful behaviour (such as stealing, negligence of duty or even trivia like
riding on the master’s horse),(5) it was a gross violation of the feudal code for an

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

_______________________
Keicho Kenmonshu (DNS 12-9, p. 926). The sons of daimyo were apparently spared
from execution but were exiled instead.
Daitokuin Diary (Daitokuinden Gojitsuki, V. 19, in Shoseki Zassan, V. 2, p. 590).
For the 1612 incident, see Todaiki, V. 7 (S.Z. V. 2, pp. 181-182); Daitokuinden
Gojitsuki, ibid.; Keicho Kenmonshu (DNS 12-9, pp. 923-928); Keicho Nenroku (DNS
12-9, pp. 920-923).
For example, Ieyasu is reported to have pronounced that in the cases of disputes between
superiors and inferiors, or fathers and sons, it is right that superiors should always win
the case, whatever the cause of the dispute. (‘Toshogu Gojiki Furoku’, Kokushi Taikei
38, p. 327).
It is said that they were executed by hanging or to blood a new sword. (‘Mukashi
Mukashi Monogatari’, written in 1722 by an ex-Bakufu officer 82 years old. (Kinse
Fuzoku Kenmonshu, V. 1, p. 30).
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inferior to kill his superior, for whatever reason. Thus the assassination of Shibayama by the
kabuki-mono, especially when he has done what was well within his rights, was an unthinkable
crime that epitomized their blatant disrespect for feudal law.
Furthermore, the subsequent interrogation revealed that they took this action not simply
to avenge their comrade but to punish Shibayama for his injustice. They maintained that the
youth did not commit a punishable crime and that it was wrong of Shibayama to have
executed him without giving him a chance to defend himself.’(1) The concept of objective
justice they upheld, as opposed to the feudal code such as prescribed by Ieyasu, was the very
same ideology which had produced the Gekokujo (‘below subjugate above’) phenomenon
during the civil war period and by which the warriors justified their revolutionary actions (viz.,
unjust sovereigns and superiors will inevitably be usurped by ‘ten-mei’ or the ‘will of heaven’
and those who overthrow them are the executors of ‘ten-mei’).(2) It was also revealed that these
kabuki-mono adhered to the traditional bushi (samurai) ethos involving individualistic
‘ichibun’ (integrity or honour) and ‘iji’ (pride or wilfulness), just as the warriors of the civil
war period did, rather than subscribing to the collective Confucian ethics based on duty,
loyalty and obedience.(3) So, altogether these kabuki-mono represented very dangerous
elements from the authorities’ point of view.

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Kitajima, Kinseshi no Gunzo, p.123.
Fuji, K. ‘Gekokujo no Rinri’ (Nihon Rekishi, pp. 174-176); see also Nakamura, K.,
‘Gekokujo no Jidai’, Nihon no Rekishi, V.10, pp. 297-299.
Kitajima, op. cit., pp. 122-131.
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The spirit and guts displayed by the kabuki rebels of this period are immortalized in the
legendary tales about the leader of the Itsubei group, Otori Itsubei. (He is the very one who
boasted that he played the flute with his anus.) Here, to appreciate the kabuki spirit further,
and, more important, to see how his contemporaries idolized it, we shall look at the episode
concerning his bravery at interrogation, as described by Keicho Kenmonshu.(1)
Otori was arrested shortly after the 1612 incident in Edo. As the leader of the group, he
was inevitably put to rigorous interrogation and torture. Kenmonshu reports:
The police tortured him, squeezed his legs and bent his limbs. They
interrogated him day and night, and solicited the names of his
followers. But he did not budge. He laughed boldly, and rebuked
them: “You fools, why torture the body but not the soul?”(2)
The police continued to torture him for twenty days by fire and water, but still he would
not budge. In the end, he was put to the severest form of torture usually applied to only the
gravest of criminals, like traitors.
He was hung from the ceiling by the rope that bound his arms and
legs together behind him, with a stone weight placed on his back.
His body was then spun from one direction to the other like a turning
wheel, and, as it was repeated, all the body-oil gathered down to his
head and dripped onto the floor like water. Itsubei finally closed his
eyes and looked as though his life was about to be extinguished. The
interrogators, thinking to revive him a little, took him down, poured
water over him, and gave him a dose of mace. As he came around,
they again urged him for the last time to confess the names of his
followers, threatening to put him up again should he fail to oblige.(3)

_______________________
1.
Miura, Keicho Kenmonshu (DNS 12-9, pp. 924-929).
2.
Ibid., pp. 923-928.
3.
Ibid., pp. 935-946.
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Itsubei, seemingly resigned at last, told his tormentors to prepare a pen and paper, as he was
going to give them a list of all the names. When an officer sat down with a pen, however,
Itsubei simply recited the names of none other than all the daimyo (feudal lords) in the
country, the establishment. Eventually, he was dragged through the streets of Edo, and
executed publicly on a cross. After his death, his gigantic sword was found to bear the
inscription: ‘Itsubei, you have lived too long to have lived till 25’.(1)
While Itsubei and his fellow samurai rebels earned their kabuki notoriety by their
subversive activities on the streets add by their blatant disrespect for the law, convention and
the authorities of the day, it is worth noting that there was also a group of aristocrats who
achieved similar notoriety by demonstrating the kabuki spirit in an entirely different context.
The incident, which subsequently won them the name of kabuki-mono, was brought to
light in 1607, at the imperial court in Kyoto. It was revealed that the courtier Inokuma Shoi
and several other noblemen had conspired with the ladies of the court, entered the innermost
quarter of the palace ‘oku’ (ladies’ residence), disguised in ladies’ clothing, and had been
secretly indulging in drunken sexual orgies over a period of a year.(2) This indeed was a
scandal of treasonous proportions. For, to invade the ‘oku’ where men were strictly forbidden
was in itself a blatant transgression of the imperial taboo, let alone to fornicate with the
maidens who served close to the Emperor. Moreover, to have

1.
2.

_______________________
Ibid., p. 946.
‘Tsunoda Bunsho’ (DNS 12-6, p. 727).
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committed this crime solely for the satisfaction of sexual appetites was an unthinkable venture
beyond the bounds of conventional behaviour. The scandal thus caused a sensation in the
country as “uki-yo gurui” (merry/miserable life madness), and the conspirators were
condemned as “the most evil traitors in the land”.(1) As in the case of the samurai kabukimono, what confounded the authorities was their bold, free-wheeling behaviour combined
with their flagrant disrespect for the imperial code and authority, not to mention their
decadence. Inokuma, who flouted the Tokugawa authorities by dodging arrest for a time, was
eventually caught and executed along with his fellow courtiers. The amorous ladies were
exiled.
Lastly, we refer to one more kabuki example, related in the chronicle of Oda Nobunaga
(1534-1582), Nobunaga Koki. As we mentioned earlier, Oda was the great revolutionary
warrior of the civil war period, who rose from virtual obscurity through bold and brilliantly
fought battles to unify the country at the end of the 16th century. Although he lived before the
so-called kabuki age, his eccentricity and unconventional behaviour are legendary, and some
historians do not hesitate to class him as the first and the most archetypal kabuki-mono. What
interests us, however, is the fact that his biographer, writing amid the kabuki age some 20
years after his death, is said to have depicted him in the image of the ideal kabuki hero.(2) So,
while the account may not be historically accurate in detail, it gives us a valuable insight into
what the early Tokugawa people saw as the ideal kabuki attributes.

_______________________
1.
‘Kogo Zasshi’ 39 (DNS 12-6, p. 729).
2.
Suzuki, R. Oda Nobunaga, Iwanami Shinsho, p. 14.
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Oda was born the heir of a feudal governor of Owari, a small province in central Japan.
Already as a boy, be is said to have made himself a name for his eccentricity. For example,
Nobunaga Koki reports that the young Oda would dress himself in ‘iso-na’ (striking) fashion:
his hair tied up with colourful strings in wild ‘chasen’ style,(1) a pair of half-length trousers on
his legs, a bag of fire-making equipment on his hip and a huge sword at his side, and walk
down the street, munching chestnuts and persimmons. Apparently, such behaviour was so far
out of line even in the rough climate of the civil war period that the young Oda is said to have
earned the reputation of ‘utsuke-mono’ (fool) in the area.
Among such episodes in his life, we choose here one of the most characteristic tales of
his youth. The story concerns his behaviour at his father’s funeral. Oda was 16 years old when
his father died, and the funeral was, in accordance with his position as governor, a great
ceremonial occasion attended by some 300 Buddhist priests and many dignitaries. But as the
chronicle tells it, the young heir arrived at this solemn ceremony not only late, but wearing
shockingly casual clothing: a loose yukatabira (an informal kimono) held together by a string
of rough rope, with his extra long swords stuck in it, no hakama nor kataginu (trousers and
vest) which were customary for such ceremonial occasions, and his hair tied up in his usual
chasen style. (This was the equivalent of, say, appearing at a requiem mass in a catholic church
in sweaty running shorts.) As the attending dignitaries

1.

_______________________
A hair-style that pulls up and ties all the hair on the top of one’s head. Since it looks like
a bamboo stirrer (chasen) used for making tea, it is called by this name.
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and the priests held their breath in stunned silence, young Oda briskly walked up to the altar,
grabbed a handful of incense (normally a pinch), and, having glared at the priests, threw it onto
the altar, then disappeared as swiftly as he had arrived. It is not difficult to imagine how
scandalous his appearance must have been at such a shocking occasion, where the observance
of the strict code of behaviour was expected of every attendant, particularly the heir of the
deceased. It is reported that for the mourning Oda retainers, the despicable behaviour of their
young master came as the last blow, for it confirmed as they had feared that the heir to the Oda
clan was indeed a ‘utsuke-mono’ (fool) - a gloomy prospect for the survival of the clan in the
times of cut-throat civil wars. Little did they know that the boy was to grow up to conquer the
warring country and to immortalize the name of the Oda clan in history.
Young Oda’s defiant conduct echoes the behaviour of Itsubei and other kabuki-mono.
Intentional or not, his rude (typically kabuki) appearance at the funeral in effect made a
mockery of the pomp and nicety (and implicit hypocrisy) of the conventional Buddhist
ceremony. This point has added significance when viewed with the knowledge that Oda in his
manhood became the first revolutionary warrior to denounce the corruption of medieval
Buddhist institutions and to dare destroy

_______________________
1.
Futoda Ushiichi, Nobunaga Koki, pp. 28-29. However, one priest seeing Oda’s bold
behaviour, is said to have prophesied that the boy would one day rule the country.
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their centuries-old sancturies without scruples or sentimentality.(1) In fact, historians argue that
without Oda’s heretic temperament,(2) combined with his guts and military brilliance, Japan
could not have broken away from the shackles of medieval times. Thus we see that in Oda the
kabuki attributes ultimately took the form of heroic revolutionary action, and perhaps it was
this aspect that in retrospect made him the ideal kabuki hero in the eyes of the early Tokugawa
observers. Indeed, Oda was lucky to have lived in the energetic, flamboyant and revolutionary
‘Gekokujo’ age of civil wars, where the kabuki temperament could thrive in the mainstream of
events. But when this dynamic age of heroic warriors was gone(3) and the Tokugawa imposed

_______________________
1.
During the middle ages, Buddhist temples had become powerful political institutions
riddled with corruption. Priests trained their own military forces to take sides in civil
wars, took high taxes from their private land holdings, abandoned the ascetic religious
life, and wielded power over aristocrats and bushi (samurai) alike. Yet, because they
were nonetheless religious institutions, the temples remained ‘untouchable’, until Oda
came along. In one of his most savage campaigns, in 1571, Oda surrounded Enryaku
Temple (the sanctuary of the Tendai sect since 785, situated on Mt. Hiei, near Kyoto)
with 30,000 men at the foot of Mt. Hiei, set fire to the buildings and trees, then ordered
his men to slaughter every moving thing coming out of the burning buildings. Some
several thousand priests, along with a number of women and children, are said to have
been massacred, and for this savagery, Oda earned himself the unflattering title, ‘Madwarrior’. But historians believe that it was these ‘mad’ campaigns like Oda’s destruction
of Enryaku Temple that opened the way to a new era for Japan. (Lu, D.J., Sources of
Japanese History, V. 1, pp.182-185; Ozaki, Gendaijin no Nihonshi, V.3, Kawade, pp.
205-218.)
2.
A Dutch missionary, Luis Frois (1537-1597), who was acquainted with Oda personally,
noted in his letter in 1569 that Oda dencounced all religious and superstitious beliefs
(unlike most of his predecessors) and declared himself to be the master of the world.
(DNS, V. 10-2 p. 171) Thus Oda is acknowledged to have been the first Japanese ruler
who was free from religious scruples; though this does not necessarily mean that he was
totally non-religious. Frois also notes that Oda was critical of the moral corruption of
Buddhist institutions, and was strict about justice.
3.
Oda was assassinated by one of his ambitious lieutenants, Akechi Mitsubide, in 1582.
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their repressive feudal regime, kabuki could only survive as subversive and outlawed
elements, as we saw in the activities of the samurai rebels of the early 17th century.
There is an illuminating postscript to the episode concerning Oda’s behaviour at his
father’s funeral. When rebuked by his tutor for not mourning properly, young Oda went out
into the street and collected 300 passing pilgrim priests (those not belonging to great temple
establishments) and had them recite prayers for several days.(1)
So far we have examined examples of behaviour and incidents that were seen as
‘kabuki’ by the early Tokugawa observers. They ranged from parading in ‘iso-na’ clothing,
playing perverse pranks and indulging in avant-garde habits like smoking or decadent sexual
pursuits, to disruptive activities on the streets involving rioting, kidnapping and killing. They
also included by implication revolutionary actions such as those taken by the young rebels of
the Itsubei group or epitomized in the persona of Oda Nobunaga. We may now ask: what was
the common denominator in all these varied examples that might be taken as the essence of
kabuki?
We recall that the original meaning of the verb form of ‘kabuki’ was ‘to tilt’ or ‘to slant’
- a deviation from an upright position. But it seems that in the social context of the early
Tokugawa period the word was apparently used to describe behaviour that deviated from the
laws and conventions of the day, in such a way as to denigrate them in effect. The overriding
characteristic common to all the kabuki examples

1.

_______________________
Futoda, op. cit., p. 29.
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we have seen was their defiant, mocking and heretical stand against the laws, conventions and
the authorities of the time. Thus we may summarize the essence of kabuki as ‘heresy’, as
manifest in appearance and in action. From the standpoint of the Tokugawa authorities,
therefore, kabuki was criminal, immoral and subversive, a blight to be banned and
exterminated. But for the people of the period who bore the yoke of the repressive regime,
kabuki represented glamour, rebellion and heroism. In this respect, it is illuminating that the
kabuki leaders like Itsubei and Inokuma, not to mention Oda, were idolised after their deaths.
Itsubei’s kabuki braveries were woven into numerous heroic tales, while Inokuma’s
‘unparallelled’ beauty and elegance, e.g., the way he combed his hair or tied his obi (belt),
were said to have been copied in illustrations on fans and distributed to the remotest corners of
the country.(1) In sharp contrast to the attitude taken by the authorities, the hearts of the people
seem to have laid with these heroic kabuki-mono.
3.

Kuni’s Performance as Kabuki
It was the same people who idolized Itsubei and Inokuma and saw in Oda the archetypal

kabuki hero, who applauded Kuni’s performance enthusiastically and called it kabuki. What
was it that they saw in her performance that made this particular association?
The first and the most obvious was of course the ‘iso-na’ (strikingly unusual) costume in
which she performed. According to Todaiki, she imitated not simply a man but ‘a man of isona appearnce’,

1.

_______________________
‘Kogo Zasshi’ 39 (DNS 12-6, p. 729).
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perhaps just like one of the kabuki youngsters who paraded down the streets. One extant
illustration also shows an ‘iso-na’ Kuni looking like neither man nor woman but very erotic all
the same. Her hair combed down and tied with a hair-band, and strings of beads (a rosary or
Buddhist prayer beads?) with a cross hanging on her breasts, she stands in a young man’s
colourful costume, leaning against a sword.(1)
Also, there were those typical kabuki deviations that characterized her performance. In
bold disregard of the convention of the day, it mixed licentious eroticism with religious
elements, glorified transvestism, and brought salacious brothel scenes out onto public display.
Moreover, to compound the perversity, all this was performed (though not always) in the
precincts of a shrine by a self-proclaimed miko from Izumo, the very home of the ancestral
kami of Japan.
But did these deviations amount to that critical kabuki factor - a revolutionary act of
heresy against some authority or establishment?
To find the answer, we must now look at a controversial but most illuminating
document, Kunijo Kabuki Eshi (1614ca), one of the illustrated story books, collectively called
Nara Ehon, which were popularly read by the people of the late Muromachi and early
Tokugawa periods. This copy, preserved in a complete form, narrates Kuni’s performance in a
quasi-dramatic form with 15 illustrations. Although

1.

_______________________
This illustration is included in Yayashiya, Kabuki Izen (on the first page), Iwanami,
1954, and also in colour in DNS 12-11, p. 256.
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some critics question the validity of this document,(1) It merits our attention because it was
produced so close in time to Kuni’s active

_______________________
1.
Apart from several screen paintings on the subject that are of a later period, there are
four illustrated stories on Okuni Kabuki extant that are believed to be from the early
Tokugawa period. two illustrations, and is contained in Kottoshu under the title of the
illustrations portrays the erotic Kuni performing Nenbutsu Odori in woman’s clothing.
The other shows a woman wearing a nerigasa (a black-lacquered cooly hat), presumably
Kuni, flirting with a man. The second oldest is Kunijo Kabuki Eshi, which is dated as
1614 ca. by historians (Fuji, O., ‘Kabuki Zoshi’ Geibun, 1914, July issue, p. 25;
Tsubouchi, ‘Onna Kabuki ni Kansuru Kosho Hassu ni Tsuite’, TSZ, V. 7, p.348;
Hattori, Y. in his Kabuki Seiritsu no Kenkyu also places this as older than the third
document Kabuki Zoshi which he dates within 1614-1628 on p. 181, though he
contradicts himself by dating Kunijo Kabuki Eshi around 1643ca. earlier on p. 174).
This is the only one of the four which includes Kuni’s Nenbutsu odori in priest’s
clothing, which was mentioned by the author of Nozuchi. According to Tsubouchi, a
part of the text is identical with that of a fragment of the oldest document contained in
Kottoshu. He also notes that the illustrations in this document, Kunijo Kabuki Eshi, are
more popular in style (i.e., unrefined) compared to the two in Kottoshu (Tsuobuchi,
ibid., p. 348).
The third document, most frequently referred to by the critics, is a narrative story
called Kabuki Zoshi. This is dated variously by critics as somewhere within 1614-1652.
However, the performance described in this story definitely bears the characteristics of
Wakashu (young men) Kabuki, the third phase in the development of Kabuki, 16271654. Hence some date it later. The fourth is entitled Kabuki and is contained in Shin
Yokyoku Hyakuban. The latest of the four, this dramatized description of Okuni Kabuki
is dated 1637-1682.
Of these four documents, only Kunijo Kabuki Eshi (1614ca.) and Kabuki Zoshi
(1614-1652) are preserved in complete form. Since Kabuki Zoshi is apparently of the
later period, bearing Wakashu Kabuki characteristics, Kunijo Kabuki Eshi is the only
viable document of the four for our purposes.
However, some critics question its validity on the grounds that it was not a
scenario of her performance but merely a copy of Kara Ehon written and illustrated for
the purpose of entertaining its mass readers (Morisue, A., ‘Kabuki Seritsu ni Kansuru
Nisan no Mondai’, Kokugo to Kokubungaku). Others argue, pointing out the
resemblance of the dramatic form in this document to that of Noh, that the author was
writing and illustrating Kuni’s performance in a form borrowed from Noh, not the one in
which Kuni actually performed.
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(Hattori, Kabuki Seiritsu no Kenkyu, Kazama, 1968, p. 345), Also the fact that this document
contains Kuni’s Nenbutsu odori in sombre priest’s clothing seems to confound some critics.
Hayashiya, who values the rare dramatic quality of this document as something that gives us a
glimpse of the theatrical aspect of Okuni Kabuki, is indeed in the minority (Hayashiya, Kabuki
Izen, p. 71).
In this study we take the same position as Hayashiya, that this is a rare document that
could provide us with some illuminating information about Okuni Kabuki. The fact that it is
written in a quasi-Noh form does not automatically disqualify the document as it is likely that
Kuni herself, rather than the author of Kunijo Kabuki Eshi, may have imitated the Noh form in
her performance. After all, the Nara Ehon was for the mass readers who knew and raved about
Kuni’s performance, and the author would have been more likely to present an imitation of her
performance rather than depicting it in an entirely different form. Furthermore, the critics who
point out the quasi-Noh dramatic form of this document fail to discuss with the same weight
the non-Noh elements, that is, those ‘perverted’ elements in Kunijo Kobuki Eshi which make
the performance ‘kabuki’ rather than Noh. (For discussion of the material on Okuni Kabuki,
see Hattori, Y., Kabuki Seiritsu Kenkyu, Kazama, 1968; Takano, T., Nihon Engeki no
Kenkyu; Tsubouchi ‘Onna Kabuki ni Kansuru Kosho Hassu ni Tsuite’, Tsubouchi Shoyo
Zenshu, V. 7.)
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years and the memory of her performance must have been fresh in the mind of the author as
well as those of its readers. Let us first review the text in full.(1)
Kunijo Kabuki Eshi begins with an introductory passage spoken by a priest, Kuni’s
father, after the Noh fashion.
Spring flowers are blooming in the capital,
Spring flowers are blooming in the capital,
Let every one come out for kabuki odori.
“To make a beginning, I am a priest, serving at
the Great Shrine of Izumo province. I have a
miko daughter called Kuni and have had her
learn kabuki odori. Since this is peace time, I
would like to let her travel to the capital and
dance.”
Having introduced the heroine as a shamaness of Izumo Shrine, the play proceeds to
Kuni’s ‘michiyuki’ or Journey. The passage, written in rhythmic five and seven syllable verse,
describes the scenic places as she travels from Izumo to the capital Kyoto. The strict repetition
of 5 and 7 syllables allows a regular rhythm of one, two, one, two, with each beat taking one to
four syllables. For example:
Fu ru sa to / ya - - I zu mo no / ku ni o A to ni mi / te - - Su e wa - / ka su mi te
Ha ru no hi / no - - Na ga to no / ko o o Su gi nu re / ba - - Ka ka ru - /mi yo ni mo
A u no / shu ku - Mi chi se ba/ ka ra mu Hi ro shi ma/ ya - - -

Home county, ah - - Izumo province
I see it behind
in the distance, screened by mist,
on a spring day.
The capital of Nagoto
I pass, then
In this reign
I come to Au station,
then the wide-streeted
Hiroshima.

From this we may envision that Kuni (assuming that she did indeed
1.

_______________________
The text used here is the one transcribed by Fujii, O., in the journal, Geibun, July issue,
1914, pp. 25-31. Except for the omission of several passages of the ‘michiyuki’, the
entire text is translated here.
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perform this or a similar script) danced this stanza in stylised walking steps, possibly
something like those performed on the Noh stage (and later on the Kabuki stage) where an
actor symbolized travelling by simply encircling the stage. The journey ends with Kuni’s
arrival at the capital, and is followed by a description of merry flower-viewing scenes in the
famous spots of the city.
Soon Kuni comes to the Kitano shrine, the mecca of the Goryo belief, crowded with
worhsippers. The shamaness Kuni is inspired:
“Come to think of it, it is March 25 today; since many people of
high and low birth are coming to the shrine, I should like to perform
kabuki odori; I shall begin with Nenbutsu odori.
Komyo Hensho
Juppo Sekai
Nenbutsu–shu
Shosetsu
Shu
Fusha

Light illuminates
the world in ten directions
Nenbutsu recitors
life
take
do not abandon

Namu Amida Butsu
Namu Amida
Namu Amida Butsu
Namu Amida

(The name of the Buddha Amida)

Hakanashi ya
Kagi ni kaketewa
nani ka sen

Ah - how vain it will be,
if you hang it (the name of Amida) on a
what good will it do?
hook,

Kokoro ni
kakeyo
Mida no Nyogo

On your heart
hang
the name of Amida.

Namu Amida Butsu
Namu Amida
Namu Amida Butsu
Namu Amida
The illustration at this point shows Kuni wearing a sombre priest robe, black trousers
and a black hat, just as mentioned in Nozuchi, and beating a bell in her hand. The outdoor
stage projecting towards the
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viewers(1) is surrounded by the spectators on the three sides, and there are three drummers and
two men, possibly narrators, seated in the upstage area.
As might be expected, Kuni’s Nenbutsu odori beckons an onryo from the nether world.
The figure of a samurai, face hidden by a cloth and in travelling clothes, appears among the
spectators in this illustration, and speaks to Kuni.(2)
O:

Drawn by the voice of Nenbutsu, drawn by the voice of
Nenbutsu, I come out of the land of Sin. How now, Okuni, I
speak to you, do you not recognize me?
For old times1 sake, I have come here.

K:

You have emerged unexpectedly among the people of high
and low birth, how should I know you? Who are you? Please
introduce yourself.

O:

You ask me who I am; I was your friend in the old days. Since
I still cannot forget the kabuki I used to do, I have thus
emerged by the power of Kyogen Kigo, hoping to enter the
way of truth by praising Buddha.

K:

How now, you are an apparition of the deceased, then!

O:

Could you not recall (who I am), not even by the word-leaves
of the pine tree of Iwashiro, by Ukon of Kitano of many
sleeves, nor by the dew drops of the evening flowers?

K:

From your words, now I remembers you are the kabuki-mono
of old times, Nagoya-dono, are you not?

O:

I am ashamed to pronounce my name: affairs in this
unaccommodating world (do not go as one would like), and
people’s hearts are like knuckles of rough bamboo trees. In a
knuckle fight I got involved,

_______________________
1.
It is said that the Kitano shrine had an outdoor Noh stage in its precincts for the
performance of Noh on festive occasions, and that it was on this stage that Kuni
performed at times.
2.
Although the speakers are not identified in the text, I have indicated O and K, for Onryo
and Kuni respectively, for the benefit of the reader.
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and neither of us lives any longer in this world How ignoble to have
perished like a bubble in the water of pond! But for now, I will put
aside all that; let us sing the old tunes of the good old days, and let us
kabuku, let us kabuku.
The text then contains seven ‘kouta’ songs (popular songs written in irregular rhythms),
which were probably sung and danced by Nagoya’s apparition, the shamaness Kuni and,
according to the illustration, two other women impersonating courtesans.
Ah, this uki-yo (merry-miserable life) is like raw wood for an axe; it
will harm your spirit, if you think about it too much.
Ah, Okuni is like a Yu-tree for a cat, she will lift your spirit, even to
think about it.
The water-wheel in the River Yodo
turns kuru kuru(1) I wonder who it is waiting for?
If you marry a woman of the chaya (brothel, lit. ‘tea-house’),
you will have to make a pilgrimage, seven times to
Ise shrine, thirteen times to Rumano, and monthly
to Atago.
Make seven loves to a woman of the chaya:
Well, one or two might be spent in love-quarrels,
but the remaining five will be all for love.
Even when there is not a breath of wind, I open my
door; you promised to come, to make love, but you
have not come soon enough - Ah how cool you are.
Thinking of you, I stand waiting at the gate; even
the cold storm will not cool my body.
The illustration shows that Kuni at this point is in man’s clothing wearing a sword at her side.
Her face is half covered by a cloth, like Nagoya’s. From the amorous content of these songs,
we can speculate that the dances performed by these two male figures and two courtesans

_______________________
1.
‘kuru’ is onomatopoeia, but also a homonym of ‘kuru’ or ‘come’.
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possibly included some erotic flirtatious exchanges, as mentioned by several commentaries on
Okuni Kabuki. The popular and unsohpisticated tone of the songs indicates that the eroticism
expressed in the performance was of a direct kind. Nagoya or the onryo speaks again:
O: Well Okuni, these are already old-fashioned songs. I will show
you some ‘mezurashii’ (new and rare) kabuki. Nowadays
people sing Joruri-modoki (Joruri imitation), so I will sing
them for you. Saying this, he beats the drum rhythmically and
listens to its tone.
O: My love is like clouds for the moon and wind for a flower, it is
painful even to think of it, like a horse on a narrow mountain
road. Beyond the mountains and the villages, I long for you
and for your body. They say that songs have their tune: playing
the flute is a comfort for the evening, ‘kouta’ songs are a
comfort for the lips during the night, and the ‘shakuhachi’ (a
bamboo flute) I play in the dawn longing for you always plays
your tune. After parting, will I see you again? I watch the
spring rain beating on the weeping willow tree; it is spring
everywhere.
O: If you are to make a bond with people in this world, make it a
thin bond, and make it last till the end of the day. Look at the
maple leaves: would the thinly coloured leaves fall first? No,
the thickly coloured ones fall first. After the fall, no one visits
or is visited, and hearts drift apart. One parts while loving, and
one weds without love. Ah - precious is compassion.
The illustration corresponding to this section is one in which both Nagoya and Kuni, still
dressed in a young man’s guise, are seated (so are the two courtesans), so it appears to
represent the scene of Nagoya’s preliminary speech (‘Well, Okuni ...’). It is thus left to our
imagination what sort of dance or mime was performed with the subsequent lines spoken, or
chanted, by Nagoya. (The tone of the language used is that of a samurai, and confirms that it
was spoken by Nagoya.) Since the text no longer refers to a ‘woman of the chaya’ in speaking,
of love,
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the scene was presumably performed by Nagoya and his lover, Kuni, impersonating a young
samurai.
Time has passes with kabuki odori,
time has passed with kabuki odori,
and the spectators high and low have gone home
But Nagoya, reluctant to leave, urges,
“Wait a while, wait a while, sing and dance”, and
the sound of beating drums echoes like thunderbolts.
Though they say that even the Thunder God could
never tear asunder the bond of lovers, the time
for parting has come. And Okuni dances to another
tune for farewell.
“Are you leaving, Nagoya-sama?
I shall see you off to Kohata.”
The sun set on the mountain road of Mt. Kohata,
and the two sleep on the grass pillow.
“Eight thousand nights with you won’t be enough;
the sorrow of parting from you, Nagoya-sama, is
Immeasurable.”
The story ends with a short epilogue:
If you think on it well, you will know that
this Okuni is in truth the temporary incarnation of
the great Izumo Kami. He/she thought to exorcise the
evils of the lives of the common people, by initiating
kabuki odori, and thus produced this kabuki story.
Blessed are we, blessed are we.
Whether or not it represents a precise record of Kuni’s performance, we may agree that
the most remarkable feature of this mini-drama is that it mixes traditional religious elements
with contemporary erotic elements, to a tantalizing kabuki effect. For a start, its theme and
structure clearly reflect the association with folk religious ritual, Goryoe as well as Kagura.
The Goryo connection is particularly distinct in the plot: a miko (shamaness) of the Izumo
shrine travels to the capital, and performs incantatory Nenbutsu odori at the Kitano shrine, the
mecca of Goryo belief. This, as expected, conjures up an onryo, the resentful spirit of Nagoya
Sanzaburo (1575ca-1604), a historical figure
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who has recently met with ignoble death. The miko thereupon undertakes to console the onryo
by singing and dancing, and the onryo, enlivened by the entertainment, joins in the dancing.
Merry times pass, and the spirit reluctantly returns to the nether world, presumably pacified.
Thus the basic tenor of this drama is identical to that of the tama-shizume rite, and the fact that
both Kuni and Nagoya were ‘real’ (as opposed to ‘fictional’) figures, and that this was
performed at the Kitano shrine, adds authenticity to the ritual aspect of the performance.
The Kagura elements on the other hand is reflected in the overall concept of the story
summed up in the epilogue. The miko Kuni, so we are told in the end, was in truth the
incarnation of the great kami of Izumo: he has taken this corporeal form to initiate kabuki
odori and exorcise the evils of the lives of the masses. Given this clue, we begin to see the
remnants of the Sato-Kagura tradition in this drama. For example, Kuni, or the kami incognito,
who travels from the sanctuary of Izumo Shrine, the very home of the ancestral kami of Japan,
to the capital in order to ensure its citizens’ well-being is reminiscent of the kami figure in
Sato-Kagura who was believed to journey from Tokoyo (the everlasting world) to a particular
community to impart his blessings. These journeying kami, we recall, were called ‘mare-bito’
(rare visitors) in rural areas in the old days, and often appeared in the Kagura scenes in
travelling apparel.(1) And to receive such a journeying kami, Sato-Kagura customarily started
with a procession of ‘kami-mukae’ (welcoming kami) to the nearby hills. Likewise, this drama

1.

_______________________
Origuchi, ‘Kokubungaku no Hanashi’ (OSZ, V. 1, pp. 1-55).
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begins, after an introductory sequence, with a michiyuki (journey) passage that describes
Kuni’s journey to the capital, as if recounting that journey was an indispensable element of the
story.
In this Kagura context. Nagoya’s onryo can be understood as a variation of the demon
figure that sometimes confronted the kami in the Kagura scenes. According to the traditional
belief, an unappeased onryo, such as Nagoya’s, was a potential menace to the well-being of
the living. It fits the Kagura formula therefore that the Izumo kami, arriving in the capital with
his benevolent mission, should free the community from Nagoya’s venom by pacifying his
ara-tama. A trace of such a Kagura connection (for that matter, connections with Goryoe and
other folk ritual festivals) can be observed in the manner of Nagoya’s entrance. Just as spirits
and demons in these folk rites appeared among the people, say, in the circle of dancing,
Nagoya’s spirit here emerges from the spectators, as the text puts it, ‘among the people of high
and low birth’. This point indicates the strength of the folk ritual tradition in this performance,
since Kuni was performing on a Noh stage at the Kitano shrine on this occasion and Nagoya
could easily have entered the stage via the ‘hashigakari’ (the passage way up-stage right)
following the Noh convention.
Of course, the notion that Kuni was the Izumo kami incognito could very well have been
an invention added by the author of this Nara Ehon, rather than an idea originally presented by
the performer Kuni. But even so, the very fact that such a notion should have been added,
presumably to appeal to its mass readers, suggests that Kuni’s performance bore enough
resemblance to Kagura in the eyes of its beholders to make the receptive audience or reader
believe in the
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veracity of such a tale. In this respect, it is significant that some later documents relate Okuni
Kabuki to the Kagura tradition. We quote below two of the earliest of such accounts.
Kaikodan (1654): When I said that there must be many who would
stand behind the Izumo Yae tree hedge and read a poem or two here
in Izumo, the man answered: No, not nowadays. The authenticity of
Waka (a traditional 14 syllable poem) has been corrupted, and the
rhythm of Kagura has been disordered. Nowadays, it is
‘hinafuritaru’ (fashionable) kabuki, initiated recently by a miko
called Kuni”.(1)
Gashu Fushi (1686): There was also a kabuki-mono, a former miko
from Izumo called Okuni. She altered Kagura songs and dances.
This was something like the ‘shirabyoshi’ of the old days.(2)
By contrasting the traditional Waka and Kagura with ‘hinafuritaru’ kabuki, Kaikodan suggests
that the fashion of the latter ‘corrupted’ and ‘disordered’ the authenticity of the former two.
Gashu Fushi likewise refers to kabuki as an ‘altered’ or ‘curious’ adaptation of Kagura. It is
possible that these authors were relying on hearsay and earlier commentaries in forming their
opinions, but in any case it is noteworthy that some relatively early Tokugawa observers
recognised a link between Okuni Kabuki and the Kagura tradition.
While retaining the basic structure and themes of the traditional folk rites, Kunijo
Kabuki Eshi replaces the content with contemporary, erotic and highly salacious material.
Firstly, it chooses a new breed of onryo-hero. Originally, the most feared onryo, who became
the objects of Goryoe, were those of illustrious aristocrats who fell

1.
2.

_______________________
Kaikodan (DNS 12-11, pp. 260-264).
Gashu Fushi (DNS 12-11, ibid.) Shirabyoshi was a dance performed by miko-courtesans
during the middle ages.
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victims to the political upheavals of the Heian period. In the civil-war ridden middle ages they
were the ara-tama of great warrior, who met heroic but premature death on the battlefield.(1)
And under the feudal Tokugawa regime the onryo most popularly revered as the powerful
ones were martyrs of peasants’ revolts.(2) The types of onryo reflect the changing times and,
accordingly, the changing concept of heroism, though sharing always the essential goryo traits,
i.e., the elements of innocence, untimely and violent death, and uncommated ambition. But the
onryo that is beckoned to this tama-shizume fits none of these traditional types. Instead, it is,
characteristically, that of a self-professed kabuki-mono.
According to the records of the time, Nagoya Sanzaburo (1575ca-1604) was born into a
distinguished samurai family (related to the Oda clan), and had already become a legendary
figure by the time he was 15, for his exceptional beauty and gallantry as a spearman.(3) Later,
as a young ronin (a masterless samurai), he spent several years in Kyoto, apparently leading a
flamboyant and amorous life as a kabuki-mono, adding glamour to his legend. The tales about
this period of his life refer to

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
See Taiheiki for examples.
For the Goryo-shin of the Tokugawa period, see: Sakurai, T., Minkan Shinko,
Danshobo, 1968, pp. 50-51 and Miyata, N., Ikigami Shinko, Danshobo, 1970, pp. 26-29.
One Tokugawa historian, in recording Nagoya’s debut as a spearman at the age of 15 in
the battle of Myoshu Castle (1590), makes a special note of his exceptional beauty, and
of his unusually elegant clothing (a white damask silk kimono lined with scarlet
undercloth beneath his battle clothes) and adds that young Nagoya ‘who displayed
unparalleled beavery in the battle’ thereupon became the subject of popular songs.
(Hanyu Gunki, DNS 12-1, p. 281).
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his affairs with ladies of various stations including Lady Yodo (Toyotomi’s mistress and a
renowned beauty of the time) and Kuni herself. By the turn of the century, Nagoya was again
in service, and fought in the battle of Sekigahara (1600) alongside his feudal lord on the side of
Tokugawa. But in 1604, a year after Kuni’s inauguration of kabuki, he was killed in a quarrel
with one of his comrades.(2) His epitaph, preserved in Daitoku Temple in Kyoto, sums up his
life:
He not only excelled in martial matters, gallant brave strong and
swift...but also had inclination towards artistic and amorous matters.
Sometimes he sang songs of ‘taihei’ (peace), contemplated flowers,
and was intoxicated by the moon...at other times, he picked up his
sword, lay in the snow, and slept in the frost. He came and went, and
did not abide by rules.(3)

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
Buke Kandan, DNS 12-1, p. 281. According to one source, Nagoya also entered the
priesthood briefly during this period (Morike Sendai Jitsuroku, DNS, 12-2, pp. 180181.)
According to Mori Denki and Shiyo Yokan (DNS, 12-2, pp.173-180), Nagoya’s
animosity for his comrade Inoue Uzaemon was aroused when the latter insulted the
former by ridiculing his lightweight sword (this means that Nagoya was a delicately
built man - perhaps feminine looking). Nagoya returned the insult by exposing Inoue’s
lack of ability for appreciating poetic and artistic matters as well as for composing
poems. The quarrel developed into a duel. Nagoya waited for Inoue on one rainy night
to challenge him, but in the darkness, he was mistaken for a rogue and was killed by his
adversary, sans duel.
Matsuda, Nihon Kinse Bungaku no Seiritsu, p. 12. Nagoya became one of the popular
stock heroes of the Kabuki theatre. For example, in Sankai Nagoya (1697), he appears as
an amorous bisexual hero (see chapter 3). Because of his Kabuki connection, his life is
shrouded by legendary tales, But the bare account of his life has been unearthed by
Muroki: Muroki, Y., ‘Nagoya Sanzaburo ni Kansuru Nisan no Mondai’, Kokugo to
Koku-Bungaku, 1955, November issue, pp. 303-308.
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Although his premature death deserved a certain sympathy and its circumstances
vaguely fit the goryo credentials, Nagoya was, as goryo went, a heretical choice, for his life
lacked the sense of direction and tragedy that characterized the lives of the traditional onryo.
Instead, what he seems to have represented was the restless spirit of the transitional kabuki age,
which lay between the times of civil war and Tokugawa rule. In an ultimate manifestation of
the temperament of the age, his life combined gallantry with beauty and eroticism, and
rebellion with decadence, and for this very reason, it seems, he was already a legend even
before his death. What could have been more appropriate than to have the spirit of this kabuki
hero emerge in the kabuki performance and as Kuni’s one-time lover? He made a fitting hero
for the theatre born of the kabuki age. But to beckon such a figure to the scene of Goryoe as a
potential object of reverence was a heresy - or at least a distortion of the tradition.
Moreover, with adoption of a kabuki onryo, the tone of the ‘kami-asobi’ (kami-play) in
the rite is transformed accordingly. Five out of the seven songs sung to console Nagoya
concern love affairs involving women of the chaya - courtesans. Similarly, the Joruri modoki
performed by Nagoya himself expresses amorous themes. And according to the Illustrations,
these songs were accompanied by erotic, possibly flirtatious, dance-like movements on the
part of Nagoya, two courtesans and Kuni, dressed as a pretty young man. Such a performance
may have been a fitting tribute to the kabuki hero whose amorous inclination was legendary.
But for a tama-shizume held at the Kitano shrine, the intrusion of these erotic and licentious
elements seems as scandalous and outrageous as, say, the act of playing the flute with the anus,
even
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though the audience apparently loved it for this. Thus the performance of Kunljo Kabuki Eshi
in effect would have been a desecration of the folk ritual tradition. Perhaps it was in such an
aspect of Kuni’s performance that her audience saw the essence of kabuki.
There was also one other element in Kunijo Kabuki Eshi that made the performance a
perversion of tradition: that is, its stance in relation to the Noh convention. As noted by some
critics,(1) the form of this drama bears a resemblance to that of the Noh plays, particularly of
those that deal with the onryo theme. Compare the outline of a typical Noh play of this theme
with Kunijo Kabuki Eshi: a journeying Buddhist priest (in the role of ‘waki’) introduces
himself; he meets a stranger (in the role of ‘shite’), who in the course of conversation reveals
that he is in truth the wandering onryo or a famous historical or legendary figure; the onryo
confides in the priest the torments of an unsaved tama bound to this world and explains the
tragic circumstances of his life and death; the priest promises to pray for his salvation, and the
play ends as he recites Buddhist prayers. Likewise, Kunijo Kabuki Eshi begins with an
introductory passage by a priest, Kuni’s father; a travelling miko meets an onryo, who talks of
his ignoble death and for whom the miko performs a tama-shizume rite. No doubt, the
similarity comes from the fact that they both share the same religious ritual tradition.
But it is important to note that the differences between the two are distinct and
numerous. For a start, Kuni is not a Buddhist priest but an erotic Shinto miko, though she too
performs Buddhist Nenbutsu

1.

_______________________
See footnote 1 on pp.91-92
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odori, scandalously dressed in a priest robe. Then, the onryo she encounters is not a tragic
historical figure but a contemporary kabuki hero, more glamorous than tragic, and accordingly
the measure of tama-shizume is altered from the sombre incantation of Buddhist prayers to a
salacious entertainment performed with courtesans. Furthermore, the relationship between the
miko and the onryo is suggested to be that of lovers, and thus it is a great deal more intimate
and personalized than the formal impersonal format of ‘waki’ and ‘shite’ in the Noh
convention. In fact, this makes the characters in Kunijo Kabuki Eshi, including courtesans and
Kuni’s father, much closer to the dramatic personages of a play (in the modern sense), not to
mention the colloquial language in which they speak and sing.
The difference extends also to the area of staging. While Kunijo Kabuki Eshi is
performed on a Noh stage, and musicians are seated upstage as in the Noh convention, none of
the performers wears a mask (although Nagoya, and Kuni when impersonating a man, cover
half of their faces with a cloth), and the performance, according to the illustrations, seems to be
made up of direct, rhythmic and spontaneous movements, in sharp contrast to the formalism of
Noh. Lastly, as we noted earlier, Nagoya’s onryo makes its entrance among the spectators, not
via the ‘hashigakari’ as in the Noh convention. Since they both dealt with the theme of tamashizume, the performance of Kunijo Kabuki Eshi could be seen as a popularised contemporary
imitation of the Noh theatre, which may well have appeared to some observers as a scandalous
corruption of the refined medieval tradition that belonged to the ruling
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class.(1) If Kuni did perform a similar repertory at some stage in her career, this too may have
been a factor that was accounted a kabuki feature.
Taken as an example of Okuni Kabuki, Kunijo Kabuki Eshi confirms other indications,
such as Nozuchi, that Kuni’s performance was an unique blend of religious and erotic
elements, and suggests that the kabuki essence in her performance lay in its heretical
popularization, or perversion, of the traditional folk rituals as well as the conventional theatre
of the day. One ultimate question remains unanswered: how religious in fact was her
performance? For instance, as she performed Kabuki Eshi, did the audience believe in the
venom of Nagoya’s onryo, and watched the pacification of his spirit with a sense of relief as
when participating in a Goryoe, however entertaining the rite may have been in parts? Or did
they take the performance simply as a fictitious spectacle for pure entertainment? How
susceptible would the audience of early Tokugawa people have been to the religious aspect of
her performance?

1.

_______________________
Although Noh had come to be performed among some citizens of the rich merchant
class and by troupes of semi-professional women players by Kuni’s time (see
Hayashiya, T., Kabuki no Seiritsu, Iwanami shinsho, pp. 47-58), it was still the property
of the ruling samurai class, as it bad been meant to be when it was promoted by Zeami
and other great Noh masters of the 15th century. In one of his memoirs, for instance,
Zeami explains how he strived to create an art form suitable for ‘the refined taste of
noble persons’. As such, the majority of Noh plays deal with historical material and
feature mostly aristocratic or renowed samurai heroes from history. Of course, the
Kyogen interludes played along with Noh, deal with more common and realistic themes,
but again the life they portray is mostly that of the lower samurai class in pastoral
provinces before the civil wars. For the people of the early Tokugawa period, the world
of Noh and Kyogen must have been as remote as the plays of Shakespeare and
Restoration comedies are for the ordinary modern audience.
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Studies by specialists in the field show that they were as religious and superstitious as
their forefathers, and that their beliefs, on the folk level, were not very different from the old
tradition of tama-belief. At one end they had benevolent kami and Budhisattvas, which by then
had spread their presence in shrines and temples throughout the country and were worshipped
for their particular powers. The worship sometimes extended to their subsidiary agents such as
a fox, monkey, rat, snake or pigeon. At the other end, they saw harmful demons and spirits at
work ready to strike with calamities. And in between were numerous tama of the dead and the
living, which they believed could turn malevolent if neglected or frustrated. Thus, from the
moment of birth till death, their lives were bound by a series of religious observances that
ranged from making prayers, donning charms, and going on pilgrimages to shrines and
temples, to performing rituals and sorceries, For example, to ensure good fortune, they prayed
to Daikoku Shichi Fukujin (great seven kami of luck) for their favour. For a good harvest they
asked the blessings of Inari Myojin and, in times of drought, held a rite to call upon the rainmaking power of Tenjin, the kami of thunderbolts. Or, to improve their martial skill, they
made prayers to Fudo Myojin, the kami of strength and valour. For a good match in marriage
they begged the guidance of Izumo Kami, prayed to Jizo Bodhisattva for safe childbirth, and
made a pilgrimage to Knoe Taga Myojin for longevity. On the other hand, to keep the
malevolent elements at bay, they devised various charms and magics. To ward off Yaku-shin
(the kami of plague), they placed on the door a paper-drawing of Shoki-shin, the kami believed
to possess the power to combat Yaku-shin. To protect a newborn baby, they had the magic
letter ‘hi’ (fire) written, and kept it for the baby as a
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charm. Similarly, to avoid being bitten by mad dogs, they wrote the character ‘tora’ (tiger) on
their palms. At the same time, great attention was paid to those underground. One made sure
that the dead were properly looked after and were content, lest their furies might turn against
him. One also took care not to invite the curses of the living persons, for imprecation was a
common practice. Death could be called down on anyone, by making a doll resembling him
and nailing it on a tree in the precincts of a shrine in the secrecy of night, or so it was
believed.(1) Once calamity should strike, they took incantatory measures to keep the disaster at
a minimum. For instance, to track down its origin they communicated with the dead via
shamans, and acted on their instructions. In an effort to send away Taku-shin, they made his
replica in straw and carried it away from the village to some safely distant place with the sound
of bells and drums. Or, to reduce the severity of illness, they covered a sick child in red
clothing, for it was believed that the colour possessed the magic power to fight off evil. And in
this general religious climate, Goryo belief was thriving as ever. In addition to the legendary
goryo of ancient and medieval times, which had by then been safely enshrined as benevolent
kami around the country, new cases of onryo were still being reported and promoted

_______________________
1.
Nihon Bunkashi Taikei, V.9, p. 281. This summary of Tokugawa folk belief is based on
the following sudies: Koike, N., Shito no Shigo no Hanashi, Gakugei Tosho, 1970;
Miyata N., Ikigami Shinto, Danshobo, 1970; Sakurai, T., Minkan Silnko, Danshobo,
1968; Tsuji, Nihon Bunka-shi, V.5, No. 1.
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to the status of hito-kami (man-god) to be revered.(1)
_______________________
1.
I give three examples of Tokugawa goryo-shin, as compiled in Sakurai’s and Miyata’s
studies:
Yanbe Kiyobei was a samurai, and a local government officer of Uwajima county,
Shikoku Island. He was killed in an ambush, believed to have been set by his colleagues,
on July 26, 1620.
At the time, the peasants of the district were under great pressure from the heavy taxes
charged by the local feudal governor, and it was Yanbe who, in sympathy with the
peasants, was working out a way to reduce their taxation. Soon after his death, rumours
began to circulate that his onryo or ara-mitama was at large haunting the streets and the
people he knew at night. So some townspeople volunteered to erect a shrine in his
honour to pacify his soul. Today the Kodama shrine is worshipped by the locals as a
kami of fishing and agriculture (Sakurai, op. cit., pp. 50-51).
After the great famines of the Tenwa and Teikyo periods, the peasants of Nagano
province were suffering from heavy taxation by the feudal lords of the region, the
Mizuno family. In 1686, to end this desperate condition, a farmer, Tada Kasuke led a
peasant revolt. But the attempt was thwarted, and Tada was captured. Just before he was
crucified, he talked from the cross to the people gathered to witness his death: “Unable
to bear the sight of the difficulties of the peasant folks, I have attempted to do something
about them, but in vain. But even if I leave this world, the aim of us, the peasants, is 2
Tou 5 Shou (the amount of tax in rice they were prepared to pay; the original amount
charged was 3 Tou 5 Shou). The day will come when our demand is met”. Tada’s
unfulfilled mission was believed to have turned him into an onryo after his death, and his
curse haunted the Mizuno family for the next forty years. In 1725, the Mizuno’s fortunes
finally reached their lowest ebb: over some dishonourable incident, the family territory
was taken up by the central Bakufu, and the family was expelled from the region. In
1745, Tada’s onryo was enshrined as a hito-kami (man-god). (Miyata, op. cit., pp. 2829.)
Saizo led a peasant revolt that broke out in 1782 in the province of Awagi Island. But he
was captured and executed on the cross. For fear of appearing to be his allies, the
villagers neglected to perform proper services for the dead. Then, every year following is
death, the crops in the region were attacked by swarms of bugs, causing famine. The
oracle (via a miko) was given that these bugs, were called Saizo-mushi (the bugs of
Saizo) and that they were a sign of the curse called down by Saizo’s onryo, So
immediately a stone image of Bodhisattva was built to his honour and named Saizo Jizo.
Henceforth on the anniversary of his death, the villagers gathered to perform a proper
rite to console his sprit. (The Buddhist colouring in this case is due to the fact that the
local temple, Omiyaji, took part in looking after Saizo s tama.)
(Miyata, op. cit., pp. 26-28.)
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It was before an audience with such religious preoccupations that Kuni was performing
her kabuki. So, how religious was her performance meant to be? And how would the audience
have taken to its religious elements? It is difficult not to conclude that for such an audience the
religious elements were an essential aspect of her performance, and as such aroused a passion
equal to that experienced in folk rites. Take the example of Kunijo Kabuki Eshi: Kuni was
after all a shamaness by profession, or at least so it was believed by the audience, and
performing her quasi-Goryoe at Kitano, the mecca of Goryo belief. Moreover, Nagoya was a
popular contemporary figure whose unlucky death was still fresh in the memory of the
audience. Would they not have believed in his apparition and desired to see his onryo consoled
and pacified, just to be on the safe side? Or when Kuni was revealed to be the blessed
incarnation of the benevolent Izumo kami, who came to ‘exorcise evil’ through kabuki odori,
of all things, would they not have rejoiced in the revelation with the faith of true believers, as
they believed in the journeying kami in the Kagura rite?
In this connection, there is an intriguing record that illustrates how the early Tokugawa
people responded to the supernatural figures on stage. It concerns the performance of the
popular actor Ichikawa Danjuro the First in the role of Fudo Myojin (the kami of valour and
strength), in the production of Tsuwamono Kongen Soga (1697). Noting that his performance
was a great hit, the record goes on to say that every time his Fudo Myojin appeared, the
enthusiastic audience responded to it by throwing ‘saisen’ (coin offerings) onto the stage.(1)

1.

_______________________
Kodama, Jinbutsu Nihon no Rekishi, V. 9, pp. 134-135. It is reported that these coin
offerings (in gold) amounted to 37.5kg. per night.
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Saisen is a form of worship customarily practiced at shirnes and temples, in the belief
that the coin offering would bring the belessings of the kami or buddha in return. So it appears
that there was a confusion on the part of the audience as to what was real and what was fiction:
they took the actor’s impersonation for a true incarnation of the kami and hoped that they
could partake of his blessing by making saisen offerings. That is, following the folk ritual
tradition, they believed wholeheartedly in the ‘kamikakari’ performance of the actor-shaman.
If the audience of 1697 were receptive enough to take the performance of a well-known actor
for real and the stage for a shrine, it is most likely that Kuni’s audience, nearly a century
earlier, were more than ready to believe in the veracity of the ritual, performed by an authentic
shamaness for a real folk hero. It seems that the theatre at this stage was functioning
simultaneously as ritual and entertainment. Kuni’s performance was neither a pure fiction nor
a ritual per se; it hovered on that fine line where reality and fiction merge to achieve total
suspension of disbelief on the part of its audience. Historically speaking, it was at once an
extension of the folk religious ritual tradition that went back to the days of antiquity and the
birth of a new theatre that responded to the temperament of its own age. In this respect, Okuni
Kabuki was indeed a revolutionary event.
As Kuni disappeared from the scene, Kabuki in the next several decades went through
its Onna (women, 1610ca-l627) and Wakashu (young men, 1628-1654) Kabuki phases,
capitalizing on the purely licentious appeal of the original, and thus meeting with repeated
bans by the authorities. But as the transitional period came to an end and the
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Tokugawa period proper began, Kabuki enters its fourth phase, Yaro (men) Kabuki and
reached its first maturity during the Genroku period, 1688-1704. The question we shall
consider next is: Did Genroku Kabuki still retain its folk ritual roots? If so, how did it mainfest
them?
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CHAPTER III: GENROKU KABUKI
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The 1652 ban on Wakashu (young man) Kabuki on the grounds of licentiousness was
the turning point in Kabuki history. No longer able to relay solely on the eroticism of young
players, Kabuki was the compelled to find a new way to entertain the audience and to survive
the increasing pressures from the authorities. Thus, for the first time in their history, the
Kabuki players, now calling themselves ‘Yaro’ (men) players, looked to the dramatic aspect of
the theatre as an alternate source of attraction, and began to develop it by incorporating popular
legendary and historical stories into their performances. According to Kabuki Nenpyo,(1) by
1664 they were already producing double and triple-scene plays.
It was during the Genroku period (1688-1704) - nearly a century after the birth of
Kabuki - that these efforts finally led to the flowering of a popular theatre known today as
Genroku Kabuki. Amidst the flourishing new wave of cultural activities enjoyed by ordinary
citizens, (2) Kabuki thrived as the theatre of the people producing its own writers, star
performers and popular plays that often had long runs. At the peak of the period, altogether
eleven playhouses were in full operation throughout the year in the major cities of Kyoto,
Osaka and Edo, and as many as 250 plays are known to have been performed during these
years. It is impressive how many of the great figures of Kabuki history actually lived in this
period. For instance, in Kyoto, the celebrated writer Chikamatsu Monzaemon (1653-1724)
was portraying

1.
2.

_______________________
Ihara, Kabuki Nenpyo, VI, p. 93.
The Genroku period of the Tokugawa era is characterized by the rise of Chonin-Bunka
(the people’s or merchants , as opposed to the aristocrats’ or samurai’s, culture).
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contemporary lives with his characteristic touch of realism as well as adapting historical
material, and the legendary actor Sakata Tojuro (1647-1724) was perfecting the art of Wagoto
(gentle-style) acting, playing an amorous young man in Chikamatsu’s plays, while the erotic
Onna-kata (female-impersonator) Yoshizawa Ayame (1673-1729) was rising to stardom in the
roles of grand courtesans. Meanwhile, in Edo, the great actor-writer-producer Ichikawa
Danjuro the First (1660-1704) was producing his particular brand of mythical and historical
plays and creating the genre of Aragoto (rough-style) acting for playing the super heroes in
these plays. In fact, many of the classic Kabuki masterpieces popularly produced today, such
as Shibaraku, Narukami, and Soga no Taimen, were originally devised and performed by
Ichikawa during this youthful and most creative period of Kabuki history. Thus by the time the
Genroku period came to a close, Kabuki had consolidated its foundation as the legitimate
theatre of the people in terms of both repertory of plays and performing style.
Our objective in this chapter is to examine the characteristics of Kabuki at this most
crucial period and to establish how it reflects, if at all, the earlier traditions. To this end, the
chapter will be devoted to a study of the Genroku plays compiled in Genroku Kabuki
Kessaku-shu(1) - the only primary source available for our

1.

_______________________
Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu, in 2 volumes, Waseda University Press, Taisho 13. Onethird of the 150 plays known to have been performed in Kyoto during this period are
said to have survived, of which 20 plays are submitted in these volumes. A half of the
110 plays performed in Edo are said to be extant, of which 24 are also collected here.
Although Kabuki playhouses had also been in operation in Osaka during this period, the
standard of Kabuki productions is said not to have been as high as it was in Kyoto and
Edo, due to the predominant popularity of its rival, Ningyo Joruri (puppet theatre), in
Osaka.
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purpose. These ‘plays’ are by no means exact transcripts of the performances, but merely
illustrated descriptions of plots, sold at the time of performance as a sort of programme. But
nevertheless some of them are as detailed a text as an actual script, and will prove to be
illuminating sources for our study. Following and introductory discussion on the pre-Genroku
Kabuki themes, we shall first review these plays collectively, and clarify their general
components. Then, examining three representative Genroku plays closely (plus three more
reviewed in the supplement) , we shall see how these components operate in specific terms to
constitute an individual Genroku play. Lastly we shall try to discern whether these features
form some identifiable thematic structure, and consider the result in relation to the ritual
tradition of the theatre and to Okuni Kabuki.
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1. Pre-Genroku Plays (1652-1688)
During the thirty years or so of pre-Genroku develops, the Kabuki players were already
adapting mythical and historical stories from the popular literature of the time as well as
portraying a slice of contemporary life on stage. It might be useful to review briefly just what
sort of subjects interested the players and the audience of that time, for their choice of material
is indicative of the direction in which Kabuki was to develop in the Genroku period. Although
no script as such is extant from the pre-Genroku period, we can glean sufficient information
from the titles of the plays performed, as recorded in Kabuki Nenpyo, precisely because they
mostly correspond to well-known popular stories.
Most frequently mentioned in the record are plays concerning the revenge of the Soga
brothers. A historical event that took place at the end of the 12th century, the Soga revenge
was, and still is, the most renowned case of ‘katakiuchi’ (revenge-killing) in Japanese history.
Numerous popular tales had emerged recounting the brothers Katakiuchi, and both Noh and
Joruri, as well as Kowakamai,(1) had adapted many of their episodes prior to Kabuki. As
already indicated in this early period, the Soga story was to become one of the most popularly
performed subjects in the Kabuki theatre.
The historical account of the event is as follows, according to

1.

_______________________
Kowakamai was a narrative dance popularly performed among the Samurai of the late
middle ages during the Sengoku (war-country) period. See chapter 4, pp.264.
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Azuma Kagami.(1) On the stormy night of May 28th, 1198, Soga Juro Sukenari and Soga Goro
Tokimune (20 and 18 years old) charged into the sleeping camp of a deer-hunting party held
by Shogun Minamoto Yoritomo at the foot of Mt. Fuji, and assassinated Kudo Saemon
Suketsune, one of Yoritomo’s most trusted retainers and a high government officer. The elder
brother Juro was killed in action, and the younger Goro. fighting furiously against Yoritomo’s
men ‘like some raging god or demon’, as Soga Monogatari puts it,(2) was finally captured at
dawn and executed on the same day. It is recorded that Goro proudly testified just before his
execution that Kudo Saemon was their father’s foe and that the brothers had sworn themselves
to this cause since they were nine and seven years old. The brothers’ Katakluchi, and their
death, as it happened, brought to an end the long history of a family feud that had divided the
house of Ito over three generations.(3)

_______________________
1.
Asuma Kagami is an official record of the Kamakura Bakufu, compiled during the 13th
century (Vol. 2, pp.306-315, Kokusho press, 1944, ed. by Hotta Shozo). The story
described here is based on the two earliest accounts on the subject: Azuma Kagami and
Soga Monogatari, or The Tale of Soga, a narrative that tells the story of the brothers’ life
and revenge. This is said to have taken the present form by the end of the 14th century.
2.
Soga Monogatari, Nihon Koten Bungaku Taikei 88, Iwanami, p. 378.
3.
According to the account given by Soga Monogatari, Kudo Saemon Suketsune and the
Soga brothers were both descendants of Kudo Suketaka, who ruled the provinces of Ito,
Kozu and Usami. The strife originated when Lord Kudo Suketaka, having lost his heir,
chose his illegitimate son, Kudo Suketsugu (Suketsune’s father), as the next heir, instead
of his legitimate grandson, Sukechika (the Soga brothers’ grandfather). Eventually Kudo
Suketsugu became the Lord of Ito, succeeding his father, while the grandson Sukechika
was given only the smaller Kozu province (hence he is called Kozu Sukechika). As
Sukechika grew older, he became resentful, and secretly imprecated Suketsugu (then 43)
to death. But Suketsugu by then had a son, Kudo Suketsune, who was away in Kyoto at
the time being educated. Sukechika took advantage of Suketsune’s absence, and
confiscated all of his property, making himself the ruler. Kudo Suketsune made several
appeals to the Kyoto authorities to restore his property, but each time he lost the case,
because , so (continued on next page)
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The Soga revenge contained three factors that made the brothers’ story especially
dramatic and appealing to the public (after all, there had been numerous cases of Katakiuchi
before and after Soga, but few had achieved such fame as the brothers’ case.(1)). One such
factor was that their opponent, Kudo Saemon Suketsune, held a high office in the Kamakura
Bakufu. This meant not only that the brothers had to penetrate the formidable wall of defences
around the innercircle of Minamoto power, but also that they risked facing a charge of treason,
for killing Yoritomo’s high government officer. So, to carry out their mission, the Soga
brothers needed extraordinary courage, determination and martial skill.
In addition, there was a factor that intensified the brothers’ difficulties even more,
namely antagonism between their grandfather, Kozu Sukechika (or Ito Sukechika, as he was
the ruler of Ito province in his heyday), and Shogun Minamoto Yoritomo. As Soga
Monogatari tells it, the incident that estranged Sukechika and Yoritomo took place

_______________________
the rumour went, Kozu Sukechika bribed the Kyoto officials. After years’ of hardship,
fortune finally turned to Suketsune’s favour. The uprising of the Minamoto against the
Taira, and their subsequent victory brought an end to Sukechika who sided with the
Taira. In the event, Kudo Suketsune was given back all of his territory, plus what was
Sukechika’s, by the new Shogun, Minamoto Yoritomo. But one incident remained
unconcluded. While he was still deep in hardship, Kudo had planned to have Sukechika
assassinated while hunting; but the assassins killed his son, Koze Saburo, the brothers’
father, by mistake. Thus Kudo Suketsune was to be haunted by the thought that some
day Saburo’s young sons (then 5 and 3) would come to take his life as avengers. The
brothers’ mother remarried to Soga Taro Sukenobu, hence they were called by the Soga
surname.
1.

One famous exception is the revenge of the 47 Akoo Bushi carried out in 1704 on behalf
of their master Asano Naganori, which has subsequently formed the subject of
numerous ‘Chushingura’ plays.
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during the latter’s days of exile.(1) At that time, young Yoritomo took a fancy to Sukechika’s
daughter, was secretly betrothed to her while Sukechika was away in Kyoto, and had her bear
his child. But, no sooner had Sukechika found this out upon his return than he abducted their
baby boy, drowned it, and sent his daughter away to marry one of his kinsmen. Furthermore,
Sukechika put a price on the head of the fleeing Yoritomo.(2) All this he did, it is told, as a
show of loyalty to the Taira, who were then at the height of their power. When the wheel of
fortune turned at Yoritomo’s uprising and the Minamoto defeated the Taira, Sukechika, who
fought on the side of the latter, was captured and executed. Thus, apart from being Kudo’s
adversaries, the Soga brothers were in fact direct descendants of Yoritomo’s personal enemy
as well, and were duly regarded by the Minamoto authorities as a menace to the Shogun’s life.
Accordingly, they had not only to live a life of virtual exile with no land to their names, but
also to contend with constant surveillance by the authorities and the threat of execution as a
traitor’s grandsons.
The third factor concerned the brothers’ onryo. Apparently a rumour circulated in the
neighbourhood of Mt. Fuji after their death that the brothers’ shunen (obstinate will) came
alive on rainy nights

_______________________
1.
Towards the end of the Heian era (784-1185), two powerful Bushi clans, the Minamoto
and the Taira, manouvered themselves into power with the decline of the aristocratic
government. Ultimately, there came a time when these two rival clans fought to decide
which was the stronger, and the Heiji Revolt (1159) brought victory to the Taira. During
the next 20 years or so of Taira rule, Minamoto Yoritomo, the Minamoto heir and a
survivor of the Heiji Revolt (then 14 years old), lived in exile near Ito province.
2.
Soga Monogatari. pp. 103-109.
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and haunted passers-by. As Soga Monogatari records it, the brothers’ voices, declaring their
names as they charged into the camp and fought, were heard in the rain and wind at the foot of
Mt. Fuji on such nights, and travellers who beard these voices were stricken dead or went mad.
The strength of this rumour - or belief - was such that eventually a small shrine was built
in the vicinity to console and pacify the brothers’ spirits.(1) This final element indeed elevated
the extra-ordinary tale of the Soga brothers’ revenge to the realm of myth, for, in accordance
with the principles of Goryo belief, the heroic brothers then joined the illustrious ranks of arahito-kami or ‘violent-men-gods’.
With these three factors combined, it is hardly surprising that the Soga revenge was one
of the most popular heroic tales of the time, and that the Kabuki players were more than ready
to adopt it. According to the titles of the Soga plays recorded in Kabuki Nenpyo, the preGenroku Kabuki performances on the subject ranged from enacting the brothers’ revengekilling and combat against Yoritomo’s men (Soga Juban Kiri or ‘Soga’s Ten Killings’) to
portraying the episodes leading up to the revenge, such as Goro’s Genpuku (initiation to
manhood) and their sorrowful farewell to their mother, from whom, as tradition has it, they
kept their will to revenge secret (Soga Senbantsuzuki or ‘Soga’s Thousand Scenes’). We may
also note that some titles, such as Tsuizen Soga or ‘Memorial Soga’, suggest that the Kabuki
performances may have contained an element of mourning for the heroic brothers.(2)

1.
2.

_______________________
Ibid., pp. 404-406.
Kabuki Nenpyo. by Ihara, pp. 69-168 (Vol. I).
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If the Soga stories epitomize the tales of heroic avengers, the stories concerning
Minamoto Yoshitsune (1159-1189), equally popular during this period, represent the
archetypal tragic tale. Born the youngest son of the Minamoto chieftain, Yoshitsune lost his
father in the Heiji Revolt (1159) and lived his entire childhood in peril in a world dominated
by the Taira, the arch-rivals of the Minamoto clan.
At the age of 22, he joined his elder brother Yoritomo in an uprising against the Taira,
and within a few years rose to prominence as the young commander of the Minamoto forces,
leading a series of spectacular campaigns against the Taira, which subsequently became
legendary.(1) Indeed, Yoritomo was greatly indebted to his young brother for the Minamoto
victory, and for his eventual accession to the Shogunate.
But for Yoshitsune tragedy began just as soon as the Minamoto victory was won.
Yoritomo, suspicious of his brother’s intentions, fearful of his military brilliance, and annoyed
by his seeming arrogance, cast him in the role of a traitor.(2) Consequently, for the next five
years Yoshitsune led the life of a fugitive, attended only by a handful of faithful followers. No
figure in Japanese history had fallen so dramatically from glory to the abyss as Yoshitsune did
or was betrayed so grossly. In the end, he was

1.
2.

_______________________
The great narrative, Heike Monogatari (The Tale of Heiki), compiled around the turn of
the 13th century, recounts Yoshitsune’s brilliant campaigns.
See chapter 4.
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cornered in the northern province of Mutsu. surrounded by a massive force sent by his brother
(a member of the family with whom he was taking refuge betrayed him), he waged his last
battle bravely with a small band of followers, and took his own life when all was lost.
The juxtaposition of his brief but brilliant career as a victorious war hero and his pathetic
end as a fugitive made Yoshitsune one of the most beloved heroes in Japanese folk literature.
Numerous legendary tales were told to illuminate his life,(1) especially his childhood and
fugitive days which were historically obscure, and, like the Soga stories, they had been
adopted by various literary and performing genres prior to Kabuki. Judging from the titles of
the plays recorded in Kabuki Nenpyo, the Yoshitsune plays of this period followed the
tradition, focusing largely on wondrous episodes of his childhood and adolescence such as his
romance with Jorurigozen, a girl born of the blessings of Yakushi Buddha, his dramatic first
meeting with his future follower Benkei, or the display of his ‘super-human’ martial skill,
learned from the supernatural creature Tengu, in his encounter with the thief Kumasaka. They
also dealt with the tragic events of his fugitive days such as the crossing of Ataka pass
disguised as a porter - an episode which subsequently became immortalized in the later
Kabuki play

1.

_______________________
Of which, Gikeiki, a long narrative that recounts his childhood and fugitive days,
compiled into the present form during the late 14th century, is most influential. See
chapter 4.
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Kanjinsho.(1)
Along with these historical subject, performances based on the mythical story
Shutendoji seem to have been equally popular. One of the most popular medieval myths,
Shutendoji tells an adventurous tale, featuring such classic ingredients as a man-eating
monster, suffering community, weeping princesses, mighty warrior heroes and a fantastic
contest of force and wits between men and the monster. The story as told in Otogi Zoshi(2) is as
follows. Shutendoji is a man-eating Kishin or ‘demon-god’, with eight hands and nine legs,
believed to reside in Mt. Oe. Lately the neighbouring provinces have been sick with fear, for
Shutendoji has been at large, kidnapping their young women to satisfy his sexual and cannibal
appetites. Now that his victims included noble princesses of high families in the capital, the
Emperor commands the mighty warrior Minamoto Raiko (not a historical figure) and his five
brave men(3) to conquer this monstrous demon-god. So the story details

1.

2.

3.

_______________________
Some of the titles of these Yoshitsune plays like Kumasaka, Ataka and Jorurigozen are
identical with those of Noh and Jorurl plays (and sometimes Kowakamai texts),
suggesting that the Kabuki players borrowed these texts for their performances. But how
they might have altered the original texts to suit their own penchant and performance is
not clear, because there are no Kabuki texts extant from this period. (Kabuki Nenpyo,
V.1, pp. 66-168)
Otogi Zoshi is a collection of popular legendary tales, compiled in an illustrated book
form during the late middle ages and the early Tokugawa. The origin of the Shutendoji
story goes back to antiquity in Kojiki, in the episode of Susanoo no mikoto’s subjugation
of Yamatono orochi. (Kojiki, NKBT 1, Iwanami, pp. 85-89)
The names of Minamoto Raiko and his five men, Tsuna, Kintoki, Hosho, Sadamitsu and
Suketake (later only four of them) are synonymous with all-powerful super heroes in
Japanese folk tradition. Kintoki, in particular, has his own repertory of legends relating
to his super human power, and became in the late 17th century the hero of Kimpira
Joruri, a genre of Joruri that specialized in depicting such super-powered heroes.
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how these chosen warrior, with the gods’ guidance, seek out Shutendoji in the craggy
mountain of Oe, bravely confront him, and subjugate him in the end with guile - not unlike
that by which the cyclops Polyphemus was undone by Odysseus and his men.(1) The story, in
fact, is a manifestation of an archetypal drama of liberation: ‘a mighty hero liberates a
suffering community by subjugating evil’, and it is interesting that this most universal and
elementary theme of drama was welcomed accordingly by the early Kabuki players and their
audience.
Also, this theme is, not surprisingly, reminiscent of the Kagura rite, in which a
journeying god visits a community to exorcise the evil and rejuvenate the people.
Finally there was one contemporary subject that shared equal popularity with the above
three. That is what we may collectively call Keisei (courtesans) stories, which featured a keisei
and/or portrayed a keisei-buying scene at a courtesans’ house. During the early Tokugawa
period, the courtesans’ quarters, or Yuri (pleasure-lands), in the major cities had come to thrive
as havens for men of ordinary class, where they bought luxury as lavish as a Daimyo’s and
indulged in passion, without the constraints of class discrimination and Confucian dogma
which ruled their lives outside. In fact, the fashion of keisei-buying was becoming se
predominant that the authorities condemned Yuri, along with Kabuki theatre, as ‘Aku-jo’
(evil-place), and grouped these two prodigal elements of society together in the outskirts of the
cities.
Under these circumstances, the Kabuki players apparently kept up

1.

_______________________
See Shutendoji (Otogi Zoshi, Nihon Koten Bungaku Taikei 38, Iwanami, pp. 361-384).
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the licentious tradition established by Kuni and ‘enhanced’ by her successors in the Onna and
Wakashu Kabuki periods, by imitating lascivious Yuri scenes and impersonating erotic keisei
on stage, now under the guise of a play. This was an inevitable course of development, for,
after all, compared to the rather bland, dutiful ladies and princesses of the world outside, the
keisei at Yuri made the ideal Kabuki heroines - glamorous, beautiful, seductive, wilful,
passionate, expressive, and at the same time well versed in the skills of art and poetry. Indeed,
the top-ranking keisei of the time are said to have personified all these attributes and to have
been the objects of admiration as well as desire. The creation of a keisei play, Yugiri Nagorino
Shogatsu, in 1678 demonstrated just such sentiments held for a star keisei. The heroine of this
play, Yugiri, is said to have been one of the most sought-after keisei at Shinmachi Yuri, Osaka.
She died of an illness on January 6th, 1678, at the age of 27, and within a month Yugiri Nagori
no Shogatsu (Yugiri’s Last New Year) was produced in Osaka as a tribute to the great keisei,
with the famous actor Sakata Tojuro playing her lover’s part, Fujiya Izaemon. The
performance was apparently such a hit that the same play was re-produced four times
(February, June, October and December) during that year in response to public demand.(1)
Furthermore, a number of Yugiri plays were subsequently written and performed for the
anniversaries of her death, at the first, third, seventh, thirteenth, seventeenth and so forth
(according to the Buddhist custom), thus establishing a line of keisei plays in the Kabuki
tradition.(2)

_______________________
1.
Ihara, Kabuki Nenpyo, V.1, pp. 132-133.
2.
Ibid., p. 132.
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The script of the original Yugiri play of course not extant, but we can nevertheless gain a
rough idea of the early Yugiri plays from the later plays on the same subject and from one
valuable review, recorded in Yakusha Maiogi, of Sakata’s performance of Izaemon in the
1704 production of the original Yugiri Nagorino Shogatsu. According to the Yakusha Maiogi
commentary, the performance included a scene in which Yugiri’s lover Izaemon was
tormented by his wife’s jealous onryo, which he desperately tried to ward off by Nenbutsu
prayers, and common goings-on at Yuri such as a conflict between rival suitors or lovers’
quarrels between keisei and suitors, as well as a comic sequence in which Izaemon took his
disguised father (who probably came to Yuri to check on his son’s behaviour) for a mid-wife
and urged him/her to deliver Yugiri’s child safely, boasting that the child was his very own
heir.(1) On the other hand, the earliest extant play on the subject, Yugiri Shichinenki, written by
Chikamatsu in 1684 to commemorate the seventh anniversary of Yugiri’s death, seems to have
been a sequel to the original play. It depicts the latter-day Izaemon who, bereft of Yugiri, falls
in love with a young keisei called Naniwa, who is described as a living image of the late
Yugiri. The affair inevitably brings him to the brink of self-destruction, for, to pay off the debt
he has piled up at the courtesans’ house for seeing Naniwa (he has long since been disowned
by his rich merchant family because of his keisei indulgence), he is almost forced to sell his
own daughter - the very child Yugiri

1.

_______________________
Yakusha Maiogi is one of the collections of reviews on the kabuki actors of the time,
issued in 1704. See Yakusha Maiogi, compiled in Kabuki Hvobanki Shusei V.3, pp.
469-470 Iwanami showa 18.
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bore for him - to Yuri. Again, the play is full of keisei scenes at Yuri, and the name of the
legendary Yugiri is evoked many a time during the course of the action, as if she was some
ideal creature or goddess, whom young keisei, particularly Naniwa, aspire to emulate.(1)
Indeed, whatever was the true motive for producing these keisei plays, it is intriguing that the
contemporary figure of a keisei should he immortalized in these early Kabuki performances,
just as were historical heroes like the Soga brothers and Minamoto Yoshitsune.(2)

2. Genroku Plays
As the Tokugawa era moved into the Genroku years (1688-1704) and witnessed the
flowering of Chonin Bunka (merchant-culture), Kabuki quickly developed its repertory to
meet the growing appetite of its audience. With more than ten playhouses in full operation in
the major cities, the plays produced during this period were numerous, and drew their material
from a wide variety of sources, ranging from history, myth and folk-lore to contemporary
subjects such as keisei stories and news events like double-suicide er revenge. Also the Kabuki
players were

1.
2.

_______________________
Chikamatsu, Yugiri Shichinenki (Yugiri’s Seventh Anniversary), included in
Chikamatsu Kabuki Kvogenshu, V.1, pp. 84-101, Rokugokan press, Showa 2.
It is illuminating to note that in Chikamatsu’s later Joruri play on the subject, Yugiri
Awanonaruto (1712), the dying keisei Yugiri miraculously recovers from her illness in
the end. This play is said death to have been written to commemorate the 35th
anniversary of her death and the death of the actor Sakata Tojuro, who played the role of
Izaemon many times and died the year before. (Chikamatsu Joruishu, V.1, pp. 189-216,
Iwanami NKBT 49)
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now writing their own original stories.
A substantial number of these plays have survived (in the form of plays have survived
(in the form of detailed outlines of performances) to give us a glimpse of what Genroku
Kabuki was like. However, the initial impression they make upon a modern critic may well be
negative. Inevitable, compared to their modern counterparts, these plays appear naive in
conception, and primitive in technique of construction. The loose, disjointed development of a
complicated plot often diffuses the focus of the play and creates an impression of arbitrariness.
Usually, there is a curious mixture of naturalistic stories set in a feudal province with suprareal elements such as fantastical activities of spirits and gods, which does little to enhance the
credibility of the play. Furthermore, concern for the effect of an action rather than its cause
generally undermines the thematic development, and a tendency towards sensationalism often
reduces the play to an ill-conceived clumsy melodrama, utterly devoid of a coherent theme.
Indeed, such negative factors can be so overwhelming that these plays, taken individually, may
seem hardly worth our attention.
However, we need to shift our critical position only a little to appreciate the essence of
the Genroku plays. For, taken collectively, these plays clearly present a characteristic world of
their own with a distinct and consistent thematic structure. In fact, some of their most essential
features can only be observed in collective terms. So, to get to the heart of the Genroku plays,
we shall undertake our examination on these terms.

1.

_______________________
Compiled in the two volumes of Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu.
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From this jumble of ill-conceived fantastical melodramas, what begins to emerge as we
move from play to play is a remarkable uniformity, with respect to basic components, shape of
the plot, and theme, despite the apparent variety of subjects. We note first of all that practically
every play, when stripped to the bone, reveals itself to be constructed by combining all five of
what we may call the ‘primary plot patterns’, namely the house-strife pattern, the revenge
pattern, the onryo pattern, the keisei pattern and the hito-kami pattern. Each one maintains a
distinct set story-pattern. Two of them represent popular themes from the preceding period:
The revenge pattern, needless to say, embodies the story of a revenge, and the keisei pattern
follows a hero’s love affair, usually detrimental, with a keisei.
The onryo (resentful grudge-bearing spirit) pattern, on the other hand, can be understood
as a ‘sur-real’ variation of the revenge pattern. While in the latter the action is undertaken by
third parties, e.g., devoted sons like the Soga brothers or loyal retainers as in the case of
Chushingura, it is the onryo of the dead or the living that takes the action in this pattern,
appearing in his own image or that of an animal or an insect, or sometimes possessing another
human. Falling short of killing, the onryo may simply resort to tormenting its adversary with
its ghostly grudges, as apparently was the case with the onryo of Izaemon’s wife in Yugiri
Nagori no Shogatsu.(1) By allowing spirits to manifest themselves freely, the onryo pattern
expands the sphere of dramatic action beyond human physical limitations, and thereby
provides Genroku drama with ‘sur-real’, or more accurately, ‘supra-real’, freedom

1.

_______________________
See page 127.
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of manoeuver in reaching its goal.
This supra-real dimension is enhanced further by the introduction of the hito-kami (mangod) pattern. In this pattern of plot, a man is promoted to the status of demi-god or, conversely,
a god ‘demotes’ him-self temporarily to the rank of men to live among them and assist them
incognito; sometimes he may show himself in the form of a miracle. So, when the hito-kami
pattern is in operation, the action can take a dramatic turn: An inept hero, who seems too weak
(physically) to carry out his mission, is miraculously transformed into a mighty god-like figure
by virtue of his will and the divine aid it invokes; alternatively, a powerful hero who has
performed wonders in helping the weak reveals himself to be a god incognito. Thus the hitokami pattern links man’s world to that of the divine, where nothing is impossible, and by so
doing ensures a happy turn of dramatic events.
Finally, providing an umbrella of realism over these various components is the housestrife pattern, which sets the overall situation of Genroku drama. This pattern usually takes the
form of conflict in a feudal house over the issue of succession: A rightful heir is in danger of
being usurped by his opponent, e.g., a step-mother, a bastard, an uncle or a plain villain, and
his position is. vulnerable, for evil, in this pattern, is as a rule stronger. Thus chaos rules at the
beginning and the drama strives to restore order, invariably succeeding. It can be said that the
house-strife pattern reflects the liberation theme seen previously in the Shutendoji story. In this
naturalistic feudal setting, the mythical evil creature becomes the recognizable human evil of
usurpers and traitors, and the role of the mighty liberators is taken up by rather more subdued
figures such as faithful retainers or loyal
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friends, though some of them prove to be no less powerful than their mythical counterparts.
Having identified the five primary plot patterns, we come to another characteristic
feature of the Genroku plays. That is, while these primary patterns maintain their clear-cut and
consistent forms as they manifest themselves in individual plays, the overall plot of the play
that strings them together is often loosely and offhandedly constructed - indeed sometimes to
the point of arbitrariness, as if it were merely a vehicle for presenting the primary patterns,
rather than vice versa. Thus, what stands out when the plays are reviewed collectively is not
the particular story of an individual play, but the repetitious presence of these same easily
recognizable primary patterns. Of course each play has its own story to tell, and the names of
characters and details of situations change, but the impression we get as we move from play to
play is an undeniable sense of déjà-vu.
This repetitiousness or the faithful adherence to the same patterns of stories indicates the
following points. Firstly, these five primary patterns, whatever they may express, must have
represented the preoccupations closest to the hearts of the Genroku audience, and so, if we are
to find the key to the essence of Genroku Kabuki, we must focus our investigation on these
patterns. Also, the fact that the audience apparently welcomed the repetition of the same story
patterns rather than diversions is significant. For this may very well reflect the function of
Genroku Kabuki as a theatre.
Before we follow up these points any further it will be helpful to turn our attention to
some representative plays, and see how these primary patterns operate in specific terms. We
shall first examine two
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original plays, representative of Kyoto and Edo Kabuki, and then choose a Soga play as an
example of an adaptation of historical material, to illustrate how a popular theme was adapted
to the Genroku idiom. We shall also use three additional plays (reviewed in the appendix) as
references for our discussion.
The first example, Keisei Asamagatake (1698) is generally thought by modern critics to
be the best Genroku play, and was certainly the most frequently produced play of the period
according to the record. Written and produced by Nakamura Shichisaburo, one of the leading
actors of the time, the play is reported to have had a record run of 120 days when it opened in
Kyoto,(1) and received a similar enthusiastic reception in Edo in the following year. Indeed the
detailed account of the play compiled in Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu gives us a flavour of
what the performance had been like.(2)

Act I: The performance begins with an introductory scene, in which the master priest of
Asama announces the consecration of a newly erected shrine dedicated to Asama Dai Myojin
(‘great god of light of Asama’), to be opened to the general public on February 14th. (N.B. The
performance ran from Jan. 22 to the end of May.) Before a gathering audience, the master
priest, accompanied by two novices and several

1.
2.

_______________________
Ihara, Kabuki Nenpyo, v. 1, pp. 213-215.
In order to provide a faithful picture of the original accounts, I am giving summaries that
are as detailed as possible, at the risk of being tedious. The division of acts is as in the
originals, so it typically seems arbitrary at times. No other English summaries or
translations of Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu are available.
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monks, speaks of the origin of the Asama belief, and explains that the new shrine has been
built on Mt. Higashi in the suburbs of Kyoto for the benefit of female worshippers, who are
unable to make pilgrimages to Asama mountain, the birth-place of the Asama belief for the
sacred volcanic mountain forbids women’s entry. The chief icon to be enshrined is Fudai
Bodhisattva, flanked by two guardian deities, Emma-o and Go-o, and the power of their
blessings, he continues, is considerable. Go-o’s talisman, for example, will win the recipient
victories, and ward off evils and calamities. Furthermore, he concludes, the worshipper who
make a pilgrimage to the shrine will see their dead resurrected from the nether world. Among
the audience are the mistress of a courtesans’ house, Ocho, her brother Kuheiji and their
servants on their way to the town office to make an appeal. By a lucky chance, they have
overheard the wonders of Go-o’s talisman which might win them their suit. Ocho graciously
receives one from the priest, and the party hurries to the town office.
In another part of the town, Hanaoka Wadauemon, the senior retainer (‘karoo’) of the
household of the Suwa family, is making his way to the Suwa mansion accompanied by a train
of samurai, when he is stopped by a group of men and women, who turn out to be the same
Ocho and her party. Not surprisingly, their case has not been taken up by the town office. So
they have come to make a direct appeal to Hanaoka Wadauemon, for the matter concerns the
young lord of the Suwa mansion. According to their complaints, the young lord, Tone Goro,
who had been a frequent visitor to one of their star keisei, Miura, has suddenly become so
angry at the keisei that he has tied her up with a rope, and threatens to kill anyone who dares to
unbind her. Because of this scandalous incident, they are losing business and, if Miura is not
released from her bonds, will soon have to close down completely. Whatever Miura may have
done to anger the young lord, they plead for mercy, and ask for Miura to be duly pardoned.
Wadauemon promises to take their suit to the young lord.
At the Suwa mansion, however, the short-tempered young Tone Goro gets furious at the news
that Wadauemon has brought the appeal on behalf of the people of a ‘kuruwa’ (courtesan’s
house). He dashes out to confront him, followed by his worried mother, Lady Suwa. To him
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this shows a lack of respect on Wadauemon’s part to his young master, he snarls. After all, the
keisei made a fool of him, and he did just what he had to do, to save his honour. Yet,
Wadauemon has now taken up their appeal - is the complaint of the people of a kuruwa more
important to him than his master’s honour? Maybe, Waeduemon does not have enough respect
for Goro, Goro grunts, because he is not the heir of the Suwa family.
At his mother’s counselling, however Goro finally explains how the whole incident
came about. Having visited Miura twenty times he felt it was right to propose that the keisei
should come to his mansion and live with him, and she agreed. But then, at the last minute,
Miura suddenly changed her mind and refused to come, claiming that there is in fact another
man to whom she is more committed! How should one take such an insult? He is going to
keep her bound for fifty years, or even for seventy years, as long as he pleases. Wadauemon
now appreciates Goro’s anger, and tries to calm him down by suggesting that he should not
take the courtesan’s behaviour as a personal insult, for they nowadays are known to refuse
even Daimyo and lords of high families. In fact, he reassures Goro, his honour has in no way
been tainted over the incident. Soothed by this remark, Goro is now prepared to pardon Miura,
as long as she agrees to come to the mansion as either his mistress or his servant. That
shouldn’t be difficult, Wadauemon replies; after all, Miura may now very well be regretting
what she has done. Lady Suwa, eager to do anything to curb her son’s temper, proposes to buy
the keisei out, so she may live in the mansion as Goro’s mistress.
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Wadauemon conveys the good news to Ocho and her party. It all turned out to be a
profitable business, he adds. But, says Ocho s brother Kuheiji, Keisei Miura is a stubborn
woman with a mind of her own. She should be asked directly. Luckily, the keisei has already
been brought here and is waiting in a palanquin by the gate. Can they unbind her now? Yes and present her in a most elegant and well groomed form, for Lady Suwa and Goro are going
to be present.
So Keisei Miura, now unbound and in full courtesan’s regalia, enters and seats herself in
the center of the room before them all. A beautiful sight, indeed - fit to be a Daimyo’s wife,
murmurs Lady Suwa. “Miura”, Lady Suwa says, “You promised this young lord to come to
this mansion, then changed your heart. A samurai’s daughter would never have broken
her promise. But, as they say, there is no heart in what you keisei say or do. Heartless.” Miura
replies. “You are the mother of Tone-sama? I expected you to be just as ill-tempered and
unlovable as your son, but am pleasantly surprised to find you so friendly. Is it heartless that I
refuse to come to this mansion? On the contrary, only keisei know how to be truthful and
sincere in the matters concerned. But of course one needs a certain sophistication to
understand this kind of talk.”
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At this point, Wadauemon brings himself forward to volunteer to ask the keisei the
questions. When he comes closer and looks at her face to face, however, he has the shock of
his life: he knows the woman. In fact, Miura turns out to be the very keisei with whom
Wadauemon had been deeply involved and exchanged the bond of love. To the bewildered
man, the keisei quickly explains her situation, presumably sotto voce. After he stopped visiting
her, she neglected her duty thinking only of him, and thus she was sold to her present kuruwa
sixty days ago. By moving to the new kuruwa, she hoped to see him again, but there was no
call, no letter. She worried that some dreadful misfortune might have befallen him, or that he
might be gravely ill. “But look at you, you look like a red-pine cut wide open - how hateful!” It
transpires that Miura, formerly known as Katsuragi to Wadauemon, refused to see Goro when
she found out that he was in fact her lover Wadauemon’s young master.
Wadauemon tries everything to conceal this embarrassing fact, but Miura, angry at such
an attitude, exposes, their relationship. Goro, infuriated at the thought of his own retainer being
his rival and preventing Miura from coming to live with him, draws his sword at Wadauemon.
Lady Suwa intervenes, however, by ordering Wadauemon into exile: says, she, “Such a keiseichaser would be unfit to govern the province”. She orders her men to strip Wadauemon of his
swords and drive him out of the province, together with the keisei. But Wadauemon will not
stand for such a humiliating manner of dismissal. He is proud to say that he has performed his
duties without negligence. At any rate, when it comes right down to it, what right do Lady
Suwa and her son have to dismiss him thus? She was originally a mere servant girl, only taken
up by merciful Lord Suwa as his mistress, after the former Lady Suwa’s death. As for Goro,
he is a bastard she brought along, and no one knows the name of his father. But nevertheless
Wadauemon treated them with respect, even after Lord Suva’s death, and it is due to his secret
efforts that they are now looked up to as the mistress and young lord of the Suva family.
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Wadauenon retorts, “Why don’t you both retire? I shall receive Princess Otowa (the heiress)’s
finance into the house and help him govern the province.” Lady Suwa now orders him to
commit hara-kiri for uttering such insults. This will give her a good excuse, Wadauemon
replies, to get rid of him, and Princess Otowa after him, so that she may finally make her
bastard the heir. Wadauemon draws his sword, and fighting ensues. The people of the kuruwa
run away. Tone Goro and his men are driven away by Wadauemon’s swordsmanship. Only
Miura and Wadauemon are left behind.
M:
W:
M:
W:

I didn’t expect that things would turn out this way; this is a grave
situation It’s all because of your unnecessary talking.
Indeed - if I had only known. But still, the old lady discharged me
from my duties at Kuruwa by ordering me into exile. This is like
being bought out free. Now we can go anywhere we wish, together!
What are you saying? I am most worried about what might happen to
Princess Otowa; I couldn’t possibly leave her unattended. Still, she is
the legitimate heiress, officially acknowledged by the authorities.
They would not dare to lay a hand on her. All right, let’s meet the fate
of exiles together.

They leave.
On the road to Higashiyama (Mt. Higashi), a girl of twelve or thirteen, fashionably
dressed, is travelling alone, carrying a small bundle on her back. A handsome young palanquin
carrier stops her, “Take a palanquin, it’s only seven minutes to Asama’s new shrine”. He calls
his partner, but instead a new carrier called Sakubei enters. It is Wadauemon in exile, now
working as a palanquin carrier. The girl explains that she was sent by her mistress Taifu (a title
used for a high ranking keisei) to the Asama inauguration to pray on her behalf so that she may
once again see the man she loves. But before they set out, the carriers’ wives bring a priest
from Mt. Higashi, and Sakubei is hired to work at the mountain for the opening of the new
shrine. Left alone, the young carrier, Shichibei, sets out all the same, carrying the girl on his
back.
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He stops for a rest. He teases the girl that he will teach her the A B C of love. The girl
refuses. “I’ll give you 7 mon (a monetary unit)”, he insists. The girl runs into a narrow street,
and there she hears an interesting song. She would like to learn it, to sing for her Taifu when
she returns. When she sings in response, the door of one of the houses opens and she is invited
in. The lady of the house would like to listen to her singing. Shichibei follows her in.
As it turns out, the lady is none other than Princess Otowa, the heiress of the house of
Suva. She too is on her way to Asama, to pray to find the whereabouts of her fiance. Seeing
that the little girl has a pretty face arid is a good singer, Otowa would like to take her up as a
servant, but the girl refuses. She already works as a ‘kaburo’ (an apprentice attendant to a high
ranking keisei) at one of the courtesans’ houses in Sakai, near Osaka. Hearing this, Otowa
requests that the girl should show her how the ‘visitors’ behave at one of these places.
Shichibei offers to play the part of a ‘visitor’, but, the girl complains, be is not dressed
suitably. She has an idea: why doesn’t he borrow the kimono she carries in her bundle?
Shichibei puts it on, only to find that the kimono has his own crest.
S:
G:
S:
G:
S:
G:
S:
G:

This is my crest! Girl, what is the name of your Taifu?
I cannot say.
But I can say it; she is Oshu, isn’t she?
That’s right, and 1 am her kaburo.
That’s not true; her kaburo was a girl called Shikibu.
So you know it well. Shikibu was promoted to be a keisei last year,
and is now called Yaegiri. That’s why I am taking her place to attend
Oshu-sama now.
I see. To tell you the truth, I gave this kimono to Oshu for a memento,
My name is Ozasa.
My word, you are the very Tomoe-sama for whom my Taifu longs so
much? To make a wish to see you again, she is sending this kimono
to Asama.

At this point, Princess Otowa clings to the young carrier, exclaiming, “Are you Ozasa
Tomoenojo-sama?” Indeed, she has been looking for the man also, for the young man is her
fiance. Tomoenojo, however, is not pleased with this unexpected encounter. He has been
disowned by his family due to his involvement with the keisei, and naturally he is too ashamed
to face the lady in his present station as a palanquin carrier.
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He starts to go. but Otowa stops him, insisting that it is the blessing and will of Asama
Daimyojin that they should meet here, and that she is not going to let him part from her again.
T:
O:
T:

But are you prepared to take me as I am now?
Until the life in the second coming Then I shall stay.

However, as they offer a prayer of thanksgiving to Asama Daimyojin, the girl suddenly
faints in agony. As she comes round, she asks that the charm she wears around her neck be
removed, as it is burning her. Tomoenojo takes it off and throws it away. It starts to smoulder.
When the smoke subsides, he finds that the charm consists of a collection of ‘kisho’
(testimonies of love), the very ones he gave to Oshu. There is also a letter written by Oshu,
which reads:
I am writing this letter to make a vow (to Asama Daimyojin). How
would we have been if the world was without deception? Ah, how I fear
my sins. What retribution was it, that I was born to be a courtesan, like a
bamboo in the river, outcast from the family of samurai, farmer, artisan,
or merchant. To clear the suspicion that there is no. truthfulness in a
courtesan, I cut off my finger,(1) cut my hair, and wrote 75 kisho by this
spring. But how pathetic! He who gave up samurai duties and was
disowned by his parents because of me stands by my pillow nightly and
demands to have his finger and nails returned. He says that the kisho we
exchanged were nothing but lies, shedding bloody tears on my pillow.
This image burns my body, three times during the day and three times
during the night, and the pain will soon make me choke.
Therefore I have gathered here all the kisho, and am dedicating them to Asama, so I may be
saved from further sins. Thus I make my vow. Tomoenojo now realises that it was Oshu’s
‘shunen’ (obstinate and/or vindictive will) that had burnt his kisho. Fearing the strength of her
passion, he decides to bum Oshu’s kisho (the ones she gave to him) which he still carries with
him, now that he is to be betrothed to Otowa.
_______________________
1.
It was customary to cut off one’s finger and present it to prove one’s absolute
truthfulness.
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When he throws them in the fireplace, however, the image of Oshu emerges in the
smoke, standing reproachfully before them. Otowa, the girl and the ladies in waiting huddle
together in fright. Tomoenojo puts his hand on his sword, ready to draw, But the apparition
begins to talk to him, saying how much she missed him, how she longed to see him again talk
to him, etc. Overwhelmed, Tomoenojo impulsively tries to embrace her, but the apparition
disappears. Then it appeare again, this time to chide Tomoenojo for burning her kisho: “Why
did you turn them into smoke - how I regret that! The demon of my desire persecutes my
body, and I see my beloved on the top of the Mountain of Swords; so I climb in joy. But my
heart is broken, it is a terrifying climb, and the flower-like figure of my lover becomes faint,
about to disappear, and disappears. An illusory spring night, it vanishes in the faint moon light,
and it is no more”. The apparition disappears. Otowa, realizing the strength of Oshu’s passion
for Tomoenojo, suggests that he should buy her out of the courtesans’ house and set her up
near him as his mistress. He is pleased. They send the girl back to her Taifu, and Tomoenojo
withdraws to meet Lady Suwa.
A few days later, at the same inn, Tone Goro is cheerfully orchestrating the samurai
retainers to ‘bathe the bride and groom’. Apparently Tomoenojo and Otowa are now duly
married. Lady Suva suggests to her son that such a ritual could wait until they return home.
The couple also agree that they could receive this celebratory rite when they return. Then a
messenger enters, bringing news that Tomoenojo’s cousin has killed his master Lord Emon,
and has just been captured. The messenger produces the cousin. Of course, killing one’s
superior is a grave crime that dishonours all the members of the family. Therefore Tomoenojo
too must commit hara-kiri, according to custom. But what will Lady Otowa do without
Tomoenojo? Yes, what will happen to her? She might as well die with him; she would rather
die than lose Tomoenojo. As one might expect, this whole episode turns out to be a plot set up
by Lady Suwa and Tone Goro to have both the bride and the groom commit suicide there and
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then. Tomoenojo eventually exposes their plot, and the cousin confesses that he was hired by
Goro to lie in order to induce Tomoenojo to commit harakiri. There is a fight. Tomoenojo
drives Goro and his men away with spear, and sets out for the house of Suwa with
Otowa.

Act II: Meanwhile Wadauemon and Miura have been married for some years, and now
their daughter Osan is thirteen years old. The family lives humbly. As the scene opens, Osan is
learning reading from their neighbour, a ronin called Nikaido Hyosuke. Wadauemon returns,
accompanied by a servant boy, Yotaro. He is a fool. A light-hearted verbal battle ensues
between the master and the fool, joined by wife Miura. It becomes apparent that the boy is
devoted to his young mistress, Osan. During the course of this playful episode, Yotaro
accidentally kicks Wadauemon’s sword, and Miura, as she picks it up notices that the case
contains only a wooden sword. What is the meaning of this? What happened to the sword he
was wearing this morning? After all, the sword is the soul of a samurai.
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Wadauemon explains. Otowa and Tomoenojo are now married, but because of
disturbances caused by the evil people at home, they are obliged to live elsewhere in
temporary accommodation, set up by Wadauemon not far distant from here. Unfortunately,
Tomoenojo went back to his old habit of courtesan-buying, and has now piled up enormous
debts. Otowa has sold her belongings to make the money, but 2.8 kan (a monetary unit in
weight) is still short. The money has to be ready by tomorrow; so Wadauemon has sold the
sword for 2.8 kan. Hearing his story, Hyosuke compliments him for his loyalty and generosity.
Miura suggests that rather than taking the money to Tomoenojo, Wadauemon should invite
him here, so that she may gently persuade him not to repeat the same mistake ever again,
before handing him the money.
Wadauemon agrees, and leaves to fetch Tomoenojo, telling Yotaro to guard the house
while he is gone, now that the money is kept in the cupboard. Hyosuke leaves with him.
However, a tragedy takes place while he is away. While Miura waits for her husband’s
return, the sun sets, and Osan and Yotaro are both in bed. Miura thinks, wouldn’t it be nice to
treat Tomoenojo to sake when he comes? And finding that there is no sake in the house, she
hurries to the corner shop. Then Hyosuke enters, carrying a great sword,
steals the money, but, as he starts to go, drops some coins on the floor. Osan awakes.
O:
H:
O:
H:

Who is it? Oh, it’s you, my teacher. But what are you doing? Stealing
my father’s money - ?!
Osan - I am not stealing. Your father asked me to get it for him.
But you are stealing - (she cries out)
Shut your mouth. All right, I’ll return it. Why don t you put it back
into the cupboard?

Hyosuke throws the money on the floor. As Osan tries to pick it up, gingerly, Hyosuke cries
out “Do take it!”, piercing her body with his sword. Osan struggles in agony. Yotaro wakes up,
and witnesses this horrible scene, hiding under the floor boards. Hyosuke must kill Yotaro after
Osan, but he cannot find the fool. Pressed for time, Hyosuke runs away with the money.
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Miura returns with the sake, to the scene of blood-shed. Yotaro reports what he has seen,
and the dying Osan pleads with her mother to capture Hyosuke and “kill him just as he killed
me”.
Outside in the street, Tomoenojo, who apparently missed Wadauemon, is being pursued
by debt-collectors, the people from the kuruwa (courtesans’ house). Wadauemon finally
catches up with him, and tells him the good news that the money is ready. Together they enter
the house. To their disappointment, Miura reports that the money has been stolen; she says no
more. Hearing this, the debt-collectors argue that Tomoenojo then must come to the kuruwa to
be punished by the law of Yuri. To save the situation, Miura suggests that she will come
instead and work to pay off Tomoenojo’s debts. What does the husband think about this, the
people wonder. Of course Wadauemon is furious at the thought. But Miura tries to persuade
him saying that she can return just as soon as the money is ready once again. Wadauemon and
the people of the kuruwa exchange a bond to this effect, but they have forgotten to bring a
signature stamp. Wadauemon agrees to accompany his wife to the kuruwa and complete their
bond there. . At this point, Tomoenojo, who has been silent all this while, speaks:
T:

Ah, Wadauemon, I have sunk so far down already; perhaps you
should leave me alone to sink - wherever it may take -

W:

How regrettable that you should speak thus. You know I must make
a man of you and see you installed as the lord of Suwa someday.
Please don’t worry about us, and please do not entertain any reckless
thoughts.

Wadauemon tells Yotaro to stay with Tomoenojo. Miura secretly mourns for Osan for the last
time, with Yotaro, and then leaves with the rest.
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Left behind, Tomoenojo finds out about Osan’s murder from Yotaro. The fool accuses
him of killing Osan. It is true that Osan was killed because of him, and now Miura has been
taken away because of him - how could he keep on living after all this has happened? How
could he ever face Wadauemon? Tomoenojo draws his sword, and Yotaro clings to him. They
struggle. Yotaro pleads with him to kill Osan’s murderer instead, rather than killing himself.
Ashamed that he should be counselled thus by the fool, Tomoenojo swears to him to avenge
Osan’s death. They put a light in the little Buddhist altar in the house, mourn for the poor girl,
and then carry out the body to be placed in the temple nearby.
The scene changes to a bustling courtesans’ house in Chichimori Yuri in Sakai, near
Osaka. It is some weeks later. The manager and the mistress of the house are welcoming one
of their regular ‘visitors’. Today he is accompanied by a young man. The older visitor explains
to the mistress that he was instructed by the young man’s father to ‘educate’ him, so that he
may overcome his inborn shyness, and that there is plenty of money to be spent. Who would
be most suitable to entertain him? How about Oshu, the older visitor suggests. Ah,
unfortunately she has been under the weather lately and is not available, but, the mistress
suggests, there is a new splendid looking Taifu called Miura. It is agreed. But just as they start
to leave for the inner room, a sliding door opens upstairs, and Oshu is seen leaning on one of
the kaburo, reciting a melancholy poem of love. “Who is that?” the young man asks. “That’s
Oshu.” The manager calls out to her that people will think that she is feigning illness. “And
why not”, she replies, “What is there to be gained by being truthful?” “Here is an amusing
young customer; could you be borrowed for a while later?” the manager asks. “As you wish”,
she answers. The young man is quite impressed by Oshu. They leave.
Outside on the street, Osaza Tomoenojo is seen. He is wearing a
deep straw-hat (to hide his face) and a pair of swords. A keisei passes accompanied by her
attending kaburo; she notices Tomoenojo. She is the keisei Yaegiri, formerly the kaburo called
Shikibu who attended Oshu.
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Y:
T:
Y:

Aren’t you Tomoe-sama? It’s been some time, I thought you were
dead. How have you been?
Ah, Shikibu - I was supposed to have died, but haven’t been able to
manage it yet. I heard that you are serving as a keisei now.
Since last year; I am called Yaegiri now.

Yaegiri informs Tomoenojo that Oshu has become ill from thinking and worrying about him,
and asks him to see her. He replies that he did not come here to see Oshu. Yaegiri insists.
Tomoenojo starts to hurry away, hiding his face with his sleeve, and bumps into another
keisei. It is Miura. He is glad to see her, for it is Miura he came to see. Miura thanks him for
his concern. Meanwhile, overhearing their conversation, Yaegiri misunderstands their
relationship, and runs into the house to tell Oshu. Tomoenojo and Miura continue to talk.
T:

M:
T:
M:

T:
M:

I don’t know where to start, nor how to thank you for all you have
done for me. We keep ourselves busy during the day time, but at
night Wadauemon, Yotaro and I - the three of us huddle around the
light, talk about Osan and mourn for her.
I can well imagine. I don’t even know her Kaimyo (a Buddhist name
given to the dead) because I had to leave her so soon after her death.
What is she called now?
Shungetsu Dojo (‘spring-moon young-women’). Today is the
hundredth day since her death. So I paid a visit to her tomb, and came
to see how you are.
Thank you very much. But please don’t worry about things too much.
By the way, have you seen your old acquaintance, Oshu? Indeed she
is a good sort, she became ill worrying about you. Apparently she has
bouts of pain sometimes, quite serious, they say. She is resting in this
kuruwa. Wouldn t you like to give her a visit?
No, I didn’t come here to see Oshu. Anyway, how would
Wadauemon feel if he heard about it? Please let me go.
Be merciful to a woman in love. I will not let you go, until Oshu sees
you. (She literally drags Tomoenojo into the house.)

Within, Oshu is inflamed by the news Yaegiri has brought her: Tomoenojo refuses to see her,
but is having a rendezvous with Miura. She rushes down the stairs to confront them, but is held
back by her attendants and Yaegiri. They try to calm her down saying that Miura is a
respectable Taifu, and there must be some reason for her to be seeing Tomoenojo. But the hottempered Oshu will have none of it; she must confront Miura. While she struggles to free
herself, she suddenly shakes in pain and faints. They prepare a bed, and leave her resting.
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Tomoenojo enters to find that it is Oshu who is resting alone in the room. How frail she
looks; his heart aches. Half asleep, Oshu asks for a cup of hot-water, and Tomoenojo, noticing
hot medicine being warmed on the stove, pours it into a cup, and takes it to Oshu. She comes
around, and notices who it is that is attending her. Immediately she throws away the cup, and a
fiery, theatrical and erotic lovers’ quarrel ensues. Finally, reconciliation takes place when
Tomoenojo explains that Miura is in fact the benefactor of both of them as she is paying off
the debt he accumulated while he was seeing Oshu. Miura enters, and Oshu apologizes.
While Oshu is called into the inner room to see the doctor, Miura confides to Tomoenojo
that she is in trouble, for the young client she entertained today wants to buy her out of kuruwa
to be his mistress. Naturally she could not go through with it because she is married to
Wadauemon. Couldn’t he do something about it? Tomoenojo thinks, as he watches her face.
As Miura waits, he suddenly begins to compliment her, and eventually ends up confessing that
he has indeed been smitten by her beauty ever since he first laid eyes on her. He continues:
T:

It must be great fun to buy out a keisei as exquisite as you, to have her
sit on Tokonoma (a pedestal in a Japanese room), and enjoy her
beauty as one smokes tobacco or something -

M:

What on earth are you talking about? Please think of something, so
that I don’t have to go.

T:

Urn - you have gained weight around the hips compared to the time
you were at home - quite impressive. You have a beautiful face, and
your hand writes very well - what else would a man desire, if he had a
wife like you?

M:

Enough - stop talking nonsense. Please stop teasing me.

T:

No, it’s not nonsense. To tell you the truth, I was in love with you
while you were still at home, but I couldn’t reveal my feelings
because of Wadauemon. Then you came here to work, and are now
about to be bought out. Miura, could you not fulfil my desire just this
once?

M:

What shameful thing are you talking about? I don’t have a mind to do
such a thing.
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He could be teasing, or testing her. But as Tomoenojo insists, Miura begins to realize that he is
in deadly earnest. To prove the seriousness of his passion, he even cuts one of his fingers off
before her eyes. But for Miura this indeed is the last straw. She is now utterly disgusted with
him, the man for whom she and her husband have done so much She draws one of his swords
and attempts to kill this ‘ingrate’, for be will never be a ‘man’. Tomoenojo runs away, and
Miura chases after him. The kuruwa is now in turmoil as people shout “it’s a double-suicide!”
and “murder!”.
Outside, Tomoenojo runs into Wadauemon. Miura catches up with them and explains
everything to her husband. “Have you gone crazy?”, Wadauemon asks Tomoe. In a gesture of
reproach, Wadauemon beats Tomoenojo with his zori (foot-wear) - the most humiliating form
of punishment for a samurai.(1) Tomoenojo lets Wadauemon beat him for a while in silence.
Oshu, who followed them out and has seen her man being dishonoured, defends him and
attempts to commit suicide for his sake. It transpires in the end, however, that Tomoenojo
performed this little act only to ward off the young client from buying Miura out. He thought
that the rumour that Miura was involved with some ‘wild customer’ would certainly turn off
the young man. He also discloses that he is about to become a priest to atone for his past sins.
To everyone’s surprise, he is already wearing a priest’s robe under his kimono, and carries a
letter of testimony to Asama Daimyojin to this effect. Wadauemon immediately tries to
dissuade him; for, after all, he and his family have done so much to make Tomoenojo a
samurai. Are all the sacrifices
1.

_______________________
The most honourable form of punishment for a Bushi was to be executed with a sword
or, as a privilege, to be allowed to commit hara-kiri. Those who were not worthy of
samurai treatment got ‘zori-uchi’ (beating with footwear).
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they made going to be in vain? Wadauemon even goes so far as to threaten killing himself if
Tomoenojo insists on becoming a priest; this succeeds in dissuading him.
At this point, Yotaro runs in and reports that Osan’s killer Hyosuke has just been seen in
the vicinity. Wadauemon and Tomoenojo follow the boy, and together they avenge Osan’s
death. Tomoenojo promises the people of the kuruwa to repay his debt in full as soon as he
becomes established in the world. They leave together with Miura.

Act III: Otowa, Miura and Oshu make a pilgrimage to Asama shrine at Mt. Higashi,
accompanied by Yotaro. Upon arrival, Miura asks to see the priest to request a ceremony to
console Osan’s soul. When Miura tells the priest that the name of her 13 year old daughter was
Osan, the priest speaks of the strange coincidence that a girl of that age, calling herself Osan,
was found wandering about the shrine several days after the opening, and that the girl has been
living in the shrine ever since. Would she care to see the girl? To Miura’s astonishment the
young girl turns out to be her daughter Osan herself. She explains that at the night of the
murder an image of Buddha appeared before her, told her of the danger, and whisked her away
to the mountain. It was the Buddha on the elephant’s back - the chief icon of Asama, Fudai
Bodhisattva. Miura praises the power of the benevolent Bodhisattva.
Tone Goro arrives with his men, demanding that Otowa be handed over to him. The
priest refuses. Goro attempts to strike the priest, only to be beaten instead with his stick.
Yotaro rounds him up with a rope, and takes him into the inner room. The people attend the
rite and view the ritual dance of twenty-five Bodhisattva. Afterwards, they take Tone Goro
home to be punished, and Tomoenojo and Otowa happily govern the province ever after.(1)

1.

_______________________
Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu, vol. 2, pp. 393-453.
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Compared to the short dance-like sketch that Kuni performed nearly a century earlier.
Keisei Asamagatake bears every mark of fully fledged drama. The play is a perfect example of
combining, rather skilfully, all the primary plot patterns of the Genroku play. First of all, the
overall structure of the play reflects a typical house-strife pattern. The death of Lord Suwa
creates a precarious situation in the House of Suwa, for the young heiress must contend with
the ambition of her upstart step-mother and her bastard son who plot to usurp her position.
Unluckily, his fiance is in exile, his whereabouts unknown, and, just as soon as the drama
starts to unfold, her only ally - her father’s faithful retainer - is dismissed from service by her
enemies. Thus the play has the classic situation of a ‘house in disorder’ at the outset, with the
hestile forces triumphing over the right and innocent. Accordingly, the main action follows the
course towards restoration of peace step by step: the heroine’s reunion with her fiance
Tomoenojo, their marriage, their struggle to overcome their difficulties, such as the threat of
death from their enemies and Tomoenojo’s involvement with a keisei, and finally their
restoration as the heirs of the House of Suwa. Typically, the evil adversaries are either
punished or destroyed in the end, and the chaos gives way to order.
Intertwined with this house-strife pattern at the centre of the drama is the keisei pattern,
lending flesh and blood to the bone structure of the play. This pattern takes a dominant part in
this play. Theatrically, it brings romance, glamour and spectacle to the production, with two
grand keisei appearing as leading characters, and a naturalistic portrayal of a bustling kuruwa
featuring as one of the major scenes.
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Dramatically, meanwhile, this pattern works as a sort of driving force of the action. See
how a series of passion-filled keisei incidents with a keisei creates a much ado, which in turn
exposes Wadauemon’s secret passion for the very same keisei, leading eventually to his abrupt
dismissal - a key dramatic development that leaves the heroine Otowa defenseless in the hand
of her adversaries. In addition, the banishment of her fiance Tomoenojo - her other potential
ally - is caused by a similar keisei incident, namely his tempestuous relationship with Oshu.
Moreover, his obstinate passion for her continues to aggravate the situation, even after his
marriage to Otowa, presenting a major obstacle to the resolution of the drama. Thus, at the
heart of virtually every dramatic movement, we see a keisei theme in operation, and it usually
results not surprisingly, in a turn of event for the worse. For all the glamour and spectacle this
theme brings to the stage, it seems that the keisei pattern works primarily as a negative factor
that confounds the ostensible goal of the play.
In this general setting, we note that both the revenge and onryo patterns feature as if they
were indispensable elements to the play. The Osan episode, i.e., her murder and the
subsequent killing of her murderer, forms a convincing sub-plot, demonstrating the thesis that
revenge is a necessity for the salvation of the dead, while Oshu’s haunting appearance before
her lover and her rival (in the wake of their reunion) is clearly a manifestation of the onryo
pattern. People evidently did believe that one’s ‘shunen’ (obstinate will or obsessive passion)
could transcend bodily limitations in exercising its will, and the play cleverly adapts this
popular belief not only to produce a
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sensational theatrical act but also to make the dramatic point that the bond between the two
lovers (Touoenojo and Osbu) is indissoluble - an ominous forecast, for the heroine is about to
make this young man the lord of Suwa.
The hito-kami pattern, on the other hand, operates in the form of divine itervention in
this play. As established i the introductory scene, the benevolent power of Asama Daimyojn
and his subsidiary deities is felt in control of events throughout the play, and at times ‘there is
concrete evidence of this. For example, Oshu’s kaburo meets her mistress’ lover on her way to
Asama, where she was to pray for the very same thing on her mistress’ behalf. Similarly,
Otowa is making her pilgrimage to Asama when she encounters her long lost fiance, and
marries him in the belief that it is Asama’s will and blessing. But most dramatic of all is the
revelation that the murdered Osan is in fact miraculously alive: Fudai Bodhisattva, in the
ultimate show of divine power, whisked her away to safety from the scene of the murder, just
as Artemis rescued Iphiginia from her scaffold of death. As one might expect, the hito-kami
pattern functions as a positive factor bringing the drama, to a happy conclusion.
While Kyoto Kabuki revelled in producing Sewa-mono plays (naturalistic contemporary
stories) like Keisei Asamagtake, creating gentle’ Wagoto heroes in the mold of Tomoenojo,
Edo Kabuki was cultivating its own brand of popularity on the strength of quasi-historical
plays (Jidai-mono) with powerful Aragoto heroes. Our next play, Sankai Nagoya (1697) is one
such, written and produced by Ichikawa Danjuro the First. This play is by no means a
masterpiece from the point of view of play-writing (indeed, it comes nowhere near Keisei
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Asamagatake skill of construction), but nevertheless it makes an interesting study, because the
play contains a scene which later became a Kabuki classoc (called Shibaraku, which is still
popularly produced today), and features such ‘legendary’ Kabuki heroes as Nagoya
Sanzaburo, the erotic kabuki-mono hero of Okuni Kahuki, and Fuwa Banzaemon, one of
Kabuki’s all-time super heroes.

Act I: Since the retirement of the 8th Ashikaga Shogun Yoshi-masa,(1) his brother
Ogimachi Dazainojo has been the acting regent for Yoshimasa’s young son Haruo. But this
year Haruo succeeds to the Shogunate, to rule the country himself as the 9th Ashikaga Shogun,
and to celebrate the coming of this happy year, his retainers, as well as Dazainojo and his, are
gathered at the palace. But the merry mood is obliterated, as a blind priest, who is brought in to
recite a narrative for entertainment, begins to utter an ominous prophecy instead, that within
three years the palace will be deserted and will deteriorate into a sheltering place for deer. To
prevent this, he pronounces, a well by the treasure house on the south side of the garden must
be dried up, and appropriate prayers must be chanted.
At the treasure house, Haruo’s retainers, Nagoya Sanzaburo and Mikinojo, are on duty
to guard the house. A messenger from Princess Teru (Haruo’s sister) arrives, saying that she
would like to see Mikinojo. The princess has made a special trip to the garden, for she knows
that it is Mikinojo’s turn to stand guard tonight. She emerges
1.

_______________________
The 8th Ashikaga Shogun Yoshimasa (1436-1490), one of the inept Ashikaga Shogun
who led the country into the chaos of the Onin Revolt (1467-1477), retired from the
Shogunate in middle age to indulge in a life of pleasure. The succession was fought out
between his younger brother and his son, and won by his son, but the Ashikaga Bakufu
never regained political power, as the country entered the Sengoku period with the Onin
Revolt. The play is a fiction vaguely based on these events.
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from the darkness, and tries to persuade the handsome Mikinojo to be betrothed to her. She
wins after much ado, having threatened to kill herself if he does not agree.
Unexpectedly, another pair of guards, Yamana Saenon and Niki Nyudo, enter to take
over the guard. In the confusion, the princess is bidden in the treasure house. But, alas,
Yamana locks it up for safety, not knowing that she is inside. Nagoya and Mikinojo must
leave, for the moment.
To rescure Princess Teru from the treasure house, the two shout out “Guards, guards,
there is an intruder! There! There!” While Nagoya keeps their attention away from the house,
Mikinojo uses a ladder to climb up to the window and tries to bring out the princess. But
unluckily he is caught. “The intruder is Mikinojo”, cry Niki and Yamana, “He is a thief!” Of
course Mikinojo denies the charge of stealing, and suggests that they should check the contents
of the treasure house before they raise such an accusation. (During the preparations for the
inspection, the princess is taken out hidden behind a screen.) To his and Nagoya’s surprise,
however, the most important item, the Sword of Kumoharai, is missing. Niki Nyudo, now
convinced that Mikinojo is the thief, hurries to the palace to make a report.
Left behind, the princess, Nagoya, Mikinojo and his brother, Yamana, are shocked at the
turn of events. The princess, feeling responsible for Mikinojo’s shameful predicament, throws
herself into the well, but is saved by Nagoya. Then they catch sight of a suspicious man
running away, Nagoya and Yamana capture him and force him to speak the truth. The man, as
it happens, was hired by Niki to dry up the well and dig a secret passage to the treasure house
to steal the Sword of Kumoharai. Whoever possesses this Sword will rule the country, it is
told. There is more to his confession. That blind priest who gave the Prophecy was a fake,
hired by Dazainojo to tell a lie. In fact, Dazainojo seems to be behind all these plots, probably
set up to over-throw Haruo. With this important discovery, they make for the palace.
At the palace, Niki is suggesting that Mikinojo should be tortured until he confesses his
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crime. But before this can happen, Yamana and Nagoya arrive and confront Niki with the man
they caught. Niki’s plot is exposed, and he is banished, stripped of his swords. Haruo also
orders suspension of service to Yamana for failing in his duty to guard the Sword, and to
Nagoya for his misdemeanour unworthy of a samurai, which is described as “commuting to
the ‘erotic quarter of the town’ day and night, forgetting the code of Bushi”. However,
Mikinojo and Princess Teru are permitted to be married.

Act II. Fujigae, the wife of Haruo’s retainer Fuwa Banzaemon, arrives at Kitano Shrine,
Kyoto, with her sister and attendant ladies. By chance, they happen to rescue a young woman
who attempts to commit suicide. In response to the questioning of the head priest of the Shrine,
Kamon, the young woman explains that her brother has sold poison to a certain person, and
she is terrified of the consequences. The brother turns up and produces a doll, a replica of the
man who bought the poison. To Fujigae’s astonishment, it is none other than her husband,
Fuwa. She wants to find him immediately to question him about this. The priest Kamon tells
her that Fuwa is expected at the Shrine shortly, for he is due to entertain Haruo with sake when
he makes a visit to the shrine today. Kamon will also enquire about this then.
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Dazainojo arrives at Kitano Shrine with his entourage.(1) He has brought an offering - a
framed painting of a sword called Ikazuchi (thunder), but finds that Haruo’s offering - a
calligraphy which reads Dai Fuku Cho(2) - is already on display. Displeased, he criticizes the
bad taste of Haruo’s offering, and is about to tear it down, when a voice calls from within,
“Shibaraku - Shibaraku -” (“A while”, meaning “wait a while”). It is Fuwa Banzaemon,
Haruo’s most powerful retainer.

_______________________
1.
It is this scene at Kitano Shrine that later became a Kabuki classic, Shibaraku. As it
survives today, Fuwa makes his entrance as a magnificently clad Aragoto hero. (See the
photo, Kabuki, by M. Gunji, Kodansha International, 1969, p. 57.)
2.
Dai (great) Fuku (luck) Cho (long): Dei Fuko Cho is traditionally a ledger kept by a
merchant family.
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He enters, and speaks the ceremonial words of felicitation for the spring. Dazainojo
demands an explanation of Fuwa’s intervention, for his offering, he insists. is much more
appropriate than Haruo’s. Fuwa then goes on to explain the great power immanent in the three
characters, Dai Fuko Cho, and concludes that there is no greater offering than this. Dazainojo
disagrees, but in the end acquiesces, reminded by Fuwa that Haruo is now his superior and
therefore that his offering must take precedence. There is a short scene following this in which
Fuwa, pretending to perform a Noh play, attempts to assassinate Dazainojo, but is held back
by the other people present.
Haruo and his retinue arrive, and the scene proceeds to ceremonial drinking. Fuwa
stands up to serve Haruo with sake, when the priest Kamon stops him, “It is poison!” Fujigae
enters and, drawing her dagger, tries to strike her husband. Fuwa dodges. “Why on earth do
you want to kill me?”, the petrified Fuwa asks her. “Because you intend to poison your
master”, Fujigae replies and produces the proof - the doll. Fuwa argues that the doll’s head (the
hair-style) does not look like his, though it wears a kimono with his crest. Dazainojo demands
that Fuwa should drink the sake to prove his innocence. So he drinks the lot, and dies.
Dazainojo reveals that it was his plot to get rid of the formidable Fuwa, and asks Kamon to
take sides with him. Kamon answers him by reviving Fuwa with a magic incantation. Haruo’s
people cheer, and together with Fuwa drive Dazainojo’s entourage away. Haruo’s party
happily leaves for the palace.
The scene changes to Kamon’s residence. Kamon and his young handsome follower,
Sakuramaru, receive a visit by the beautiful keisei Katsuragi. She confides in Kamon that
Nagoya Sanzaburo, who had been a frequent visitor, suddenly stopped coming, and that she
wrote him letters, but received no reply. She is so worried about him that she has come to see
Kamon to inquire, for Kamon has been Nagoya’s companion (Playmate) at the kuruwa.
Kamon promises her to bring Nagoya to see her before long. (As this scene makes clear,
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Kamon is one of those licentious, worldly priests. Before Katsuragi enters, for instance, he
discloses to Sakuramaru that he is writing a memoir on the subject of pornography. Also
implied in the scene is a homosexual relationship between Kamon and Sakuramaru. Hence,
Kamon is doubly embarrassed by Katsuragi’s visit and her remark about his being in
Nagoya’s company at he kuruwa in front of Sakuamaru.) At this point, Niki and Akamatsu (a
fellow conspirator) run in chased by Yamana. Yamana (presumably with his men) captures
them and recovers the Sword of Kumoharai from them. He puts the men in a chest and heads
for the palace.

Act III: The scene now moves to Shimabara, the courtesans’ quarter of Kyoto. It is
snowing. Nagoya Sanzaburo is seen selling geta (foot-wear) outside the courtesans’ houses.
Hard pressed financially, he has been reduced to this, to have a glimpse of his lover, the keisei
Katsuragi. The lovers have a fleeting rendezvous in the snow. Meanwhile, Nagoya is
recognized by Fuwa’s servant, who was sent to fetch him to his mansion. Nagoya agrees to
accompany him to the mansion.
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It is Shimabara again. Fuwa arrives accompanied by his wife Fujigae, disguised as his
young male follower, and servants. From opposite enters Nagoya Sanzaburo, accompanied by
Mikinojo. He is begging Mikinojo to assume the role of his servant. (There is a hint in their
conversation that their relationship has homosexual overtones.) Fuwa and Nagoya hump into
each other, and they are about to draw their swords, when Kamon, who happens to be visiting
Yuri, intercedes. Then all recognize each other. Fuwa, who has come to Yuri to ‘fetch’
Nagoya again, reprimands both of them for, indulging in trips to Akujo (‘evil-place’). He urges
them never to set foot in the area again. But for Nagoya, it seems impossible to part from
Katsuragi. Thus Fuwa suggests that he should buy her out, so that he can marry her. But first
Fuwa will test Katsuragi’s heart.
Within, Fujigae, still in a young man’s guise, waits in the ante-room. Katsuragi enters
and sighs, not knowing that someone else is in the room, “Ah, what an obnoxious man - he
can’t even carry on a conversation!” Fujigae instantly throws back a remark to defend her
husband, which of course insults the keisei. They quarrel. Fuwa enters, and tries again to
persuade Katsuragi to be accommodating. No, she not budge’ finally she confesses that she
has a man to whom she has pleged her love. Ah, that’s Nagoya Sanzaburo, isn’t it, but then
why should she continue to give service to other men, Fuwa asks. Because it is her duty, she
replies. Meanwhile Katsuragi begins to undo Fuva’s hair as she speaks - a gesture thought to
show intimacy and affection. Fujigae is alarmed. Fuwa reveals that he is Nagoya’s friend, and
that he has come to test her heart. Now that she is proven truthful, Fuwa will adopt her as his
daughter. Katsuragi is overwhelmed. Fuwa sends his wife to fetch Nagoya and the rest.
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While they wait, Katsuragi combs Fuwa’s hair back into place. As he watches her in the
mirror, he is suddenly smitten by her beauty. Katsuragi is, puzzled by his sudden move. Fuwa,
in his own confusion, pretends that he has a fit of pain. Katsuragi rubs his back. No, it’s in the
stomach. As her hand reaches out for his stomach, Fuwa grabs it, lets his passion cry out - and
ends up, alas, begging her not to go to Nagoya’s mansion. Katsuragi is suspicious; is he still
testing her heart? To prove his truthfulness, Fuwa cuts off one of his fingers. How shocked,
Katsuragi tries to run, but Fuwa catches her and begs her, turning off the lamp. She tries to run
again, but is caught. Fuwa forcefully undoes her obi (belt), and threatens to kill her unless she
accommodates his desire, holding up his sword to her chest. Well -then, just once: she has no
choice but to agree. No, once is not enough, cries Fuwa. Meanwhile Katsuragi manages to
draw one of his swords, and holds him off.
At this point, Fujigae returns with Nagoya and Kamon. Katsuragi explains to them what has
happened. Nagoya is naturally dismayed by what amounts to a betrayal by his trusted friend.
Didn’t Fuwa talk about marrying Nagoya and Katsuragi? Yes. And Nagoya trusted him. But
now he even cut off his finger to prove his passion to Katsuragi! The man is not a samurai!
Nagoya in a fit of anger and contempt beats Fuwa with his zori (foot-wear) - the most
humiliating form of punishment for a samurai. Fuwa remains silent, but his wife Fujigae is
unable to take such an insult: she grabs her husband’s sword and stabs herself with it, before
they can stop her. Fuwa now recovers himself. Why could Nagoya not kill him, instead of
beating him with his zori? Then, at least, his wife’s honour could’ have been saved. Fuwa
mourns his wife’s death. He proclaims that it would be easy to lunge at Nagoya and kill him
right at this instant, but that Nagoya does not deserve it. Instead, he would rather cut his own
stomach open as an apology to his wife, and lay his curse upon Nagoya and his descendants
for seven generations to come. Fuwa commits hara-kiri, and dies
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Act IV: In the vicinity of Kitano Shrine Dazainijo, now reduced to the life of an exile, is
seen wandering, accompanied by one servant. The servant prepares his meal outdoors, and
makes his bed with the dewy leaves. Just as Dazainojo finishes his meal, and lies down Nagoya
and Katsuragi enter. She laments, and we learn that the lovers are now resolved to die
together,(1) and are journeying to their last destination. Nagoya, noticing the presence of the two
men, takes Dazainojo for a pilgrim priest, and asks him to offer the prayers to save their souls
after death. The moment has at last come for Nagoya and Katsuragi - hut then Kamon and
Mikinojo arrive with a message from Haruo, that Nagoya is expected to return to service.
Apparently he has been pardoned. Hearing their conversation, Dazainojo realizes who they are,
and challenges them to fight. The three successfully beat the two, and all head for the palace.
At Nagoya’s residence, he and Katsuragi are now afflicted by the curse of Fuwa. Haruo
and Yamana visit them, and offer to prepare their medicine. Nagoya calls his servant to bring
the medicine. But it is Fuwa’s ghost that appears with a bowl of medicine. It tells its grudge to
Katsuragi. Nagoya takes up his sword and tries to ward it off with a swishing motion. Now
Fujigae’s ghost appears, and advances towards Nagoya reproachfully. Kamon makes
incantatory prayers of tama-shizume to exorcise the spirits. They finally disappear.
At this point, the clouds open above them, and Dazainojo, Niki and Akamatsu appear in
a chariot led by seven cows. Dazainojo announces

_______________________
1.
Falling in love with a keisei (which happened only too often, judging from the
popularity of Chikamatsu’s double-suicide stories) was a sure road to self-destruction for
most men. It would ruin a man financially, and yet the keisei would never be his own,
unless he could buy her out. Thus, for many of them, the only way to freedom was
double-suicide - life together in their second lives.
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that be is in truth the spirit of Kusunoki Masashige,(1) and that he was reincarnated to recover
the famous Sword of harai. He adds that Nagoya is in fact Kusunoki’s enemy Omori
Hikoshichi. Suddenly, the northern sky opens and Fuwa Banzaemon emerges above: “Be
aware, I am the Fuwa Banzaemon, but the protector of Buddhist Law, Shoki aware, I am not
come to mingle with men to procure the peace and security of the land. Behold my true figure
–”. Then he transforms himself into the awesome image of Shoki Daijin. The seven cows
attack him, led by Kusunoki’s spirit. Shoki, presumably in a true Aragoto manner, cut them
down with his sword. The evil force is subdued. The play ends with a happy note: “Now the
code of law is unclouded, and peace and prosperity rule the land, felicitations and
felicitations”.(2)

Here again the main plot seems to follow the pattern of house-strife. Dazainojo’s
conspiracy to overthrow his young nephew Haruo takes up much of the first half of the play,
culminating in the showdown at Kitano Shrine, where he plots to poison his nephew and
incriminate his most formidable retainer Fuwa for the crime. At stake here is the stability of
the nation, for Haruo is the ruler, and, as expected, the evil plot is exposed and the security of
the land safeguarded in the end.
In the second half, the focus of the play shifts to a keisei theme, and recounts the story of
Nagoya Sanzaburo, one of Haruo’s dismissed

1.

2.

_______________________
At the collapse of the Kamakura Bakufu (1180-1333), there was a Period of civil war in
which the Imperial forces and the Ashikaga forces fought to establish one’s supremacy
over the other. Kusunoki Masashige (1294ca-1336) fought against the Ashikaga on the
side of the Imperial forces. See note 1, on p. 159-160
Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu, Vol. 1, pp. 23-54.
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retainers. Following the tradition, the legendary kabuki-mono is depicted in this play as a man
of much amorous inclination. His passionate affair with the keisei Katsuragi has lost him his
job, dried up his financial resources, and now, as a penniless ronin, he sustains the low life of
geta-seller, still desperate to catch a glimpse of his keisei lover. The pattern is classic: as in the
case of Tomoenojo in KeiseiAsamagatake, passion has brought Nagoya to the brink of moral
and financial destruction. And, to reinforce the point, the play shows us the same pattern
repeated: Fuwa, who comes to yuri to rescue Nagoya, is un-expectedly caught by the same
uncontrollable passion for the keisei, which inevitably brings his ignominious death.
As Fuwa begins to utter his curses with his dying breath, we know that we are now on
the familiar ground of the onryo pattern, which in this case also contains an element of the
revenge pattern. Fuwa and his wife, must be avenged for the humiliation Nagoya inflicted
upon them. Soon Nagoya and Katsuragi, are stricken by illness and haunted by the ghosts of
Fuwa and his wife. A tama-shizume rite is called for, and the priest Kamon successfully
exorcises the spirits, to complete the pattern of the onryo theme.
It is the final denouement of the drama that illuminates its hito-kami pattern. Here, in a manner
very akin to deus ex machina, a series of relations is brought to light. Dazainojo, who sought to
steal the treasured sword and usurp the young Ashikaga Shogun, turns out to be a reincarnation
of Kusunoki Masashige (1294ca-1336),(1) the legendary warrior who fought against the
Ashikaga in the Wake of the establishment of the Muromachi Bakufu. Accordingly, we are
told, the amorous Nagoya Sanzaburo was in fact a manifestation of the spirit of Omori
Hikoshichi, the Ashikaga follower responsible for Kusunoki’s premature death on the
battlefield. Random as they may seem, these historical associations nevertheless bring a new
dimension to the play at this final stage.
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_______________________
As the Kamakura Bakufu began to show signs of weakness, Emperor Godaigo (12881339) enlisted the support of anti-Kamakura samurai, and endeavoured to topple the
Bakufu to restore imperial power once and for all. The Genko revolt (1331-1333) finally
brought the fall of the Bakufu, and Godaigo formed an imperial government after
centuries of Bushi rule. But his success was short-lived, for only two years later, a young
samurai chieftain Ashikaga Son (1304-1358) rose in insurrection against imperial rule,
and after defeating the imperial forces and driving Godaigo to retreat to Mr. Yoshino,
forcefully opened his Bakufu in Kyoto in 1336, nominating his ‘puppet’ emperor from
another faction of the imperial family. And this was the suspicious heglnning of the
Muromachi Bakufu, which rule medieval Japan.
Kusunoki Masashige (1294ca-1336) was a loyal supporter of the Emperor Godaigo,
who fought on his side in the Genko revolt as well as in the war against Ashikaga’s
insurrection, and died in the battle of Minatogawa, after a courageous fight against odds of 15
to 1. Because of his heroic death, and his unswerving loyalty to the Emperor, he joined the
league of the illustrious ones (whose onryo were feared) after death, and became a subject of
myth.
The authors of Sankai Nagoya must have been familiar with at least two Kusunoki
episodes recorded in Taihei-ki. a chronicle of the civil wars of the early Muromachi period.
One concerns Kusunoki’s death (Chapter 16 of Taihei-ki. Iwanami NKBT 35 pp. 158-160).
Having fought against 700,000 cavalry with only 50,000, Kusunoki Masashige and his
younger brother Masasue are severely wounded. Masashige reminds his brother that one’s will
(or wish) at the time of death is crucial in determining how one is born in the next life, and
asks him what is his wish. The brother answers that he wishes to he horn as a man for the next
seven lives so that he can wipe out the enemies of Emperor. Masashige agrees. He also will be
born again to consummate this ambition, he promises. Then the brothers kill each other with
their swords.
The other episode recounts the appearance of Kusunoki Masashige’s onryo to Omori
Hikoshichi, who is depicted in the earlier episode as being responsible for Kusunoki’s defeat.
Well into the Ashikaga reign, Omori is now enjoying a life of pleasure, and on this occasion is
preparing to hold a Sangaku (Noh) performance. In an ambivalent atmosphere of the real and
sur-real, Kusunoki’s onryo appears and haunts the man in various guises, claiming that he has
come on behalf of the deceased Emperor to restore the three treasured swords which
symbolize the power to rule the country. He has already taken two back and the third is in the
hands of Omori. After much ado that frightens the people Present (but never Omori, who is
described as a man of great valour in Taihei-ki), Kusunoki’s angry onryo is exorcised by
Buddhist prayer. (Chapter 23 of Taihei-ki, Iwanami, NKBT 35, pp. 390-400).
1.
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The straightforward house-strife pattern that constitutes the main plot has now to be
understood, not simply as a young ruler vs. his wily uncle, but as the Ashikaga vs. the
Kusunoki or, more to the point, the living vs. the onryo of the dead resurrected from the past - a
merging of the house-strife and the onryo patterns. So, the stability of the land is threatened, it
turns out, by no mere usurper but by the menace of the angry powerful onryo, i.e. Ara- hitokami (violent-man-god). And to subjugate this supernatural evil emerges an all-powerful god
incognito - Fuwa Banzaemon, who displays the supremacy of divine power right before our
eyes. The revelation that Haruo’s formidable follower Fuwa was in truth none other than
Shoki-shin himself, and that the god came to live with men to procure peace and prosperity,
finally seals the hito-kami pattern, which brings the play to a happy conclusion.

The third play, Tsuwamono Kongen Soga (1697), is a dramatization of the Soga story, (1)
devised and performed by the same Ichikawa Danjuro I in Edo. It is of particular interest to see
how the famous brothers turn out in the Genroku treatment of this popular historical legend.
The play deals with episodes from their younger days such as those contained in Soga
Monogatari, (2) but it also mixes in a great deal of typical Genroku kabuki material, and was
one of the most popularly performed repertories of the period.

______________________
1.

See pp.117-121.

2.

The legendary chronicle of the Soga brothers, believed to have been complied
into the present form during the mid-14th century. Soga Monogatari
subsequently became the source for later Soga tales in other genres.
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Act I: At the mansion of Hojo Shiro Tokimasa, a sumo match is being held to celebrate
the visit of shogun Yoritomo. (Tokimasa is Yoritomo’s father-in-law.) Among his retainers is
Kudo Saemon Suketsune, the Soga brothers’ foe. When the name of Kozu Saburo (the
brothers’ father) is mentioned in conversation in relation to the sumo Batch, one of Yoritomo’s
retainers, Kajiwara, informs the Shogun that someone is seeking his life, and produces a
container with an impaled figure of Yoritomo in it, which he claims has been picked up from
the river-bank of Nameri River. Yoritomo immediately decides who is responsible, and orders
Kudo Saemon Suketsune and Goromaru to go to the village of Soga and execute Soga Juro
Sukenari and his brother Goro, the grandsons of his abominable enemy Ito Sukechika. But the
great warrior Asahina intervenes, and begs for the brothers’ lives. Yoritomo reluctantly
concedes.
Lady Otome and her attendant ladies encounter Soga Juro at the Myojin Shrine. He is
practising archery, vowing to avenge his father’s death, as well as to consummate his love for
Ema Koshiro, a dashing young samurai and Hojo’s son. Hearing him name her beau, Otome
confides in Juro that she is also in love with Koshiro, and asks him to be the go-between. Juro
agrees, as he can sympathize with her feelings. Kojiro enters. Juro makes advances. Kosiro
responds. They exchange a testimony of love before the altar, and make a bond of ‘brothers’.
Juro then introduces Lady Otome to Koshiro, and explains the situation. He
suggests that Koshiro and she should be betrothed as man and wife, Koshiro refuses at first,
hut upon finding who the young lady is, agrees to make the bond. Then Kajiwara’s younger
brother, Genta, enters. Be has come to the shrine to make a wish - that his love for Ema
Koshiro be required. Seeing Koshiro, Kajiwara Genta makes advances and entreats him.
Koshiro explains that he already has a ‘brother’ with whom he has made a vow. Who is it? It is
Soga Juro. Genta is shocked - he is going to report to the Shogun that Koshiro has made a
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bond with the outlaw. Fighting starts. Koshiro and Juro easily subdue Kajiwara and his men.

Act II: Two followers of the Soga brothers, Onio and Dozaburo (they are brothers),
hurry to Mt. Hakone from the village of Soga to see Soga Goro (still called Hakoo, before his
initiation to manhood). On the way, they encounter a procession of Daimyo, which turns out to
be that of Kudo Suketsune. But at this point, Onio realizes that he has forgotten the kimono
which they were supposed to take to Goro, and so, reminding his brother Dozaburo to be
cautious, he hurries back to Soga. Meanwhile Kudo notices the ‘beautiful’ Dozaburo among
the crowd, and invites him to come closer. A god-sent opportunity, Dozaburo thinks, and,
pretending to make advances, he tries to assassinate Kudo. But he is caught. Kudo grasps him
by the arm, and gives him a good beating. Onio returns. Why on earth is his brother being
beaten, he asks. When eventually Kudo finds out that they are followers of the Soga brothers,
he tells them that it was not him but Matano Goro who killed the brothers’ father, contrary to
what Soga Juro might believe. Onio is tempted also to strike Kudo right there and then, but
controls himself, lest he might Jeopardize the Soga brothers’ revenge. Kudo insists on the
point, and Onio, thinking it the best policy under the circumstances, vaguely agrees that
perhaps it was somebody else as Kudo says, and that in fact Juro himself is also wondering
about it. Dozaburo, however, again tries to strike Kudo, only to be cowed by his brother. Onio
risks offering to kill his brother for his insolence, but Kudo stops him. He would not let such a
(loyal and spirited) young samurai be killed before his eyes. And he insists again that he is not
the man. Dozaburo tries again, shouting ‘No, it is you!’, but onio intervenes: “You insolent
fool! It
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is not him. I would have chopped your head off, had it not been for Lord Kudo’s mercy. You
ought to he grateful”. Kudo tells them that he is on his way to Hakone on behalf of Shogun
Yoritomo, and urgess them to go back to Soga.
At the temple in Hakone, the monks are looking for Hakoo(Goro’s name as a boy). He
had been sent to the mountain to receive religious training to become a monk (it was his
mother’s wish), but he has not been seen for some time. What has happened to him! Hojo
Tokimasa of Izu enters, and tells the monks that he has just performed the initiation rite for
Hakoo to become a man, as he wished so much: he is now called Soga Sukegoro Tokimune.
The monks are surprised, to say the least, as this was carried out without consultation. Hojo
calls Goro in. Goro, now dressed as a man, explains to the monks that he has become a man
(instead of a monk) because he has a mission: he has an enemy to kill.
At this point, the news comes that Kudo and his retinue have arrived. Hearing that his
enemy is here, Goro inadvertently begins to tremble. Why do you tremble, Hojo asks. Because
I am so pleased at the thought of finally striking my enemy, replies Goro. The monks get
excited and want to capture Kudo, but Hojo calms them down. Kudo enters. Hojo, the head
monk, and Kudo exchange greetings; meanwhile Goro in the next room clings to the sliding
paper door, and trembles, making a rattling noise. What is that, Kudo asks. It’s a mouse,
answers the monk. Goro brings in tea, and remains in the room. Kudo continues that he has
heard that the second son of Kozu, called Hakoo of Soga, is staying in the temple. Is he truly
here? Yes, here he is. Kudo introduces himself to Goro, and asks if there is anything he would
like to have. Goro thanks him for his consideration. Hojo explains that Goro has just become a
man. Kudo expresses his pleasure in meeting him for the first time (after all, they are distant
cousins), and gives him a pretty dagger as a token of their meeting. As Goro receives the
dagger, he attempts to strike Kudo, but his enemy grabs his hand. What is this? Why do you
swear - is it because you have some secret ambition? Kudo asks Goro. Hojo and the monk
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intervene, and Goro is freed. What a hateful young boy, Kudo snarls. Now his ulcer has begun
to hurt, so he should be going. The monk suggests that Kudo should rest a while before he
travels, and offers to give him a massage. I’ll do it, says Goro taking over. Goro wants to use
this opportunity to kill Kudo, but Hojo tells a long story by which he signals that Goro should
postpone the revenge-killing until such time as his brother Juro can be with him. Goro fights
with the temptation to strike the enemy there and then, and, out of control, he ends up clinging
to Kudo. Kudo easily twists Goro’s arm: you insolent boy! Do you think you could strike
Kudo Saemon Suketsune? Kudo complains about Hojo’s(1) benaviour also and, extremely
annoyed, returns to Kamakura.
Thus humiliated, Goro tries to run after Kudo, but is held back by Hojo and the monk.
Mortified by his failure, Goro cries himself sleep, on the sacred image of Fudo Myojin (the
deity of valour and strength) as his pillow. After a while, Hojo and the monk come to wake
him up, thinking of treating him to sake to cheer him up. But lo, to their surprise, Goro’s
countenance is transformed to a fierce red appearance. What has he done with his face? Goro
explains that because he was so chagrined at his failure, he went to sleep praying to Fudo
Myojin. Then he thought he saw some smoke rising - that must have changed the colour of his
face. Confident that he has now been given Fudo’s power, Goro swears that he will fulfil his
mission of revenge as a super-powered demon or kami. He sets out for the mountain to test his
newly-acquired power.
The brothers’ follower, Dozaburo, arrives at the mountain. The monk takes him to the
mountain pass, and explains Goro’s transformation. Now Goro is seen, he has become a
powerful young man of enormous build, and demonstrates his power in rough actions, in the
Ara-goto acting style, such as breaking ploughs, pulling a great bamboo tree out of the ground,
and smashing a gorin (a replica of a pagoda made of five layers of stones) into smithereens.
(All this is presumably played by Danjuro in Ara goto acting style.) A small priest appears
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before the monk and Dozaburo and asks for a food offering. As Dozaburo asks where he
comes from, Goro butts in, threatening to crush the small priest to death! The priest disappears.
Dozaburo fears that the priest may have been an apparition of a demon. If so, a rite of
exorcism is called for. Thus, in order to purify their bodies for the rite, Goro and Dozaburo go
to the river Sagami.
At the river, Yoritomo’s powerful retainer (the one who begged Yoritomo to be merciful
to the Soga brothers in the opening scene), Asahina, is washing his horse. Dozaburo and Goro
arrive. Goro complains to Asahina that he ought not to pollute the river, which is used for
purification. The two get into a fight. At this point, the little monk appears again to stop them,
and pronounces that Goro has been given supernatural power until he completes his mission,
in answer to his prayer to Fudo Myojin, and that Asahina and Goro should not get into a fight
because they belong to the same line of a family. Then the priest reveals his true identity Fudo Myojin himself. He transforms himself into the image of the living god before their eyes.
Goro and Dozaburo joyfully return to Soga, and Asahina, to Kamakura.

(continued on p.186)

____________________
1.
Although Hojo Tokimasa was Shogun Yoritomo’s father-in-law, he was one of the
sympathizers of the Soga brothers, being the lord of Izu, the neighbourhood of Ito.
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Act III: At Soga, Onio is doing his dally work of making straw footwear, waraji. Now that
they virtually lead the life of outcasts, this is the only source of income for the Soga brothers.
Dozaburo enters, and asks where Juro is. Onio does not know. The situation is getting to be
rather depressing, Dozaburo complains; he would like to sleep it off. There Juro enters, singing
some popular songs. Dozaburo reprimands him: be temperate; this is not time for singing
songs. But Juro argues, today is May 5th, the celebration day for boys, and everyone else is
enjoying the occasion. Juro is sad that he can’t even celebrate. Dozaburo brings out some ricecake he has prepared for today, and consoles Juro: at least, he can enjoy eating. Dozaburo also
offers to mend Juro’s torn paper-screen, only to find that there is neither glue nor Paper to mend
it with. Juro ingeniously suggests using the rice-cake for glue, and the love-letters he received
from his keisei lover for paper. As Dozaburo works on the screen and Juro helps him,
humming songs, Dozaburo refers to Juro’s affair with the keisei Tora, an advises him not to
visit Oiso, the courtesans’ quarter in the province, ever again. Juro agrees, but he must treat
himself to sake now because he is feeling so low. He shakes the bottle, but it is empty.
Dozaburo offers to go out and get some. He will be back shortly, he promises.
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While he waits, Juro indulges himself in reading the old love letters. Then the keisei
Tora herself enters accompanied by her kaburo, to Juro’s surprise. At the sight of him, Tora
begins to sob. She missed him as he has not visited her for some time. A lovers’ scene follows,
in which Tora combs Juro’s hair and so on. They have known each other for three years now.
Meanwhile, Tora notices that her lover is wearing the same piece of black kimono as usual
even on this celebration day. She takes off her top kimono, shortens the sleeves, and lets him
wear it. Juro is pleased. Now that he has decent clothes on, he can visit his mother to pay
respect for the day. He hurries to his mother’s mansion.
Goro enters, and is surprised to find Tora instead of Juro, She explains why she is here
and her relationship with Juro, which she describes as no less than that of man and wife. She
adds that Juro has gone to his mother’s. Goro has an idea: why not tease Juro, who is always
so. stiff before his brother? So he decides to impersonate Tora, and ask Juro a few personal
questions. Juro returns. Goro in Tora’s guise asks him which of the two, Tora or Goro, does
Juro like best? Naturally Tora, Juro answers; then Goro reveals himself. Juro is mad. Goro
continues to tease him, claiming that as for himself he dislikes women. Just as he is saying this,
however, Goro’s keisei friend, Shojo, enters. It is now Juro’s turn to tease his brother. After a
playful interlude, Juro suggests that the brothers should go to Hojo s mansion to plead for
Goro’s pardon before their mother, who will be visiting the Hojo family. (Goro has been
disowned by his mother for wilfully becoming a man, instead of a monk, against her will. She
wishes her sons to live out their lives rather than risking them by taking revenge.) They send
the keisei back to Oiso, and set out for Hojo’s residence.
At Hojo’s mansion, people have gathered to celebrate the day. The mother of the Soga
brothers enters, and presents a gift of a sword to the Hojo children. Juro enters, accompanied
by Dozaburo. Dozaburo’s beauty charms the people present, particularly Hojo’s young
daughter,
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the princess Manyo. Juro has brought a statue, presumably a gift to the children for the
occasion. The statue is of a helmeted warrior named Ishiyama Genta cowing a tiger, and is
impersonated by Goro. The Soga mother admires the statue and sights that a powerful warror
like Ishiyama cannot be found anywhere nowadays. Even his powerful follower, Asahina,
Hojo concurs, would not be as powerful as the famous Ishiyama. Juro butts in. Yes, there is
one; does she not know Hakoo? Who is Hakoo? Their mother pretends not to know him. It is
your son, Goro Tokimune; he is as strong as this Ishiyama. Don’t speak of Hakoo. Their
mother does not want Co talk about him. At this point, the helmeted statue moves in a sad
gesture, to everyone’s surprise. Juro covers up by saying that the statue can be moved by
pulling a string. He demonstrates: “As I pull the string, the statue will go forward and mourn,
bending his knees”. Goro follows Juro’s direction. “He will come back, and grimace with his
face”. Goro does so. The people are impressed and go inside, leaving Goro behind.
Hojo’s son, Ema Koshiro (with whom Juro made the bond of brotherhood in the earlier
scene) enters with sake and food, followed by Juro. Juro reproaches him, as a lover would, for
not having been close to him. Princess Manyo enters, and begins to make amorous advances to
Dozaburo. Goro, still posed as the statue, has difficulty in controlling himself during these
erotic scenes.
Their mother re-enters. Unable to control himself any longer, Goro implores his mother
to pardon him. (Since the brothers are prepared to die for their cause, it is important for Goro
to get his mother to forgive him before he sets out on the mission.) She denies having a son
called Goro. Goro insists. He has become a man because he wants to avenge his father’s death.
If she does not pardon him now, he will commit hara-kiri right at this moment. Goro’s
determination upsets Juro. Goro cannot commit suicide now, for Juro is depending on him. He
cannot possibly take revenge by himself, their enemy Kudo being a high government officer
protected by an army of retainers. He would probably be killed even before consummating his
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mission. Therefore, as they swore to each other as children, they must carry it out together. If
Goro should betray him now by killing himself, Juro will also disown him. The brothers argue.
Hojo, who has returned, encourages their mother to pardon Goro.
At this point a messenger from Kamakura enters and demands that Hojo hand the soga
family over. He adds that Hojo can even execute them himself if he wishes. Hojo’s son
Koshiro and Juro challenge the Kamakura force to a fight, but are outnumbered. They begin
losing ground. Where are Dozaburo and Onio, Juro’s mother worries; it’s imbearable to
witness the peril. Why not use Goro to aid them, Hojo suggests. Goro goes to the fight, but
Juro stops him, saying that he cannot assist or fight because he is still disowned. Again Juro
and Koshiro lose ground; Goro flies to assist them, only to be stopped again by Juro. Finally,
seeing Juro’s life in danger, their mother pardons Goro, and urges him to fight with Juro.
Good. The mission is accomplished. This episode, it turns out, was nothing but a little play
performed by Juro and the Hojos to have his mother pardon Goro. They show her their
wooden swords. She gives in by consenting to nullify her rejection of her son.
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Act IV: There is a Michiyuki scene (a scene of journeying). The Soga brothers’ sister is
making a journey to Oiso, to advise her brother Juro to break off his keisei affair. She arrives at
Oiso.
At the courtesan’s house, Yoritomo’s retainer Wada Yoshimori (one of the sympathizers
of the Soga brothers, who once saved their lives from the hands of Yoritomo)(1) and his ninetythree horsemen are being entertained by the master of the inn. Wada asks for the keisei Tora.
She enters to entertain the men, but is obviously unhappy because Juro is nowhere to be seen.
Realising her feelings, Wada calls Juro in. Unlike the shabby individual seen in the previous
scenes, Juro is now dressed in a fine samurai outfit, and is a proud, gallant young samurai in
spirits and appearance. Juro and Wada exchange sake glasses. Hojo’s strong-man Asahina
enters and dances at the people’s request. At the end of his dance, a paper sliding door is
broken open to reveal the great

_______________________
1.
Soga Monogatari, Chapter 3, Iwanami NKBT 88, pp. 150-152.
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figure of Goro. Asahina invites him to climb on top of their gaming-board. Goro does so, and
poses in a fierce ‘mie’ (afrozen posture). A messenger enters to report that yoritono’s deerhunting party is due to leave for the foot of Mt. Fuji the next day. The moment the brothers
have awaited so long has finally come. the play ends with a reassuring note: “Indeed they are
model of true samurai, and the world thereafter was governed peacefully”.(1)

On all counts, the Soga story was ideal material for a Genroku play.(2) As a classic
revenge story that involved the long history of a family feud, the story inherently contained the
revenge and house-strife themes. It featured two heroic brothers, whose onryo were widely
feared after their death and were eventually enshrined as Goryo-shin, or Ara-hito-kami
(violent-men-gods); thus there were also elements of the onryo theme as well as the hito-kami
theme in the story. In addition, the brothers, who had traditionally been described as having
contrasting characters, e.g., ‘mountain-bred, dark and rough’ Goro and ‘village-bred, pale and
gentle’ Juro,(3) respectively made ideal candidates for the two popular types of Kabuki heroes,
the Aragoto and Wagoto types. Moreover, the elder Juro was popularly known to have had a
devoted courtesan lover, which made provision for the keisei theme as well.(4) The play adapts
several well known episodes from the brothers’ younger days, and

1.
2.
3.
4.

_______________________
Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu, Vol. 1, pp. 59-91.
See pp. 117-121 for the Soga story.
Soga Monogatari. NKBT 88, pp. 290
Hotta, Shozo, ed. Azuma Kagami, vol. 2, pp. 306-315. Later, Soga Monogatari takes
this point up and expounds on it.
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is inevitably episodic in construction, but nevertheless we can detect how the primary patterns
of Genroku drama work in to convert the original material into a characteristic Kabuki event.
In the background is the general setting of the drama, forming the revenge and housestrife patterns. The story being so familiar by tradition to the Genroku audience, the Kabuki
author has apparently taken these historical elements for granted and does not directly deal
with them in the play. Instead, he focuses on the characters of the legendary brothers, and it is
in the characterization of these two heroes that the play cleverly develops the hito-kami and
keisei patterns, creating classic Kabuki heroes out of them. The most intriguing development
takes place in the character of the younger brother Goro (1180-1198). Traditionally he had
been regarded as the rougher of the two, though this never implied that Juro was the less
courageous, Goro was the one after all who fought all night, as tradition has it, “furiously, like
a demon”(1) against Yoritomo’s men, after the revenge-killing and Juro’s untimely death in
combat. Azuma Kagami reported that the Shogun Yoritomo himself was deeply impressed by
Goro’s valour,(2) and during the middle ages, the narrative Soga Monogatari stressed
repeatedly Goro’s ‘unusual physical strength’.(3) Subsequently this feature had been the focal
point of Goro’s characterization in the Soga legend as adapted by various genres, Otogi Zoshi,
Kowakamai, Noh and Joruri. The Kabuki

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Soga Monogatari, NKBT 88, p. 378.
Azuma Kagami, V.2, pp. 306-308. Also see Monogatari, pp.365-372.
Soga Monogatari,. 242-258. It is described that he inherited his unusual strength from
his father. His strength is compared also to that of the Shitenno, the powerful guardians
of Buddha. (p.257)
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author takes this traditional attribute a step further - or, rather, all the way - and with a stroke of
Genroku imagination deifies it by applying the hito-kami pattern.
After the abortive attempt to kill his enemy Kudo at Mt. Hakone, young Goro is
understandably chagrined at his failure. According to the Monogatari version of the same
episode, he thereupon renews his resolution by praying to Hakone Gongen (the deity of the
mountain) day and night that he may one day succeed in killing his opponents.(1) In
Tsuwamono Kongen Soga, the episode leads to a concrete development at this point. Deeply
humiliated, Goro cries himself to sleep with the image of Fudo Myojin (the deity of valour and
strength) as his pillow, and then, miraculously, wakes up as a super-powered avenger.. Fudo
Myojin apparently took pity on the boy, and during his sleep imparted divine power to make
him invincible. The implication, as the Genroku audience saw it, is that Goro as a result is in a
state of kami-kakari (divine possession) , and that as the possessor of the supernatural power
he is now bound to succeed in carrying out his mission. So it turns out that the Soga revenge
had been sanctioned by none other than Fudo Myojin himself, and that Goro who fought ‘like
a demon’ had in fact been a hito-kami (man-god) even while he lived, as indeed he proved
himself after his death by joining the ranks of Ara-hito-kami. This Kabuki revelation must
have come to the Genroku audience as the ultimate confirmation of the heroic greatness of this
legendary avenger. It is noteworthy that of the numerous genres which dealt with the Soga
legend and referred to Goro’s strength, Kabuki is alone in making this super-natural
connection in his character.

_______________________
1.
Soga Monogatari, pp. 163-169.
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In sharp contrast to Goro’s vigour, his counternar counterpart, Juro, is cast in the mould
of the Wagoto hero in the vein of Nagoya and Tomoenojo. This again proves to be a typical
Kabuki development, for while tradition recognized Juro’s keisei involvement, it had never
been regarded as a detrimental factor as in this play. The Monogatari, for example, depicts
‘pale’ Juro as an intelligent and thoughtful young samurai on whose good counsel and
judgement the younger Goro rightly relies. His relationship with the keisei Tora is portrayed
touchingly, but never deploringly, since Juro does not lose sight of his mission even for a
moment. In fact, in the Monogatari, much of the pathos of their love affair comes from the
very awareness on their part of Juro’s impending mission, which, when it comes, will most
certainly put an end to their relationship. In Tsuwamono Kongen Soga, by contrast, Juro’s
affair with Tora is made to conform to the characteristic keisei pattern of Genroku drama, and
consequently Juro is portrayed as a typical young man of the Kabuki world who indulges in an
affair at Yuri, the courtesan’s quarter, to the point of his moral destruction. The vulnerability of
the character is emphasised by the fact that his retainers are concerned (as probably was the
audience witnessing this rather nonchalant Juro) that his carryings-on may interfere with his
important mission. For the steady character of the Monogatari Juro, such a concern was
inconceivable. To complete the Kabuki transformation, furthermore, the play depicts Juro as
also having amorous inclinations towards his own sex. To a modem observer, this whole
treatment of Juro might appear to be uncomplimentary, but to the naive Genroku audience this
may have been a way to make the
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legendary Juro a more familiar and intimate figure - one of them, so to speak - who shared
their problems. Just as they marvelled at Goro’s godsent super-power, the audience probably
felt a special sympathy and affection for Juro, who did not after all seem too distant from
them-selves. From the thematic point of view, it is illuminating that Genroku Kabuki in
dealing with the keisei theme could not help but be negative, even at the expense of somewhat
tarnishing the image of this much admired legendary hero.
Perhaps because of this characterization of Juro, and partially due to the comic elements
it introduces, Tsuwamono Kongen Soga produces a surprisingly parodic tone at times. But in
the final scene, the audience is duly reassured by witnessing the two brothers presented as
beautifully groomed avengers, ready to strike, when the news of Yoritomo’s hunting party
finally reaches them. The drama concerns the making of these legendary avengers out of two
hapless brothers. Though there have been some uncertain moments on the way, the play ends
happily by praising the brothers, and forecasting the successful outcome of their historic
mission.

Earlier we noted that the Genroku plays, viewed collectively, Present a characteristic
world of their own with a distinct thematic structure. To find this, we have focused our
investigation so far on the common components of these plays, i.e., the five primary plot
patterns, and have seen how these patterns constitute a Genroku play. Now we must turn our
attention to the central question of this chapter - the essence of Genroku Kabuki. What sort of
a ‘characteristic’ world
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do the Genroku plays present? What thematic structure does that world project?
As demonstrated by the recurrent house-strife pattern, the world presented is primarily a
perilous one, in which the forces of evil readily assert their power, and order easily breaks
down into chaos. Conflict, just as in the world of medieval morality plays, is diametric,
between good and evil, right and wrong, and how invariably do the rightful heroes (and
heroines) fall victims to the likes of usurpers and traitors in this world: Princess Otowa
becomes a prey to her usurping step-mother and her bastard; the young Shogun Haruo
contends with his traitorous uncle who plots to poison him; Lord Tamba is robbed of his son
by magic conceived by his scheming step-mother;(1) the ailing Kazuma is threatened by his
step-mother who conspires with her nephew to overthrow him;(2) and Minamoto Raiko is a
target for imprecation by his own wicked son.(3) So, in the world of Genroku Kabuki, the
scales of life hang precariously in balance, and what is at stake is the peace and stability of the
community, for the heroes and heroines, in their princely roles, represent the community.
Furthermore, this perilous nature of existence is complicated by an extra factor - by the
malicious and supernatural activities of onryo. Fear of the vindictive spirits of the dead (and
the living) was apparently one of the most deeply felt preoccupations of the Genroku

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Tamba Yosaku Tazunaobi, see appendix, pp. 193-198.
Mizuki Tatsunosuke Tachiburumai, see appendix, pp. 198-202.
Genpei Narukami Denki, see appendix, pp.202-207.
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people, as expressed in the manifestations of the onryo patterns. Fuji’s onryo haunts her lover
and seeks out her killer;(1) Kiku’s onryo dares to murder the priest who enclosed her child by
sorcery;(2) Fuwa’s onryo taunts his rival Nagoya, not to mention his curse laid upon Nagoya’s
descendants;(3) and the priest Narukami, so ignobly betrayed by Lady Taema, turns himself
into a raging onryo and pursues the object of his passion even after his death.(4) Also, the
power of onryo can so great that some are active centuries after their death, as in Kusunoki’s
case,(5) or even before their death as demonstrated by the jealous tama of Oshu, which
manages to fly miles in an instant to a before her lover who is about to forsake her.(6) So, in the
world of Genroku Kabuki, life is endangered also by the hostility of onryo.
Given this existential condition, and if the equilibrium of life is to be preserved, there is
one logical course of action: destroy the evil force and pacify the anger and resentment of
onryo. Not surprisingly, it is precisely these two components of the action that dominate
Genroku drama, respectively as the house-strife and revenge patterns. For instance, on one
hand, we have the rightful heroes, Otowa, Haruo, Snuzen and Kazuma, endeavouring to fight
their usurpers and traitors,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

_______________________
Mizuki Tatsunosuke Tachiburumai. See the appendix, pp. 200-201.
amba Yosaku Tazunaobi, see the appendix, p. 195.
Sankai Nagoya, pp. 156-157.
Genpei Narukami Denki, see the appendix, pp. 205-206.
Sankai Nagoya, pp. 157-158.
Keisei Asamagatake, p. 140.
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while on the other the murderers of Fuji, Osan, Kiku and the Soga father are sought so they
may be bought to justice - “blood for blood split”, as dying Osan begs her mother - and
incantatory prayers are commonly performed to exorcise the haunting spirits. Needless to say,
the ultimate goal of all these actions in Genroku drama is uniform; the restoration of peace and
well-being, i.e., the preservation of that delicate equilibrium of life.
But, naturally, attaining this goal is not easy in the world of Genroku Kabuki, or at least
not at the outset. For, while the evil forces are stronger as a rule, the rightful heroes are often
weak and helpless, and the avengers, like Goro, inept. Besides, the Kabuki hero seems
destined to make his position even more vulnerable, by falling victim to his own passion, as
illustrated repeatedly by the keisei pattern. So, to counteract the negative elements, Genroku
drama invokes divine intervention. How magically are obstacles dissolved, faltering action
fortified, and chaos propelled back to order, as the hito-kami pattern testifies: The childprotecting Jizo Bodhisattva miraculously saves the son of Lord Tamba from the womb of his
slaughtered mother, and restores her dismembered body, so she may, in her supra-real
existence, take her child away to safety.(1) The benevolence of Asama Daimyojin reunites
helpless Otowa with her fiance, as well as rescuing Osan from the murder.(2) Fudo Daimyojin
imparts his divine Power to Goro to make him an invincible avenger.(3) Fuwa,

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Tamba Yosaku Tazunaobi, pp. 194-195.
Keisei Asamagatake, pp. 138-147.
Tsueamono KongenSoga, pp. 165-166.
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alias Shoki-shin, risks his own life to protect the young Shogun Haruo,(1) and the same god
reveals the cause of Kazuma’s strange illness, which duly leads to the revenge-killing of
Kudaifu, Kazuma’s usurper and Fuji’s murderer.(2) Thanks to the gods’ help, evil is destroyed,
revenge is taken, the dead are pacified, and peace is restored to the land at the end of the day that is, until another round of conflict tips the balance once again. Thus, the world of Genroku
Kabuki moves from chaos to order, from sickness to health, and despair to hope in cycles, and
each play is a manifestation of a cycle in this perpetual process of eliminating evil, assuring the
gods’ blessings, and preserving the equilibrium of the scales of life. The most vital factor in
this process is of course the invocation of divine intervention.
The observations we have made so far already give ample evidence that Genroku
Kabuki combined two radically different ingredients, religious-ritual elements and
entertaining-licentious elements, just as prescribed by the Kabuki tradition established a
century earlier, and that many of its idiosyncratic features may in fact derive from this very
fact.
Let us consider first of all the religious-ritual elements. As it happens, Genroku Kabuki
shows a remarkable affinity in several respects with the indigenous Kagura and Goryofolk
rites, discussed in chapter 1. Take, for example, the overall structure of Genroku drama
manifest in the house-strife pattern: That a suffering individual or a community is

1.
2.

_______________________
Sakai Nagoya, p. 154.
Mizuki Tatsunosuke Tachiburumai, pp. 200-201.
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restored to peace and prosperity via divine intervention parallels what happens in the Kagura
rite, where the people call down a benevolent kami, and invigorate their enfeebled selves by
partaking in his divine power or else entrust him to subjugate the evil elements in their lives.(1)
In both performances, there is a suffering community to be redeemed, and a divine visitation
brings about a reassuring happy ending. The objectives of the performance are identical, and
so are the functions of the divine agents that play a crucial role in achieving them.
Similarly, the revenge and onryo patterns of action in Genroku drama reflect their
relation to the Goryo rite. Here again, the general outlines and the purposes of the two
performances mirror one another. In both eases, the motivating factor is concern for the state
of the dead, or, to be more precise, the fear of vindictive onryo, and the performance aims at
appeasing them, by first finding the cause of their anger (unless it is already apparent) and then
removing it. The central event of the Goryo rite is therefore establishing communication with
the dead, their grudges being spoken through shaman-actors. Likewise, in Genroku drama,
Kiku, Fuji, Fuwa and the rest make their ghostly appearances to convey their grievances. In
this sense, incantatory prayers and acts of revenge subsequently performed can be regarded as
variations of tama-shizume or exorcism.(2)
Furthermore, the affinity between Genroku Kabuki and the folk rites is observed also in
the nature of the conflict and the types of characters

1.
2.

_______________________
See Chapter 1, for the Kagura rite.
See Chapter 1, for the Goryo rite.
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they contain. As we note earlier, one characteristic feature of Genroku drama is the diametric
nature of its conflict, invariably fought between the black-and-white opposition of good vs.
evil, weak vs. strong, dead vs. living and so on. Not surprisingly, we find an equally diametric
polarization in the folk rites: a benign community vs. a malignant force, a benevolent kami vs.
a malevolent spirit, the dead vs. the living. Accordingly, the array of characters in each
performance is characterized by a similar archetypal clarity. In Genroku drama the main action
is performed by three types of stock characters. Two represent respectively the poles of
conflict: the good oppressed, consisting of the likes of rightful heirs and aspiring avengers, and
the evil oppressors, the gangs of usurpers, murderers and malignant supernatural forces. And
the third is a stock of benevolent liberators, ranging from modest examples like the retainer
Wadauemon, to super-warriors like the followers of Hinamoto Raiko, and ultimately to the
illustrious ones - the gods themselves. In a curious parallel, the same triad of characters
perform the folk rites. There is a suffering community on one hand in the role of the
oppressed, and a hostile force, be it a natural calamity or a malignant spirit of the dead, as the
oppressor; the kami, who visits the community to impart his blessings, is in the role of the
liberator. The triad in both cases maintains clarity of symbolism, and characteristically the
divine personae take concrete form in both Performances, impersonated respectively by actors
and shamans.
The religious and ritual connections become even more apparent, as we examine the
metaphysical context of Genroku drama. Observe how closely some of its key thematic
notions reflect the principles of the traditional folk tama belief, the very old belief which gave
rise to the
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tama-furi and tama-shizume rites, the prototypes of the Kagura and Goryo rites. One key
Kabuki notion, popularly expressed in the onryo pattern, is that man’s spirit and body are
separable, and that his sprit can not only transcend his bodily limitations in exercising his will
while he lives but can also outlive his death. This vision of man and of the potential power of
his spirituality is in fact an exact copy of the view upheld by the old folk belief for centuries,
that man’s life is a visitation of ‘tama’ into a body, and death its departure, and that tama - the
mystic life energy and psychic centre of man and all living things - exists independent of
body.(1) Accordingly, some of the fantastical activities of the spirits in Genroku drama built on
this key assumption match the popular theories of tama expounded by the folk belief, as if they
were tailor-made examples of these theories. For example, as the old belief warns that tama,
due to its mobile nature, may take leave of the body temporarily, Oshu’s spirit dramatically
emerges before her lover miles away from where she actually is. The old belief predicts also
that tama, having left the body permanently, may yet enter another body to start life afresh, and
indeed the historical heroes Kusunoki and Omori are reincarnated centuries after their death to
the Kabuki world. The old belief recognizes the transferability of tama from one body to
another, and we find numerous examples of this in Genroku drama: Narukami’s spirit enters
young Wakatake; it also takes the form of an old turtle; Goro is possessed by the super-tama of
Fudo

_______________________
1.
See chapter 1, pp. 16 and 17 for the tama belief.
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Daimyojin, while Hoki no Taisen, an evil deity, takes possession of Yorichika,(1) and so on.
The old folk belief does not rule out the possibility of resurrection, for tama may after all return
to the original body, having left it once, as indeed the murdered Osan is found miraculously
intact at the end of the day. Perhaps what seem ‘fantastical’ events in Genroku Kabuki may
well have been simply real and mediate occurrences to the follower of the old folk belief.
A trace of the principles of the tama-belief can also be seen in the Kabuki notion
regarding man’s relation to the world of the divine. We noted earlier that the sustenance of the
Genroku Kabuki world depends critically on the conviction that man has access to the world
of gods/kami. As repeatedly shown in the hito-kami pattern, a Kabuki hero can not only
invoke divine intervention in his favour whenever necessary but can also rise to the rank of
demi-god, like Goro, by partaking in divine power. Just such a proximity between man’s
world and that of the divine is a feature of the old folk belief. We may recall that the tamabelief adhered to the unique view that the essence of divinity was ‘potency’ - the superior
power of tama, i.e., ‘kami’ - and that, the difference between men and gods/kami being a
matter of degree rather than of essence, every man (and every living thing) was in a sense an
‘unhatched’ kami with the potential of apotheosis.(2) So, it turns out,

1.

_______________________
See the ending of Genpei Narukami Denki in the appendix. 2. See chapter 1, p. 21.
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the old folk belief had been propagating the very notion of man’s kinship with the divine as
well as generating hope his apotheosis for centuries, and apparently the Kabuki authors were
more than ready to realize these popular thoughts on stage, and they did so with the certainty
of true believers. Since it was on the basis of these tama principles that people first held the
tama-furi rite (and later the Kagura rite), it would be no surprise if Genroku drama followed
rathter faithfully the import and structure of that rite, as we have seen: to beckon the kami to
impart his super-tama and subjugate evil. The readiness with which Genroku Kabuki heroes
call upon gods for help, and the positive response they invariably receive, is an indication of
how deeply the old folk belief still prevailed in the minds of the people of that period.
What about the other popular folk subject in Genroku Kabuki, the onryo theme - does it
also reflect a principle of the old tama belief? As it might be expected, the underlying notion in
the theme, that one who met a violent or ignoble death will fail ‘Jobutsu’ (to become Buddha
after death to enter the bliss of the Pure Land) but may instead fall into the torment of
Shurado(2) or remain in this world as a

1.

2.

_______________________
In the popular sects of Japanese Buddhism, it was believed that every man could hope to
become a Buddha after his death (the Buddhist version of apotheosis?) and live in the
bliss of the western paradise, Jodo or the Pure Land, provided that the conditions of his
death were right and the appropriate prayers were made on his belief. In the extreme
case of the Jodo Shin-shu sect, it was preached that even a life-long criminal could hope
to achieve Jobutsu by reciting the name of Amitabha Buddha at the time of death,
through the salvatory power of the Buddha. (See chapter I, pp.48-49, for the popular
sects of Buddhism.)
The Buddhist equivalent of purgatory, the residence of the evil deity Ashura. One of the
six regions to which the dead may be allocated.
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‘wandering’ tama and haunt the living, is a copy of the principle of the Goryo belief, a branch
of the tama-belief that specialized in maligant tama.(1) Of course the Genroku theme is
inevitably overlaid with Boddhist terminology, but the essential thesis remains identical: it
concerns the ‘unfortunate’ state of tama, views the manner and timing of death as being crucial
factors in creating such a state, and fears the curse of vindictive tama, just as the tenets of the
Goryo belief dictate. Thus the Genroku theme adopts the same pattern of action as the Goryo
rite: to listen to the grudges of the resentful tama, to take pacificatory action, be it prayer or an
outright act of revenge, to appease its anger and send it safely to the Pure Land in peace. The
difference is that while the Goryo belief proper focused mainly on potent onryo such as the
celebrated political figure of the Heian era Sugawara, great medieval warriors like Kusunoki,
or heroic leaders of the peasant revolts of the Tokugawa period, and enshrined them as Arahito-kami (violent-man-gods), Kabuki applied the Goryo theme at the common level of Kiku,
Fuji and Osan, as well as to potent onryo like these of Fuwa and Narukami.
In sharp contrast to these religious and ritual elements, Genroku Kabuki embraces one
secular theme that is featured equally prominently in the plays. That is, the keisei theme, or
erotic and licentious elements. Originally it was the revolutionary alliance of this erotic theme
with ritual elements that established the Kabuki tradition in

1.

_______________________
See chapter 1, pp. 44 and 55 for the Goryo belief; chapter 2, pp. 109-110 for Goryo
examples of the Tokugawa period.
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Kuni’s performance, and subsequently Onna Kabuki and Wakashu Kabuki flourished on this
particular theme - ultimately to be banned by the authorities. In typical ‘kabuki’ defiance,
Genroku Kabuki continues to capitalize on the erotic theme of the previous phases, cleverly
now under the guise of a play. As we have seen, each play is imbued with incidental episodes
that highlight erotic affairs between men and keisei as well as, after the Wakashu Kabuki
fashion, among men themselves. Indeed, the Kabuki treatment of these scenes is often so
explicit and bold, to the point of being salacious (Lady Taema’s lewd seduction of the high
priest Narukami is the ultimate example), that we may well appreciate why the Confucianbred authorities condemned Kabuki as ‘Akujo’ (evil-place) together with Yuri (courtesans’
quarters) and segregated the two on the outskirts of town. However, the irony is that while
Kabuki embraced these erotic and licentious elements, and no doubt enthralled the audience
with them, the theme it wove out of the subject is negative, as clearly expressed in the keisei
theme. The Kabuki heroes are as a rule trapped by their own passion, which brings their moral
and financial destruction, as most pignantly illustrated by the spectacular downfall of
Narukami. This curious contradiction is probably a reflection of the dilemma the Genroku man
faced, caught between the force of his own passion and a repressive social climate ruled by
Confucian dogma which condemned it.

It has become increasingly clear as we approach the end of this chapter that, for all the
contemporary appearance it has acquired, Genroku kabuki is still deeply rooted in the folk
religious and ritual tradition. Beneath the feudal trappings of the stories and naturalistic
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portrayals of salacious scenes of keisei-buying (which appears to have been a popular feature
of everyday life of the time), Genroku drama retains the basic structure and import of the
centuries-old Kagura and Goryo rites, operates according to thematic ideas derived from the
old folk beliefs, follows two patterns of ritual action, tama-furi and tama-shizume, and, as in
the shizume, and. as in the rituals, always reaches a happy conclusion. Many of Kabuki’s
bizarre happenings, such as the appearance of a god incognito in a brothel, the instant
transformation of a boy into a super-man, the reincarnation of a medieval warrior, or the
ghostly activities of spirits, come as a result of this fundamental connection with the folk
religious and ritual tradition. And it is the union of these traditional elements with naturalistic
contemporary elements particularly with the licentious eroticism of the keisei subject, that
constitutes the essence of Genroku Kabuki: the intriguing blend of salacity and religiousity, of
man and the supernatural, and of real and supra-real.
One inevitable question remains. How religious was the performance of Genroku
Kabuki in fact? Were the ritual elements simply remnants of the past that played no part in
performance, or were they still felt to he meaningful?
From the examples of the plays we have studied, there is no question that Genroku
Kabuki was a fully-fledged secular theatre that contained plenty of material geared simply to
entertainment. It produced an array of great writers and star performers, developed the arts of
Wagoto and Aragoto acting, and had the support of an enthusiastic audience who flocked to
the theatre no doubt to be entertained. The popularity of the keisei theme testifies to this. And
yet three indomitably distinct
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features have stood out throughout our investigation to suggest how strong the ritual elements
may have been in the performance of Genroku Kabuki. Therefore it is well worth considering
what these three features may have signified.
One such feature was of course the predominance of divine intervention in the Genroku
plays. The fact that this featured in virtually every play, that it played the key role in resolving
the conflict, and that it always took a concrete form on stage, he it the appearance of a kami in
person or a miracle performed by him, is a measure of the importance, as well as the
immediacy, of this subject to the Genroku audience. Thematically, divine intervention seems
to have been the focal event of Genroku Kabuki.
The second feature was the invariably happy conclusion of the plays. It is unique by any
convention of the theatre that practically all the plays should end happily, particularly when
from the bleak, perilous world presented at the outset, we would expect some unhappy, if not
tragic, endings, as surely their western counterparts would have exhibited given the same
conditions. But in Genroku drama we found that tragic elements were stunted by divine
intervention, for better or worse, and that even a manifestly tragic subject like the Soga
revenge or Narukami’s downfall was treated irrelevantly to a cheerful reassuring ending.(1) As
a result, the Soga bothers as portrayed by the Genroku

1.

_______________________
Tsuwamono Kongen Soga, for example, ends the night before the historic Soga
revenge-killing, but nevertheless the play includes on characteristically reassuring note:
“They (the brothers) are the model of the true samurai, and peace and prosperity rule the
land thereafter”. Such an ending is of course inappropriate, in view the fact that one of
the brothers was going to be killed in action next day, and the other executed as a traitor
to the Shogun. This forced ending is an indication that the Genroku authors, even when
dealing with well-known historical material, willingly conformed the Genroku Kabuki
rule demanding a ‘reassuring’ ending.
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author are no match for the notorious children of the House of Atreus, neither is Narukami for
Othello. For that matter, not a single usurper had the chance in Genroku drama to rise to the
height of mind achieving the depth of his tragedy. So it seems, that what the Genroku authors
were concerned with was not so much delving into reality as such, as realizing on stage what
was expected or wished for in that particular reality. In other words, these happy endings
signify that Genroku drama was primarily not a reflection of reality but rather a manifestation
of hope - or faith, to he exact, because it was the gods’ intervention that had to be invoked to
procure such an ending.
The third and equally distinct feature was the cyclical nature of Genroku drama, or its
repetitiousness. As we recall, the Genroku plays not only shared the happy ending but also
repeated the same pattern of action, play after play - to the boredom of any modern observer.
Apparently, however, this repetitiousness did not deter the Genroku audience. On the contrary,
judging from the popularity of Genroku Kabuki, the audience seems to have thrived on this
feature, and witnessed the same quasi-Kagura drama of kami-beckoning, evil-defeating, soulsaving and order-restoring, eagerly and repeatedly, as if the act of repetition in itself was a
necessary exercise - say, like the repetitious intoning of an incantatory prayer in bringing about
a desired result - correlated to the function of the performance. This makes sense, particularly
when we consider it in conjunction with the point made by the first two features, that Genroku
drama was, thematically speaking, an expression of faith in divine intervention.
To conclude, we shall look at two events that might throw further light on this matter.
One concerns the performance of the great Genroku
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actor, Ichikawa Danjuro the First in the role of Fudo Daimyojin in Tswamono Kongen Soga.(1)
It is recorded that whenever the actor appeared on stage as Fudo Myojin, during the 1697
production in Edo, the audient responded wildly by throwing ‘saisen’ (money offering - a form
of worship practised at shrines) onto the stage, as though the figure they saw there did have the
power to impart his blessings in return. But of course the audience knew very well that the part
was being played by an actor, a famous actor at that. So it must be that the audience believed
that the actor playing the part of the kami was in fact in a state of kami-kakari or divine
possession, just as the shaman who spoke the words of the kami was in the folk rites. It is
possible therefore that the audience truly felt the presence of the kami in the actor playing the
part.
If the Ichikawa episode provides an example of the Genroku audience’s attitude to the
supernatural on stage, the development of the Genroku play Sankai Nagoya can tell us
something of the ritual elements in Kabuki performance, The Kittano shrine scene of the play,
in which the young Shogun Haruo comes into conflict with his uncle over the offerings to the
shrine and which ends with Fuwa, alias Shoki-kami, exposing the latter’s plot to poison Haruo,
subsequently came to be performed independently, and is now numbered as one of the most
popular Kabuki classics, called Shibaraku. What is noteworthy in this development is that
generations of Kabuki players have chosen this scene to Perform to celebrate the beginning of
the new year,(2) and over the

1.
2.

_______________________
We have referred to this episode once before: see chapter 2, pp. 111-112.
This custom is said to have been started in 1717 (Shotoku 4) by Ichikawa Danjuro the
Second. (Kabuki Juhachiban-Shu, NKBT 98, p.30).
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years have distilled the original into something like an archetypal drama of tama-shizume that
can be played by a new set of characters every time. Apparently the players customarily
adopted a new story every year (or inserted the scene in another play) and performed it
according to the synopsis of the original Kitano. shrine scene: innocent party evil party; the
two parties meet at a shrine; a conflict develops between them, to the breaking point; evil
prevails over the innocent; and the innocent are about to be destroyed, when a god-sent super
hero emerges to rescue them.(1) As the title Shibaraku (the first word the super hero yells from
the wings, meaning ‘Just a moment -’) symbolizes, the climax of the performance was, and
still is, the magic moment when the thunderous voice of the super hero, “Shibaraku -!”, halts
the evil action on stage; then, to the relief and cheers of the audience, the great god-sent hero
makes an entrance to subjugate evil. Clearly, the annual performance of Shibaraku at the start
of the year and before a shrine setting was meant to have a ritual function not unlike that of the
tama-shizume rite, which was traditionally performed at that time of the year for the purpose
of exorcising evil and invigorating the life of the community.
In the original Sankai Nagoya, the super hero Fuwa Banzaemon was Shoki-kami
himself, the deity believed to have the power of warding off evil kami such as the god of
plague, Yaku-shin. Today, in the

1.

_______________________
It is said that for a long time (until well into Meiji 28, 1895) Shibaraku did not have a set
written script because the performers were obliged to ‘re-write’ the story every time
according to the material they adopted; the name of the super hero, therefore, also
changed every time accordingly. (Ibid.)
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performance of Shibaraku, Fuwa’e divine origin is, alas, no longer remembered, yet his
physical appearance as he enters the stage(1) is telling proof of the traditional function of this
role: the hero is a man of gigantic stature; his hair is adorned with a huge ‘rikishi’ (powerpaper), a white paper decoration traditionally worn by the participants in folk rites either as a
symbol of super power or as a charm to attract supernatural power; his sleeves are girded up
with a pale blue and purple rope ‘tasuki’, just as the priests and priestesses wore tasuki in
ancient rituals (Amanouzume wore one made of club-vine in her tama-furi rite before the
heavenly rock-cave)(2); his face is lined with red, the magic colour believed to have the power
to ward off evil, and the same red spreads over his kimono which hangs around his hips;(3)
finally, he carries a six-foot sword in his hand - possibly a ‘yorishiro’?(4) - which he uses to
subjugate evil. The hero may no longer be a kami himself, but indeed, as he makes his
entrance in Shibaraku, the hero appears to personify the power of exorcism.
In the final analysis, we may conclude that Genroku Kabuki existed in a state of happy
naivete in which theatre merged with ritual without 8train, in which the old folk beliefs and
rituals were so totally

1.
2.
3.
4.

_______________________
See the photo of the Shibaraku hero printed in Gunji, M. Kabuki, Kodansha
International, Tokyo and Palo Alto, 1969, p. 57.
See chapter 1, p. 27 for this tama-furi rite. Some Haniwa statues wear tasuki even when
they do not have sleeves to hold up. From this archaeologists conclude that tasuki
wearing at ancient rituals had an incantatory significance.
Gunji, Kabuki; Yoshiki to Densho, Nara-Shobo, 1954,-pp. 25-30.
See chapter 1, pp. 23-25 for yorishiro.
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integrated with the every day lives of the people that the theatre existed as a natural extension
of this tradition. For a decade or so, Geuroku Kabuki flowered in this happy condition, but a
step further into the mid-Tokugawa period, at the height of the Tokugawa feudalism of the
18th century, Kabuki begins to produce ‘bitter’ plays. As Chikamatsu’s dejected lovers in
Sonezaki Shinju, produced in the last year of the Genroku period (1703), hurry to their doublesuicide, there is no longer any kami in sight to come to their rescue.
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APPENDIX
Tamba Yosaku Tazunaobi is recorded to have been first produced in 1690 ca at Murayama
playhouse in Kyoto, and is a dramatization of the tale of a legendary horse-driver, Tamba
Yosaku. who had been the subject of popular songs of the time. The Kabuki players created a
surprising tale to tell about this man. (Genroku Kabuki Kessaku-Shu, Vol. 2, pp. 37-68).

Act I: The lord of Tamba province, Hashidate Shuzen, and Lady Oroku have no child. Thus on
their behalf his servant, Matasuke, and a lady-in-waiting, Okuni, make a pilgrimage to
Komorino Jizo (a deity of child-bearing). On their journey, they come to a river. To hire a boat
to cross the river, Okuni explains to the boatman and his wife the purpose of their trip.
Unexpectedly, the wife discourages them from going any further, claiming that Komorino Jizo
is a deceiver, and the pilgrimage will he in vain. Thereupon the wife recounts her own
experiences with the Jizo. Once she was in service at the household of a feudal lord in the
region as a bath maid. Since the lady of the house was unable to bear a child, the lord made
advances to her and persuaded her to bear his child. She agreed. To have a healthy baby boy,
she began to pray to Komorino Jizo for his blessings and protection. One night, the Jizo stood
in her dream by her pillow and promised her a baby boy, giving her a ‘tama’ (bead - a symbol
of life) in his left hand; then she was pregnant.
The lady of the house was as pleased as the lord himself at the prospect of having an heir
at last. However, the baby was not born in the tenth month, nor even after two years. In the
end, she was accused by the lord’s stepmother of cheating, and was about to be executed,
when the lady arranged her escape. Confounded by her own inexplicable
condition, she attempted to throw herself into the river, only to be saved by a kind boatman,
who is her present husband. It has been three years and three months since then, but the child
has still not been born.
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Hearing the wife’s story, Okuni suggests that perhaps her faith in Komorino Jizo has not
been strong enough, and produces an ‘ofuda’ a paper image of the deity) which she carries
with her for the pilgrimage. The remark enrages the wife. She snatches the ofuda away, tears it
in pieces, and stamps on it, cursing the Jizo. Suddenly she collapses in pain, and as she comes
around groaning, a child’s voice is heard from her womb. The voice says, “I am the child of
Shuzen”, and explains that he has been enclosed in his mother’s womb by the magic of a
Yamabushi (a Shugendo priest who specializes in performing magic incantations and
exorcism)(1) called Sanukibo. At this bewildering revelation, Okuni and Matasuke ask the wife
if Shuzen was the very Hashidate Shuzen, the lord of Tamba. The answer is yes, and now they
know the identity of the woman; it is Kiku of Tajima. They introduce themselves, explaining
that they too are in service at the House of Hashidate. Then, the child is the heir of the
Hashidate, indeed, and the child speaks again to say that he wishes to be born at the House.
Thus the four leave for the House of Hashidate. During the course of the scene, Kiku’s
husband, the boatman, reveals that he too had formerly been a samurai serving Lady Oroku’s
family.
At the House of Hashidate, however, Shuzen is absent. The nastiness and jealousy of his
stepmother Myotei and her son have forced him into a self-imposed exile. Only Shuzen’s wife,
Lady Oroku, awaits his return. Kiku is welcomed by Lady Oroku, and arrangements are made
for her to give birth at the mansion. But tragedy ensues. When Kiku slips away into the garden
for a secret meeting with her husband, Kansuke, in the night, she is brutally murdered by
Myotei, who has been plotting to kill Shuzen’s child ever since Kiku became pregnant, so her
own son may succeed as the lord of Tamba. It is revealed later that it was she who ordered the
priest Sanuki to use magic to enclose the child of Kiku in
_______________________
1.
See chapter 1, p.49 for Shugendo priests.
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her womb. From the wound of the mother, however, the child is born unharmed due to the
protection of Komorino Jizo. Furhtermore, Kiku’s severed head miraculously files back on to
her body, and, as if she were still alive, she picks up her child and disappears into the darkness.
Shuzen is now making his living as a horse-driver under the name of Tamba Yosaku.
Today he has been hired by a young samurai called Ikuno Hannojo, who has made a
pilgrimage to Ise Shrine. Yosaku arrives at the waiting point, however, with a child in his arms
and Kiku on horseback. He introduces them to Hannojo as his child and an ‘old acquintance’.
But, alas, Kiku is invisible to Hannojo. When Hannojo witnesses Yosaku talking to no-one, he
is convinced that Yosaku is possessed by a fox. He draws his sword to strike the fox, but the
child gets in his way. To guard the child, Kiku holds it up high. Hannojo cries out, “The child
walks in the air -!” It is now Yosaku’a turn to think that the young samurai has gone mad. At
this moment, there passes a group of Yamabushi, Shugendo priests. Hannojo asks them to
exorcise the evil spirit which seems to have possessed his horse-man. The Yamabushi begin to
intone their prayers, but Yosaku, sure of his sanity, accuses them of not being able to
distinguish the sane man from the mad. The chief priest, annoyed by this accusation, boasts
that he is the famous priest in Ise province called Sanuki, who heads five hundred Shugendo
priests. Hearing his name, Kiku flies at him, tells him her grudges, and declares that she will be
avenged. Sanuki defends himself, saying that he was only carrying out the order given by
Myotei, and intones prayers to ward off her ghost. The spirit disappears. Yosaku in turn
confronts him and, revealing his true identity, challenges him to a duel for the sake of the dead
woman. The priest concedes that this is the retribution for the murder of Ikuno Hanzaemon he
committed seventeen years ago in Tango province, for this is the very day of the year. Hearing
his remark, Hannojo interrupts at this point, claiming that he is the son of the murdered man
and that in fact he has been searching for his father’s killer for all these years to take revenge.
Recognizing that Hannojo has a more serious case against Sanuki, Shuzen lets him deal with
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the priest. But Sanuki proves to be too strong an opponent for the young samurai, and Shuzen
must aid him, and moreover shows the inexperienced Hannojo how to complete the revengekilling by giving the last blow to the throat of the man for the consolation of the dead. Hannojo
could not be more grateful for Shuzen’s help, and offers himself as Shuzen’s retainer, whoever
he happen to be. Shuzen refuses. Thereupon Kiku’s ghost appears again, and pronounces that
now Sanuki has been killed, she and Hannojo’s father have both escaped the torment of
Shurado (the Buddhist equivalent of purgatory). Pray on for the sake of the dead, the ghost
asks as it disappears. They both give Neubutsu prayers for the salvation of the spirits of the
dead, and leave.
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Act II: Meanwhile Lady Oroku has returned to her native home in Tango. With
Shuzen’s whereabouts unknown, she could no longer bear the hostility of the old lady, Myotei.
Today she has come to the temple of Bodaisho with her attendant ladies and her mother. By
chance Shuzen stops by with the child, and finds out from the ladies that Lady Oroku has now
a new suitor, who has given her mother very generous gifts, and that she is about to marry him.
Shuzen gets angry that Oroku should forsake him. But the resident priest of the temple, who is
an old friend of Shuzen, explains that it is her mother’s idea and that Oroku herself is reluctant
to go through with the marriage. The priest reveals to the ladies that the traveller is in fact none
other than Hashidate Shuzen, Lady Oroku’s husband. Hence the news is conveyed to Oroku.
But the reunion is not to be a happy one at the start, for Shuzen chides her still for forsaking
him for the new suitor. It is only when she produces proof of her love and loyalty (a letter
already sent to the priest, in which she reveals her secret plan to run away from home in search
of Shuzen) that he forgives her. Now finally in a happy reunion, Oroku takes off (one of the
layers of) her kimono, and lets Shuzen wear it, in lieu of his ragged clothes. But the joyful
moment is short lived, as Oroku’s mother appears and drives Shuzen away. Furthermore, as
Shuzen starts to leave, Oroku’s suitor enters with his men. The man turns out to be, to
Shuzen’s surprise, none other than Ikuno Hannojo. shuzen tries to remind him of who he is
and the fact that Hannojo owes him a great deal for his help in the revenge-killing for his
father. Hannojo pretends that he knows no such things. A quarrel ensues between the two.
Hannojo threatens Oroku that unless she breaks
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away from Shuzen, he will order his men to execute him there and then. Fearful for Shuzen’s
life. Oroku follows Hannojo’e order, and goes within. Shuzen, left alone, is beaten up by
Hannojo’s men.
Although Shuzen is a brave and able samurai, he id helpless in the face of so many
opponents. He is severely injured by the beating, and crouches under a pine tree. Then Oroku
re-emerges at the top of the tree. She has run away from the back of the temple and climbed
the tree to cross over the fence. She helps the injured Shuzen to a prayer room of a nearby
temple to take refuge. Realizing that the situation is hopeless with Shuzen immobile, they
prepare to die together. But the priest of the Bodaisho Temple and Oroku’s attendant ladies,
with the child arrive in combat gear. Shortly, Hannojo and his men arrive, and fighting ensues.
Shuzen’s side is losing ground when the child picks up a sword dropped on the ground, and
miraculously kills Hannojo.

Act III: Shuzen’s former retainer Matasuke and Oroku’s lady-in-waiting Okuni (the
couple who appeared in the first scene) are now married, and make their living by selling ricecakes. By chance, Oroku’s mother drops in at their shop, to inquire about a carriage for hire for
the journey to Fukui. Recognizing the identity of the evil old lady, Okuni asks her husband to
capture her. Thereupon Matasuke ingeniously entertains the accompanying samurai with
freshly made rice-cakes, and while he chokes with sticky rice-cake in his throat, Matasuke put
a rope around him and the old lady. The couple set out for Shuzen’s refuge to show him their
captives.
Meanwhile, Kiku’s husband Kansuke is called to Kokubunji temple, and there he is told
by the resident priest, who is in fact Myotei’s (Shuzen’s stepmother’s) brother, that Myotei has
committed suicide and that the event has been reported to the imperial court. Then the priest
produced an imperial messenger, who reads an imperial decree that Shuzen is to commit
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harakiri to pay for his stepmother’s death. Suspicious, Kansuke asks to see Myotei’s body. But
when the coffin is broken open, only sacks of rice are found in it. Then Myotei enters; it was
her plot to have Shuzen kill himself. There is a fight, and Kansuke successfully executes both
Myotei and her brother. At this point, Kansuke is joined by Matasuke and Okuni, and by theie
captivies. Together they make for Shuzen’s refuge.
Now that all Shuzen s opponents are finally destoryed, his former retainers have come to
receive him back to the House of Hashidate in Tamba province. Thus a happy dancing
procession journeys to Tamba, led by Shuzen, now dressed in dashing clothes and Lady Oroku
in the guise of an erotic young man. Shuzen sings (the popular song) “Though Yosaku was a
horseman of Tamba, he has now come out into the world and wears swords. Wear them
proudly, Yosaku -” The procession happily reaches Tamba, and the story ends by saying that
prosperity ruled the province thereafter.
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Mizuki Tatsunosuke Tachiburumai was written by Chikamatsu Monzaemon, and first
performed in November, 1695, at Miyako Mandaiu playhouse in Kyoto. The performance of a
young actor, Mizuki Tatsunosuke (only 18 years old then), who played the part of the heroine
Ofuji (or Fuji) is said to have been so sensational that the play acquired this title, which means
‘Mizuki Tatsunosuke’s performance’.

Act I: While Adachi Kazuma is away from his household in Tamba province treating an
ailment at Arima hot-spring, his upstart stepmother, Jochiin, together with her nephew
Kudaifu, is plotting to take over the Adachi household. A former servant, who bore the late
Lord Adachi a daughter, Jochiin has made herself the mistress of the House since his death,
particularly after Kazuma left for Arima. Her scheme is that upon Kazuma’s death, which she
is convinced will come soon, she will drive Kazuma’s wife Lady Meigetsu out of the House,
and have her own daughter (a half-sister to Kazuma) marry her nephew. So she sets about
devising various means to get rid of Meigetsu. First she produces a false letter from Kazuma,
in which he says that he will never return to Tamba because he abhors to see Jochiin’s face
again. Jochiin insists that now Kazuma is not coming back, Meigetsu should duly leave the
Adachi Household. However, her daughter Machiyoi recognizes that it is not her brother’s
hand-writing, and so exposes her mother’s evil plot. Next Jochiin has her servant report to
Meigetsu that Kazuma is not coming back to Tamba because he has become intimate with a
concubine called Fuji at the hot-spring, and has promised to take her as his wife; she has the
servant persuade Meigetsu to imprecate Fuji’s death. He teaches her to prepare a needled doll
with Fuji’s name written inside. Meigetsu does not wish to go so far as killing the concubine,
but the servant reassures her that just as soon as she extracts the needle from the doll, Fuji will
be brought back to life.
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Meigetsu follows his instructions, but cunningly Jochiin gets the servant to swap the name with
Jochiin’s, and with this doll as the proof, she accuses Meigetsu of imprecating her death. But
this plot, too, is exposed, this time by Kazuma’s clever servant, Hansuke. For the moment,
Meigetsu’s position is intact.
Jochiin then turns to plotting the murder of her daughter’s fiance Wakanoura Koemon,
so that she can be forced to marry Kadaifu. But the man she hires to murder Koemon is the
very man himself, who has been in service at the House of Adachi under an assumed identity.
Thus her plot is again exposed, and this time she pays the price: Koemon kills her. But her
nephew Kudaifu manages to escape.
Act III: At Arima hot-spring, Kazuma is taking a bath, and Fuji, his concubine, is
tending his belongings in his room. Kudaifu and his follower Denpachi enter, on route to their
escape. First they flatter Fuji by saying that Kazuma is indeed deeply in love with her and
intending to marry her. But the wise Fuji knows her station, and insists that her amorous
relationship with Kazuma is to last only until Kazuma returns to Tamba. Eventually Kudaifu
asks to see Kazuma’s pillow box made of tiger’s skin. This is in fact his strong box, but Fuji
does not know it. While she is away, Kudaifu confides in Denpachi that he intends to steal two
hundred ryo kept in the safe, and asks him to go to Lady Meigetsu’s father’s with a forged
letter saying that Kazuma is not burning to Tamba and henceforth divorcing his wife. Kudaifu
is determined to take over the House of Adachi.
Fuji returns with the safe. Kudaifu breaks open the box and takes the money, giving
some to Denpachi. Fuji is surprised, to say the least. She asks them to return the money and
wait for Kazuma, who will soon be back. Kazuma will give them money should they need it.
But Kadaifu replies that he will not ask Kazuma in person. Fuji suggests that she will then go
to Kazuma and inform him of their wishes. Suddenly Kudaifu turns violent. He draws his
sword and aims at her throat, threatening to strike if she should make a noise. Furthermore,
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he tells her the lie that Kazuma secretly asked him to kill her because she insists on becoming
his wife. Fuji does not believe this, of course. She knows that Kudaifu is going to kill her
because she has seen him steal Kazuma’s money. She pleads for her life. Kudaifu continues to
torment her, saying that the money is in fact the reward given by Kazuma for his murdering
her. Fuji retorts: she will go to the bath and ask Kazuma the truth. Why not? - Kudaifu
encourages her to go, for he says, his will to murder has been weakened at the sight of her
trembling. She starts to go gingerly, and turns her back, when Kudaifu strikes her from behind.
She falters, then Denpachi gives his blow, exclaiming that this is the will of the master. They
strike several tines. As she gasps for life, Fuji is now convinced that they are acting on
Kazuma’s orders. Her passion turns to hatred, and she curses that even after her death her
hatred will remain with him, and drag him down to hell. The men, repeating that it is
Kazuma’s will, gouge her stomach and strike the last blow into her throat. The men hide her
body under the floor, clean up the blood scattered about the place, and run away.
Kazuma’s page Sakata Ikkaku returns to Tamba to prepare for his master’s return, and is
met by the priest Tessan Hoin at the gate. For the last seven days, Tessan has been performing
special prayers for Kazuma, whose illness is said to have taken a turn for the worse. He has
also placed a prayer paper on the pillar of the gate. Now Kazuma arrives, He greets the priest,
and is about to enter the house, when he suddenly becomes distraught, exclaiming that “a
demon stands at the gate - now it has changed its shape to Fudo Myoo (the fierce deity) and
prevents me from entering the house, threatening me with his rope and sword -!”. The priest
peels off the paper prayers from the pillar, and
the image Kazuma sees seems to disappear. From this, the priest is convinced of the cause of
Kazuma’s illness, He tells Ikkaku that their master is hunted by the curse of an onryo, and that
they must find out whose it is. Ikkaku informs him of the strange disappearance of Fuji at
Arima hot-spring on the morning Kazuma was to return to Tamba.
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Within. Kazuma is resting, and Ikkaku keeps watch on his master’s condition. Kazuma
asks the time, and remembers it is exactly the time for the second bath at Arima. At this point.
Fuji’s ghost appears, invisible of course to Ikkaku. She persuades Kazuma to take a bath and
insists on carrying his sword herself. Ikkaku reminds Kazuma that he is no longer at Arima
hot-spring. Then he sees Kazuma’s sword moving by itself, and about to strike Kazuma from
behind. Ikkaku uses his sword to strike it down. The ghost begins to sing sad songs, and invites
Kazuma to dance with her. They sing, dance, cry and laugh together, like in the old days, then
Kazuma collapses in pain.
Ikkaku hurries to the priest Hoin to describe what he has just witnessed, and asks him to
exorcise the haunting spirit. As Hoin begins the rite of exorcism, Fuji appears again, and at his
inquisition, reveals her grudges: she was brutally murdered by two men under Kazuma’s
instructions. Kazuma is her murderer. Kazuma denies her charge and, to prove his innocence,
asks her to take him to Kudaifu wherever it is he is hiding. The ghost informs him that Kudaifu
is now living comfortably in Mino province with the reward he received for murdering her.
She will take Kazuma there. The priest follows them.
In Mino prpvince, they confront Kudaifu. First he insists that he did the killing under
Kazuma’s orders, but when tortured by Fuji’s ghost, being pulled up into a high tree, he
confesses the crime. The ghost tries to kill him herself, but Kazuma takes over, and with her
assistance performs the revenge-killing. Now the time for parting has come for Kazuma and
Fuji’s ghost, and this time it is going to be for good ghost cries, and Kazuma and the priest
recite Nenbutsu prayers for the salvation of her soul. At the sound of Nenbutsu, the onryo is
transformed into a benevolent image of Buddha before their eyes, and disappears. The two
men return to Tamba.
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Act IIII Fuji’s younger brother has been forced to work as an apprentice horse-boy since
her death when he was only 14. Seeing the sad boy crying, the master horse-man suggests that
he should visit Sennichi Temple nearby and have Nenbutsu prayers said for the soul of his
sister. By chance he meets Lady Meigetsu and Machiyoi (Kazuma’s half-sister), who have
been taking refuge at the temple, and tells them of his sister’s death. Next a huge chest arrives
from Tamba, from which emerges Jochiin’s wicked old retainer, Taizen. Be hid in the cheat to
seek a chance to assassinate Kazuma, for he thought Kazuma would be with the ladies. But
Taizen is duly dealt with by Ikkaku, Kazuma’s page, and Lady Meigetsu’s brother, who has
brought the happy news that Kazuma has now safely returned to Tamba. A joyous reunion
takes place in Tamba. Machiyoi weds her fiance Koemon at last, and the House of Adachi
prospers thereafter. (Genroku Kabuki Kessakushu. V. 2, pp. 72-97.)

Genpei Narukami Denki was written by the great actor Ichikawa Danjuro the First, and
performed first in 1698 in Edo. Ichikawa, who was renowned for his Aragoto acting (rough
style of acting), played the leading role of Narukami. The play features such mythical
characters as Shogun Minamoto Raiko and his four (originally five) super warrior retainers,
Kintoki, Taketsuna, Sadakage and Suemune, who are all famous for their heroic conquest of
the monster Shutendoji in the myth of that name.(1) It is noteworthy that the scene of Lady
Taema’s seduction of the priest Narukami has subsequently become independent, and is now
of the most frequently performed Kabuki classics.

1.

_______________________
See pp. 124-25 for the Shutendoji story.
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Act I: Shogun Minamoto Raiko is visiting the mansion of his kinsman Yorinobu. On
this happy occasion, he grants names to the sons of his four faithful retainers, Kintoki.
Suemune, Sadakaga and Takesuna, who have recently been initiated into manhood. As the
happy celebreation proceeds, Taketsuna. who has been sent to Kumano Shrine on Raiko’s
behalf, returns unexpectedly early: on his way to the shrine, he found an impaled figurine,
which looked unmistakably like a spell to imprecate Raiko’s death. The author of this odious
plot is revealed to be none other than Raiko’s own son, Yorichika. Apparently Yorichika is
incensed by the news that his younger brother has been made heir to the house in his stead.
Raiko immediately sends Kintoki to subjugate Yorichika. Kintoki takes the four boys; this will
be their first expedition.
Hirano Hosho arrives at Sumiyoshi Shrine with his full retinue. The priest Kunihira
promised to arrange a meeting for him with Ono Michikaze (an aristocrat renowned for his
beauty), who is scheduled to visit the shrine on the Emperor’s behalf today. Hosho, who
apparently adores Michikaze, is eager to make a ‘brotherly’ bond with him. The priest takes
him into the inner room, and prepares the precious old stone Koken no Meiseki for
Michikaze’s inspection. Unexpectedly, a group of Sumiyoshi dancers enter, and one of the
girls claims that she is Naohime, the daughter of Minamoto Raiko. The priest is surprised and
suspicious, because she is unattended by anyone appropriate to a princess of her station. She
confides in the priest that she is in love with Michikaze (also), and would like him to arrange a
rendezvous for her. The priest hides her in another room. Then Michikaze and his retinue
arrive, accompanied by Raiko’s man, Taketsuna. While the priest diverts Taketsuna’s
attention, both Hosho and Naohime make amorous advances to Michikaze. He first refuses to
make a bond with either of them, but in the end gives in. Hosho, pleased, takes out wine
glasses, and tries to write his bond on the back of the famous precious stone Koken no
Meiseki. But at that instant the girl steals the stone and makes a run for it. Taketsuna loses no
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time in stopping her and charges that she must be an incarnation of an evil spirit. Indeed, she
reveals that she is the sprit of Shutendoji, the six-headed monster, and that she has come for
that very stone. Taketsuna instantly cuts off one of her arms, but she flies, and Taketsuna runs
after her. Then, by chance, Sadakage, another of Raiko’s retainers, arrives with a palanquin to
pick up Raiko’s daughter, who managed to slip away from the mansion unattended. He is
concerned for her whereabouts. There she is - but, to his horror, with one arm missing.
Naohime, alias Shutendoji, explains to him that Taketsuna made amorous advances to her and
that when she refused, the angry man cut off her arm. Taketsuna catches up. Sadakage hides
the girl in the palanquin and challenges Taketsuna for his dishonourable act. As they exchange
blows, Taketsuna tries to explain that the girl is not Naohime but the incarnation of the spirit of
Shutendoji. At this point, Hosho appears with the real Naohime. The girl in the palanquin has
disappeared. They congratulate themselves for at least saving the real Naohime from danger.
The two men ask the priest to take care of the princess, and make for Yorichika’s residence,
for they are concerned about how Kintoki is doing there with the four young boys.
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Yorichika is visited by Sadakage’s sister Usuginu. (Later it is revealed that Usuginu is
engaged to Yorichika.) She has come to reprimand him, gently, for his rumoured bad
behaviour. Yorichika denies any traitorous intention, but when the lady draws the curtain in his
room, an altar set for a ritual of imprecation is revealed. At this moment, Kintoki and the four
boys arrive. Confronted by the sight of the altar for the imprecation, Kintoki does not hesitate
to capture Yorichika and is about to strike him, but, alas, the four boys have become hostages:
Yorichika’s men threaten to kill them if Kintoki kills Yorichika. Kintoki is in a dilemma. If it
were a matter of his son alone, he would not have a second thought, but it involves the three
other boys. Surely he must be responsible for their safety. Luckily, Taketsuna and Sadakage
enter at this crucial moment. It turns out that Taketsuna intentionally sent the boys to Kintoki,
knowing his recklessness. He hoped that should anything happen, the boys would act as a
brake on his behaviour. Taketsuna, who is known for his thoughtfulness among the four
retainers of Raiko, talks gently to Yorichika and persuades him to give up his evil intentions.
He succeeds. The men and the boys leave for Kumano Shrine for thanksgiving.

Act II: About this time, raging thunder is ravaging the capital, despite the efforts made to
control it by various incantatory prayers. The priest of Sumiyoshi has tried upon the Emperor’s
request, but could not pacify the thunder by his prayer. At the imperial court, aristocrats and
samurai are gathered to discuss the situation. Yorinobu suggests that they should ask the
Buddhist priest Kaizan to try. Kaisan is invited to perform his rite of pacification at the court,
and he succeeds. It is revealed that this calamity has also been the world of the spirit of
Shutendoji. Pleased, the Emperor bestows on him the title of Narukami Shonin (lit. ‘the holy
high priest of thunder’).
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Again Yorichika is found scheming treachery, and caught by Raiko’s man Sadakage.
This time he was plotting a coup d’etat, organising his own army. The court orders his
execution. But Narukami petitions the Emperor for Yorichika’s life, because he has been one
of his disciples. The Emperor refuses. Angered by this insulting rejection, Narukami returns
his newly received title of ‘Shonin’ and declares that be will enter the rocky mountain where
the dragon deity (who brings clouds and rain) resides and imprison it in a waterfall by his
magic, so that the country may suffer from drought. He does this, and secludes himself also on
the mountain. Thus the country is now visited by drought.
To break Narukami’s magical power, the Emperor sends Taketsuna’s beautiful wife
Taema up the mountain with a ‘special’ mission. Taema arrives in the remote corner where
Narukami and his attendant monks now reside. Pretending to be a widow making a
pilgrimage, she penetrates the region where no woman is allowed to trespass. But Taema is an
exquisite woman. As soon as Narukami lays eyes on her, he is smitten. Taema, from then on,
encourgaes him to lose himself step by step, and finally makes him promise to take her as his
wife. A celebration is called for, Taema joyously exclaims, and coaxes him into drinking sake.
Soon Narukami (up to now an ascetic priest) begins to show the effects of the sake. Taema
cleverly extracts the information where and how the dragon deity is imprisoned. When
Narukami finally falls asleep, drunk, Taema climbs to the top of the waterfall and cuts the
sacred rop which encloses the dragon. Now the dragon is released, and rain starts pouring
down. Taema hurriedly descends the mountain. The sound of the rain and wind wakes
Narukami to the bitter realization that he has been deceived. He is enraged; his appearance
changes to that of a furious ‘Ara-hito-kami’ (violent-man-god) clothed in flames, and he
displays his violent power to the horror of the attending monks.
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Act III: Narukami has fallen ill, out of the shame and rage of being betrayed by Taema.
He is attended by his monks. when he stand up to drink some water, he is transformed into the
shape of a frog. In this state, he is visited by his former fiancee (before he became a priest) and
her brother. In ignominy he kills himself by biting his tongue.
At Yamazaki mansion, Lady Taema is secretly recuperating after the ordeal of her
mission. Tonight, the people at the mansion are gathered to celebrate the full moon. Taema’s
husband Taketsuna has arrived from the capital with her sister, and soon Kintoki also arrives.
But Kintoki is surprised to find that they are having a gay party. He reminds Taema that
Narukami has died because of her and that she ought to be making prayers to pacify his soul.
She is bound to receive retribution for her sin. Kintoki has brought a ‘sotoba’ (a pagoda made
of wood, used as an altar for worhsip) for her for this very purpose. Taema agrees to make an
offering and prayer for Narukami.
At this point, a huge turtle emerges. Taketsuna strikes its head; it changes into the
character ‘kokoro’ (meaning ‘heart’) and disappears into the pampass grass in the garden. Next
Narukami himself appears, and as more torches are lit, disappears. The people are alarmed.
Suddenly, Kintoki’s son Wakatake collapses. As Taema and her husband Taketsuna try to
attend the boy, he speaks: “I am not Wakatake but Narukami. I am taking his (Wakatake’s)
life”. Kintoki is enraged at Narukami for taking his revenge on his young son. Taema begs
Narukami to take her life instead. Narukami, through Wakatake, tells Taketsuna to separate
from her. It is now his turn to be incensed: he declares that he win never leave Taema,
however much he is threatened. Then I shall kill Wakatake, Narukami roars. Kintoki, to save
his son, begs Taema to leave the mansion, temporarily. She leaves. Wakatake, alias Narukami,
follows her, claiming that he intends to make her his wife, as he promised, now that she has
left Taketsuna. Kintoki is no longer
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able to control himself. He takes the sotoba and rams Narukami who, now in his own image,
fights back with equal fury. In the end, Narukami Shonin reveals his true identity: he is the god
of thunder himself, and he adds that Taema is in fact the incarnation of the daughter of a
Chinese called Yoyu (probably a master of archery famous at that time). He sent his daughter
to Taketsuna to grant him the secret of archery through her. The spirit disappears into the
forest.

Act IV: Minamoto Raiko is holding a Noh performance to celebrate the marriage of his
daughter Naohime and the aristocrat Ono Michikaze. Into this happy occasion intrudes an
imposter. He is caught, and turns out to be a woman, none other than Raiko’s man Sadakage’s
sister Usuginu. She confesses that she was engaged to he married to Yorichika, but in vain, for
Yorichika was executed. Out of grief, she came here to take revenge on the four men,
including her own brother, who were responsible for Yorichika’s death. Having explained this
much, she offers herself to be beheaded. But Raiko and his men pardon her, and she cuts off
her hair right away to become a nun. After the next performance by Hosho, a huge foot hangs
down to the stage from the ceiling. It turns out to be the evil deify Hoki no Daisan. He boasts
that it was he who possessed Yorichika to make him an evil man. Daisan attacks, but he is
subjugated by Raiko’s men. The play ends with a tribute to their bravery. (Genroku Kabuki
Kessakushu, V. 1, pp. 127-150.)
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CHAPTER IV: THE KABUKI HERO:
The Case of Minamoto Yoshitsune
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This chapter traces the development of the legend concerning Minamoto Yoshitsune
(1159-1189). undisputedly the most celebrated popular hero in Japanese folk literature. Our
aim is to present the Kabuki treatment of the subject against the background of the
development of the Yoshitsune legend as a whole and thereby to identify the elements
singularly characteristic of the Kabuki approach. We first establish the hero’s historical
biography as the basis of our discussion from the account given in the official record of the
time, then review how the subject was treated in narratives that emerged shortly after his death.
He next follow the development of the legend in various genres through the middle ages, and
finally examine the Joruri and Kabuki plays of the early Tokugawa period which dealt with the
same subject. The question we seek to answer is: Are there particular differences between the
Kabuki treatment of the Yoshitsune legend and those of other genres? If so, what do these
differences signify?

1. Historical Biography
During the historic Genpei War (1180-1185) fought between the two rival samurai clans
of Minamoto and Taira, Minamoto Kuro Yoshitsune emerged from obscurity into the
limelight of history as the victorious champion of the War. Until then a relatively unknown
half-brother of the Minamoto chieftain Yoritomo, young Yoshitsune was given command of
the Minamoto force and took the world by surprise, waging a series of spectacular military
campaigns against the Taira that ensured the eventual Minamoto victory. It was indeed his
brilliant military contribution that enabled his brother Yoritomo to establish the first Bakufu
(military government) in Japanese history and to become its
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head, the Shogun. But Yoshitsune’s glory was short-lived. No sooner was the War won than
the chieftain Yoritomo, suspicious of his brother’s loyalty and perhaps fearful of his military
brilliance, accused him of reason and issued a warrant for his death. In a dramatic turn of
fortune, Yoshitsune lived the next several years as a fugitive fleeing from persistent assassins.
Finally, on 30 April 1189, his hideout in the northern province of Mutsu was attacked. In the
ensuing battle Yoshitsune lost all of the handful of loyal followers who had been with him
throughout his ordeal, and chose to take his own life by the sword. He was not yet 30 years
old.
Yoshitsune lived in the turbulent transitional age at the end of the Heian era (794-1185),
when the ancient aristocratic regime was disintegrating from its own impotence and
corruption, giving way to the power of a new rising class, the samurai. The decisive shift of
power came in 1156, three years before Yoshitsune’s birth, with the outbreak of the Hogen
revolt, a coup led by the ousted ex-Emperor Suitoku against his younger brother Emperor
Goshirakawa. The quarrel between the royal brothers was the issue of the imperial
succession,(1) but in the
1.

_______________________
The Hogen revolt broke out as a result of friction between the Emperor Suitoku and his
father, the retired Emperor Toba, who not only usurped most of the functions of the
court by setting up his own cloister government after retirement but also, among other
things, dictated the imperial succession. In 1139, Toba forced Suitoku to abdicate in
favour of his favourite grandson (Suitoki s son) (Konoe, and again in 1155 infuriated
Suitoku by selecting Suitoki’s younger brother Goshirakawa to succeed Konoe when he
died prematurely. Thus, in 1156, as soon as Toba died (of natural causes) Suitoku in
alliance with the disaffected members of the regent family Fujiwara summoned warriors
for a coup to overthrow his brother Goshirakawa. The Hogen revolt was indeed a
turning point in Japanese history, as the 12th century historian Fujiwara Jien
commented: “After the death of the retired Emperor Toba, the country of Japan was
visited by armed revolts, and thenceforth came the age of samurai’! (Gukansho, see the
entry to the 2nd day of the intercalary seventh month, 1156).
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fighting the opposing court factions enlisted the support of the samurai chieftains, and proved
ironically that their political survival was now in the hands of military power. The coup ended
with Goshirakawa’s victory, and thereupon the two military leaders who had supported him
took the opportunity to manoeuver themselves into positions of power. These ambitious
samurai were Taira Kiyomori, the chieftain of the wealthy Taira clan who controlled the
south-western sea provinces, and Minamoto Yoshitomo, the head of the militant Minamoto
clan from the north-eastern provinces, Yoshitsune’s father.
The Hogen victory brought Kiyomori and Yoshitomo prestige and power. But almost
immediately rivalry between the two broke out, and within a few years escalated into a final
showdown to determine once and for all which was to be the most powerful man in the land.
This came la 1159, the very year Yoshitsune was born. Yoshitomo conspired with a dissenting
court faction against Kiyomori and his influential court allies and staged a coup, the Heiji
revolt, while Kiyomori was away from the capital on a visit to the Kumano shrine. Despite his
initial advantage, Yoshitomo was defeated and was killed as he fled to the safety of his
stronghold in the north. A similar fate met his two elder sons, but Yoritomo, then 13, who also
fought alongside him, escaped execution and was banished to the north-eastern province of
Izu.
During the next twenty years Taira Kiyomori and his clan prospered, becoming the
dominant political force in the country. In addition to their wealth from vast land holdings in
the western region and from maritime trade with China, and their supreme military power,
they monopolished important court offices, establishing close alliances with the imperial house
and the influential aristocratic families through
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marriage. The chieftain himself held the hightest office of Minister of Daijo. But as
Kiyomori’s political power grew stronger and, inevitably, despotic, it bred resentment among
other samurai clans, let alone among the aristocrats at the court. Particularly, it is said, his
arrogance caused deep-seated antagonism in the traditional power base of the cloister
government, now headed by the retired Emperor Gosbirakawa. Thus, by the end of the second
decade of Kiyomori’s rule, anti-Taira feelings were fermenting in the capital as well as in the
provinces and in 1180, when his 3 year old grandson was crowned as Emperor Antoku,
allowing Kiyomori to become Regent (Kiyomori’s daughter had married Goshirakawa’s third
son), the country finally erupted in rebellion. In April, only a few months after Antoku’s
succession, Minamoto Yorimasa revolted in the capital in alliance with the military forces of
the great temples, swearing allegiance to Goshirakawa’s second son, Prince Mochihito. In
August, Minamoto Yoritomo, now the fully grown Minamoto chieftain at the age of 33, rose
in Izu in alliance with the samurai . clans of the eastern regions, followed in September by his
cousin Minamoto Yoshinaka who carried the rebellion to the capital from the mountainous
province of Shinamo.
It is at this point that Yoshitsune makes his first entry into history as a young man of 20.
Fresh from their victory at the battle of Fujikawa (20 Oct. 1180), Yoritomo and his troupe
were regrouping at their camp in Kisegawa, when they received a strange visitor from the
north. Azuma Kagami records the event in the entry for 21 October 1180.
Today one diminutive youth stood on the stone-paved entrance to the inn
and asked to see Master Kamakura (i.e., Yoritomo). Sanehira,
Munetomo, Yoshizane and other samurai thought his (presumably
ragged) appearance suspicious, and therefore did not convey him (to
Yoritomo).
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However, after a while Yoritomo himself heard of the youth and judged
from his age that he must be Kuro Yoshitsune from Oshu. He wished to
see the youth at once. Sanehira ushered the youth in before Yoritomo.
Indeed, he was Yoshitsune himself.(1)
Thereupon Yoshitsune must have explained to his bother his earlier life and how he came to
visit the Kisegawa camp at this juncture, as the same entry includes the following comments.
Yoshitsune was bereft of his father in the first month of Heiji 2 (1159)
when he was still an Infant. Later, by a dowry arrangement made by his
stepfather Ichinojo Okura-kyo Naganari, he was sent to Mt. Kurama for
religious training to become a priest. But as he grew older he thought of
nothing but avenging (his father’s death). So when he became of age, he
performed Genpuku (initiation to manhood, usually performed at age 1416) by himself, and travelled to the northern province of Mutsu in Oshu,
to seek the support of Fujiwara Hidehira, the chieftain of the powerful
samurai clan in the north. There Yoshltsune spent several years. As soon
as he heard the news that Yoritomo had at last launched on his long
cherished mission (the uprising against the Taira), Yoshitsune wanted to
join his brother immediately but was held back by Hidehira who wished
him to stay in Oshu a while longer. Thus Yoshitsune had to leave Oshu
secretly and

1.

_______________________
Azuma Kagami, ed. Hotta, s. Toyodo, 1943, V. 1, pp. 65-66. Historians maintain that the
following three documents are reliable historical sources on the subject: Azuma Kagami
(The Eastern Mirror), an official record that covers the period 1180-1266, compiled by
the Kamakura Bakufu retrospectively in the mid-13th century; Gyokuyo (Leaves of
Jade), a personal diary written by a high court official, Fujiwara Kanezane (1149-1207),
which contains entries for 1164-1200; Gukansho, by the high priest and historian
Fujiwara Jien (Kanezane s brother) (1155-1225), which is an analytical history book of
the early Kamakura period.
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alone (without an army to accompany him).(1)
The arrival of this lone diminutive youth at the Kisegawa camp did not alter the course
of history right away. After the reunion, Yoshitsune’s name virtually disappears from the
record for the next three years, except for a few occasions where his name is listed among
other Minamoto samurai to suggest that he was there but as yet without a notable assignment.
Meanwhile, the overall political situation changed dramatically during these three years. In
February 1181, the Taira chieftain Kiyomori died unexpectedly of an illness. This demoralized
the rank and file of the Taira forces but also, more importantly, created a power vacuum in the
capital, in which the ex-Emperor Goshirakawa, long a sufferer of Taira oppression, regained
freedom of political manoeuver and sought a new military ally to undermine Taira power once
and for all.

1.

_______________________
This passage concludes by adding that “Later Hidehira overcame his grief over losing
Yoshitsune and sent two of his brave warriors, the brothers Sato Tsuginobu and Sato
Tadanobu, to serve under him”. (Ibid., pp. 65-66). These two brothers later became
famous in the Yoshitsune legend as his faithful followers.
We should note at this point that this passage and Yoshitsune’s famous Koshigoe
letter (see below) are the only extant documents that give any account of Yoshitsune’s
childhood, and it was on the basis of this scant information that the numerous legendary
tales of his childhood were later created.
The Koshigoe letter was written by Yoshitsune in May 1185, in protest against
Yoritomo’s refusal even to permit him an audience in Kamakura when he visited the
east after the War. The relevant section of the letter is as follows: “Shortly after my
parents gave me life, my father passed away to another world and I became an orphan. I
was carried to the capital clasped in my mother s bosom, and thereafter my mind has
never been at peace. ...I could not about the capital in safety, and had to wander from
province to Province, hiding myself in many an obscure village, being obliged to make
my nesting place in distant parts of the land and to serve common people and
peasants...” (Azuma Kagami, V. 1, pp. 279-280. English translation: The Nobility of
Failure, by I. Morris, Secker & Warburg, London, 1975, pp. 85-86).
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Yoritomo responded to this new situation with a deft political move. Rather than driving his
army straight into the capital right then he remained in the north-eastern city of Kamakura(1)
and endeavoured first of all to improve his standing in the capital T ease the antagonism borne
towards him by the aristocratic establishment (after all, he was a traitor’s son and now the
“wicked”(2) leader of yet another revolt), he sent messages of appeasement to Goshirakawa
and his cloister court, protesting that his uprising was not meant to betray the imperial
authority but was in fact aimed at subjugating the enemies of that very authority, namely, the
Taira. It is reported that at one point he even proposed the restoration of Imperial rule under
which the Minamoto would share the military control of the country with the Taira, the
Minamoto controlling the east and the Taira the west.
As Yoritomo continued his political campaign, a second event unfolded in his favour.
His cousin Yoshinaka, who had been fighting in the mountainous Hokuriku region, ‘won his
battle at Kurikawa pass (11 May 1183), and, apparently in allegiance to Goshirakawa, made a
victorious drive into the capital, forcing the Taira to retreat to the western provinces,(3) This
turned out to be a double blessing for Yoritomo, who

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
Kamakura is situated about sixty miles south-west of Tokyo.
For example, Fujiwara Kanezane, a high court officer of the time, comments in his diary
Gyokuyo in 1180, at the outset of Yoritomo’s uprising: “a son of the traitor Minamoto
Yoshitomo...is engaging in evil activities in the eastern provinces”...“the wicked
Yoritomo in Izu is plotting to seize the country with his dangerous gangs; such traitorous
activities should not be tolerate”. (See entries June-September 1180)
When they retreated, the Taira took with them the infant Emperor Aatoku and the three
imperial treasures, the regalia of the sovereign. Later, the safe recovery of Antoku and
the regalia from the Taira became of prime importance for Yoritomo in his military
campaign, by which he hoped to seize power without training the imperial family. See p.
221 this chapter; also Azuma Kagami, V.1, p. 252.
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stayed patiently in Kamakura, because Yoshinaka not only cleared the way for him by driving
the Taira out of the capital but also, being a boorish mountain-bred warrior, proved himself to
be a disastrous ruler in he city, feared and despised for his barbaric policies. Within a few
months, Goshirakawa and the court were obliged to look to Yoritomo as the alternative
military leader who might yet be able to deliver them from the chaos and destruction
precipitated by Yoshinaka’s reckless rule, and thus his arrival was eagerly awaited in the
capital as their “only hope”.(1) Indeed, the turning of the tide was complete: once a detested
traitor, Yoritomo was now looked up to as the benevolent liberator.
So, in autumn 1183, Yoshitsune’s name re-enters history as co-commander(2) of the
Minamoto army which Yoritomo sent to the capital to chastise his cousin. Yoshinaka was
defeated at the battle of Uji near Kyoto (20 January 1184) and killed in Awazu eleven days
later as he fled to his home region of Hokuriku. The victory at last brought Yoritomo

1.

2.

_______________________
The change of mood in the capital is reflected in Kanezane’s diary Gyokuyo. The same
court officer who condemned Yoritomo three years earlier as “a wicked traitor” now
comments, after having lived through the Taira withdrawal and Yoshinaka’s rule: “One
must be a samurai to survive nowadays. I hear that many people, high and low, have
already fled to the provinces” and continues that “the Kyoto residents cannot hope to
survive in this condition a day longer. Yoshinaka is appropriating the imperial land as
well as the riches of the ordinary citizens. There is not a single person in the city, high or
low, who does not shed tears because of him. Now our on y hope is the arrival of
Yoritomo in the capital”. Entries tor 5, 8 Sept. 1183).
Yoshitsune shared the command of the Minamoto forces with another of his halfbrothers, Noriyori (older than Yoshitsune but younger than Yoritomo). It is generally
observed that although Noriyori was a dull and mediocre commander compared to
Yoshitsune, Noritomo trusted him more because of his submissive and obedient
temperament. (Azuma Kagami, V. 1, see entry for 17 October 1183; and entries for 5
and 7 May ]]85, pp. 272-273.)
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the imperial order to conquer the Taira, who were now consolidating their forces on the
western front. He immediately sent the order to his at Ichinotani, in a battle that was to become
famous as the start of the Genpei War proper and of Yoshitsune’s meteoric rise to fame.
To have a glimpse of Yoshitsune’s brilliant military tactics, which later became
legendary, observe how the battle of Ichinotani was won. Geographically, Ichinotani was a
formidable natural fortress, surrounded by a range of mountains to the north and the inland sea
to the south with access possible only by the road along the coast, which ran east-west. As a
co-commander, Yoshitsune’s assignment was to take his army (some 20,000 men, according
to Azuma Kagami) by a detour around the north of the mountains to the west side of
Ichinotani and attack the Taira from the rear when Noriyori’s main force (of 56,000) made a
frontal attack along the coast road from the east. But Yoshitsune had a strategy of his own.
After winning initial skirmishes at Mt. Miguwa where a Taira contingent waited to block the
Minamoto crossing to the vest, Yoshitsune picked 70 of his elite cavalry and, leaving the rest
under the command of his deputy, took them up to the snowy Hiyodorigoe pass directly
overlooking Ichinotani. There they waited. Then at last, on the morning of 7 February 1184,
when the battle on the western and eastern fronts of the fortress reached its climax, Yoshitsune
led a bold commando attack down the craggy cliff straight into the heart of the Taira camp and
set it on fire. The Taira fled to the sea in confusion, and the battle was won boldly and speedily
- never mind if
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Yoshitsune did not stick to his original assignment.(1) He made a triumphant return to the
capital a few days latter, and by the end of the month he was named as the supreme
commander of the military campaign against the Taira.(2) He was only 24.
Yet, the victory also brought Yoshitsune his first taste of bitter estrangement from his
brother Yoritomo. On 21 May Yoritomo recommended to the court for imperial honours three
generals who had fought the February battle at Ichinotani, but pointedly Yoshitsune’s name
was not included. Azuma Kagami explains the situation to some extent in its report on the
celebration held for the appointees on 21 June.
Yoritomo invited Noriyori, Yoshinobu and Hirotsuna and proposed a
toast, announcing their imperial appointments. Everyone was pleased. As
for this matter, despite Yoshitsune’s eagerly expressed desire for an
imperial promotion, Yoritomo did not dare allow it. Instead, he selected
Noriyori to be the first recipient (of the two brothers). Noriyori
appreciated this and expressed joy and gratitude. (3)
The passage indicates that Yoritomo deliberately overrode Yoshitsune’s well-justified
wish and chose his less brilliant but older brother for the honour. It may well have been a
necessary decision for Yoritomo

1.

2
3.

_______________________
Azuma Kagami. V.1, pp. 162-167. The details of the battle are vividly recounted in
Heike Monogatari (NKBT 33, pp.190-235, in particular, pp. 197-199 and pp. 211-212).
Many of the tales in Heike Monogatari (which recounts the rise and fall of the Taira)
must be based on eye-witnesses’ accounts, because the narrative compiled during 11921219, only a few decades after the events.
Azuma Kagami, V.1, p. 174, confirmed in Yoritomo’s letter of 25 February 1184 to
Goshirakawa.
Ibid., V. 1, pp.201–202, entry for 21 June 1184. Noriyori was given the governorship of
Mikawa province in the east. Yoritomo himself was earlier granted the court rank of
Right Fourth Rank Lower, on 27 March.
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from the point of view of keeping order and seniority in the ranks of the Minamoto forces, but
for young Yoshitsune, craving imperial recognition, this cool decision must have come as a
bitter disappointment. After all, the battle was won mostly due to his own brilliant tactics.
Unfortunately, the matter of imperial honours did not rest there. Within a few months,
just as Yoshitsune was preparing to set out for a new campaign against the Taira (he kept his
residence in the capital during the War years), Goshirakawa, whether out of sympathy for
Yoshitsune or intent to annoy Yoritomo granted him the double imperial honour of
appointments in the Imperial Police (Keibiishi) and Left Gate Guards (Saemon no Jo), without
consulting Yorimoto in Kamakura. And to compound the situation, the thrilled Yoshitsune
accepted the honours without Kamakura approval and then reported them to Yoritomo as a fait
accompli. Yoritomo greeted the news with anger, as Azuma Kagami records:
A messenger from Minamoto Kuro Yoshitsune arrived from the capital
to report that on the 6th day of the month (of August 1184) Yoshitsune
was appointed to the imperial orders of Keibiishi and Saemon no Jo. The
message noted that although he did not seek these appointments,
Yoshitsune was obliged to accept them graciously as they were a token
of imperial grace recognizing the services of its subjects. The news
contravened Yoritomo’s will and so angered him. In the cases of
Noriyori and Yoshinobu, the imperial appointments followed Yoritomo’s
recommendations. But in this case, it was suspected that Kuro
Yoshitsune had in fact actively sought the imperial appointments against
Yoritomo’s will, upon failing to obtain them (in June). This was not the
first time that Yoshitsune disobeyed Yoritomo’s will. Thus it was
decreed that his command of the Taira expedition should he suspended
for the time being,(1)

1

_______________________
Azuma Kagami, V. 1, p.210, entry for 17 August 1184.
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Yoshitsune, if inadvertently, had undermined Kamakura authority. For this sin, he was to stay
idle in the capital for the next four months.(1) Meanwhile the second military expedition was
launched as planned, under Noriyori’s single command, to fight the Taira, who had now
gathered their strength on the islands of Shikoku and Kyushu. Without Yoshitsune, however,
the campaign dragged on indecisively, and thus finally, in mid-January 1185, he was called
upon to take command of the Minamoto expedition to Yashima, one of the Taira strongholds
on Shikoku. Once in action, Yoshitsune moved with characteristic boldness and speed At 2
a.m. on the morning of 18 February, amidst a raging store that had grounded even the bravest
of the seasoned Minamoto generals, Yoshitsune took his commando force across the sea (in
five ships), and by driving their horses day and night to reach Yashima they were able to make
a surprise attack upon the Taira at dawn on the next day (19th).(2) By the time the main force
arrived a few days later after the storm (in some 140 ships), the battle had already been won,
and the surviving Taira had fled by sea, to the island of Kyushu.
The final battle of the Genpei War took place on 24 March 1185 at the bay of Dan no
Ura (the strait that divides Kyushu from the main island), where Noriyori had been sustaining
his faltering campaign since autumn. Once again it was Yoshitsune who took the lead: fresh
from a

1.

2.

_______________________
A few weeks later, Goshirakawa added to Yoritomo’s annoyance, by raising
Yoshitsune’s court rank to Junior Fifth Lower rank, and again in October by granting
Yoshitsune a personal audience, a Privilege which had not yet been given even to
Yoritomo himself.
Azuma Kagami, V. 1, entries for 18-19 February 1185, detailed account of the battle of
Yashima is given in Heike Monogatari, NKBT 33, pp. 302-326.
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series of naval battles on his way accross the inland sea, he led the final assault that shattered
the enemy fleet and drove the Taira forces into the sea. The Taira chieftain Munemori was
captured alive, but the young Emperor Antoku (Kiyomori’s grandson, then 7 years old)
disappeared into the sea clasped in the arms of his grandmother, the Dowager Lady Taira.(1)
No sooner was the final victory won than the strain between the Minamoto brothers,
which had been simmering throughout the war, intensified, culminating in the total breakdown
of their relationship within a few months. According to the Azuma Kagami accounts, there
were at least three incidents that directly exacerbated this strain at the end of the War. One
concerned the fate of the young Emperor and the three imperial treasures (the mirror, sword
and jewel, the regalia of the sovereign) which had been in the possession of the Taira.
Although Yoshitsune was probably unaware of it, Noriyori received a special message from
Yoritomo on 14 March, tea days prior to the battle of Dan no Ura, to the effect that the final
stage of the drive was to be carried out with the utmost caution, to ensure the safe return of the
young Emperor and the regalia.(2) As we noted earlier, Yoritomo hoped to achieve an
‘untainted’ victory, without antagonizing the imperial house and the court. But alas, in
Yoshitsune’s ferocious whirlwind attack, the young Emperor was drowned and one of the
treasures (the sword) was lost at sea. Yoshitsune may have won the War, hut not in the way
Yoritomo had hoped,

1.
2.

_______________________
For the Battle of Dan no Ura: Azuma Kagami, V. 1, pp. 253-254; Heike Monogatari, pp.
327-341.
Azuma Kagami, V. 1, p. 252, entry for 14 March 1185.
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or worse, with what appeared to be blatant disregard of Yoritomo’s most cherished aim. When
the new of the victory reached Kamakura on 11 April with the list of Taira survivors and the
two treasures secured, it is reported that Yoritomo pointedly remained silent.(1)
A few days later, on 15 April, another report arrived from the front that infuriated
Yoritomo. Apparently Yoshitsune had been assigning his retainers as governors to some of the
territories he had taken from the Taira as a reward, without a word of consultation with
Yoritomo, and the report contained the list of 24 new appointees, Which included the names of
his closest followers such as Sato Tadanobu. Yoritomo at once responded by issuing a stiff
order that these who accepted appointments without his approval were forbidden to return east,
and that should they dare to do so, they would not only lose their (previously assigned) fiefs
but also suffer the death penalty.(2) Yoritomo’s stern reaction indicates that he took strong
exception to his brother’s ‘irregular’ conduct which, however unintentional, again appeared to
undermine his authority.
Within a week, on 21 April, yet another damaging report reached Yoritomo from the
southern front in the form of a letter despatched by one of Yoritomo’s trusted senior generals,
Kajiwara Kagetoki. A veteran warrior, Kajiwara fought with Noriyori’s force at Ichinotani in
February 1184, and then, having stayed in the Kinki region (the western provinces near the
capital, Kyoto) to administer the area as Yoritomo’s deputy,

1.
2.

_______________________
Ibid., p. 258, entry for 11 April 1185.
Ibid., pp. 260-261, entry for 15 April 1185.
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joined Yoshitsune in his 1185 campaign at Yashima and Dan no Ura. His letter assures
Yoritomo fist of all that the Minamoto victory was nothing short of the work of divine
providence, by reciting all the miraculous happenings which occurred during the campaign,
and then goes on to criticise Yoshitsune in the manner of a subtle personal protest.
Master Hogan (Yoshitsune’s title) was sent to lead the Kamakura
samurai as your deputy and has ended the war. Although he believes that
the victory was solely to his own credit, it was won by the efforts of
many of us. We all endeavoured to obtain this goal with a single heart,
not because of our feelings for Hogan but because of our respect and
devotion to Kamakura. But after defeating the Taira, Hogan’s behaviour
is becoming exceedingly out of step, and (as a result) there is no longer a
feeling of truth, sincerity, harmony and order among ourselves, generals
and soldiers alike, as if we were treading on thin ice. It is particularly so
in my case. Since I am familiar with your will, being a close retainer of
yours, I try to admonish him whenever I find him deviating from your
will. But such an act of reproof is not appreciated, and more likely
receives punishment. Now that the war is over, there seems little need for
me to work closely (with Yoshitsune). Thus I wish to be rerelieved of my
duty and to return home as soon as possible.
The letter proved to be a decisive factor in the worsening relationship between the two
brothers; Azuma Kagami sums up the official reaction by commenting afterwards:
Yoshitsune asserts his own ideas, and does not obey Kamakura’s will.
Moreover, he acts freely according to his own feelings and inclinations,
thus causing resentment among others. Kajiwara’s case is not an
exception.(2)
On 29 April, Yoritomo sent out messages to his generals on the western and southern fronts
that Yoshitsune was now acting without authority.

_______________________
1.
Ibid., v. 1, p. 265, entry for 21 April 1185.
2.
Azuma Kagami, V. 1, p. 265.
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and that his orders were henceforth not to be obeyed by those who swore allegiance to
Kamakura.(1)
The message must have travelled fast to the west. For, on 7 May, Yoshitsune’s envoy
arrived at Kamakura with his letter avowing his loyalty (which reportedly only angered
Yoritomo even further).(2) On the same day in Kyoto. Yoshitsune set out for Kamakura with
the captive of the War. Taira Munemori, unaware of the rapidly deteriorating situation in the
east. Perhaps young Yoshitsune was still hopeful that seeing his brother face to face would
resolve the differences between them. But the trip, which ought to have been his triumphant
homecoming, ended in indignity. His party was halted at Koshigoe on the outskirts of
Kamakura, subjected to an infuriating wait for ‘further instructions’ for nearly three weeks (17
May - 9 June), and then ordered to go back to Kyoto without even setting foot in Kamakura,
let alone having an audience with Yoritomo. Yoshitsune is reported to have written a number
of appeals to Yoritomo during the wait(3) but none seems to have had any effect on his
hardened attitude. It is not difficult to imagine how Yoshitsune must have felt then. Even
Azuma Kagami comments in a

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
Ibid., p. 269; also see entries for 4, 5 and 7 May 1185, pp. 271-273.
Ibid., p. 273. Azuma Kagami notes that Yoritomo was angered particularly by the fact
that while Noriyori had been sending detailed reports regularly from the southern front
and consulting with Yorimoto about important matters, Yoshitsune had neglected this,
and was prepared to send his personal envoy only to defend his position when he heard
of Yoritomo’s displeasure.
The of these letters (one sent to Yoritomo’s political officer Okawa Hiromoto on 24
May) later became famous as “the Koshigoe letter”, and is a moving protest. The full
text is recorded in Azuma Kagami, V. 1, pp. 279-280, and is translated into English in
The Nobility of Failure by I. Morris, pp. 85-86.
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sympathetic tone:
Yoshitsune must have expected quite resonably that once he travelled
east (to Kamakura), he would be granted a congenial audience (with his
brother) to talk about the Taira conquest, to be questioned on this and that
about it, and to receive a well-deserved word of that about from
Yoritomo for his great achievement of appreciation the last of his great
ambitions. But contrary to his expectations, he was denied an audience
and was forced to return to Kyoto unrequited. The grudge he now must
bear (against his brother) must be deeper than the old grudge (he bore
against the Taira).(1)
Indeed, Yoshitsune’s patience finally broke. It is reported that as he left Koshigoe, he declared,
“Those who bear a grudge against Kamakura, follow me!”.(2) The gauntlet had been thrown
down, and Yoritomo responded in kind, by recalling all the 24 Taira fiefs given to his brother
after the War.(3)
Upon returning to Kyoto, Yosbitsune sought an alliance with his uncle Yukiie and the
backing of the court in what was later revealed to be a proposed coup against Kamakura.
Hearing rumours to this effect, Yoritomo sent an envoy to Kyoto (2 September) cunningly to
urge his brother to mount a campaign against Yukiie. Yoshitsune declined to do so, as
expected, on grounds of ill health. Yoritomo took this as a clear sign of Yoshitsune’s
conspiratorial intention, and thereupon sent a small army of assassins to finish him once and
for all. But their assault on Yoshitsune’s Kyoto residence (17 October) was foiled, and
Yoshitsune, seizing the opportunity, obtained an imperial order to rebel against Kamakura the
very next day. Now the quarrel was in the open,

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Azuma Kagani, V. 1, pp. 284-285.
Ibid., p. 285.
Ibid., p. 285.
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propelling the brother. into an outright confrontation in war. And in Kamakura Yoritomo
declared that he himself would go to the capital to lead the fight against the rebels.(1)
Luck, however, was not on Yoshitsune’s side. In the face of the impending arrival of the
Kamakura force, he failed to enlist enough allies: the sympathetic aristocrats were impotent
when it came to military matters, and as for the samurai clans in the provinces neighbouring on
the capital, few even of those who sympathized with Yoshitsune were prepared to risk their
own necks against Yoritomo’s growing power in the east. So, on 3 November, two days after
Yoritome’s arrival at Kisegawa in Suruga province, Yoshitsune and his entourage (a few
hundred men and a dozen or so ladies) sailed out of Daimotsu bay for the southern island of
Kyushu, where he hoped to mobilize a force for the future campaign. But alas, as luck would
have it a fierce storm struck his fleet on the third day and wrecked them all, leaving only a
handful of survivors. Yoshitsune is reported to have taken shelter at Tennoji (near Osaka) that
night, and then disappeared into Mt. Yoshino, not to reveal his whereabouts (apart from
rumours) for the next two years.(2)
Meanwhile the political situation in the capital underwent a

1.
2.

_______________________
Ibid., pp. 314-323, entries for 22-24 October 1185.
Azuma Kagmi, V.1, pp. 325-328, entries for 3-7 November 1185. Gyokuyo (entries for
the same dates) describes the events in more detail. Kanezane praises the peaceful retreat
of Yoshitsune’s force from the capital, for it was feared that his warriors might ravage
the city before they left. He comments: “The people high and low all rejoiced at the
peaceful manner in which they retreated”.
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reversal. The court, now fearful of Yoritimo’s retribution, ingratiatingly changed sides; they
stripped Yoshitsune of his imperial titles in his absence, and issued an imperial order to hunt
him down, naming him a traitor.(1) Thus began a desperate search for Yoshitsune, which
continued for two years, until finally a report reached Kamakura (21 February 1187) that he
had taken refuge with Fujiwara Hidehira, the chieftain of the powerful samurai clan in the
north.(2)
It was not until the untimely death of the grand old man Hidehira some eight months
later (29 October 1187) that Yoritomo finally made a move to plot his brother’s end. With the
outbreak of strife between the three Fujiwara brothers over the succession following their
father’s death, Yoritomo conspired with one of them, and encouraged him, with an imperial
order,(3) to betray his brothers and their honoured guest Yoshitsune. Thus, on 30 April 1189,
Fujiwara Yasuhira and his cavalry, several hundred strong, attacked Yoshitsune at his retreat
in Koromokawa. It is reported that Yoshitsune’s handful of gallant followers fought a heroic
battle in their master’s defence. When all was lost, Yoshitsune retired to his residence and,
after killing his wife and his four year old daughter, took his own life by the sword. To confirm
his

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
Kazuma Kagami. V. 1, pp. 328-330.
Ibid., p. 460. Hidehira was the very same chieftain with whom Yoshitsune took refuge
for several years as a youth before he joined Yoritomo in 1180. Although by then
Yoritomo controlled many of the eastern and western provinces of the main island,
Hidehira was still the supreme ruler of the north, reigning over his autonomous territory
of Oshu, which was virtually impregnable even for Yoritomo. This army Probably one
of the reasons why Yoritomo did not dare send his army right away to capture
Yoshitsune.
Azuma Kagami, v. 1, p. 568, entry for 11 December 1188.
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death his head was sent to Kamakura, and was inspected by Yoritomo’s officials on 13 June
1189.(1)
Yoshitsune lived an intensely dramatic life in a turbulent age of civil war and political
uncertainty. His meteoric raise to fame as a brilliant and heroic commander of the Minamoto
force was abruptly transformed into a catastrophic political downfall that condemned him to
the ignominious life of a fugitive and eventually to death, Indeed the split between the light
and dark aspects of his life could not have been more dramatic, nor more tragic, and
accordingly it became the source of a great myth in the centuries to come. In order to gauge the
extent to which the myth developed later, it is necessary to clarify the causes of Yoshitsune’s
tragedy in historical terms. Was he an Innocent victim of political circumstances, one “more
sinned against than sinning, as the legend makers would later make out? Or was he guilty in
part of inviting his own downfall?
Judging from the account given by Azuma Kagami, there is no doubt that Yoshitsune
himself was as much responsible for his downfall through his own brash conduct as were the
political circumstances in which he found himself. His contemporaries portrayed him as a
proud, flamboyant but somewhat assertive young man of volatile temperament, prone to
impulsive actions. While his affectionate relationship with his close subordinates often drew
praise, and his honesty and decency were never

1.

_______________________
Ibid., V.2, p. 18, entry for 30 April 1189; p. 21, entry for 13 June 1189. The inspection
took place in Koshigoe; Yoshitsune was allowed to enter Kamakura even after his death.
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in question(1) It is also true that his brash conduct, however innocent his motives may have
been, more than once resulted in undermining Yoritomo’s authority, much to his irritation, not
to mention the antagonism it caused among some of the senior generals who worked under
Yoshitsune, as Kajiwara’a letter indicates. To suppose that such conduct would be tolerated by
the prudent Yoritomo was indeed political naivete on Yoshitsune’s part. For any sign of
disobedience from a young man of his military excellence would of necessity have been taken
as a threat to the stability of the fledgling Kamakura authority.
To make matters worse, there was one underlying political circumstance that set the
brothers apart almost from the start. That was Yoshitsune’s close connection with Fujiwara
Hidehira, the chieftain of the powerful northern samurai clan. As a youth fleeing from the
Taira hand, Yoshitsune had taken refuge in the north and spent several years under the
patronage of Hidehira, in fact right up to the time when he first appeared at Yoritomo’s camp
at Kisegawa in October 1180. It is therefore not too much to say that Hidehira had been a
father-figure to Yoshitsune, who had lost his own father while he was still an infant. But for
Yoritomo, the up-and-coming young chieftain of a once disgraced samurai clan, the situation
was entirely different. As the autonomous

1.

_______________________
Azuma Kagami often refers to Yoshitsune’s emotional involvement with his loyal
followers with a note of admiration; e.g., concerning his conduct at the death of one of
his closest subordinates, Sato Tsuginobu, at the battle of Yashima (V. 1, p.244). Also
Fujiwra Kanezane, who observed Yoshitsune’s conduct during his stay in the capital,
praises his bravery, humanity and justice, saying that Yoshitsune will be remembered as
one of the most upright and honourable samurai of all time (Gyokuyo, entries for 3-7
November 1185).
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ruler of the vast impregnable northern teritory, Hidehira had been a great power to reckon
with, if not a downright threat to his own life. To confirm this, for instance, the rumour ran
high in the capital, only few months after Yoshitsune’s arrival at the Kisegawa camp, that
Taira Kiyomori had secretly ordered Hidehira to assassinate the rebellious Yoritomo.(1)
Furthermore, It became public knowledge in August 1181 that the court had actually issued an
imperial order to Hidehira is the north to subjugate Yoritomo’s traitorous uprising(2) Therefore
Yoritomo had every reason to be suspicious of his half-brother When he turned up straight
from Hidehira’s bosom, and to keep a watchful eye on his conduct. It is telling in this respect
that when Yoritomo held a rite for the purpose of imprecating Hidehira’s death in Enoshima in
April 1182, Yoshitsune was notably absent: his name is not included in the list of high-ranking
Kamakura samurai who attended the ritual.(3) As it turned out, Yoshitsune did flee north in the
end to take refuge with the old Hidehira once again, perhaps vindicating Yoritomo’s long held
suspicion as to where his brother’s heart truly lay.
In addition there was another political factor that aggravated the already fragile
relationship between the brothers. Yoshitsune, who stayed in the capital during and after the
War, proved himself to be an
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_______________________
Fujiwara Kanezane comments on this rumour: Gyokuyo, entries for 4-12 December
1180 and again in March 1181.
Gyokuyo, entries for 6, 12 and 15 August 1181; Azuma Kagami, V. 1, entry for 13
August 1181.
Azuma Kagami, V. 1, p. 115, entry for 5 April 1182.
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effective Kamakura envoy, emerging as a popular figure among the aristocrats and the court,
especially with the Retired Emperor Goshirakawa. This, however, could only have been
alarming to Yoritomo, who stayed in Kamakura and was himself endeavouring to establish a
respectable working relationship with the court to legitimize his power, perhaps Yoritomo’s
worst fear was confirmed when Yoshitsune bypassed his authority in accepting the imperial
honours without his approval. The anger Yoritomo showed at the news is a clear reflection of
his anxiety over his brother’s personal dealings with the court and Goshirakawa. And who
could blame Yoritomo? Here was an assertive young man of brilliant military abilities, the
popular champion of the Genpei War, well favoured by the court and imperial house and well
connected with the powerful samurai clan in the north. Given Yoritomo’s ambition and the
uncertain political climate of the time, it was a matter of prudence that he should remain
vigilant and want to isolate his half-brother just as soon as the War was won. And Yoshitsune,
by virtue of his youthfully unguarded brashness, helped his brother to engineer his own
downfall. The tragedy was that till the end, Yoshitsune did not seem to appreciate the gravity
of the threat he himself posed to his beloved brother.

2. The Contemporary View: the Beginning of Myth
Within a few years of his death, Yoshitsune was already a subject for story-tellers,
featuring in two narratives of the early Kamakura period, Heiji Monogatari (compiled 11801190) and Heiji Monogatari (1191-1219). The stories in these narratives, which cover the
Taira-
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Minamoto rivalry from the Heiji revolt to the Genpei war, are believed to be quasi-historical
elahorations based on eye-witnesses’ accounts of the events, and add illuminating details to the
aparse account recorded in Azuma Kagami. But they also contain elements of fiction,
especially in dealing with two crucial issues of Yoshitsune’s life, his supreme military skill and
his downfall, indicating that the mythologization of his story had already begun.
Heiji Monogatari gives an account of the abortive Heiji coup (1159) in which
Yoshitsune’s father attempted to overthrow his rival Taira Kiyomori (and his court allies), and
includes a chapter that relates Yoshitsune’s childhood, i.e., his time at Mt. Kurama as a novice
in religious training and his subsequent journey north to Oshu to take refuge with Fujiwara
Hidehira. What draws our attention in this account is a passage that refers to how the 11 year
old Yoshitsune, still a novice at Kurama, acquired the martial skill for which he later became
famous:
At Kurama he studied his books all day, then throughout the night he
trained himself in fighting. It is said that he learned his martial arts from a
‘tengu’(1) nightly at Sojogadake on Kurama mountain; so it is not
surprising that the martial skills (he displayed in battle) such as ‘fast-leg’
and ‘high-leap’ did not seem like the work of man.(2)

1.

2.

_______________________
A tengu is a mythological creature believed to possess magic power to foresee the future
and to perform supernatural feats like flying and causing sudden swirls of wind.
Originally a mountain spirit, ‘tengu’ was first mentioned in Nihon Shoki (720). Later
integrated into Buddhist thought, it was believed that tengu were reincarnations of men
who were too arrogant to be converted to Buddhism whilst they lived. still later, the
tengu concept merged with the snug of Buddhism, and tengu began to appear in myth
dressed like Shugendo monks who had achieved the secret of using magic. (Nihon
Shukyo Jiten,. P. 420).
Heiji Monogatari, op. cit., p. 467.
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The passage reveals that Yoshitsune’s supreme military skill had already become legendary
even among his contemporaries, and that there had already arisen a myth relating his
‘superhuman’ martial feats to the magic power of a tengu. The most brilliant aspect of
Yoshitsune’s life was his military achievement, and accordingly the story pays tribute by
ascribing his invincibility to supernatural elements.
In Heike Monogatari, a great epic that recounte the rise and fall of the Taira, Yoshitsune
makes an appearance as the youthful commander of the Minamoto force at the height of the
Genpei War. Here we find a vivid portrayal of Yoshitsune as well as details of some of the
events that led to his eventual downfall. The most striking information in this narrative is its
surprisingly unflattering depiction of Yoshitsune’s physical appearance. “The diminutive
youth”, as referred to by Azuma Kagami,(1) is described here by his Taira opponents as “white
in complexion, short in height, with his front teeth protruding conspicuously.’(2) In fact his
unimpressive size is such that it often becomes a target for ridicule by the Taira warriors: as
one of them boasts before the battle of Dan no Ura, “However valiant his spirit may be, what
kind of an opponent will such a kid make? I shall tuck him under my arm and throw him into
the sea”.(3) And Yoshitsune himself is well aware of his Physical disadvantage. In the battle of
Yashima, he dives into the sea in the middle of the fighting to recover his fallen bow. When
one general rebukes him for risking his life for a mere bow, he replies that should

1.
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_______________________
See page 212 in this chapter.
Ibid., p. 330.
Ibid., pp. 321-322.
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his lightweight bow fall into the hands of the enemy, the Minamoto commander would be a
laughing stock among the Taira.(1) Although we cannot be certain of the historical validity of
these tales, the realistic depiction of Yoshitsune’s physique here makes a sharp contrast to the
beautiful image presented in the later legend.
The same realism is reflected in the portrayal of Yoshitsune’s character, one of the
crucial factors in his downfall as recounted by Azuma Kagami. On the battlefield, he is drawn
as a courageous and inspiring commander who thrives on resourcefulness and speed to win
battle, though there is no mention here of his possible connection with the power of a
supernatural agency, despite the numerous accounts given of his amazing feats in fighting. Off
the field, he is portrayed as a sensitive young man of “nasake-fukai” (deeply affectionate and
sympathetic) nature, especially in his relationships with his close followers and ladies, and a
number of episodes show how vulnerable he can be (in his judgement) when his emotion is
touched.(2)
But also in several episodes he emerges as a brash, self-assertive young warrior of great
ambition, just as detected by the Kamakura authorities in Azuma Kagami. For example,
observe the argument that took place between him and one of his senior generals, Kajiwara
Kagetoki, at the port of Watanabe before the battle of Yashima. Kajiwara was of course the
very general who despatched that critical letter to Yoritomo at the end of the War.(3) The Heike
account of their
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_______________________
Heike Monogatari, op. cit., episode ‘Floating Bow’ (pp.321-322).
Ibid., episodes ‘Tsuginobu Saigo’ (pp. 311-316) and ‘Fumi no Sata’ (pp. 356-357).
See page 223 in this chapter.
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dispute over ‘reverse oar.’ will illuminate those aspects of Yoshitsune’s temperament which
may well have caused unease, if not outright antagonism, among his senior generals, as
Kajiwara’s letter insinuated in Azuma Kagami.
The Minamoto forces had gathered at the western seaports ready to cross the inland sea
to the island of Shikoku, to fight a battle at the Taira stronghold of Yashima. But the weather
prevented them from sailing.
16 February: On this day, the ships which had congregated at the ports of
Watanabe and Kansaki prepared to sail out. As the ships cast off from the
quay, a fierce north wind howled, breaking down the trees, and huge
waves beat upon the ships causing damage; so they could not sail this
day but stayed in for repair. At Watanabe various ranking daimyo
(samurai chiefs) gathered and spoke: “Come to think of it, we have not
had much training in fighting with ships. What are we to do?” Kajiwara
answered, “For this battle we shall fit our ships with ‘reverse oars’”.
“Reverse oars? What on earth are you talking about?”, asked Yoshitsune.
Kajiwara replied, “On horseback, one can ride easily in whichever
direction one wishes, turning left or right. It is important that we should
be able to turn the ships around to retreat quickly. So let us fit our ships
with oars at both stern and bow ends, and with an extra helm at the side,
so we may be able to move them in any direction necessary”. Yoshitsune
then said, “In battle, even if one is determined not to retreat an inch, one
is normally forced to retreat when the situation worsens. What good will
it do to prepare for a retreat from the start? It is a bad start. Reverse oars
or return oars, fit your ship with a hundred or a thousand of them if you
like. Yoshitsune shall go just as it is”. Kajiwara said in reply, “A great
commander is one who knows when to advance and when to retreat, and
so knows how to preserve his life until he destroys the enemy. One
geared only to one course (of advancing) is called a boar warrior, and no
one respects such a fighter”. Yoshitsune replied, “A wild boar or wild
deer, I don’t care. For me, the only satisfying way to win a battle is by
pushing (forward and attacking the enemy) until one wins”. Listening to
their argument, samurai present did not laugh aloud, fearing Kajiwara,
but their eyes glittered and their noses moved in exchange, and they
whispered among themselves that the battle had
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already begun between Yoshitsune and Kajiwara, amongst the allies.(1)
This dispute is a classic case of conflict between a brash young commander and a wily veteran
general. For the all-daring Yoshitsune, Kajiwara’s sensible caution seems nothing but a sign of
cowardice, and he does not hesitate to express his contempt. while Kajiwara in turn sneers at
Yoshitsune’s boldness as the recklessness of an arrogant young warrior, verging on stupidity.
That night Yoshitsune ordered his men to sail despite the storm, threatening the frightened
seamen at arrow-point. Five ships sailed out eventually, but all the rest stayed as Heike tells it,
“for fear of the wind or Kajiwara”.(2) Luckily Yoshitsune’s gamble paid off. His commando
ships crossed the channel in three hours (whereas it normally takes three days) and were able
to make a surprise attack on the Taira at Yashima the following morning, when they were least
expected. As Azuma Kagami recorded, the battle was von by the time the rest of the
Minamoto forces arrived a few days later, as one would expect much to the chagrin of
Kajiwara.
Yoshitsune’s self-assertive temperament is epitomised in another incident, a further
brawl with Kajiwara, that took place at the outset of the battle of Dan no Ura. When the battle
was about to begin, Kajiwara came up to Yoshitsune to ask if he could spearhead the senjin
(the first attack). As the most dangerous task in battle, spearheading the senjin was an honour
given to a worthy warrior so that he might

1.
2.

_______________________
Heike Monogatari, op. cit., pp. 304-305.
Ibid., p. 306.
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prove his valour and accordingly secure reward and promotion. But charaeteristically
Yoshitsune replied:
“You might, if Yoshitsune were not here”
“Why, you are wrong”, Kajiwara argued “You are the supreme
commander (SO there is no need for you to prove your valour)”. “Not at
all”, Yoshitune replied, “The supreme commander is Master Kamakura
(Yoritomo), and I am under his command just as you are”. Kajiwara,
having thus failed to press his desire for spearheading the senjin,
muttered, “Why, this man was not born to be a master of samurai”.
Overhearing this remark, Yoshitsune cried out, “You - the biggest fool in
Japan!”, putting his hand on the hilt of his sword Kajiwara, shouting “I
have no other master than Lord Kamakura!”, also reached for the hilt of
his sword.(1)
Kajiwara was held back, surrounded by Yoshitsune’s men, and so was Yoshitsune, restrained
by a general who reminded him of the impending battle against the Taira. The Heike narrative
concludes this episode by saying that “Kajiwara could not advance an inch. From then on, we
hear, Kajiwara hated Yoshitsune to the bone and succeeded in getting rid of him in the end by
making slanders against him”.(2)
Indeed, from these incidents it appears that Kajiwara may well have been justified in
bearing a grudge against Yoshitsune, as he does emerge as an arrogant, self-assertive and
ambitious young warrior who could be ruthless with his men.
However, when it comes to the subject of Yoshitsune’s downfall, the Heike authors
refuse to cast a shadow upon him but place the blame squarely on Kajiwara’s slanders, and it
is here that the narrative finally steps into the domain of fiction. Historically, we have observed

1.
2.

_______________________
Heike Monogatari, op. cit., pp. 327-329.
Ibid., p. 329.
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that Yoshitsune’s downfall was caused by a combination of political factors in which both his
own brash conduct and Kajiwara’s accusatory letter played heir part. Ironically, Heike
Monogatari itself confirms Yoshitsune’s fault in part through its candid depiction of his
character. But as Yoshitsune’s misfortune becomes public knowledge after his abortive trip to
Kamakura at the end of the War, the Heike authors have only this comment to make:
From Emperor to commoner, everyone was puzzled as to why this
(Yoshitsune’s estrangement from his brother) should have happened
when he ought instead to have been rewarded amply for bringing peace
to the country by defeating the Taira. But this happened because
Kajiwara made slanderous remarks about Yoshitsune, out of the grudge
he bore him for making a fool of him in their dispute over ‘reverse oars’
at the port of Watanabe, Settsu province, when they were preparing to
leave for Yashima.(1)
To reinforce this view, they introduce a villainous Kajiwara at a critical moment of
Yoshitsune’s life, on the very day his triumphant arrival is expected in Kamakura. In sharp
contrast to the subtlety of his Azuma Kagami letter, (2) the Heike Kajiwara whispers in
Yoritomo’s ear the incendiary remark: “the whole of Japan now obeys you in all corners but I
dare say your brother Kuro Hogan is your last enemy”, and goes on to recite Yoshitsune’s
rebellious conduct during the war.(3) And Yoritomo, who has been peeved by his brother’s
rising esteem and Popularity in the capital after the War, readily succumbs to Kajiwara’s
slanders and at once sends his cavalry to prevent Yoshitsune from entering Kamakura.

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Heike Monogatari, op. cit., p. 385.
See page 223 in this chapter.
Ibid., p. 363.
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The two narratives compiled during the early Kamakura period show that the
Yoshitsune story had already become a subject of myth to two key respects. Heike
Monogatari, in tribute to the hero’s brillant military achievements, recorded a myth that related
his legendary martial skills to the magic power of a tengu. Heike Monogatari, in a sympathetic
treatment of Yoshitsune’s downfall, revealed that there had already arisen a popular sentiment
to exonerate the hero by casting him in the role of an innocent victim wronged by a villainous
opponent, Kajiwara. Subsequently, these two themes were to become central in the making of
the Yoshitsune legend.

3. The Emergence of the legendary Yoshitsune: Gikeiki
It seems that during the next couple of centuries numerous Yoshitsune stories were
popularly told and developed by authors of various persuasions in the provinces, especially in
the regions where Yoshitsune was believed to have travelled as a fugitive.(1). By the end of the
14th century, the main body of these tales had been compiled into a definitive and
comprehensive narrative on the hero’s life, known today as Gikeiki or the Chronicle of
Yoshitsune.(2)

1.
2.

_______________________
The early development of the Yoshitsune legend is discussed in Yanagida, K. “Gikeiki
Seicho no Jidai” (Yukiguni no Haru, Sogendo, 1940, pp. 249-272.
Gikeiki is the earliest and the only comprehensive legendary narrative on Yoshitsune
extant, believed to have been compiled into the present form during 1331-1400. The
English translation. McCullough, H.C., Yoshitsune, University of Tokyo, 1966.
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Gikeiki marks a clear departure from history, signalling the popular emergence of
Yoshitune legends in the mid and late Muromachi era (1333-1568). Unlike Azuma Kagami
and the Kamakura narratives, which mainly concerned the historically known aspects of the
hero’s life, Gikeiki focuses its attention on the hitherto obscure parts of it, namely his boyhood
and his fugitive days. For instance, the scant historical information on his childhood (a
reference of a few lines in Azuma Kagami)(1) is expanded here into a 113-page biographical
account of his boyhood, full of adventurous and eye-opening episodes, from his birth to the
day he joins in the Minamoto uprising at the age of 20. Similarly, his fugitive days - virtually
unknown to official history - are fully recounted in 180 pages, while the familiar historical
events, from his first battle at Ichinotani to his withdrawal from the capital upon his political
downfall after the War, are summarized in a modest 52 pages. This clearly indicates that the
majority of the Gikeiki episodes represent popular legendary tales that had emerged since the
days of Heiji and Heike Monogatari.
Accordingly, as the young Yoshitsune steps into the opening chapters of Gikeiki, we
note that he has gone through a radical change during the past centuries to re-emerge here as a
fully-fledged legendary hero, already endowed with that unique image which is to become his
signature throughout the middle ages and beyond. Since this image summarizes the essence of
the legendary character, we shall first of all examine what it is and what it signifies.

1.

_______________________
See page 214, footnote 1 in this chapter.
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The infant Yoshitsune survived the aftermath of the Heiji revolt, and at the age of 6 was
sent to the great temple at Mt. Kurama for religious education.(1) There, as Gikeiki tells it, he
built up a reputation as an exceptional ‘chigo’ (novice) “whose scholarship, character and
features are unparallelled”.(2) gut in his ninth year at Kurama, his life took a dramatic turn. He
was visited by a priest, who turned out to he an ardent Minamoto follower, and was imbued
with pride in his Minamoto lineage and urged to lead a revolt against the Taira in revenge for
his father. Resolved, Yoshitsune secretly began martial training, and a year later, when he had
turned 16, left Kurama for Oshu to seek support from Fujiwara Hidehira.
It is at this point that Gikeiki gives a detailed description of Yoshitsune’s appearance,
establishing his image in full.
Shana-o (his boyhood name) . . . left Kurama at dawn on the second day
of February in the fourth year of Shoan. He wore first two layers of white
kosode (a type of kimono) as underwear, then one made of patterned
Chinese silk satin, and on top, a pale-coloured Katabira (a kimono made
of thin, often transparent, cloth) cut from Harimawoven hemp. On his
legs he wore a pair of wide-bottomed

1.

2.

_______________________
As the legend has it, Yoshitsune (and his two other brothers by the same mother,
Tokiwa) escaped execution because the victorious Taira Kiyomori was smitten by Lady
Tokiwa’s beauty and offered to spare her young sons’ lives in exchange for her
accommodating his desire. It was at the wish of his mother, who hoped to safegaard her
young sons’ lives, that Yoshitsune was sent to Kurama to become a priest.
Gikeiki, NKBT 37, p. 35 and also pp. 41 and 46.
In the middle ages it was customary for aristocratic and upper samurai families in
the capital to send their sons to the great temples, these being the only educational
institutions in those days. (Some, like Yoshitsune, were sent to become priests after
apprenticeship.) These yet unbearded boys (5 - 16 years old) were called ‘chigo’.
Between their studies, these boys, still dressed in the elegant and colourful clothing they
brought from home, served the elderly priests in a page-like capacity and, it is said, often
formed close relationships with their masters.
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white hakama (trousers). His hitatare (a top garment worn over katabita
and hakama) was made of rich Tang-woven damask, and underneath he
secretly wore a corselet of Shikitae-made. Be carried one dagger encased
in a scabbard lined with dark navy brocade and one fine sword of a gold.
His face was adorned with light make-up, with the eyebrows delicately
drawn and the hair rolled up high. He stood forlorn for a moment within
the walls of his room - perhaps someone, visiting his room after he had
gone might remember him and miss him, he thought; so he took out his
flute of Chinese bamboo and played it for a while. Then tearfully, he
descended Kurama, hoping that at least the sound of his flute might
remain in his room as his remeanbrance.(1)
The passage illuminates several essential features that now form Yoshitsune’s persona. First of
all, the meticulous description of his clothing creates an exclusively noble image: surprisingly,
that of an aristocratic prince. For example, wearing a double White kosode for underwear as
he does was regarded in the early middle ages as an extravagant habit associated only with
aristocrats, as also was the type of white hakama that he wears.(2) Similarly, a hitatare, though
originally a samurai garment despised for its rough material by the nobility, was by then a
fashionable item of clothing for noblement, often cat from rich silk, and Yoshitsune’s is made
of Tang-woven, probably gold-threaded, silk damask, a material described as so precious that
it was worn only by “the most noble personages”.(3) Furthermore, the young hero wears makeup, as did the noblemen and the chigo boys of the

_______________________
1.
Gikeiki. op. cit., pp. 53-54.
2.
Ibid., note 24, pp. 53-54; note 2, p. 92. See also Nihon Fukuso shi Jiten, ed. by
Kawabata, S. Tokyo-do, 1969.
3.
Gikeiki, note 29, p. 54. See also Nihon Fukusoshi Jiten, V. 7, P. 362.
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time,(1) and plays a flute like a well-bred son of the aristocracy.
Indeed, this refined, almost effeminate, aristocratic image in white and gold silk is a far
cry from the battle-hardened aggressive young samurai of the Kamakura period, who was
mocked by his enemies for his unflattering features.
Secondly, inherent in this beautiful image is one of the mo intriguing assets that
Yoshitsune is now given: eroticism, or to be precise the type of ambivalent eroticism
associated with a beautiful boy. Earlier in the narrative the chigo Yoshitsune is praised more
than once by the Kurama priests as having ‘incomparable features’;(2) so there is no doubt that
the buck-toothed young samurai has now been transformed into something of a beautiful boy
wonder. And here the author details his physical appearance obsessively as if he was some
pretty adorable object to be doted on. All this suggests that Yoshitsune is drawn here not
merely as a noble prince but also as a beautifully erotic subject, with possible romantic or
sexual associations. Indeed, the very fact that the young hero is an exquisitely dressed chigo
supports this assumption, because chigo boys cloistered in the monastic medieval temples, as
he was for 10 years, were well

1.

2.

_______________________
It is significant that Yoshitsune continues to wear make-up even after he ceases to be a
chigo upon leaving Kurama. For example, he is described as drawing his eyebrows and
wearing ‘ohaguro (black manicure on the teeth), which was worn by children, aristocrats
(male) and women of that time (Gikeiki, p.84). There is no record of samurai wearing
ohaguro, except the Taira men at the height of their power, when they are said to have
emulated the habits of the aristocracy. (Kawabata, Nihon Fukuoshi Jiden, pp. 93-95)
Gikeiki, pp. 35, 41 and 46.
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known for priding themselves on their beauty and for being the objects of the sodomitic
passion of the older monks, to the extent that the term ‘chigo’ invokes a certain connotation
even today as a result.(1)
Viewed in this context, the account of Yoehitsune’s melancholy, departure in the
passage also attests to this particular aspect of his character, subtly alluding to a romantic
involvement he might have had at Kurama during his stay. One of the few extant historical
facts about his boyhood was that he was once a chigo at Kurama. On the basis of this scant
Information the Gikelki authors (many of who are believed to have been travelling mountainmonks) found legitimate grounds for making the pale-faced diminutive Yoshitsune a desirable
romantic figure.
There is another intriguing element to be observed in this new image of the hero. In the
tradition of popular folk rites, some children, especially boys, were believed to have a special
capacity to attract kami, and thus took part in the ritual as ‘yorishiro’ (mediums), vearing
make-up as a sign of their ‘miko’ or shaman status. So, in this tradition, make’up on the face of
a boy, like Yoshitsune’s, symbolized his shamanistic capacity, and was even taken as a mark
of the divine presence within him during the rite as he became kamikakari.(2) It is
1.

2.

_______________________
It is said that these chigo boys who wore make-up actively competed in their pretty
looks and lavish clothing, presumably to attract the attention of their elders. As the result
of this historical connection, the term ‘chigo’ is described in the dictionary today as “a
beautiful boy who becomes an object of sodomy”, alongside its authentic meaning: “the
made-up boys who attend religious rites”. (Shincho Japanese Dictionary, p.1224). See
also note 2, p. 241. in this chapter.
The most interesting example is given in Carmen Blacker’s recent study of shamanistic
practices in Japan, The Catalpa Bow (George Allen & Unwin, 1975, p.254): “...a
number of matsuri (folk rites) still survive which bear unmistakable traces of having
once included an oracular utterance through a medium. Sometime the utterance itself has
been lost: the medium appears and is thrown (contd. p.245)
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therefore very likely that the young hero adorned with make-up would have been taken as a
miko by the medieval audience (the listeners to the tales), who were undoubtedly well-versed
in the tradition of folk rites. Indeed, several factors point to the confirmation of his putative
shamanistic capacity: he is a boy, he lived in a religious environment, he is accustomed to
serving in ritual as a chigo, he wears make-up and continues to wear it in his post-Kurama
days, and above all be is called by the unusual boyhood names of Shana-o (/?/) and Ushiwaka
(/?/), later coined as Ushiwaka-maru (/?/), as every Japanese child knows. This last point is
particularly illuminating, because, according to the celebrated folklorist Yanagida, miko boys
in antiquity were customarily called by just such names with the unusual ending of either ‘o’
(/?/) or ‘maru’ (/?/), as in Matsu-o (/?/) and Taromaru (/?/).(1) Since Yoshitsune’s boyhood
names given in Gikeiki
(contd. from p. 244) into a state of trance, and he remains dumb throughout the rite. A
good example may be seen in the matsuri still observed in a couple of dozen shrines in Tosa;
here a child is thrown into a state of trance resembling deep sleep, set upon a horse at the head
of the procession, and kept in that condition all day until the festivities are over. The trance is
induced by incantations, and by painting the face of the child white, for it is only when the
white paint is removed at the end of the day that the child ‘wakes up’.
Clearly the child once, as in the Abisha-ho itself, acted as the medium for the deity,
transmitting his answers to questions asked by the village”.
1.

_______________________
Yanagida, K. “Matsu-o Kenji no Monogatari” (YKZ, V. 9, pp.99-105 Tsukuma, 1962).
Yanagida contends that these names originally signified that the namesake was qualified
as ‘a child of kami’ , i.e., miko. He argues as one of the possible reasons for this that the
character ‘o’ (/?/) in the Japanese name means in Chinese ‘shaman’. Although Yanagida
does not mention it in his study. I would like to call attention to the fact that the fourth
shaman who was possessed by Sugawara’s onryo in the 10th century was a boy called
Taro-maru (/?/): see chapter 1, p. 55 and Yamagami, Miko no Rekishi, p.146. We may
also note that according to Soga Monogatari, the young Soga Goro was called Hako-o
(/?/), while he was a chigo at Hakone. since the young Goro partook of the deity Fudo
Myojin’s super-valour in Tsuwamono Kongen Soga (chapter J, pp.164-165), and was to
be enshrined as Ara-hito-kami (violent-man-god) after his death, his miko status as
signified by his boyhood name is important.
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have no historical basis.(1) we must ask why these unusual names were chosen. Given the
popular folk tradition and Yoshitsune’s tengu connection already circulating in the legend, it
would not be at all surprising if the Gikeiki authors wanted to create a miko Yoshitsune, to
guarantee his receptivity to supernatural influences such as the magic power of a tengu.
Finally, the passage reveals also that for all his new virtues, Yoshitsune still remains at
heart a true samurai: the corselet and golden sword he secretly wears under his damask hitatare
are symbolic reminders of his origin and the legendary martial skill that he conceals beneath
his gentle appearance.
Thus, as Yoshitsune leaves Kurama fox his great adventure in the opening chapters of
Gikeiki, his persona is clearly established: a noble, beautiful and erotic young prince who
combines the shamanistic capacities of a miko with the supreme swordsmanship of an
invincible warrior. It is this unique triad of virtues that forms the essence of the legendary
Yoshitsune, and creates the sense of wonder when it is in full operation.
Observe how this is displayed shortly after his descent from Kurama, in his encounter
with a gang of bandits who raid the Kagami station, where he happens to stay on his way to
Oshu. Yoshitsune is woken by the noise of the plundering bandits in the night, and, seeing Ms
cowardly companion Kichiji(2) flee, resolves to confront the bandits

1.
2.

_______________________
According to Azuma Kagami, the young Yoshitsune was simply called kuro (/?/), ‘the
ninth boy’, being the youngest son of Minamoto
Yoshitsune’s travelling companion is the gold merchant kichiji, who regularly journeys
to Oshu on business. When Kichiji made a pilgrimage to Kurama, Yoshitsune sought
him out and made this arrangement to travel with him.
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singlehanded: he fastens his corselet, takes up Ms golden sword and, draping his pretty kosode
over his head (as ladies do), stand behind a screen in wait. The bandits approach with torches,
shouting and brandishing their swords, looking for Kichiji the gold merchant.
The eight bandits, unaware of his (Yoshitsune’s) presence behind the
screen, held up their torches and caught sight, to their surprise, of
something remarkably beautiful: Shana-o was a chigo whose fame
spread from Kurama to Nara and Mt. Hiei; with his dazzlingly white
face, well manicured teeth, carefully drawn eyebrows and with his
exquisite Tang-woven kosode draped over his head, he looked no less
fair than the princess Matsura Sayo; even Ms sleep-smudged eyebrows
were so delicate that they looked as if they might be disordered by the
flutter of a nightingale; in the reign of Emperor Hsuan Tsung he would
have been compared to Yang Kuei-fei, or in the reign of Han Wu Ti he
would have been mistaken for Lady Lee. The bandits took him for a
keisei, and passed on, pushing him aside.(1)
But the next instant, to the horror and bewilderment of the bandits, the beautiful keisei
magically turns into a fierce swordsman right before their eyes, as the furious Yoshitsune,
enraged that he should be thought unworthy of a match, darts out amongst the burly men, and
instantly kills two of them with lightning swordsmanship. This amazing paradox creates a
sense of mystery - as if the nymph-like figure was suddenly possessed by some fiendish
supernatural power, that is, in the state of kamikakari.
The creation of this persona is probably the most influential contribution made by the
Gikeiki authors, for it is this image of the

1.

_______________________
Gikeiki, op. cit., pp.60-61 (The Kagami Station Episode, pp.58-62). Matsura Sayo was a
legendary beauty who was immortalized of her stone figure on a beach where she waited
for the return of her husband from battle. The two Chinese ladies mentioned are both
famous legendary beauties.
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beautiful young miko hero that dominates the later legends, even in some tales concerning the
post-war Yoshitsune.(1) But Gikeiki also develops several other themes of the Yoshitsune
story, already present in the tradition. One of the subjects that caught the Imagination of the
earlier (Kamakura) myth-makers was the hero’s supreme martial skill, and the Gikeiki authors
take up this theme and develop it along two lines, leading up to a climactic display in the
hero’s famous duel with Musashibo Benkei. the gigantic ruffian monk who subsequently
became his moth faithful and renowned follower.
Firstly, adopting the old tengu myth first mentioned in Heijj Monogatari nearly two
centuries earlier, the Gikeiki authors reinforce Yoshitsune’s supernatural connection, not only
with a tengu but also with other supernatural powers, in a most allusive passage that describes
Sojogadake, the remote peak on Mt. Kurama where the young Yoshitsune held his nightly
training. As they tell it, Sojogadake had once been a sanctuary dedicated to the “miracleworking” Kifune Myojin (Light Kami of Kifune),
where high priests and monks gathered to carry out their religious
devotions, the sound of ritual bells and kagura drums ceaselessly echoed
and the power of Kifune Myojin was felt omnipresent, but as time passed
to the age of

1.

_______________________
For example, in the medieval Noh play Ataka which dramatizes Yoshitsune’s crossing
of the Ataka pass on his fugitive journey toz Oshu, the part of Yoshitsune is traditionally
played by a boy, although historically he must have been 26 or 27 at that time. Similarly,
in the Kabuki adaptation of the same tale, Kanjincho (1840), the part is customarily
played by an ‘onna-gata’ wears actor who specializes in playing female roles). The actor
wears white make-up and plays the part with gentle nobility. Although the buck-toothed
‘unflattering’ Yoshitsune still surfaces occasionally in some tales of his fugitive journey,
this is not the face by which Yoshitsune is popularly remembered.
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Mappo(1) and the god’s power waned, the place was deserted and became
the abode of tengu, where strange cries of spirits filled the air after
sunset.(2)
At this haunted shrine, amidst the cries of nocturnal spirits and the shadowy presence of the
tengu. the Gikeiki hero is seen nightly, praying to Myojin for the success of his great venture
and training himself in martial skills. Admittedly, the allusion to his association with the
supernatural powers is oblique, and no tengu has appeared in person yet, but the young hero in
this case, it will be recalled, is a miko equipped with shamanistic receptivity to supernatural
influences, and the haunted shrine where he prays was once a popular site of kagura, i.e., tamafuri rites. Therefore, it is implied, if he so wishes and prays he can call upon and partake in the
mystic power of the tengu as well as the blessings of miracle-working Myojin, if the god is
willing, as indeed is confirmed in the lightning swordsmanship he displays against the bandits
at Kagami upon leaving Kurama.
In addition, the Gikeiki authors introduce a new episode to compliment Yoshitsune’s
martial skill further. This is his learning of the esoteric Chinese martial art called Rikuto
Hyoho. Shortly after his bravery at the Kagami station, the young hero hears of this art, which,
once mastered, enables one to perform fantastic feats such as ‘climbing high (presumably
vertical) walls’, ‘running in the air’ and ‘shooting eight arrows at once’, as proved by several
great Chinese and Japanese

1.

2.

_______________________
According to Buddhist teachings, the age of Mappo (the age of the Last Law) was the
age which was to come 1500 years after the death of Buddha, characterized by the
decline of Buddhist Law and the resulting chaos. Because of the continuous civil wars
which ravaged the country, the people of the middle ages believed that the age of Mappo
had already begun.
Gikeiki, op. cit., p. 45.
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warriors of the past. Resolving to master this amazing art, Yoshitsune invites himself to the
residence of an old sage, Oniichi Hogan, in the capital. Oniichi owns the valuable manuscript
of Rikuto Hyoho, in the despite Yoshitsune’s earnest solicitation, the old sage flatly refuses to
let him study them. (The cocky hero offers to ‘interpret’ the esoteric contents of Hyoho for the
old man in exchange, but this does not help.) The young hero insists by staging a hunger strike
but the sage is not impressed. Still determined, he secretly moves to the ladies’ quarters, and
courts Oniichi’s youngest daughter Minazuru. Of course, with his new charm and beauty, it is
not long before he wins her heart and exchanges a marriage vow; thereupon he manages to
persuade her to deliver the manuscripts from her father’s vault. She obliges, volume by
volume, and he devours them night and day locked in her room. After five months of intensive
study, Yoshitsune finally learns the whole 16 volumes, amazingly, “by heart”.(1) The episode
subsequently becomes one of the most popularly adapted tales of the legend, and accordingly
the. Hyoho theme plays as important a part as the tengu theme in mythologizing Yoshitsune’s
martial skill. Here, to celebrate the hero’s newly learned skill, the Gikeiki authors illustrate its
full extent in the famous confrontation with the ruffian warrior-monk Musashibo Benkei.(2)

_______________________
1.
Gikeiki. op. cit., The Oniichi Hogan Episode, pp. 81-98.
2.
In Azuma Kagami Benkei’s name appears once, as one of the few men who survived
the Daimotsu bay shipwreck (V.1, p.327). Gikeiki makes him into a legendary figure by
devoting a chapter to the mysterious circumstances of his birth and his notoriously
mischievous childhood as a chigo at Mt. Hiei. To highlight the enormous size and power
for which he becomes famous, Gikeiki recounts that he was born of the union between a
young aristocratic Princess and an elderly monk after an eighteen-month pregnancy with
his hair and teeth fully grown and the weight of a two year old. It also emphasizes his
ugliness and dark complexion. (Gikeiki, pp. 100-118).
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Benkei arrives at the capital at about the time Toshitsune is winding up his stay at the
Onlichi residence (alas, poor Minazuru is to be abandoned, to die of love-sickness in the end!).
Fresh from his latest escapade at Mt. Shosha.(1) Benkei decides to collect one thousand swords,
for they say, he figures, that one must have one’s treasure in thousands. Soon the rumour
spreads through the capital that “there is a ‘tengu-like’ monk some eight feet tall stalking the
night and snatching the swords of passers-by”.(2) Months pass, and Benkei’s score reaches 999.
So, one fateful night in June, Benkei is out in the vicinity of the Kitano shrine on the
momentous hunt for his final thousandth sword. After a long unsuccessful vigil awaiting a
suitable prey among the worshippers, Benkei starts to walk down Horikawa with a mind to
change his venue, when out of the blue comes the alluring sound of a flute. Curious, he
approaches the source of the melody, to find, to his great excitement, a boy nobly -dressed in a
hitatare and white corselet carrying a fine golden sword! The boy is advancing towards his
direction apparently unaware of Benkei’s presence. The ruffian monk can hardly believe his
luck: convinced that his mere look and voice alone will frighten such a “yasa-otoko”(3)
(effeminate boy) into giving away his sword, or else that he can simply push him aside and
grab it, Benkei lies in wait. But the boy is no ordinary ‘yasa-otoko’. Catching a glimpse of the
shadowy figure ahead, Yoshitsune is quick to realize

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
In this escapade, Benkei burnt down the whole temple complex at Mt. Shosha - some 54
buildings in all - over a quarrel with the other monks. Gikeiki, pp. 109-118.
Ibid., p. 119.
Gikeiki, NKBT 37, p. 120.
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that the man is the notorious sword-snatcher. Undeterred, he advances, continuing to play his
flute. Then finally emerges. Towering over the diminutive Yoshitsune, he threatens that the
boy should kindly leave his sword behind if he wishes to pass unharmed. Yoshitsune replies:
“Ah yes, I’ve heard of the great fool who hangs about the city, but I
shan’t let you have my sword so easily Come and get it if you want it”.
Aroused by the boy’s unexpected impudence, Benkei roars, “Why then,
here I come -”, and dashes forward drawing his sword. Yoshitsune,
unsheathing his shorter sword, darts to the side of the tsukiji (street wall)
to confront him. Benkei springs back astonished by the boy’s defiant
move. “Well I never, not even an oni-kami (demon-god) would dare
oppose me -”, then lunges his sword at the boy with a great killing thrust.
“You valiant rascal -!”, cries Yoshitsune, making a dodge like lightning
to Benkei’s left, thus causing his opponent’s sword to lunge right into the
wall. Now stuck, Benkei struggles to release his sword. Just as he pulls it
out, Yoshitsune runs up to kick him hard on the chest with his left foot.
Benkei drops the sword. Snatching it away, Yoshitsune cries “Ei, ya!” as
he springs up ever so lightly onto the top of the 9 foot wall. With a pain
in his chest Benkei stands petrified, feeling as if he has been robbed of
his sword by an oni-kami. Yoshitsune speaks from above, “Don’t you
ever dare repeat your ruffian act; I know all about your foolish venture.
Though I can easily take away your sword, I don’t want to be mistaken
for a thief; so I’ll let you have it back”. Yoshitsune bends Benkei’s sword
first by stamping it against the wall and then drops it. Benkei picks it up
and straightens it; then, looking grudgingly up at his opponent, grumbles
“You’ve fought unexpectedly well all right. I reckon you live in this
neighbourhood. Though I’ve failed today, I shan’t let you get away next
time”. As Benkei starts to go, Yoshitsune realizes for the first time that
the man is a yama-bushi (mountain-monk). Since when did monks make
their living by killing?”, he asks. Benkei does not reply but lies in wait
for his opponent to jump from the wall, ready to strike right at that
moment. Yoshitsune finally jumps. Benkei plunges forward to kill him,
but lo! - the boy blithely leaps back onto the wall from mid-air, some 3
feet away from the ground! One of the great wonders of the world was
King Boku of China who, having read Rikuto Hyoho, leapt up to heaven
from an eight foot wall. Now Yoshitsune, having mastered Rikuto
Hyoho, has made a leap from mid-air back to the 9 foot
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wall whence be jumped.
Stunned and humilited, Benkei returns to his lodging for the night. The duel resumes on the
following day at Kiyomizu temple, where Yoshitsune comes to perform his religious
devotions. Although Benkei makes a valiant effort, Yoshitsune beats him into total
submission, and thus wins a mighty follower.(2)
This last episode in the tales of Yoshitsune’s boyhood is a suitably conclusive tribute to
the hero’s legendary martial skill. His supreme swordsmanship, now fortified by his tengu
connection and mastery of Rikuto Hyoho, displays a magical quality, and as such is equated in
the very words of his opponent to the work of the supernatural, an oni-kami. The miraculous
aspect of his invincibility is highlighted further by the contrast between the pretty, diminutive
hero and his enormous ‘tengu-like’ opponent, as well as by his ‘miko’ image that implicitly
promises kamikakari. Indeed, the contest between the angelic miko hero dressed
predominantly in white and the hitherto untamed evil warrior-monk clad in black(3) is an
evocative image reminiscent of the ritual combat between a kami figure and an evil spirit
popularly

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
Gikeiki. pp. 121-122.
The duel at Kiyomizu temple: Ibid., pp.123-128. After this episode, Gikeiki briefly
mentions that Yoshitsune and Benkei stayed on in the capital for a while to seek an
opportunity to assassinate Taira but that soon they became the subject of rumours and
were onliged to leave the capital for Oshu. Gikeiki then proceeds to the military Phase of
Yoshitsune’s life, starting with the news of Yoritomo uprising in Izu.
Benkei is wearing a black (‘kuro-odoshi’, p.113) corselet and, Presumably, a priestly
black robe. Sometimes he is described as wearing a paid of red hakama (trousers, e.g.,
P.117). This is also interesting because traditionally red was associated with magic
power.
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performed in folk rites such as kagura and ta-asobl.(1) Like the kami Like the kami figure
(usually a miko supposedly possessed by the kami). the miko Yoshitsune miraculously
subjugates his all-powerful evil opponent, who has been terrorising the people of the capital,
restoring Peace and welfare to the community. Such an analogy, if intended, would sanctify
Yoshitsune’s martial skill and complete the mythologization of his character. That both duels
take place either nearer at a religious sanctuary is a telling point in this respect.
Now with this noble beautiful miko hero with superhuman swordsmanship in operation,
how do the Gikeiki authors deal with the question of Yoshitsune’s downfall? According to
Azuma Kagami, this was due as much to his own temperament as to Kajiwara’s slanders or
the prevailing political circumstances of the time. His free-wheeling, self-assertive behaviour,
we may recall, had put his relationship with his brother Yoritomo under strain long before
Kajiwara’s accusatory letter reached Yoritomo from the battlefront. Heike Monogatari, on the
other hand, provided a glimpse of the public sentiment of the time on the subject by blaming
the slanderous Kajiwara for the hero’s downfall, while depicting Yoshitsune still as a true-tolife arrogant, assertive and impulsive young warrior. The Gikeiki authors take up the theme
introduced in Heike and develop it to the full extent, to the point of creating a flawless hero.
First of all, Yoshitsune emerges as a fully reformed character. Gone is the arrogant and
combative hero of the Past; instead we have a hero whose “nasake-fukai” (deeply affectionate
and sympathetic) nature(2) is praised at every turn. To our surprise,

1.
2.

_______________________
For example, see chapter 1, pp. 42-43 for ta-asobi.
Note that this description was first given by the Heike au
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the hot-headed young commander Who often got into arguments with his senior generals, let
alone with Yoritomo, is now described as the nasake-fukai chief “who rarely raised his voice
to his men”.(1) Even the jealous Kajiwara has to concede that Yoshitsune is revered both by his
allies and by his enemies as an Incomparable commander of “bonpu no waza de nai” (not like
a common man’s, superhuman) military skill, and that because of the benevolence he displays
to everyone, “all men look ‘up to him as the born samurai leader for whom they would
willingly risk their lives”.(2) Although Kajiwara characteristically interprets Yoshitsune’s
generosity as politically motivated, his admission of his virtue as a commander is nevertheless
in sharp contrast to the derogatory remark, “This man was not born to be a samurai leader -”,
uttered by the Heike Kajiwara in the face of young Yoshitsune’s blatant self-assertion before
the battle of Dan no Ura.(3) If the Gikeiki hero did still maintain the same arrogant
aggressiveness in battle (he must have, to win the war by force of so much daring), Gikeiki
remains silent about it in its summary account of his military campaigns. So the Gikeiki
Yoshitsune emerges in manhood as a well-tempered, soft-spoken and nasake-fukai young
commander. Combining this temperament with his military brilliance, we have here an almost
saint-like ideal samurai leader.
To counterpoint this flawless hero, therefore, the villainous role

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Gikeiki, op. cit., p. 155.
Ibid., p. 144.
See pp.234-237 in this chapter (Heike Monogatari, NKBT 33, p.328).
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of the antagonist is reinforced a great deal. Unfortunately for Kajiwara, owing to Yoshitsune’s
‘reformed’ character the chieftain Yoritomo now has little ground for suspecting his brother’s
loyalty or for believing Kajiwara’s slanders off hand. So he must work extra audaciously to
make his accusations stick in Gikeiki. For example, just before Yoshitsune’s triumphant
arrival at Kamakura in the Koshigoe episode,(1) he makes his remarks about Yoshitsune’s
‘dangerous’ and ‘unlawful’ ambition as in Heike Monogatari, but the Gikeiki Kajiwara finds
his chieftain only willing to give his brother a chance to defend himself. “Kajiwara may well
be telling the truth”, declares the honourable chieftain, “but it would be a taint on our justice to
act upon hearing only one side; let Kajiwara challenge Yoshitsune in my presence tomorrow
as soon as he arrives”. Worse still, the samurai chiefs present comment openly, “If this is the
case, Yoshitsune may yet go free, for after all he is not at fault in the first place -”.(2) Thus to
prevent such a confrontation from ever taking place (lest it might be his own downfall),
Kajiwara audaciously swears to the truthfulness of his remarks by an oath in writing,
effectively forcing Yoritomo (who now, according to Gikeiki, has no choice but to believe
Kajiwara’s words) to despatch an order not to permit Yoshitsune’s party to enter Kamakura.
Stranded at Koshigoe, Yoshitsune can only grit his teeth and write letters of protest, to no
avail. However, in his last letter,(3) which reaches Yoritomo after

_______________________
1.
Gikeiki, the Koshigoe Episode, pp. 142-146.
2.
Ibid., p. 144.
3.
The famous Koshigoe letter, which Gikeiki contains in full.
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he has gone back to Kyoto, does move Yoritomo deeply: so much so that he is prepared to let
his brother remain as his deputy in the capital. But, alas, the villainous Kajiwara intervenes
once again to harp on his glanderous theme and manages to persuade Yoritomo to send
assassins after his brother instead. Thereafter Kajiwara repeats his insidious slanders whenever
Yoritomo comes close to making peace with his fugitive brother.(1) in short, the wicked
Kajiwara shoulders all the blame for the hero’s misfortunes while the flawless Yoshitsune
Jakes the passive role of a victim relieved of all guilt. The complex political and personal
circumstances of Yoshitsune’s historical downfall are reduced here to the moralistic blackand-white opposition between an innocent hero and a villainous antagonist.
Furthermore, Yoshitsune’s innocent passivity is underlined by an account that his
downfall was accelerated by betrayal on the part of his imperial patron. Historically, the
Imperial court changed sides only after it bad learned of Yoshitsune’s shipwreck at Daimotsu
Bay, which virtually obliterated his military forces. In Gikeiki, however, the court abandons
him just as soon as it learns that Kamakura is sending an army to Kyoto to overpower him.
While granting Yoshitsune permission to retreat to the southern region on one hand, the court
sends a secret order to the samurai chiefs of the provinces through which he must pass to
ambush his entourage. Thus in this account it is not the storm that decimates Yoshitsune’s
forces but an ambush when his ships are swept

1.

_______________________
It is only in Azuma Kagami that a furious Yoshitsune, three weeks of indignity of
waiting, declares before he leaves Koshigoe: “Those who bear a grudge against
Kamakura, follow me -”. (Azuma Kagami, V.1, p. 285; p.225 in this chapter.)
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ashore by the storm at Daimotsu Bay. Yoshitsune and his men fight and win the fierce battle
but at great cost. Realizing the futility of it all, Yoshitsune then disbands his remaining men,
sends the ladies back to the capital with escorts, and voluntarily goes into extile himself, for, as
he puts it, “I cannot allow others to suffer further on my account”.(1) Hence, as we witness his
disappearing into the snowy Yoshino mountains as a fugitive, accompanied by only a handful
of followers, we get a distinct feeling that this brilliant saint-like champion of the Gen-pei War
has been made a martyr. It is a dramatic development from the historical Yoshitsune, who
more or less provoked his own downfall by his brash self-assertiveness and reacted to his
misfortune with bitterness and anger.
Gikeiki also introduces a new theme: Yoshitsune’s romance. As we have already seen,
the rustic historical figure has been transformed into a glamorous legendary hero full of
romantic possibilities. Apart from alluding to his amorous involvement at Kurama, the Gikeiki
authors exploit his new-found charm in the seduction of Minazuru, the daughter of Oniichi
Hogan, and speculate that the number of ladies with whom the nasake-fukai Yoshitsune had
secret ‘liaisons’ during his stay in the capital during and after the War was as many as twentyfour, of whom eleven, they note, actually followed him in his journey south (though after the
ambush at Daimotsu Bay they(2) were escorted back to the capital). From the thematic point of
view, two romances stand out as

1.
2.

Gikeiki, pp. 170-188.
Except his wife and his favourite concubine Shizuka, both of whom follow him into Mt.
Yoshino. (Gikeiki, p. 117
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setting the two distinct patterns of the romantic theme.
One is the young Yoshitsune’s romance with Minazuru in the tale of his quest for Rikuto
Hyoho. In this episode the love-struck young princess helps her beloved to learn the secret of
Rikuto Hyoho, at the grave cost of betraying her own father. Significantly, Minazuru is a
fictional character, and is the first in a line of young heroines in the legend who fall for the
erotic prince and, upon learning his true identity, demonstrate sacrificial devotion to the hero.
Indeed, without her devotion, Yoshitsune could not master this amazing art and make himself
as invincible a warrior as he is, even with the help of the gods. So her passion plays a crucial
role in the hero’s life. That she is abandoned in the end to pine away like a flower out of
season seems to be the inevitable conclusion of their romance, highlighting the sacrificial
aspect of her passion. Her raison d’être has been to enhance Yoshitsune’s martial skill, and she
lives on as a part of his invincibility.
But the heroine who receives the most prominence in Gikeiki is Shizuka, a historical
figure and reportedly Yoshitsune’s most beloved concubine of the post-war days. According
to Azuma Kagami, which reports her personal ordeal as the traitor’s mistress, she was one of
the four people who accompanied Yoshitsune on Mt. Yoshino after their shipwreck at
Daimotsu bay, and was the first of his close associates to be captured and interrogated by the
Kamakura authorities. Then, to compound her difficulties, she was found to be pregant, and
was therefore detained in Kamakura until she gave birth (to a boy, who was promptly drowned
by
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Yoritomo’s men).(1) The Gikeiki authors adapt these events and elaborate them into several
outstanding episodes, making Shizuka the tragic heroine of the tale of Yoshitsune’s downfall.(2)
Compared to that of Minazuru, however, her role as Yoshitsune’s romantic partner remains
conventional. While Minazuru’s passion had the power to shape her lover’s destiny (albeit at
the expense of her own life), Shizuka’s love is as passive as her fate. Her sorrowful parting with
Yoshitsune at Mt. Yoshino and her subsequent ordeals have no thematic function but to add to
the pathos of the story. Nevertheless, in the development of the legend Shizuka will always
occupy the role of Yoshitsune’s lover in the tales of his post-war period from now on, while the
vital role played by Minazuru in Gikeiki, of sacrificial lover of the pre-war hero, will be taken
up by a variety of young girls who fall madly for him.
1.

2.

_______________________
Azuma Kagami records the following: Yoshitsune’s party encountered the storm on 6
Nov. 1185 (V.1, p.327), and ten days later, Shizuka was found taking refuge at Zao
shrine on the snowy slopes’ of Mt. Yoshino. She confessed that she had been with
Yoshitsune’s party but had been sent back to the capital with an escort. Her escort had
stolen all her valuables and run away, she said, so she had had to make her own way
down the snowy mountain and take shelter in the shrine (pp.332-333). On 8 Dec, she
was handed over to the Kamakura delegate in the capital for interrogation, and on 29
Jan., 1186, she was sent to Kamakura for further interrogation (pp. 344, 360, 370 and
374). She arrived at Kamakura on 1 March and on 22 of the same month was found to
be pregnant. So she was detained there until the time of the birth. Meanwhile, since
Shizuka was a renowned ‘shirabyoshi’ dancer, she was subjected to the humiliation of
entertaining the Kamakura officials twice with her performance (8 April, p.434, and 14
May, p. 406). On July 29 she gave birth to a son, who was killed by drowning at Yura
bay (p. 434). After 49 days of mourning for her son, Shizuka and her mother, who had
accompanied her to Kamakura, left for the capital on 16 September. This is the last entry
concerning Shizuka in Azuma Kagami. By contrast, Gikeiki includes a fictional ending
to her life; after returning to the capital, she becomes a nun out of grief, and dies a year
later at the age of 19. Gikeiki, p. 297).
ibid., pp. 195-200, 274-297.
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Before leaving Gikeiki, I must point out one curious development in the second half of
the chronicle: the fugitive Yoshitsune, as he journeys north from Mt. Yoshino, seems to take
on a completely new personality. The young Yoshitsune was portrayed as a wilful, bold boy
despite his effeminate and diminutive looks, very much as one would expect the arrogant,
aggressive young samurai of Heike Monogatari, or of Azuma Kagami for that matter, to have
been in his boyhood. Similarly the military Yoshitsune of the war and the post-war period was
still a gallant samurai leader “with the heart of a warrior”,(1) even if his former aggressiveness
had been toned down by his milder virtues (like a ‘nasake-fukai’ nature). But once on the run,
he is unexpectedly depicted as a meek, passive and almost pathetic character, more ready to
kill himself out of self-pity than to put up a fight against his adversaries, In the Kamewariyama
episode, for instance, his breakdown is so complete that even his loyal followers, upon seeing
their weeping master contemplating suicide at his wife’s (seeming) death, cannot help but
lament, “In battle, he would not be thus -”.(2)
Although this curious phenomenon is generally dismissed as a part of Yohitsune’s new
‘aristocratic’ features,(3) it can be understood better

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Ibid., p. 269.
Gikeiki, p. 355.
For instance, the editor of Gikeiki (NKBT 37, Iwanami), Shimazu, claims this (p. 6). But
this explanation is not sufficient, because the equally aristocratic chigo Yoshitsune in the
earlier part is depicted as a bold, courageous and proud boy.
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as an illustration of the limitations of the genre in which the story was being developed. From
a modern point of view, the tale of Yoshitsune’s dramatic downfall from the height of his
career to the condition of a condemned fugitive might have been a welcome subject for a
tragedian. Yoshitsune then might have been given the stature of a Sophoclean hero; the story
even suggests a trace of hubris in his character. Or the fugitive Yoshitsune, deftly
outmanoeuvering the authorities while on the run for four long years, would have made a
dazzling outlaw in the eyes of a romantic writer, as brilliant and heroic as he had been on the
battlefield, if out more so. Indeed, Azuma Kagami, in reporting even the slightest rumour of
Yoshitsune’s whereabouts, unwittingly reveals just how much his shadowy movements posed
a threat to the fledgling Kamakura government, which is recorded to have gone as far as
organizing several emergency rites to enlist divine guidance in its desperate search for the
fugitive.(1)
But the Gikeiki authors apparently had no inclination to master a Sophoclean insight or
create a romantic vision. Instead they seem to have adhered to the rules of the popular genre.
As in fairytales (and the drama traditionally performed at folk kagura), a genre that reflects
popular mass sentiments seems inevitably to operate on the basis of neat, rational
(conventional?) premises. For instance, characters are viewed usually as manifestations of
archetypal elements, good or evil, strong or weak, beautiful or ugly, and stories develop
according to a set of simple moralistic themes like ‘good is beautiful’, ‘evil is ugly’,
‘good/strong

1.

_______________________
For example see Azuma Kagami, V. 1, entries for 20 Jan. 1187, p. 458 and 4 April,
1187, p. 467.
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protects innocent/weak’, ‘good overcomes evil’, and so on. Accordingly, even the emotional
response expected is reassuringly clear-cut. One would revere, love, pity, hate or condemn a
character. And to contradict these neat premises would be to shake the very foundations of the
genre, i.e., the popular sense of justice, on which the equilibrium of public sentiment
depended. Thus we can well understand that, adapted to the popular genre, the young
Yoshitsune, the future liberator of the Minamoto and the champion of the Genpei War, could
easily be made into a strong beautiful super-boy with a touch of mystery, as he was depicted in
Gikeiki. The fugitive Yoshitsune, on the other hand, by very virtue of his tragic circumstances,
presented a problem, because the irrationality of his situation - a mighty warrior unjustly
outcast and powerless - was a contradiction that went against the grain of popular poetic
justice, which maintained that a mighty hero of necessity overcame his adversities. Had the
fugitive Yoshitsune remained as proud and invincile a warrior as before, he must have come
out a winner in the end. But in the absence of any historical account to that effect (Gikeiki was
purporting to be a chronicle), the Gikeiki authors probably had no choice but to present him as
a sad, powerless, victimized figure to be pitied and tended to. It is interesting in this respect
that the heroism in the second half of the chronicle is transferred to his followers, a handful of
gallant warriors such as Benkei and Tadanobu who guard their beleaguered master with
selfless devotion. Not surprisingly, it is the image of the young, bright and beautiful super-boy
Yoshitsune, not this pathetic figure, that survives to dominate the legend in the middle and late
Muromachi and Tokugawa periods. It is then that Yoshitsune finally takes leave of history
completely and enters the world of romantic imagination.
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4. The Development of the Legend
During the middle and late Muromachi period (15th and 16th) centuries), Yoshitsune
stories were adopted and developed by several library and performing genres such as OtogiZoshi. Noh, Kowakamai and ko(old)-Joruri. The popularity of the subject is unquestionable.
Among some 16 Otogi-zoshi stories(1) that fall into the category of ‘Heroic Tales’, more
than half tell tales of the adventurous young Yoshiteune. Of approximately 240 Noh plays
now in the repertoire (about 2000 plays are said to be extant), the Hogan-mono or Yoshitsune
theme constitutes the largest single category.(2)As many as 20 of nearly 50 extant
Kowaramai(3) scripts deal with Yoshitsune stories. As for Ko-

1.

2.

3.

_______________________
Otogi-zoshi is a collective term for a large corpus of anonymous short stories that
emerged during the late Kamakura, Muromachi and early Tokugawa periods. They are
repositories of old and new tales on a wide variety of subjects and therefore the exact
date of each tale cannot be established, although the extant stories are believed to have
been written down during the late Muromachi period ((Otogi-Zoshi, NKBT 38,
Iwanami).
See Yokyoku-Shu, NKBT 40, p.6. The dates of the Yoshitsune Noh plays can be placed
roughly at the turn of the 15th century. Yoshino Shizuka, for example, was written by
Kanami (1333-1384), Yashima by Zeami (1363-1443), while Miyamasu (whose exact
dates of birth and death are not known but who is thought to have lived shortly after
Zeami) wrote two pieces about Yoshitsune’s boyhood, Kurama Tengu and Eboshi Ori.
and Kanse Shinko (1435-1516) wrote Ataka, the original Play about the fugitive
Yoshitsune at the Ataka pass, from which the Kabuki play Kanjincho (1840) was later
developed.
Kowakamai was a narrative dance popularly performed by the samurai class during the
civil-war torn late Muromachi period. The dance is said to have been performed to the
recitation of a short narrative, accompanied by a flute and drum with simple unrhythmic
movements (less melddic than Noh). The earliest extant script is dated 1442 (Muroki,
Katarimono no Kenkyu, pp.68, 82 and 155). For a study of Kowakamai in English see:
Araki, Y.J. The Ballad Drama of Medieval Japan. Univ. of California, 1964. This
contains synopses of 20 Kowakamai scripts on the Yoshitsune theme (pp. 125-133).
Also 44 Kowakamai scripts in narrative form are compiled in Shin Gunsho Ruiji,
‘Bukyoku-Bu’, V.8, Naigai Insatsu Kabushiki.
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Joruri, the prototype of the genre in which the great Chikamatsu was to write his masterpieces
in the late 17th and early 18th centuries, it is not too much to say that almost the entire genre in
fact developed from the telling of tales of the Yoshitsune legend.(1) Unlike the chronicle
Gikeiki, however, most of these adaptations are short pieces that focus on a single event in the
hero’s life. So it is relatively easy to establish which particular Yoshitsune stories were popular
during this period, and to gauge the direction in which the legend was developing in the
second half of the middle ages.
The subject that drew most attention was of course Yoshitsune’s legendary martial skill
and how he acquired it. All three genres (and later Joruri) develop the tengu theme to a
remarkable extent while the Rikuto Hyoho theme also features in two of them. The earliest
extant example of elaboration on the tengu theme is the Noh play Kurama Tengu (1500ca) by
Miyamasu.(2) It begins with a scene of a festive flower-viewing by a party of priests and chigo
boys in the spring on Mt. Kurama. The festive scene is interrupted by the arrival of a stranger
who introduces himself as a yama-bushi (mountain-monk) from a remote peak in the Kurama
range called Sojogadake. The monk is not welcomed. He is told that no stranger is permitted to
be around the premises because the Party includes chigo boys from many illustrious families
in the capital such as the Taira. One priest tells him to come back the next day; another tries to
make him leave by force, but in vain. Finally they think

1.
2.

_______________________
Another popular subject was of course the tales of the soga brothers, which usually come
second to the Yoshitsune story in dominating genres such as Noh, Kowakamai and KoJoruri.
Kurama Tengku, (Yokyoku-Shu, NKBT 41, pp. 69-77).
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better, and hurriedly leave the scene themselves. But soon we find that one chigo boy has
stayed behind. Seeing the saddened monk, the chigo invites him to come closer and Joins him
in flower-viewing. There follow some subtly amorous exchanges between the gentle pretty
chigo and the lone melancholy monk, who take comfort in each other’s company. Before long
the boy reveals his identity: he is the youngest son of Minamoto Yoshitomo, known by the
name of Shana-o. He confides in the monk the loneliness of his circumstances at the Kurama
temple, where he must mingle with many Taira boys and naturally feels left out at every turn,
“flower-viewing or moon-viewing”. He likens himself to the yama-zakura (mountain-cherry)
blossoming in a deserted mountain pass out of season (because they bloom later) with no one
to view or admire it. Deeply touched, the monk leads him by the hand to view the flowers in
the remote corners of the mountain, to console him, Yoshitsune is grateful to the kind monk
and would like to know his identity. So at last the monk reveals that he is none other than the
great tengu of Mt. Kurama, incognito, and offers to teach Yoshitsune the secrets of martial art
so he may destroy the haughty Taira. The tengu promises to meet him again the next day, and
flies away.
The scene moves to Sojogadake. In a quasi-comic interlude several minor tengu gossip
about Yoshitsune’s martial training which has been taking place offstage. Then, responding to
their call, Yoshitsune enters in full martial gear. He wears a kosode of pale cherry floral
pattern, a transparent silk hitatare over it and a white corselet, and carries a naginata (a type of
spear) with a white hilt. His valiant (“even oni-kami cannot compete..”)(1) and yet delicately
feminine look is aptly described

1.

_______________________
Kurama_Tengu, op. cit., p. 75.
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as “like the yama-zakura in a storm”.(1) The great tengu, now appearing in his true form,
follows Yoshitsune.. He performs a powerful dance in praise of the tribe, and turns to
Yoshitsune to commend him for being a thoughtful and responsive pupil. He is particularly
moved, he says, that such a gentle and beautiful prince as Yoshitsune should look up with
affection to him, a tengu rough in spirit and form, as his teacher. He promises to protect
Yoshitsune in the forthcoming battles of the western sea, “staying close by (him) like a
shadow, and giving support to the strength of (his) how and arrows”.(2) The tengu flies away.
In this play Yoshitsune’s tengu connection, which so far has been merely an allusion in
the legend, takes a concrete form for the first time. The Kurama tengu not only finally appears
in person to teach Yoshitsune martial arts but also swears to be his guardian in the future Genpei War. Given the popularity of the myth and of the ritual drama tradition, where the
supernatural was habitually incarnate in human form, such a development was simply a matter
of time. Kurama Tengu strengthens the tengu connection further by personalizing their chigomonk relationship with a touch of romance.
The Otogi-zoshi story Tengu no Dairi (The Palace of the Tengu) takes up the same
theme and develops it into a Dantean mini-epic. Here, after an introductory passage in which
the young hero is praised as an exceptionally bright chigo, Yoshitsune (13 years old) is seen
taking a

1.
2.

_______________________
Ibid., p. 75.
Kurama Tengu, op. cit., p. 77.
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stroll, in this case alone, in the spring on Mt. Kurama. Gazing at the beautiful flowers,
Yoshitsune is suddenly struck by the thought that the prime of his life, like that of a flower, is
but brief and he must live it to the full by avenging his fathers death before it is too late. Yes he
will descend Mt. Kurama when he reaches 15, the age of manhood, he decides. Meanwhile he
must prepare himself for the great venture, and so he sets out to find the palace of the tengu
which he has heard exists on the mountain, hoping that he may learn the supreme martial arts
practised by the tengu. But the phantom-like palace turns out to be difficult to find.
Confounded, Yoshitsune locks himself in the Kifune shrine and prays throughout the night to
the deity (called here Bishamon) for guidance. When he thinks he has fallen asleep, the deity
appears in the image of an old priest, and tells him to wait at Sakagushi on the mountain in the
morning. There he is met by a young monk, who teaches him the way to get to the palace of
the tengu.(1)
When he finally arrives at the tengu’s abode, Yoshitsune causes quite a stir, for he is the
first human ever to reach this mythical palace. He bravely introduces himself to the bewildered
tengu, and asks to see their chief. The great king of the tengu and his family cordially welcome
him and entertain him with a great feast and a demonstration of the various tengu martial
skills. Yoshitsune is thrilled to see fantastic feats such as ‘roping the mist to climb up to the
sky’, ‘bridging the clouds with a ladder’ or ‘floating a ship on the mountain’.

1.

_______________________
Tengu no Dairi. (Muromachi Jidai Shosetgu-Shu, ed. by Shonan-shobo, 1943, pp. 383417).
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Moreover, during the merry feast, the kings daughter surprises him by letting drop the
scintillating news that his father Yoshitomo now resides in the Kuhon region of Judo (the
Pure-Land) as Dainichi Bosatsu (Great Sun Buddha) and that her father the great king has the
power to take him there should he wish to see his father. Yoshitsune can hardly resist such a
venture. He begs the king to take him to the Kuhon region of Jodo.
The tengu king agrees, and instructs him to change his clothing into a special garment
woven from a string of lotus flowers. They set off. First they must travel through several
regions of hell such as the Flaming Mountain and the Pond of Blood, where Yoshitsune
encounters a variety of tormented spirits (tama) of the dead. In one region, he witnesses one
tama agonizing in eternal remorse for failing to avenge its father whilst it lived, and in another
he passes among the desperate cries of warriors killed on the battlefield, condemned to relive
the curse of their fierce battle forever. At last in the heavenly Jodo, Yoshitsune comes face to
face with his father Yoshitomo, now the luminous Dainichi Bosatsu. Despite his blissful state,
he confides in Yoshitsune that he is disturbed by the way his arch rival Taira Kiyomori uses
his power corruptly, and urges his son to revenge him, warning militantly that “a thousand
prayers (instead) would not suffice”.(1)
Seeing his son renew his resolve, he then goes on to foretell Yoshitsune’s future, his
departure from Kurama, his adventurous journey to Oshu during

1.

_______________________
Tengu no Dairi, p. 411. According to Buddhist tradition, there were believed to be two
ways in which an onryo like Yoshitsune’s father who died untimely and violently) could
be saved: to avenge his death, blood for blood, or to pacify him by appropriate prayers
and rituals carried out by a close relative turned priest. Thus, Yoshitsune encounters one
laughing tama in hell in this story; asked why he laughs, he explains that one of his
relatives has recently become a priest, and so he will soon be raised to Jodo.
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including his death and eventual salvation. As a result, it now seems that only his supreme
martial skill but the whole of his life has a mystical context, in that his political and personal
act of revenge and the subsequent tragedy are seen here as part of some grand pre-determined
design in which the supernatural has a hand. Even the hero’s encounter with the tengu - a well
established factor in the legend by this time -does not take place now without an element of
divine providence; the deity of the Kifune shrine, to whom the Gikeiki hero was only seen
praying two centuries earlier, actually appears in person twice in this tale to lead the lost hero
to his greatest and most crucial ally. The power of the supernatural, at which the Gikeiki
authors hinted, la now becoming visibly active.
The medieval narrative dance Kowakamai treats the same theme with characteristic
straightforwardness. Miraiki (The Record of the Future), dating probably from much later than
the Otogi-zoshi Tengu no Dairi, is a variation on its Otogi-zoshi counterpart, catering for the
taste of the warriors of the Sengoku (Civil War) period (1467-1568) who danced it. In this
narrative, the young Yoshitsune’s nightly martial training in Sojogadake becomes a muchtalked-about topic among the tengu, the residents of this remote peak. The militants among
them are furious that their sacred territory has been violated by a human - a ‘mere boy’ for that
matter - (“an unprecedented incident in the history of the tengudom!”)(2) and want to punish
him for this insolence. But others argue

1.
2.

_______________________
See pp.248-249 in this chapter.
Miraiki (Shin Gunsho Ruiju, V. 8, P. 204, Naigai, Meiji 39).
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that Yoshitsune’s training springs from his desire to avenge his father and that he should he
commended for his final piety rather than punished. The moderate opinion prevails, and the
tengu agree to grant the boy the secret of Tengu Art “to help him fulfil his ambitious
mission”.(1) Thus, as Yoshitsune Practices at Sojogadake. several young monks, alias the
tengu, appear before him out of the blue and invite him to visit their abode which they claim is
nearby. Although somewhat perturbed by the monks’ high-handed manner (they address the
hero simply as ‘boy’), he decides to follow them. After travelling some distance, or so it seems
to Yoshitsune, through the mountains and valleys in full spring bloom, they pass by a torrential
waterfall add go into a rocky cave; then suddenly a brilliant palace emerges before them.
There, as in the case of Tengu no Dairi, the young hero is welcomed by the tengu, and is
cordially entertained with food and music. At the height of the feast, however, something new
takes place: Yoshitsune is treated to an enactment of future events, namely the Genpei War
and his part in it. The first tengu performer, -introducing himself as Taira Kiyomori, narrates
and dances Kiyomori’s rise to power and his eventual death from high fever. His illness is
interpreted as retribution for his burning of the great hall of the Great Buddha in Nara (to wipe
out the Minamoto survivors who took refuge there at the end of the Heiji revolt). Next,
Kiyomori’s son Munemori is depicted at the battle of Ishibashi(2) in

_______________________
1.
Ibid.
2.
The battle of Ishibashi took place in 22 August 1180. It was one of the few battles
Yoritomo fought before Yoshitsune turned up at his camp in October of the same year.
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which he defeats Minamoto Yoritomo. Then enters Yoshinaka, Yoritomo’s cousin and the
first Minamoto to invade the capital and drive the Taira out of the city into the western regions,
and, finally, Yoshitsune, sent to pacify Yoshinaka when be grows tyrannical and disloyal to
Kamakura. Yoshitsune carries on his victorious campaign up to the western sea and destroys
the Taira once and for all. Signified, the performance ends abruptly at this point. The elder
tengu, who initiated the performance, explains that “we do not know what is to come after
this”. Nonetheless the tengu cautions Yoshitsune to be careful of his brother Yoritomo (“Do
not open your heart too readily to him -”) and not to incur his wrath, for disharmony between
the brothers, he warns, could bring about the downfall of Yoshitsune’s fortune. The tengu then
grants the young hero permission to practise Tengu Art, and hands him a string of black metal
beads (tama) urging him to wear it as a protective charm. No sooner is this done than the tengu
and the rest of the scene vanish at a stroke, leaving Yoshitsune alone by a pine tree at
Sojogadake.(1)
Here again we note that the tengu’s role in the legend is considerably broadened. Not
only is his traditional role as Yoshitsune’s martial guardian reinforced by the tangible symbol
of protection given to the hero, but also the story focuses on the tengu’s new role as forecaster
of future events. As a narrative for a dance performed by samurai, the substance of the
prediction inevitably concerns the military aspect of the Taira-Minamoto rivalry and
Yoshitsune’s part in it. What is interesting, however, is that the prediction ends with the hero’s
glorious victory and that the subsequent tragic turn of events (which was obviously a well-

1.

_______________________
Miraiki (Shin Gunsho Ruiju, V. 8, pp. 204-207).
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known fact) is merely hinted at, as if it were still an uncertainty that could be thwarted by
Yoshitsune’s own discretion This view of the hero as a free agent with the power to determine
his own destiny makes a sharp contrast to the fatalistic view presented by the popular Otogizoshi, Tengu no Dairi, reflecting perhaps the sacral ethics which ruled their actions in the
turbulent civil war period.
The Rikuto Hyoho theme also features often in the tales and plays of this period. While
the traditional episode established in Gikeiki is reiterated in the Otogi-zoshi stories such as
Minazuru and Oniichi Hogan, and the Noh play Tankai,(1) the theme takes an imaginative turn
in the adventurous tale of Onzoshi Shima Watari (The Prince’s Journey Through the Islands) ,
another Otogi-zoshi story on the subject. Here the fabulous Chinese art of Rikuto Hyoho
becomes Dainichi no Hyoho (The Martial Art of the Great Sun), and the manuscript is kept
not by the old sage Oniichi but by the Great King of Chishima, a remote island in the North
Pacific. Thus the young Yoshitsune, who learns of this great Hyoho (“which enables one to
conquer Japan”) from Hidehira, sets out for an eighteen-month journey to the island,
encountering numerous adventures on other islands en route, such as the islands of centaurs,
naked men, women, midgets and Bodhisattva. To Yoshitsune’s horror, Chishima itself turns
out to he the island of demons. Confronted by the monstrous King

1.

_______________________
The Otogi-zoshi stories recount Yoshitsune’s pursuit of Rikuto Hyoho in the household
of Oniichi Hogan, his romance with Minazuru in the course of it, and his rivalry with
Tankai, Oniichi’s close disciple and a suitor of Minazuru. The Noh play, on the other
hand, focuses on the duel between Yoshitsune and Tankai, who is sent by Oniichi to
assassinate the hero when his secret learning of Hyoho is exposed.
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(50 meters high, with 8 arms and legs, 30 horns and a thundering voice that can be heard 400
km away!), Yoshitsune feels his courage and hopes melting away. It is only after the
resourceful hero manages to impress the Demon King sufficiently, by playing an alluring
melody on his flute and displaying his knowledge of the Tengu Hyoho he learned at Kurama
that the King is persuaded to take the boy as his disciple. However, to Yoshitsune’s great
disappointment, the King retires after teaching him only five techniques,(1) declaring that any
more esoteric skills would be “useless” for his purpose. Thwarted, as he was in Gikeiki by
Oniichi, Yoshitsune enlists the help of the “flower-like” daughter of the King (called ‘ten-nyo’
or ‘heavenly woman’) with whom he falls in love: He courts her, makes love to her, exchanges
a marriage vow, and then persuades her to assist him in mastering Dainichi no Hyoho. The
princess obliges as Minazuru did, daringly delivering the manuscripts from a rock vault some
28 km up a remote craggy mountain. But, alas, the conspiracy is exposed: the angry King tears
his daughter into eight pieces, while Yoshitsune sails safely home, deploying his newly
learned magic skills to keep his pursuers at bay.(2)
Although the story has been put in a more adventurous context, this adaptation follows
the outline of the original Rikuto Hyoho episode with remarkable fidelity. Like the Gikeiki
hero, Yoshitsune here learns the great Hyoho (“which enables him to conquer Japan”) with the
help of a

1.

2.

_______________________
Onzoshi Shima Watari (Otogi-zoshi, NKBT 38, pp. 114-115). The five techniques are
described as ‘Kasumi no Ho’ (Art of Mist), ‘Rinju no Ho’ (Art of Tree or Forest),
‘Kotaka no Ho’ (Art of small Hawk), ‘Kiri no Ho’ (Art of Frost) and ‘Tori no Ho’ (Art
of Bird).
Onzoshi Shima Watari. op. cit., pp. 102-123.
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devoted young lover, the daughter of the very man who denies him access to the secret
knowledge. And like Minazuru, the young princess is sacrificed to Yoshitsune‘s learning of
the Hyoho: only in this case the sacrificial theme is sharpened, because the heroine is brutally
slaughtered, rather than just abandoned to pine away, for helping the hero at the expense of
betraying her own father. Thematically speaking, Onzoshi Shima Watari contains two new
points. One is the revelation at the end that the princess, the hero’s sacrificial lover, is in truth
the incarnation of the goddess Benten of Enoshima. She took pity on young Yoshitsune, the
story tells, and appeared in the form of the daughter of the Demon King to help him learn the
great Hyoho, so he might bring about the Minamoto reign.(1) Though this revelation may well
he a later (early Tokugawa) addition to the story,(2) it nevertheless illustrates the direction in
which the Hyoho theme was developing, viz,, yet another divine hand assists in making the
young hero an invincible warrior. That the goddess appears as the hero’s lover, as the tengu
did in the Noh play Kurama Tengu, only strengthens even further his apparently everincreasing association with the supernatural. The second point is that the story tries to link the
tengu and Hyoho themes by disclosing that the tengu from whom Yoshitsune learned martial
arts at Kurama had once also been the Demon King’s disciple (who, according to the King,
learned only 21 out of

_______________________
1.
Ibid., p. 122.
2.
Although a medieval tale, this particular version of the tale (contained in Otogi-zoshi,
NBKT 38, Iwanami) is said to have been first printed in the early Tokugawa, in the
Kanbun period (1662-1673) (NBKT 38, p.5). As we find other Yoshitsune stories with a
similar development in this period, this elaboration may have been added at the time of
printing.
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42 volumes of Dainichi no Hyoho). This is a noteworthy development, for in a century or BO
we shall see the definitive version of the merger of the two themes in the ingenious Kabuki
play Oniichi Hogan Sanryaku no naki (1731), in which the hero finds out that his trusted
mentor and martial teacher Kurama Tengu had in fact all along been none other than the old
sage himself, Oniichi, In disguise!
Yoshitsune’s supreme martial skill being a focal point in the legend, the demonstration
of his amazing swordsmanship naturally becomes a highlight in a number of these tales and
plays. The classic scene of the hero’s first encounter with the ruffian monk Benkei is adapted
in the Otogi-zoshi stories Benkei Monogatari (The Tale of Benkei) and Hashi-Benkei (Benkei
on the Bridge), and in the Noh play of the same title, Hashi Benkei. The dance narrative
Kowakamai, on the other hand, depicts the hero’s other spectacular encounters, such as his
confrontation with the bandit Kumazaka and his men at the Kagami station in Eboshi Ori (Hat
Making), dramatized also in the Noh Kumazaka, and his fight with the impudent Taira retainer
Sekihara Yoichi in Kurama De (Leaving Kurama). Not surprisingly, in all these stories
Yoshitsune’s swordsmanship wins superlative descriptions that focus on the wondrous
elements of his skills. His extraordinary physical movements, which often include high jumps
and flying, are repeatedly described as “bird or butterfly like”, and the speed with which he
executes these manoeuvers is likened to ‘lightning’ or to utter ‘invisibility’, while his
invincible fighting invariably evokes superhuman metaphors such as ‘shishi’ (bull), ‘kesho
mono’ (supernatural being), ‘oni-kami’ (demon-god), ‘kami’ and
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even ‘hotoke’ (buddha). (1) For example, in the Noh play Kumanzka, the bandit chief
Kumazaka, furious at the sight of the fearless nymph-like boy killing 13 of his burly men at a
stroke, utters in bewilderment, “Is he an oni-kami? He can’t be human!”.(2) In the Otogi
Benkei Monogatari the ruffian monk, seeing his mysterious opponent suddenly vanish like
mist at the tip of his spear, cries out in desperation, “what are you? Kami? Or buddha?”.(3)
What becomes clear is that in addition to having several supernatural allies, the young
Yoshitsune himself is now acquiring supernatural status by virtue of his invincibility. With his
miko image, the development indeed seems inevitable. Besides, according to traditional
thinking every man was an ‘unhatched’ kami with the promise of apotheosis,’ and potency (of
tama) was a way to divinity.(4)
If Yoshitsune’s legendary swordsmanship became a source of inspiration for the writers of the
period, his potential as a romantic hero was apparently an irresistible theme for some to
explore. The Gikeiki authors had created a glamorous image of the hero - a beautiful and erotic
bisexual figure: He was a much sought-after chigo boy, as well as being the seducer of the
young princess Minazuru and the lover of a beautiful courtesan, Shizuka. The authors of the
middle and late Muromachi period developed these romantic themes to the full.

1.

2.
3.
4.

_______________________
Hashi Benkei (Nihon Koten Zensho, Yokyoku, V.1, pp. 254-255); Kumazaka
(Yokyokushu, NKBT 41, pp.355-356); Eboshi Ori (Shin Gunsho, Ruiju. V.8, p.241);
Kurama-De (Shin Gunsho, Ruiju, V.8, p.219; Benkei Monogatari (Muromachi Jidai
Shosetsu-shu, pp.287-296).
Kumazaka, p.355.
Benkei Monogatari, p.290.
See chapter 1; particularly pp. 18-21.
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For instance, as we have seen earlier, the Noh play Kurama Tengu (1500ca) ingeniously
combines the tengu theme with romantic elements, by subtly delineating the amorous
relationship between the chigo Yoshitsune and the lone monk, alias Kurama Teneu.(1) Here for
the first time the young hero’s romantic, or sexual, appeal as a chigo is given explicit (though
subtle) expression, to the extent that the tengu’s otherwise straight last line “I shall stay close
by you like a shadow and lend my support to the strength of your bow and arrow” sounds
positively erotic. The idea that Yoshitsune’s legendary relationship with the tengu was
prompted in part by the tengu’s attraction to the beautiful chigo hero was a stroke of
imaginative invention that must have appealed to the medieval audience. What is more, it
seems that the theme remained popular throughout the middle ages, for it is taken up by the
great Chikamatsu in 1690 in his play Junidan with greater realism.
Equally popular were tales of Yoshitsune’s heterosexual romances. The young
Yoshitsune thrives on adventurous love affairs with devoted young princesses as seen in the
Otogi-zoshi stories Onzoshi Shima Watari and Minazuru, while the post-war Yoshitsune finds
love and consolation in the faithful Shizuka in several Noh and Kowakamai stories.(2) But the
most interesting development of this theme was the emergence of new tales, the so-called
Joruri stories,(3) relating the young Yoshitsune’s romance

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
See pp. 266-67 in this chapter.
See the Noh plays, Funa Benkei, Futari Shizuka and Yoshino Shizuka and the
Kowakamai, Horikawa Yauchi, Shikoku Ochi and Shizuka.
‘Joruri’ in this case is not the name of the genre but the name of the heroine. It is
generally believed that the genre developed from the telling of the Joruri stories.
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with the princess Joruri, whom he is alleged to have met on his journey north shortly after
leaving Kurama. The original Joruri legend (which is said to have been in existence before
14551)(1) concerned only Joruri and her lady-in-waiting Reisen. But these tales evidently
merged with the Yoshitsune legend during the middle Muromachi period, and by the mid-16th
century stories of their romance were reported to have been already circulating among storytellers in the eastern provinces. They were soon to emerge as one of the most popular romantic
tales of the Yoshitsune legend.(2)
According to the oldest extant Joruri story Joruri Junidan Zoshi(3) the gist of the tale is as
follows. Yoshitsune meets Joruri, the daughter of the aristocratic governor and a renowned
courtesan of the region at Yahagi station on his way to Oshu. He falls in love with her, and
after ardent amorous advances (recounted in great detail in nine parts!) spends a night with the
lovely princess. But, mindful of his important mission, Yoshitsune leaves Yahagi in the
morning without revealing his true identity to Joruri. When he reaches Fukiage some five days
later,

1.

2.
3.

_______________________
Muroki, Y. Katari-mono no Kenkyu, pp.361-377. The early Joruri tales recounted how
Joruri and Reisen came to live in exile in Okazaki (where there is a temple that bears
Reisen’s name), how Joruri was kept as a recluse in a nearby cave, how Joruri in the end
threw herself into the river there, and so on.
Watsuji, Nihon Geijitsu-shi Kenkyu, V.1, p.54, Showa 30. Watsuji claims that there are
several pieces of evidence that the stories were recited by ‘zato’ (blind story-tellers) in
Utsuyama during the Kyoroku period (1528-1531).
Joruri Junidan Zoshi (Nihon Kayo Shusei, ad. by Takanom, T.,V.5, pp. 422-448,
Shunju-sha, 1928)!. Although this particular version of the story is a copy of the early
17th century printed edition, it is thought to retain the Muromachi form. The story is in
12 parts: after an introduction which recounts the circumstances of Joruri’s birth, the
story narrates the hero’s encounter with her, their falling in love and the night they spend
together, step by step, in nine chapters. The eleventh chapter deals with his illness death,
and resurrection on his subsequent journey, and the 12th, his recovery and fresh start on
his travel north.
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however, he is struck by a strange illness and is forced to a abandon his journey. Although his
companion, the gold merchant Kichiji, entrusts him to the care of an inn-keeper (not without
sufficient gold in payment), the sick hero is soon abandoned in a shelter on the deserted beach
with only a bowl of water at his side, because his illness is feared to be contagious. The only
visitors who dare to approach the shelter are thieves, keen to steal his golden sword and
dagger. But they too are frightened away when the weapons turn into snakes as they approach
and threaten to swallow them up. Thus Yoshitsune is left on the beach, on the brink of death,
with no one to visit or to tend to him.
At this point, a god takes pity on him and intervenes. The deity. Hachiman (the guardian
god of the Minamoto) appears at his bedside in the figure of an elderly travelling priest and
asks if Yoshitsune wishes to have a message conveyed to anyone. Yes, replies the dying hero,
he would like the princess Joruri at Yahagi to know how he is. Within a matter of seconds,
Hachiman appears at Yahagi station and tells Reisen (Joruri’s lady-in-waiting) about the poor
boy from the capital who is “dying of love-sickness” at Fukiage beach. Reisen rushes to Joruri
with the news, and together they set out at once for Fukiage.
It takes them nine hard days to reach the place. But when they finally arrive, they find
the villagers not only are unwilling to tell them Yoshitsune’s whereabouts but soon shun them
altogether, suspicious that the strange couple (it being highly unusual for such ladies to be
travelling without escorts) might be spirits from Mt. Fuji, believed to come down the mountain
once a year to kidnap people. Unable to locate Yoshitsune nor to find shelter, Joruri and
Reisen spend the night on the
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stormy beach amidst howling winds and swirling sand.
Once again Hachiman intervenes, moved by the pathetic sight of the princess.(1) He
appears during the night, this time as a boy, to tell Joruri the exact location of her beloved:
cries the princess with joy. “Which god brings me this revelation?”. Impatient for the dawn,
they hurry to the spot at first light, only to find a mound of white sand at the place with the tip
of Yoshitsune’s sword protruding from it. Alas, all is lost. Desperately they dig in the white
sand with their hands and uncover Yoshitsune, now lifeless like “a withered flower”. Grief
striken, Joruri “cries out to heaven and mourns to earth”, caressing his body, searching vainly
for a sign of life. Then in despair she washes her face and hands in the sea (to purify herself)
and passionately calls upon all the gods and the buddha of Japan and the foreign lands to have
mercy and to bring her beloved back to life, if only for a moment. Her tear drops into his
mouth and then, as if the gods have responded, Yoshitsune heaves a faint sigh: her tear, the
story tells, has miraculously turned into ‘fuji no kusuri’ (lit. ‘medicine of immortality’, i.e.,
‘elixir of life’) in his mouth.(2) Encouraged, Joruri continues to pray to the gods, reciting all the
treasures she can offer them if Yoshitsune is given strength to live again. Out of the blue, 16
mountain-monks arrive on the scene and perform a rigorous incantatory rite to revive the hero
and bring back his strength.

1.
2.

_______________________
The benevolent deity is described “holding back his tears” at the sight of Joruri in
distress. Joruri junidan Zoshi, op. cit., p. 445).
Ibid., p. 446.
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to the final part Yoshitsune is nursed back to health by Joruri and Reisen in the secret
hideaway of a nun. Upon his recovery, Yoshitsune reveals his true identity and mission to
Joruri, and after arranging the ladies journey back to Yahagi (by calling upon several tengu to
escort them on their flying cloud!), the hero himself resumes his journey back to Oshu.
This romance takes the traditional romantic theme a step further. So far, Yoshitsune’s
sacrificial young lovers in the legend have played an instrumental role in making him an
invincible warrior. Here the young heroine gives the hero life itself and makes him immortal.
That Yoshitsune goes through the process of death and resurrection through his love affair
with Joruri, emerging as a revitalized and immortal figure (since her tear was the elixir of life),
is a new element that enhances the hero’s persona still further. For, combining invincibility
with immortality, Yoshitsune is now as indestructible as he is unbeatable. Thanks to his lovers,
he has become a figure of supernatural potency.
The theme of immortality is made even more poignant by Joruri’s special status as a
‘moshi-go’ (child begot by prayer), as revealed at the outset of the tale. Joruri’s mother Yahagi
no Choja, the story tells, remained childless until she was 37. Desperate for a child, she had
appealed to several gods to no avail, and so as a last resort enclosed herself in the shrine of
Yakushi, the deity of mercy and healing to invoke her mercy by marathon prayer. Days of
prayer passed in vain, and Choja swore in desperation that, should the goddess fail to respond,
she would rip herself open, pollute the altar with her intestines, and haunt the shrine as
anoonryo. Finally, at dawn on the hundredth day of
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prayer, Yakushi appeared at her bedside, carrying ‘Tama no Tebako’ (box of tama). The
goddess first explained why the couple had been childless, and then opened Tama no tebako
and slipped one tama-zusa (a string of beads) into Choja’s left sleeve. Soon she was pregnant,
and in due time gave birth to a jewel-like (tama-like) girl. Hence the child was called Jo-ruri or
pure-jewel.(1)
The account of Joruri’s birth turns out to be a vivid illustration of the old tama belief at
work in folk literature.(2) The revelation that she was conceived from ‘tama’ imparted by
Yakushi, the deity of mercy and healing, has a crucial bearing on the theme, for it implies
according to tradition, that as the recipient of Yakushi’s super-tama Joruri possesses the same
mystic power of healing as the goddess. Therefore it is not surprising that her teardrop(3)
proves so potent as to revive the dead hero and to make him henceforth immortal. In other

1.
2.

3.

_______________________
Joruri Junidan Zoshi (Nihon Kayo Shushu, V. 5, pp.422-424).
The old tama belief, we recall, generated the notion of ‘tama’ as the essence of life, and
interpreted life and death in terms of the movement of ‘tama’ in and out of the body. It
held the characteristic notion of divinity that the difference between man and kami was a
matter of potency of ‘tama’ rather than of essence, and maintained that man could revive
his enfeebled ‘tama’ by partaking of the divine super-tama via the tama-furi rite. (See
chapter 1, pp. 20-21). It is also interesting to note that Tama no Tebako from which
Yakushi produces Joruri’s tama is reminiscent of ‘tama no tebako’ used in the ancient
imperial tama-furi rite (chapter 1, pp. 32-34); in this case the box contains the emblem of
the Emperor’s life, his clothing. Variations of this concept are also adopted by Satokagura, e.g., in the concept of ‘Gyokkai’, a box-shaped umbrella-like cover hung from
the ceiling at the Kagura rite. (chapter 1, pp.37-39)
In Japanese, a drop of water is ‘mizu-tama’ (water-bread). ‘namida’ a teardrop is
‘namidama’, which could be a contraction of (tear) and ‘tama’.
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words, Yoshitsune is subjected to the rite of tama-furi on the sandy beach of Fukiage and
partakes of the goddess’s super-tama via his lover Joruri. As proof of this, the hero emerges
from the ordeal as a potent quasi-supernatural figure himself.
With the persona of the legendary hero rapidly reaching the mystical realm of
omnipotence, it was perhaps inevitable that the subject of his death became one of the major
concerns of the medieval writers. The majority of the tales, however, still follow the historical
account, elaborated in Gikeiki. focusing mainly on the heroic aspect of Yoshitsune’s last battle
at Koromokawa.(1) Nonetheless there are two noteworthy tales of this period that defied
history, signalling the future development of the legend in this direction.
One such piece is the Kowakamai story Fukumijo (A Letter in the Mouth), the last in the
series of 20 Kowakamai narratives about Yoshitsune, which recounts the aftermath of his
death. According to Azuma Kagami, Yoshitsune killed himself on 30 April 1189, at the end of
the fierce battle at Koromokawa in which he lost all his men. Subsequently, it is reported, his
head was transported to Kamakura in a blacklacquered container (“soaked in fine wine”) and
was inspected at Koshigoe by two high government officials (Wada Yoshimori and Kajiwara
Kagetoki) on 13 June.(2) Taking this historical account, Fukumijo adds

1.
2.

_______________________
For example, the Noh play Koromokawa and the Kowakamai Takadachi depict the
heroic battle fought by Yoshitsune and his warriors against the several hundred forces of
Fujiwara Yasuhira, one of the sons of Fujiwara Hidehira, who betrayed Yoshitsune.
Azuma Kagami (V.2, p.18 and p.26). The fact that more than a month elapsed between
his death and the inspection later gave grounds for the theory that Yoshitsune did not die
at Koromokawa and that the head sent to Kamakura was in fact that of a substitute. The
contention was that after a month the head could not have been recognizable even if it
had been carefully soaked in wine. The theory caused quite a dispute in the early
Tokugawa period among historians and authors, and inspired several myths concerning
what became of Yoshitsune after his escape from Koromokawa. (For the dispute see
Isetsu Nihonshi, V.3, by Honda, T., pp. 52-70).
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an ingenious twist to the tale that culminates in the execution of Kajiwara Kagetoki, the hero’s
supposed arch-enemy. At the inspection, which is held in this case in Kamakura before
Shogun Yoritomo, a letter is found in Yoshitsune’s mouth. In this letter, addressed to
Yoritomo, yoshitsune protests his unwavering loyalty to his brother, reminding Yoritomo of
his selfless endeavours cm behalf of the Minamoto and accuses Kajiwara of having made the
groundless slanders that caused his downfall. Deeply touched, Yoritomo can only shed tears of
regret. Kajiwara, sensing that the tide has finally turned against him, flees from Kamakura
with his sons, and stages a coup that ends in his defeat.(1) The narrative thus turns Yoshitsune’s
ignominious death in history into something of a triumph, by providing him with the means to
be reconciled with his brother and to take revenge upon his arch-enemy after his death.
Apparently the authors were still not prepared to refute the historical fact of his death at this
stage, but the least they could do was to depict his death as an unequivocal victory, to allow his
soul to rest in peace.
The Noh play Nogushi Hogan, on the other hand, advances the inevitable notion that
Yoshitsune did escape death at Koromokawa. In a typical Noh exposition, a journeying priest
from Koromokawa is met by a villager at the Kyoshin temple in Nogushi in the western
region. The villager (who is later revealed to be Yoshitsune’s spirit, after the Noh

_______________________
1.

Araki, J.T. The Ballad Drama of Medieval Japan, University of California, 1964, p. 133
for Fukumijo.
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fashion) discloses to the travelling priest that the priest Kyoshin to whom the temple is
dedicated was in truth Yoshitsune in his latter days, after his escape from the battle at
Koromokawa. He describes how, in the final moments of the fierce battle, a sudden gust of
wind threw a shroud of black cloud over Takadachl mansion (Yoshitsune’s hideout where he
is supposed to have killed himself) and a tengu emerged to rescue Yoshitsune and flew him to
the safety of Nogushi “as a demonstration of his deep devotion to the hero”. From that day on,
Yoshitsune lived a life of prayer as a priest, caring for the souls of his gallant warriors killed at
Koromokawa.(1) Although the play still falls short of suggesting the hero’s immortality, as the
priest Kyoshin dies eventually in his old age, it nevertheless takes a crucial step by denying
Yoshitsune’s historical death at Koromokawa. Also, the story makes the important new
thematic point that his death, when it finally came, was neither violent nor untimely but of
natural causes, thus guaranteeing, as in Fukumijo, the wellbeing of his soul after his death.
This point was of course a matter of great concern for the medieval authors and audience alike,
for had the hero suffered a violent and untimely death (as indeed Yoshitsune did in history),
they would have had to believe, according to tradition, that his tama or soul would have turned
against the living as a vindictive onryo, in fact the most fearsome onryo imaginable, precisely
because of the potency the hero had displayed while he lived and enormity of the tragedy he
had suffered.
In this connection I would like to call attention to the curious

1.

_______________________
Nogushi Hogan (Yokyoku Gosho, V. 3, pp. 69-72).
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fact that there are practically no historical documents that speak of the activities of
Yoshitsune’s hostile onryo, nor any evidence that he was ever revered as a goryo-shin or arahito-kami (violent-man-god) after his death. Considering his fame, the tragic and violent
circumstance of his death and the prevalence of the Goryo belief, this is surprising. We may
recall that Sugawara Michizane (845-903) and the Soga brothers (1173 & 75-1193) , who
suffered similar misfortunes, became feared onryo after their deaths and were eventually
enshrined as arahito-kami, even though their fates were altogether less tragic and less dramatic
than that of Yoshitsune.(1) Accordingly their legends are full of tales relating the potency of
their onryo, while the Yoshitsune legend contains no such stories.(2) This curious phenomenon
prompts us to speculate that Yoshitsune’s untimely death at Koromokawa was perhaps never
completely accepted at the folk level, notwithstanding the historical evidence to the contrary.
While he was on the run as a condemned fugitive, he was already an elusive figure in the mind
of the public; even the authorities had difficulties in pinning down his movements during this
period. So when the news of his death finally filtered down to the people, there must have been
an element of disbelief of the official report or of pure wishful thinking that their hero did
indeed escape. The fact that the head examined was more than a

_______________________
1.
See chapter 1, pp.54-55 for Sugawara Michizane, and chapter 3, pp.118-121 for the
Soga brothers.
2.
Yoshitsune’s spirit does make an appearance in a few Noh plays, but it is either as a
benign tama as in Nogushi Hogan or, if it emerges as an onryo as in Yashima, it is in a
Buddhist context, as a tormented soul that failed to achieve ‘Jo-butsu’ (to become
buddha after death) , because of the fierce combative spirit it possessed while it lived,
but not as an angry vengeful onryo of the Goryo belief, laying curses upon the living.
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month old might have helped to arouse about the validity of its identification (as it definitely
did later, in the Tokugawa period),(1) giving grounds for a rumour of his possible escape.(2) At
any rate it is fair to assume that Just as long as there was any uncertainly about his death, the
people would naturally want to believe that he was still alive or at least escaped a violent death,
for otherwise, sympathies aside, they faced the terrifying prospect of the curse of his onryo.
The absence of any report concerning the activities of his onryo is an indication of how strong
these sentiments were, and the medieval tales such as Nogushi Hogan and Fukumijo offer an
alternative account of his end, if not yet of his immortality, perhaps to confirm that he did
indeed escape an ignominious death and that therefore his soul rests in peace. For the tale of
his great escape to immortality, we must wait another century or so. Nevertheless, these two
tales, together with Joruri Junidan Zoshi which introduced the idea of an elixir, do take the
crucial steps towards the theme of Yoshitsune’s immortality.(3)

_______________________
1.
See this chapter, p.285 , note 2.
2.
Azuma Kagami reports (V.2, p.26) that Yoshitsune’s head was buried on Mt. Kamegata
at Fujisawa, near Kamakura, after the inspection and that a shrine called Shirahata
(‘white-flag’, signifying the Minamoto colours) was erected on the site. However, this
shrine, unlike the ones dedicated to Sugawara or the Soga brothers, is a most obscure
and neglected one today, harely known to be connected with this famous hero. The
author Osanai Jiro who visited the site in the mid-1960s describes in his book how the
shrine is now a ruin (see Osanai, Yoshitsune no Shui, Asahi Shinbun-sha, 1967, 99.913). For a shrine that houses a relic of such a famous hero, this is most unusual.
3.
Before moving to the Tokugawa period, we must note briefly that one remaining theme,
Yoshitsune’s downfall, underwent no significant development in the middle and late
Muromachi period. With Kajiwara’s villainy now firmly established in the legend,
Yoshitsune’s innocence is taken for granted in the tales of this period. For example, in
the Kowakamai Koshigoe, which deals with the hero’s abortive trip to Kamakura after
the War, Kajiwara, as in Gikeiki, makes slanderous accusations against Yoshitsune, to
prevent him from entering Kamakura or seeing his brother Yoritomo.
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5. The Yoshitsune Legend in Kabuki-Joruri Plays: The Kabuki Hero During the early
Tokugawa period, when Kabuki was floundering the Yoshitsune legend was kept alive in the
performances of Noh and Kowakamai as well as in various old and new forms of narrative. It
seems to have been particularly popular as a subject of Joruri, for the bulk of extant old Jarari
texts are variations of the tales relating to Joruri Junidan Zoshi dating back to this early
period.(1)
In 1654 Kabuki entered its Yaro (men) phase after the repeated bans on licentious
Wakashu Kabuki performances by the authorities and the players sought seriously to develop
the ‘mono-mane’ (initiative) aspect of their presentation, either to substitute for or to
camouflage the hitherto popular licentiously erotic elements. Within a decade, a series of
Kabuki performances on the Yoshitsune legend begins to emerge. Kabuki Nenpyo or The
Yearly Record of Kabuki records the staging of Kumasaka (1662), Horikawa Yauchi (1663),
Goo-hime (1673) and Ataka (1677).(2) Judging by these titles (none of the texts of these early
performances have survived), they seem to have been adaptations of Noh, Kowakamai and
Joruri scripts of the same titles. Ataka, for example, was a well-established Noh play about the
fugitive Yoshitsune crossing the Ataka pass,(3) as was Kumasaka which dramatized the fierce
match

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Wakatsuki, Y. Ko-Joruri no Kenkyu, V.1, Sakura-shobo, 1943. Also see Ko-Joruri
Seihon-shu ed. by Yokoyama, S. V.1-6.
Ihara, T. (ed.) Kabuki Nenpyo, V.1, pp.88, 91, 115 and 129. Kabuki Nenpyo is a
compilation of all the existing records of Kabuki performances and related matters,
edited by Ihara.
Ataka (Yokyoku-shu, NKBT 41, pp.168-182). This was later adapted to become the
famous Kabuki play Kanjincho in 1840.
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between the bandits and the young Yoahitsune (1) similarly we find Horikawa Yauchi in the
Kowakamai repertory, as the tale of the ambush of Yoshitsune’s Kyoto residence (Horikawa
mansion) by the Kamakura assassins,(2) while Goo-hime was a popular Joruri story of the time
that related the sad fate of the princess Goo, one of Yoshitsune’s young lovers who paid with
her life for protecting the young hero.(3) It is not surprising that the early Kabuki players,
groping for narratives to give shape and substance to their performances, found a reservoir of
ready-made scripts in these older genres.
As Kabuki moves into the period of Genroku maturity towards the end of the century,
the Nenpyo begins to report fully-fledged Kabuki performances based on the Yoshitsune
legend. As early as 1682, for example, two Joruri stories called Joruri-gozen Junidan and
Gorin Kudaki were adapted to three-part Kabuki performances by the actors Nakamura
Kanzaburo and Morita Kanya, respectively, in Edo (Tokyo).(4) In 1694 Goban Tadanobu,
featuring one of Yoshitsune’s faithfull followers Tadanobu, became a great hit in Osaka,(5)
while three years later the adventurous 15 parts performance entitled Yoshitsune Ichidaiki
(The Life of Yoshitsune) was staged over a period of five days in Osaka, reportedly to an
enthusiastic audience.(6) These were followed

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

_______________________
Kumasaka (Ibid., pp. 352-356).
Horikawa Yauchi (Shin Gunsho Ruiju, V.8, pp. 249-296).
Goo-hime (see Wakatsuki, Y. Ningyo Joruri-shi Kenkvu, Sakura shobo, 1943, pp. 8283). In 1679 the same story was developed into a fully-fledged play called Ushiwaka
Senjin Kiri by Chikamatsu.
Kabuki Nenpyo. V.1, p. 145.
Ibid., V.1, p. 193.
Ibid., V.1, p. 208.
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by a series of Yoshitsune repertories at the turn of the 18th century: Onzoshi Hatsutora Mode
(1701), Hoshiai Junidan (1702), Junidan Himitsunomaki (1705), Galjin Junidan (1708),
Shiban Gikeiki (1709) Otogi Junidan (1711) and so on, up to the emergence of such popular
plays in the mid-century as Oniichi Hogan Sanryaku no Maki (1731), Goshozakura Horikawa
Yauchi (1739) and Yoshitsune Senbonzakura (1748)(1) Altogether more than twenty different
plays were produced during this period according to Kabuki Nenpyo. Although nearly half the
texts of these performances are lost today, we nevertheless have sufficient material on which
to base our investigation.
Before examining the Kabuki treatment of the Yoshitsune legend we must observe one
important characteristic of the popular theatrical activities of the time. This is the fact that the
development of Kabuki during this period (1679-1750) was closely linked with that of Joruri,
to the point of sharing writers, borrowing plays and exchanging the aesthetics of staging
including the mode of acting. Joruri, which in the 1660s had incorporated puppets and the
‘shamisen’ (a stringed musical instrument) into its old format of simple recitation of narrative,
was then developing rapidly into a popular entertainment In theatrical form alongside Kabuki.
Being the older and more literary genre, with a wealth of repertory already a century old, Joruri
had a lead over Kabuki in the art of playwriting, just as Kabuki actors no doubt surpassed
puppets in the art of imitating. So, in a mutual

1.

_______________________
Kabuki Nenpyo, V.1, pp. 277, 290, 329, 375, 382, and V.2, pp. 173-176, 305, and V. 3,
p. 10.
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exchange of ideas and techniques, Kabuki players imported a large number of Joruri plays into
their repertory. at the same time producing their own original plays as seen in our study of
Genrohu Kubuki, while the puppet-masters in turn looked to Kabuki actor for inspiration. This
interrelation between the two theatres became even more active and involved with the great
success of the Joruri play Sonezaki Shinju by Chikamatsu in 1704. From then on, practically
all the popular Joruri plays were reproduced by Kabuki players within a year or so, or even
within a month if the Joruri play turned out to be a hit, and at the center of this unique intertheatrical development was the great and prolific writer Chikamatsu Monzaemon (16541724), whose plays were popularly performed in both theatres. Indeed, the extent of the
correlation is shown in the performances of the Joruri plays of that time which are still
produced in both theatres today:(1) they not only share virtually identical scripts by the same
titles but are also staged with remarkable resemblances, containing the same movements,
gestures, costumes, make-up and wigs, not to mention the presence of Joruri chanters and
shamisen players in both cases downstage left.
With this general background, it is hardly surprising that most of

1.

_______________________
To name a few, they are Sonezaki Shinju (1704), Myodono Hikyaku (1711), Kokusenya
Gassen (1715), Oniichi Hogan Sanryaku no Maki (1731), Goshozakura Horikawa
Yauchi (1739) and Yoshitsune Senbonzakura (1748). (All the dates are these of the first
Kabuki performances given in Kabuki Nenpyo.) The Kabuki scripts of these plays in the
collections of Kabuki plays available today are probably recordings of Kabuki
performances in more recent years. But comparison with the original Joruri scripts
reveals that they contain little variation in the main substance of the plays a except for
some technical adjustments in the arrangement of certain scenes (perhaps due to
employment of actors instead of puppets) and slight variations in the wording of
dialogues (possibly due to actor’ speaking them).
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the extant Yoshitsune plays of the period (1679-1750) were originally Joruri plays. Of the
twelve plays that form the basis of our discussion, only two are original Kabuki plays.(1) Four
are Joruri plays that are recorded to have been produced in the Kabuki theatre under the same
titles,(2) while three, according to Kabuki Nenpyo, seem to have been adapted for Kabuki
performances with a different title.(3) The list also includes three more Joruri plays based on the
Yoshitsune legend, which are most likely to have been influential on, if not actually adapted
by, Kabuki in the cooperative theatrical climate of the time, although we have no recorded
evidence to prove just how much or in precisely what form.(4)

_______________________
1.
Onzoshi Hatsutora Mode (1704) (see Kabuki Nenpyo, V.1, p.277) and Junidan Himitsu
no Maki (1705) (see Ibid., V.1, p. 329).
2.
Futari Shizuka Tainai Saguri (1719) (Ibid. V.1, p.534), Oniichi Hogan Sanryaku no
Maki (1731) (Ibid. V.2, p.173), Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi (1739) (Ibid. V.2, p.305)
and Yoshitsune Senbon zakura (1748) (Ibid. V.3, p.10).
3.
For example, one of the most popularly produced episodes of the legend was the tale of
Yoshitsune’s romance with the princess Joruri. Earlier, in 1682, Kabuki players
produced adaptations of two old-Joruri stories on this subject, Joruri-gozen Junidan and
Gorin Kudaki. Although the scripts of these early performances did not survive,
Chikamatsu wrote a definitive Joruri play on the same subject in 1690, Junidan,
incorporating both of these old Joruri stories about the princess. This play, which is
extant in its full form, in turn inspired the emergence of a series of Kabuki ‘Junidan’
performances at the turn of the century (see p.292 ), which apparently dealt with the
same subject (e.g., see the description of Gaijin Junidan, 1708, given in Kabuki Nenpyo,
V.1, P.375). Similarly, Chikamatsu’s Ushiwaka Senjin Kiri (1679) contains a model
treatment of another popularly performed romance of the (1713) also seems of the
princess Goo. The Joruri play Harami Tokiwa (1713) also seems to have had a Kabuki
counterpart, according to Kabuki Nenpyo (see V.1, p. 314).
4.
These are Genji Eboshi Ori (1698), Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogisho (1706) and
Yoshino Tadanobu (1707), all by Chikamatsu.
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At first sight, the Kabuki adaptation of the Yoshitsune legend presents quite a different
appearance from that of the older genres. First of all, inspecting the Nenpyo we note that
among the numerous fictional, contemporary and historical subjects making up the Kabuki
repertory, the Yoshitsune legend, though obviously still popular, no longer occupies the
dominant position it once held. Even among the historical subjects, it comes only second to the
tale of the Soga brothers’ revenge. Secondly, the legend is now operating for the first time in a
recognizable world of drama, with dialogue, conflict, action and revelation. Consequently,
unlike the mono-dramatic Nob and Kowakamai adaptations, which focused on a single
episode, the Kabuki (and Joruri) plays combine several episodes in five acts, weaving a
complex plot very much in the vein of Genroku melodrama. Furthermore, the legend itself is
considerably expanded by the inclusion of elaborate (mostly fictitious) details of the events, to
accommodate a sub-plot or-to add a twist to the traditional line of the story. Also, with the
incorporation of sub-plots, increasing attention is paid to recounting the tales of subordinate
characters such as Yoshitsune’s followers, lovers and antagonists, including even the Taira
survivors of the Genpei War (who were supposed to have drowned),(1) often with the effect of
diffusing the focus of the play.
However, despite these radically different appearances and diffused impressions, the
traditional themes of the legend remain as active as ever in these plays, and are developed to
the full, combining neatly with

1.

_______________________
See Takeda Izumo’s Yoshitsune Senbonzakura (1748).
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the thematic patterns of the contemporary theatre. For instance, Yoshitsune’s martial
supremacy, a focal point of the legend for centuries, is still a popular subject, if not more so
with both the Tengu and Hyoho themes intact. His boyhood bravery, such as his encounter
with the bandit Kumasaka or with Benkei, is dramatized in several plays with the by now
familiar commentaries: “he flies like a butterfly or a bird”,(1) “not the act of a man”(2). “tengulike”(3) and “oni-kami (demon)-like”,(4) while no less than four plays adapt the Horikawa
Yauchi (‘Night-attack at Horikawa’) episode, to give the postwar hero an opportunity to
display his legendary valour in subduing the Kamakura assassins.(5) And, finally, his aweinspiring martial skill is deified in the 1739 play Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi, where one
fearful Kamakura warrior proclaims Yoshitsune to be “the incarnation of Maharishiten” - the
God of Martial Art.(6)
Having reached this apotheosis of Yoshitsune’s martial skill, the Tokugawa authors
create intriguing variations of the tengu and Hyoho

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

_______________________
Chikamatsu, Ushiwaka Senjin Kiri (1679) (Chikamatsu Zenshu, V.1, Asahi Shinbunsha,
Taisho 14, p. 263).
Ibid., p. 256.
Chikamatsu Harami Tokiwa (1712) (Dai Chikamatsu Zenshu, V. 8, P. 205).
Chikamatsu, Junidan (1690), DCZ V.11, p. 279.
Yoshino Tadanobu (1707) and Futari Shizuka (1719) by Chikamatsu and Goshozakura
Horikawa Yauchi (1739) by Bunkodo and Yoshitsune Senbonzakura (1748) by Takeda
Izumo in collaboration with two other writers.
Bunkodo, Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi (1739) (Joruri Meisaku Shu, Teikoku Bunko,
p. 434)
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themes to tell how he acquired it. Observe how Chikamatsu combines the traditional tengu
theme with contemporary Rabuki elements at the start of Junidan (1690). Here, as in the
tradition, the young chigo hero is seen visiting Sojogadake to practice and to pray to the deity
(here called Daihitamonten) for the success of his secret mission. This very night, be meets an
old man on a white horse, who claims to be on his way back from his martial training with
Sojobo, the great Kurama tengu. Greatly disturbed, Yoshitsune confides in the old man that he
himself has been waiting to he taught by Sojobo but the great tengu has refused to see him so
far, delegating the teaching to his tengu disciples. So he has been practising mostly with his
manservant Tonosuke, who seems at least as competent as any tengu. Yoshitsune begs the old
man to reveal some of the secrets he has learned from the great tengu, but the old man flatly
refuses. Despondent, the young hero tries to kill himself, only to be prevented by the old man,
who thereupon reveals himself to be none other than Daihitamonten himself. The deity
counsels Yoshitsune to be patient, blesses his future, and then vanishes into the sky, leaving
the mysterious remark, “the Sojobo that you seek is with you night and day like a shadow”.(1)
The riddle is solved in the next scene, of flower-viewing in the spring on Kurama
mountain. In sharp contrast to the somewhat remote atmosphere of the corresponding scene in
the Noh play Kurama Tengu (1500ca), this bustling Genroku scene, thronged with viewers,
peddlers and colourful tents, starts with a noisy (and very contemporary) row

1.

_______________________
Chikamatsu, Junidan, DCZ, V.11, P. 261.
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between a couple who run a teashop tent. When Yoshitsune enters, accompanied by his
servant Yonosuke, the husband discloses that he is in fact the gold merchant Kichiji, and that
upon Hidehira’s request(1) he is to escort Yoshitsune to Oshu. He has come up the mountain,
disguised as a teashop owner, hoping to see Yoshitsune by chance. No sooner have they
arranged the time of departure than a party of Taira youngsters enter gaily. Observing the Taira
boys enjoying themselves heartily with wine and music, young Yoshitsune, perhaps feeling
left out, takes up his flute and plays. Inevitably the sound of his enchanting melody attracts
their attention. Intrigued by the sight of a pretty chigo playing, they invite him to their tent. The
boy boldly sits opposite Taira Munemori, the oldest son of Kiyomori, ignoring protocol. This
unexpected impudence from a diminutive chigo only amuses the Taira youngsters, however.
They laugh and mock at him; one even teases him by pulling him aside by the sleeve, until
finally the indignant Yoshitsune leaps up with his hand on the hilt of his sword, whereupon his
servant Yonosuke rushes in to apologize for whatever insult his young master may have given
unwittingly. But one Taira youth will have none of these apologies and draws his sword: at
this moment, with a sudden gust of wind, Yonosuke transforms himself into an angry tengu
and drives the frightened Taira men away with a display of his mighty power. Yonosuke/tengu
then confesses to his young master that he is indeed the

_______________________
1.
Fujiwara Hidehira, the chieftain of the northern samurai clan (and later Yoshitsune’s
patron) with whom Kichiji has a business acquaintance, had asked him to escort
Yoshitsune to Oshu. (See this chapter, pp. 214 , 227 , 229 for Fujiwara Hidehlra.)
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very Sojobo of Kurama and that ever since he took a fancy to the chigo Yoshitsune, he has
followed him closely in the shape of his servant Yonosuke, ‘night and day like a shadow’ as
Daihitamonten prophesied. The mysterious saying of the deity has thus been proven true, and
it turns out that Yoshitsune has all along been developing his martial skill with the great tengu
after all.(1) Sojobo urges the young hero to rise up against the Taira, who are defying the
Buddhist and divine laws of the land, and forecasts the Minamoto victory, promising his
protection to the end. Then the tengu hands him the book of Sanryaku no Maki (which
presumably contains the secrets of the Tengu Art) and flies away in a whirlwind. In this way,
on the eve of Yoshitsune’s departure for Oshu, his tengu connection is revealed.
As in the Noh play Kurama Tengu, Chikamatsu overlays the tengu myth with a
romantic theme, and creates a contemporary drama that shows distinctive Kabuki traits. That
Yoshitsune learned his martial skill from Kurama Tengu was no doubt a foregone conclusion
by then, and that their relationship contained amorous elements may also have been a familiar
tale by that time. So Chikamatsu brought the old myth home to the Genroku audience by
recasting it in a fresh contemporary frame of reference. Firstly, he had the great tengu incarnate
as a contemporary man in the street, the young hero’s servant, and a love-sick one at that. By
contrast to the magic-practising yama-bushi (mountain-monk)(2) in

1.

2.

_______________________
Recall that the hero told the old man/Daihitamonten in the earlier scene that since
Sojobo would not see him. he ended up practising mostly with his servant Yonosuke
‘who seems at least as competent as any tengu’. (Chikamatsu, Junidan, DCZ, V.11. P.
258)
These Buddhist monks of the Shugendo sect were known to perform magic using the
mystic power they acquired through their rigorous religious training deep in the
mountains. So the yama-bushi identity was a most suitable guise for a tengu to have
adopted. See footnote 1, p. 232.
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whose guise the tengu had appeared in the medieval Noh play, the manservant was a plain
ordinary man with no apparent religious or shamanistic connections whatsoever. To show
such a common man to be the incarnation of a mighty supernatural figure was indeed a
characteristic Kabuki treat for the audience, which confirmed the proximity between the
worlds of men and the supernatural for the believers, and as such reflected one of the
fundamental thematic patterns of Kabuki drama, namely the hito-kami or man-god pattern.(1)
Moreover, to the audience’s delight, Chikamatsu called this servant/tengu ‘Yonosuke’, a name
which in fact had come to epitomise the erotic and licentious spirit of the age, ever since the
novelist Saikaku created in 1682 the debauched citizen-hero of that name who defiantly
pursued a life of sexual exploits (with both men and women) with heroic dedication.(2)
Needless to say, debauchery or erotic elements verging on licentiousness had been one of
Kabuki’s dominant features since the day of its birth. Particularly, at this stage, it had only
been a few decades since the banning of Wakashu Kabuki (1653) which flourished by
capitalizing on the

_______________________
1.
See chapter 3.
2.
Ihara Saikaku (1642-1893), a distinguished novelist, Haiku poet and essayist of the time
(said to be a wealthy merchant), recounted in his 1682 novel Koshoku Ichidal Otoko the
erotic affairs the hero Yonosuke pursued during his life of 54 years. In a repressive
feudal age, when the only possible form of liberation for an ordinary man was in sex,
such as that enjoyed at Yuri, the courtesans’ quarter (if one could afford the expense),
Yonosuke, who is described as having conquered 4467 men and women in his lifetime,
was indeed the champion of the common man.
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eroticism of young male players, and tales of amorous relationships between males were still
popularly featured in Kabuki performances.(1) So, well in line with this tradition, Yonosuke
alias Kurama Tengu confesses in the play that he was smitten by young Yoshitsune’s ‘iroka’
(eroticism) and so was compelled to live as his servant among mortals.(2) while this is a tribute
to Yoshitsune’s (by now) legendary beauty, there is of course an element of debasement in this
treatment of the mighty mythological figure, reflecting the heretical streak of early Kabuki.
But the audience apparently preferred this explicit declaration of love by the servant-tengu
Yonosuke in a boldly familiar everyday setting to the allusive medieval romance between a
chigo hero and a yama-bushi, shyly tucked away in the poetic and abstract world of Hob.(3)
Thus Chikamatsu revitalizes the old tengu theme with typical Kabuki immediacy and
concreteness.
The Hyoho theme, on the other hand, is adapted in the post-Genroku play Oniichi
Hogan Sanryaku no Maki (1731). Here, in the third act, the young Yoshitsune and his retainer
Onisanta are infiltrating the household of Oniichi Hogan, disguised as servants under the
pseudonyms of Torazo and Chienai, respectively. Their purpose if of course to get hold of the
rare manuscripts of the great Hyoho, called here Sanryaku no

1.

2.
3.

_______________________
For example, see Soga Juro’s relationship with Ema Koshiro and Kudo Suketsune’s
amorous overtures to Dozaburo, the beautiful retainer of the Soga brothers in
Tsuwamono Kongen Soga (chapter 3, and we priest Ramon’s relationship with his
young subordinate Sakuramaru in Sankai Nagova (chapter 3, p.154). Also ‘brotherly’
relationships between Kabuki-mono youths had been in fashion during the early
Tokugava period, as observed in chapter 2.
Chikamatsu, Junidan, DCZ V. 11, P. 268.
These Noh plays were still being performed in this period, even among the merchant
class as a hobby.
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Maki, the same name as the book of martial arts that Kurama Tengu handed over to the hero in
Junidan 40 years earlier. As the ailing Oniichi Hogan takes e stroll in the chrysanthymum
field, the servant boy Torazo alias Yoshitsune returns with a message from Taira Kiyomori:
Onlichi must hand over the Sanryaku no Maki to the Taira the next day. Apparently, Oniichi
has been dodging Kiyomori’s order for some time, and this is an ultimatum. Oniichi, however,
seems to be more concerned about the safety of his daughter Minazuru, whom Torazo
accompanied to Kiyomori’s residence and left there unattended. Oniichi orders the older
servant Chienai to beat the boy for his negligence. But Chienai, alias Onisanta, is reluctant to
harm his master. At this awkward moment, Minazuru opportunely returns unharmed to save
the day. After Oniichi and Minazuru retire, Yoshitsune chides Onisanta for not beating him,
thereby risking exposure of their true identities and purpose. He then tells him that time is
running out and that he intends to steal the manuscript this very night, come what may. He
orders Onisanta to kill anyone who may interfere with this undertaking. But alas, at this very
moment, Minazuru is found to have overheard their conversation. Realising that she has
inadvertently learnt their secret, she bravely offers herself to be killed, whereupon Oniichi’s
disciple Tankai, who secretly fancies Minazuru, and who has obviously been eavesdropping,
rushes in to challenge Yoshitsune and save the princess. But Tankai is no match for the hero
and is easily put down. Yoshitsune decides to confront Oniichi Hogan face to face rather than
take Minazuru’s life.
That night, Yoshitsune approaches Oniichi’s private quarters in the inner garden, led by
Minazuru, When he calls upon the old sage to come out, however, who emerges but the
mighty figure of Kurama Tengu! Then,
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right before their eyes, the tengu transforms himself into the figure of Oniichi Hogan! He
reveals to the stunned hero that the tengu from whom he learned his martial skills at
Sojogadake was in fact none other than Oniichi himself, in the tengu’s guise. Once a
Minamoto retainer, belonging to one of the old Minamoto families,(1) he has long hoped to
find a worthy Minamoto heir to whom to hand down his mastery of Sanryaku no Hyoho, even
though he was forced to serve the Taira after the Heiji revolt. This is why he has refused so far
to hand over the valuable manuscripts to Kiyomori, despite great pressure. Meanwhile,
Kurama Tengu appeared in his dream one night to say that the young Yoshitsune was training
alone nightly at the Bishamon shrine in Kurama, determined to take revenge on the Taira.
Here was a worthy heir! But since he now served as Master of Martial Arts for the Taira,
Oniichi was obliged to conceal his mission under the tengu guise, to avoid being accused of
serving two masters. With luck, he hoped, the world would believe that Yoshitsune learned his
martial skill from a tengu. Having explained this much, Oniichi grants the manuscripts to his
daughter, urging her to marry Yoshitsune with it as her dowry. Then, proclaiming that he must
now destroy the body that accepted Taira favour, he stabs himself with his sword. With his
dying breath, he swears that he will become a true tengu after his death and protect Yoshitsune
in his future battles.

_______________________
1.
Oniichi Hogan is in fact the hero’s retainer Onisanta’s elder brother. Onisanta has known
Hogan’s true identity all along, but believes that his brother does not recognize him
because he is in disguise. Yoshitsune is unaware of their kinship, so when he orders
Onisanta to kill anyone who intercepts them, this presents him with a great dilemma, for
he fears that he may have to kill his own brother. This is a typical Kabuki complication.
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Although the original Oniichi Hogan episode as recounted in Gikeiki(1) contained no
supernatural element, this mid-18th century adaptation ingeniously incorporates the tengu
myth into it, to create a typical Kabuki drama that embraces the popular hito-kami theme.
What happens in this play is the reverse of the treatment of the tengu myth in Junidan. To the
audience’s great surprise, the mighty tengu from whom Yoshitsune was believed to have
learned his martial skill is revealed, after all these centuries, to be a mere mortal, Oniichi
Hogan in disguise. Once again the worlds of man and the supernatural converge on the Kabuki
stage in a characteristic hito-kami pattern, but this time it turns out that a man is impersonating
the supernatural convincingly, not vice versa. To a modern audience, this kabuki revelation
might seem to undermine the very essence of the tengu myth, or even to signal the advent of
realism in a most imaginative adaptation of the old myth. But the revelation did not necessarily
dispel the mystery of the tale for the contemporary Tokugawa audience. For, in the folk
tradition, a man or a shaman-actor impersonating the supernatural, be it at a kagura rite or on
the Kabuki stage, was taken to ‘become’ the very power he impersonated via kamikakari, if
the god was willing. As late as 1697, for instance, the Kabuki audience were still throwing
‘saisen’ (money-offerings, usually made at shrines) to an actor playing the role of a god on
stage, in the hope of receiving ‘his’ blessings.(2) So Oniichi

1.
2.

_______________________
See pp.249-250 in this chapter.
See chapter 2, pp. 111-12 and chapter 3, p. 189.
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teaching the young hero at Sojogadake in the tengu guise, could very well have been taken to
be as potent as Kurama Tengu by virtue of kamikakari, especially as it was the great tengu
himself who brought Oniichi to the mountain in the first place, by informing him about the
young Yoshitsune. To prove the point, Oniichi is to become a true tengu after his death, in the
ultimate manifestation of the hito-kami pattern, and, as in the tradition, promises his
supernatural protection for the hero. Thus in this ingenious drama the hyoho theme merges
into the tengu theme at the end, and the myth is kept alive. In the process, the hero finds that he
has had a vital ally in the enemy camp (better still, one who is to become supernatural), and the
audience is treated to another enthralling affirmation of the hito-kami theme.
While the subject of Yoshitsune’s superhuman martial skill with its tengu and hyoho
connections became a vehicle for the Tokugawa exponents of the hito-kami theme, the tales of
his romances were a choice subject for the genre which thrived on erotic elements, and they
were popularly adopted in virtually every play. Following the three prototypes in the legend
(the young Yoshitsune’s amorous relationship with the tengu, his romances with young
devoted princesses and the post-war hero’s love for his concubine Shizuka), the Tokugawa
authors exploited the theme to the full extent, incorporating contemporary thematic features
wherever possible.
Inevitably, the beautiful young Dshiwaka (as he was called as a boy), who bewitched the
great tengu while he was at Kurama, attracts the love and devotion of an increasing number of
young heroines on his journey to Oshu. The most prominent of these tales, the Joruri romance,
is dramatised in full in Chikamatsu’s Junidan
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(1690), (1) and shows several characteristic Kabuki developments. After the opening act, which
disclosed Ushiwaka’s martial and amorous connection with the tengu Yonosuke, the hero sets
out for Oshu in the second act, and demonstrates his legendary swordsmanship in his
confrontation with the bandits at Kagami station (2) Then Men, in the third act, Ushiwaka
finally meets Joruri at Yahagi. Compared to the medieval original Junidan-zoshi, however,
their romantic encounter is portrayed with a direct and open eroticism, laced with a
salaciousness typical of the time. For instance, in sharp contrast to the shy medieval princess
who needed a lot of persuasion and preliminary courting (such as exchanges of poetry), the
erotic Genroku girl, having seen the sweet prince with “the look of a flower just opening”,(3)
does not waste much time before inviting him into her bed. Boldly she lures on Ushiwaka,
who is hesitant to indulge in sex because of his mother’s recent death: says she, “They say that
if one dies after having to sleep alone all the time, one falls into ‘Sai no Kawara’ (a region of
hell where dead children go); buddhas make love, so why shouldn’t we?”(4) And since it

_______________________
1.
Chikamatsu’s later play, Harami Tokiwa (1713), also deals with this romance in full in
its fourth and fifth acts. Joruri features in several other plays, but not the account of her
famous encounter with Yoshitsune at Yahagi.
2.
Yoshitsune confronts the bandits at Kagami, but in this case in revenge for his mother’s
murder, about which he learns in his dream, Here, as in Gikeiki (see pp. 35-36), the
“taoyakana” (exquisite) young hero, with “his white complexion, black manicured teeth,
delicately drawn eyebrows and a pretty kosode draped over his head”, is mistaken for a
keisei, much to his chagrin. But once in action,’ he turns into a fierce swordsman,
drawing comments from his opponents like, “Is he an oni-kami (demon-god)? He can’t
be human.’”. Junidan, op. cit., pp. 278-279.
3.
Chikamatsu, Junidan, op. cit., p. 283.
4.
Ibid., p. 287.
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is not only her but all her attendant ladies who have fallen in love with the prince, their lovemaking takes place with a salacious commentary from the ladies in the background.(1) In the
morning, Usniwaka reveals his true identity to Joruri, and they exchange their marriage vows,
here happily with the blessings of Joruri’s mother.
The true differences in the story begin to develop in the fourth act, just as soon as the
hero leaves Yahagi to continue his journey north. While Ushiwaka reaches Oshu safely
(without falling ill at Pukiage, as he once did), Joruri meets with a catastrophe. Her jealous
cousin Tota informs the Taira of her affair with a Minamoto and she is sent into exile.
Moreover, in exile she is brutally slaughtered by Tota when she rejects his amorous advances.
Thus, her unexpected death deprives the romance of its most vital aspect, namely Yoshitsune’s
death and resurrection through Joruri’s love, as recounted in the original tale. But the
Tokugawa play prepares an even greater surprise in the final act., revealing that the princess
Joruri is yet capable of performing a miracle for her beloved hero if needs be.
When the time of the Minamoto uprising finally comes, Yoshitsune stops by at Yahagi
on his way to join his brother, not knowing what has happened to his love. Grieved by the
news of her death he pays respect to her grave at Yakushi temple in a nearby valley,
accompanied by her

1.

_______________________
In the later play Harami Tokiwa (1713), the salacious elements are even more
heightened in these scenes. For example, one of the ladies says, “His face is so sweet, I
want to eat him up”, and another borrows the hero’s flute, which he has been playing,
and tells Joruri to “suck its mouth-piece before it gets dry”. Moreover twp ladies
demonstrate in a parodic manner how to make love for the apparently naive prince and
Joruri, who is having a bit of a problem because of Ushiwaka’s reluctance. (DCZ, V.8,
pp.251-256) Indeed, this licentious scene reminds one of the love making between
Troilus and Cressida, with Pandarus looming in the background.
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mother Choja. As they pray, the tombstone suddenly splits open and, astonishingly, the image
of Joruri emerges!(1) Before the bewildered mourners, she promptly explains that she is in fact
the deity of the temple, Ruri-ko-butsu (emerald-shining-buddha), who left her image in the
valley to heal the sick, and that out of pity for the devout and childless Choja, she lent herself
to be born by her; but she is now about to return to her celestial land. “As for you”, she turns to
Yoshitsune, “I made a temporal marriage vow to you, because”, she confesses, “I was drawn
to you by the power of the prayers you made at Kurama”.(2) She then urges her hero to go to
the capital, destroy the Taira who are abandoned by the gods and are betraying the buddhas,
and restore the country to flourishing Buddhism. No sooner has she said this than she begins to
rise, proclaiming “Behold, behold, my true image” and turning herself into a shining-tama;
then she reveals her true self: the figure of Yakushi Nyorai, the deity of Mercy and Healing.
Thereupon the play ends swiftly, rejoicing at the flourishing of Buddhism, peace and
prosperity, and the longevity of the Minamoto reign. In a typical Kabuki revelation, the lively
and sexy Genroku maiden who fell madly in love with the young Yoshitsune is revealed to be
the incarnation of Yakushi Nyorai. In the original tale, we may recall, Joruri was merely
Yakushi’s ‘moshi-go’ (child begot by prayers), not the

_______________________
1.
The tale of Joruri’s tomb splitting had existed before this play in the form of an oldJoruri story called Gorto Kudaki (see Wakatsuki, Ko-Joruri no Kenkyu, V.1, pp. 364365). This is apparently a latter-day story concerning Joruru’s fate, which emerged after
the famous romance recounted in Junidan-zoshi. According to Kabuki Nenpyo, a threepart presentation based on Gorin Kudaki was first performed by Kabuki players in 1682.
So eight years later Chikamatsu combined this tale with the famous romance in one
play.
2.
Chikamatsu, Junidan, op. cit., p. 308.
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deity herself. So once again the play incorporates the hito-kami theme into the old tale, and the
audience has the pleasure of discovering how closely the gods live among them, just as they
had when the, found the servant Yonosuke to be the great tengu. As for the romantic theme,
what could be more flattering to the young Yoshitsune than to have been loved, so it turns out,
by two great supernatural figures? It is the ultimate tribute to the hero’s legendary beauty and
eroticism.
If Joruri personified love, Minazuru represented sacrificial devotion, which had already
been demonstrated by a few other young heroines in the legend. This strand of the romantic
theme is dramatized in several Kabuki-Joruri plays of the period, and is developed into an
explicit form. The earliest and the most striking example is the case of the princess Goo,
recounted in Chikamatsu’s Ushiwaka Senjin Kiri (1679). Originally an old-Joruri tale, the
Goo-hime story was first performed on the Kabuki stage in 1673.(1) Six years later,
Chikamatsu created the definitive dramatization of her tale in conjunction with the hero’s
episode of ‘senjin-kiri’ or ‘thousand-killing’.
Ushiwaka comes down from Kurama to the capital to celebrate the thirteenth
anniversary of his father’s death by undertaking the audacious task of ‘senjin-kiri’, much to the
concern of his mother Lady Tokiwa, who lives in the capital as Kiyomori’s mistress. (In
Gikeiki, it was Benkei who committed ‘senjin-kiri’ to collect a thousand swords.)

1.

_______________________
See p. 293 in this chapter.
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Amidst the tightening security set up to capture the ‘demon-like’ killer boy. Ushiwaka
succeeds in killing 999, and encounters the 1000th in the notorious warrior-monk Benkei, who
is of course after the 1000th sword on the same occasion! Their duel takes place on the bridge
of Gojo, and Ushiwaka duly overpowers Benkei following the tradition. It is on his way back
to Kurama that Ushiwaka, caught by a spring shower, takes shelter at the Gongen shrine in the
north of the city and meets Goo, who also happens to take shelter there. The princess is
captivated. They pass the time exchanging poems while waiting for the shower to clear up. But
the rain continues, and Ushiwaka is obliged to ask if he could lodge the night with her family,
since it is impossible to travel back to Kurama in the rain. Goo lives with her aunt, luckily not
far from the shrine. There they spend the evening playing music together, Ushiwaka the flute
and Goo the koto (a thirteen-stringed instrument), and by chance Ushiwaka finds out that Goo
is in fact the sister of a longstanding Minamoto follower, so he reveals his true identity. At
dawn, the hapless hero suddenly becomes gravely ill. But Goo can do nothing but pray to the
gods, as she does not wish to call a doctor for fear of exposing Ushiwaka, now that she knows
who he is. Meanwhile her aunt talks of informing the Taira authorities and of the ample
reward to be gained. Concerned at the danger to the hero, Goo secretly contacts Lady Tokiwa,
and has Ushiwaka safely carried out of the house in a coffin under the guise of a funeral.(1) Her
aunt, however, has

_______________________
1.
This symbolic sequence echoes the death-resurrection theme first told in the medieval
tale Joruri Junidan-Zoshi, in which the young hero, having fallen gravely ill at Fukiage,
actually dies and then is revived by a drop of elixir, Joruri’s tear. (Chikamastu,
Ushiwaka Senjin Kiri (Chikjmatsu Zenshu, V.1, Asahi Shinbunsha, P. 279)
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gone to the authorities after all.. Goo is captured, interrogated and. tortured. Since she refuses
to reveal Ushiwaka’s whereabouts, she is dragged out to a public place and tortured by water
and fire. When she is forced to climb a ladder set up over a fire, she flings herself into the
flames.
Goo, who willingly sacrifices her life in order to save her beloved prince, is
representative of a line of young heroines who take similar action in several other Tokugawa
plays. The prototypes of this theme already existed in the medieval tales of Minazuru and the
Daughter of the Demon King, who both risked their lives in helping the young hero to learn
the great Hyoho. But compared to these medieval cases, the acts of sacrifice by the Tokugawa
heroines become more explicit and numerous. While the medieval heroines died passively
either of broken hearts or as victims of brutal murder, the Tokugawa heroines ‘choose’ to
sacrifice their lives by their own volition in order to save the life of their beloved prince. This
pattern is consistent. The princess Goo, having rescued the sick Yoshitsune, resolutely lays
down her life under torture, rather than reveal his whereabouts and endanger his life. The
contemporary Minazuru, having inadvertently learned of Yoshitsune’s true identity, nobly
begs him to kill her to safeguard his life and his secret mission, in sharp; contrast to her
medieval counterpart who pined away out of love, once abandoned by the seductive hero.
Shlnonome, the heroine of Genji Eboshi Ori (1698), follows her beloved prince to Oshu in his
guise, in order to divert the attention of the Taira and,
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if necessary, to die in his place.(1) The theme also extends to the post-war tales. In Yoshitsune
Senbon zakura (1748), when Yoshitsune is accused of marrying a Taira lady, his wife stabs
herself, so he may prove his loyalty to Kamakura (by presenting her head) amd save himself
from downfall.(2) Similarly, in Onzoshi Hatsutora Mode (1701), which mixes pre-war and
post-war episodes of the legend, Shizuka enters Oniichi’s household disguised as Yoshitsune,
ostensibly to wed his daughter (called here Katsura), for the purpose of thwarting the
Kamakura assassins and dying in the fugitive hero’s place, if needs be, while he flees to Oshu.
Meanwhile, when the assassins do catch up with him, Joruri’s ghost emerges to take a blow in
his stead and save his life!(3)
While Yoshitsune’s adolescent romances positively develop the sacrificial theme, his
post-war amour with Shizuka takes a predictable turn. Traditionally, Shizuka has been known
in the legend as a ‘shirabyoshi’ dancer by profession, a miko dancer who doubled as a
courtesan in medieval times. Thus, in these early Tokugawa plays

1.

2.
3.

_______________________
In this play, the young Yoshitsune decides to ‘become a man’ before setting out for
Oshu, because he is concerned that his chigo appearance may be too conspicuous. So he
drops in on a hat-maker in the capital (as it was customary for a man to wear a hat or
‘eboshi’ after his initiation). There he meets Shinonome, the daughter of the hat-maker,
who, like all the other young heroines, instantly falls in love with the erotic prince. Since
he orders a left-bent hat, worn only by the Minamoto men, the hat-maker suspects his
true identity, and informs the Taira authorities while Yoshitsune spends the night with
Shinonome. After the hero has left in the morning, Shinonome learns of her father’s
mischief. Immediately, she sets out for Oshu herself in Yoshitsune’s guise to take his
place. (Chikamatsu, Genji Eboshi Ori, DCZ. V.15 Act 3)
Takeda Izumo. Yoshitsune Senbonzakura (Joruri Meikushu, V.2. pp. 250-251)
Chikamatsu, Onzoshi Hatsutora Mode (Chikamatsu Kabuki Kyogen Shu, V.2,
Rokugokan, pp. 360-393)
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shizuka re-emerges as a keisei (what else?) and accordingly the hero’s love-life in his post-war
days follows thecharacteristic keisei pattern of Genroku drama.
In virtually every play featuring this subject, Yoshitsune is depicted as a young man, all
too familiar in the Genroku Kabuki world, who indulges himself in the life of wine and sex at
Yuri, the courtesans’ quarter, to the extent of neglecting his duties and his station, or so it
appears. So much so that his delinquency in fact becomes not only a great concern of his close
followers but also a cause for criticism by his Kamakura antagonists and by his supernatural
guardians in the drama. In Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogikyo (1706) for instance, Yoshitsune,
who has just escaped from the battle of Koromokawa, is reprimanded by the great Kurama
Tengu for “having defiled yourself with ‘shiki-yoku’ (sexual desire)”.(1) Because of this and
his arrogance, the tengu explains, the power of his protection has been broken. And a play
written a year later, Yoshino Tadanobu (1707), shows us just how the hero had been behaving.
Here he is unashamedly portrayed as a ‘keisei-kurui’ (keisei-mad) young man, who, despite
already having Shizuka living with him at his Horikawa residence, visits his latest passion, the
keisei Wakamurasaki, at Yuri daily, much to the consternation of his loyal followers. There he
has lovers’ quarrels, gets involved in duels with rival suitors (who happen to be Kamakura

1.

_______________________
In this case, coming from the homosexual tengu who has had a crush on the hero, this
remark may mean something altogether more personal, like defilement by womankind.
(Chikamatsu, Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogikyo, DCZ. V.15, P. 267)
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samurai) and, when he finds out that his trusted retainer Tadanobu(1) has secretly persuaded
Walamurasaki not for the next ten years for his own good, the keisei-mad hero rashly banishes
the poor man in a fit of rage.(2) Indeed, for a 20th century critic, this unexpected development
does come as something of a debasement of the erstwhile noble image of this great hero, but in
the Tokugawa context it appears to have been a popular and acceptable way to make a famous
legendary hero into a contemporary figure, just as the mighty tengu resurfaced as a love-sick
servant. Debased or not, this Tokugawa Yoshitsune certainly had a problem which the
contemporary audience could easily identify and appreciate, no doubt to their delight. In the
later play Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi (1739), Yoshitsune is still presented as a fun-loving
young man who visits Yuri nightly and brings the keisei Shizuka to stay at his residence in the
absence of his wife (who has gone to stay with her parents to give birth). But in the course of
the play it is revealed that his delinquent behaviour has in fact been a cover to expose a plot set
up by Kamakura conspirators. (3)” Perhaps the later authors may have felt that the
‘modernization’ of this admirable hero had gone just a little too far in the earlier plays.
With a tipsy keisei-mad Yoshitsune now strutting across the stage, now is the subject of
his downfall treated in these Tokugawa plays?

1.

2.
3.

_______________________
According to Azuma Kagami (see p.214, footnote 1), Tadanobu was one of the two Sato
brothers sent by Fujiwara Hidehira from Oshu to serve Yoshitsune. The elder,
Tsuginobu, was killed in the battle of Yashima, according to Heike Monogatari, by
blocking an arrow meant for Yoshitsune. Thus in the tales of the post-war Period,
Tadanobu is one of the oldest and closest followers of the hero, along with Benkei.
Chikamatsu, Yoshino Tadanobu, DCZ. V.6, pp.261-271.
Bunkodo, Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi (Joruri Meisaku-shu, V.2 pp.440-442)
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The estrangement of the Minamoto brothers had not been fully articulated in the legend
so far. Although Azuma Kagami recorded a fairly comprehensive account of the events
leading up to Yoshitsune’s downfall. It is fair to assume that the legend makers had no access
to such official formation, save for rumours and hearsay deriving from it. Especially when it
came to the question of his guilt, they presumably faced a dilemma, in that while his
catastrophic fall implied some faults, they had neither the hard evidence nor the heart to cast a
shadow upon the uprightness of the popular hero. Thus, as we observed, they deflected the
question by creating the villain Kajiwara on whom to pin the blame, and Yoshitsune went
scot-free, without even having been accused.
The early Tokugawa authors take up this issue in several plays and clear their hero’s
name once and for all. They raise the question of his guilt by having his adversaries cite his
supposed sins in specific terms, and then let the hero defend his actions point by point.
Naturally the villain Kajiwara and his slanders still lurk in the background. But here the
accusation of Yoshitsune’s disloyalty is presented officially by Yoritomo himself and his
emissaries to Kyoto, independent of Kajiwara’s personal grudges and slanders. For instance,
when an old-time Minamoto loyalist comes to effect the reconciliation of the brothers in
Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogikyo (1706), the angry Yoritomo condemns Yoshitsune’s
arrogance in monopolizing the credit for the Minamoto victory (which in his view was due to
good luck and the excellence of his own overall command from Kamakura) and in plotting his
overthrow by blatantly soliciting imperial favour over his authority.(1)

1.

_______________________
Chikamatsu, Minamoto YoshitsuneShogikyo op. cit., pp.214-218.
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In Yoshino Tadanobu (1707), the emissary Hojo, arriving at the capital before the assassins in
order to moderate Yoshitsune’s behaviour if it is still at all possible, is alarmed to find him
indulging ina decadent life at Yuri and neglecting Ms duties as the Kamakura envoy in the
city. Moreover, to his dismay, Yoshitsune’s forces are being mobilized, just as suspected in
Kamakura. Thus Hojo confronts him and demands an explanation, particularly of his recent
behaviour which has incurred Yoritomo’s wrath, namely his marriage to the daughter of a
Taira captive and, worse, his giving away to his father-in-law the secret Taira document
‘Kaibunjo’, (1) which fell into his hands at the end of the War (rather than handing it over to
Kamakura as ordered by Yoritomo).(2) All these accounts of his misbehaviour are cited again
by Yoritomo himself in Futari Shizuka Tainai Saguri (1715) and in Goshozakura Horikawa
Yauchi (1739), as he denounces his brother as a traitor, and sends assassins to control’ his
suspected rebellion.(3) In the latest play Yoshitsune Senbon zakura (1748), two more points are
added to the catalog of indictment by the Kamakura emissary (in this case Kawagoshi): that
Yoshitsune deliberately deceived Kamakura by presenting substitutes for the heads of some of
the key Taira figures at the end of the War, and that he has since accepted the ‘hatsune no
tsuzumi’, a drum, from the Emperor Goshirakawa, knowing full well that

_______________________
1.
The subject of the Taira document ‘Kaibunjo’ was first mentioned in Heike Monogatari.
NKBT 33, ‘Fumi no Sata’, pp. 356-357.
2.
Chikamatsu, Yoshino Tadanobu, op. cit., pp. 275-279.
3.
Chikamatsu, Futari Shizuka Tainai Saguri, DCZ V.10, pp. 185-186; Bunkodo,
Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi, op. cit., pp.433.434.
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the drum was meant to be a coded imperial order to ‘beat’ (or ‘kill’)(1) his brother Yoritomo.(2)
Yoshitsune’s defense is enobling, to say the least. In his confrontation with Hojo, he first
laughs off the notion of his impending rebellion, saying that if he wanted to take power, he
could already have done so with ease. His forces, he reminds Hojo, are invincible. He then
reassures the emissary that there is nothing he wishes more than peace and the stability of the
Kamakura region, now that the War is finally over. It was precisely for this reason, he
explains, that he refused to hand over the Taira document to Yoritomo, for there were a
number of Minamoto samurai who had been compelled to sign it during the War, and he
believed that if it should become known that it had fallen into Yoritomo’s hands, it would be
certain to cause unrest among these samurai or even trigger a revolt. So, to prevent further
upheaval, Yoshitsune gave the document to Taira Tokitada (his father-in-law) and had him
destroy it there and then.(3) The same point is driven home more dramatically in Goshozakura
Horikawa Yauchi (1739): here Kajiwara, arriving at the capital as the Kamakura assassin (he
volunteered!), sets up an elaborate plot to steal the document, only to be intercepted by
Yoshitsune who exposes that Kajiwara is in fact one of the Minamoto samurai who swore
allegiance to the Taira during the War. Having forced the shamed Kajiwara to read his name
aloud from the document before witnesses, Yoshitsune burns it “for the sake of the country
and my

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
In Japanese the word ‘utsu’ (meaning to ‘beat’ a drum) is a pun for ‘utsu’ meaning
‘strike’ or ‘kill’.
Takeda Izumo, Yoshitsune Senbonzakura, op. cit.
Chikamatsu, Yoshino Tadanobu, op. cit., pp. 278-279.
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brother Yoritomo”.(1) In Yoshitsune Senbonzakura (1748) the hero gives a simiar
defence of his unilateral decision to substitute false heads for those of the missing Taira
warriors at the end of the War. In order to secure the speedy restoration of peace, he
explains to the emissary Kawagoshi, he felt it necessary to show publicity, that all the
key Taira heirs were dead, to dispel any hope of a coup among the surviving Taira
supporters. His primary concern since the War having been the stability of the new
Minamoto regime, the charges of disloyalty and of plotting rebellion in conspiracy with
the imperial power come to him as surprising, if not insulting. True, he accepted the
imperial drum knowing the Emperor’s intention. But as a loyal subject, he argues, he
had no choice but to receive the Emperor’s gift, even though he had no intention of ever
beating’ the drum.(2) As for his marriage to a Taira lady, he retorts that the lady in
question was originally a Minamoto, adopted by a Taira family.(3) Besides, he points
out, Yorimoto himself is married to a lady of old Taira stock.(4) He protests his
innocence,(5) and swears his fraternal love and absolute loyalty to Yoritomo.
Significantly, he does not offer any defence or

_______________________
1.
Bunkodo, Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi, op. cit., p. 471.
2.
Takeda, I. Yoshitsune Senbonzakura, op. cit., pp. 247–250.
3.
Ibid., p. 250.
4.
Chikamatsu, Yoshino Tadanobu, op. cit., pp. 275–276.
5.
To the extent, indeed, of rewriting history, as he claims in Yoshino Tadanobu that he
recovered all three royal treasures (the regalia of the sovereign) from the Taira, to
emphasize his flawlessness. This was not the case in history. Yoshitsune’s lightning
attack at Dan no Ura caused not only the drowning of the young Emperor Antoku but
also the loss of one of the treasures (the sword) in the sea. This later became one of the
reasons for Yoritomo’s disaffection with his brother (see pp. 221–222 in this chapter).
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excuse for his indulgence in the life of Yuri, but the audience witness with satisfaction
that the frunken, fun-loving and keisei-mad hero is yet capable, when challenged, of
reverting to the lucid and valiant warrior that he was in the legend.
Thus Yoshitsune emerges from this trial as a totally innocent and honourable
figure. It is revealed that he has been doing everything in his power to secure the peace
and stability of the nation, at the cost of undermining his own political position. But,
even this show of innocence and nobility cannot reverse the tide of his downfall as
determined by history. His Horikawa residence is attacked by Kamakura forces, and he
is forced to retreat to the south and finally to flee to Oshu. His innocence, combined
with his selfless dedication to the country and to his brother, deepens the injustice
meted out to him, and heightens the sense of his martyrdom, which has been simmering
in the legend for centuries.
The last theme to arise in the medieval legend was Yoshitsune’s immortality, that
is, his escape from the historical death at Koromokawa. With the historian Arai
Hakuseki advancing the theory of Yoshitsune’s possible escape,(1) the subject aroused a
lively interest among early Tokugawa writers and produced several stories concerning
the fate of the post-Koromokawa hero. For instance, some writers Produced the
amazing theory that he escaped from Koromokawa to the

1.

_______________________
Arai Hakuseki, ‘Ezo-shi’ (Arai Hakuseki Zenshu, ed. Imaizumi, T., V. 3, p. 685). Arai
claimed that there was showed evidence of island of Ezo in the North Pacific, which
showed evidence of having been used for the worship of Yoshitsune as an ‘iki-kami’
(living god).
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continent and that the great Mongolian warrior Genghis Khan was in fact none other
than the latter-day Yoshitsune himself.(1)
Reflecting this general interest in the subject, the theme is developed to the fullest
extent in Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogikyo (1706), developed to the fullest extent in
Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogikyo (1706). Here, the night before the battle of
Koromokawa, the hero’s one-time retainer, Hitachi-bo (priest Hitachi, a warrior-monk
like Benkei) arrives at Yoshitsune’s hideout with the news of Joruri’s death.
According to Hitachi, her last message to Yoshitsune was that he should join her
at the island of Nyogo where she was expecting to live as an immortal by the grace of
Yakushi Nyorai.(2) Hitachi, who has since become a ‘sennin’ (mystic), mastering the
arts of foresight and immortality himself, warns Yoshitsune of the impending
Kamakura attack, and urges him to taste the wine of ‘fugi-furo’ (eternal life and eternal
youth) which he has brought, in order to escape from his destined death in the
forthcoming battle. Thus, as the battle cries rise at dawn, Yoshitsune, having tasted the
wine, wades through the arrows of the fierce fighting to the river and sails his boat
safely to the sea, accompanied by Benkei.
They, first come to the island of Chishima in Ezo, in the North Pacific. The hero,
exhilarated by his great escape, brags that he can easily conquer the island. As a matter
of fact, he muses, he would rather be the king of this island than ingratiate himself with
his

1.
2.

_______________________
See Honda, T., Isetsu Nihonshi, V.3, pp. 52-70.
Joruri in this play is not the incarnation of Yakushi, Thus it is by the deity’s special
favour that her ‘moshi-go’ Joruri is given immortality.
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brother for a couple of provinces in Japan. His reverie, however, is checked by the sight
of an old man fishing on the rocky cliff. The man, to his amazement, proceeds to make
some ponderous pronouncements such as “Do not take one’s enemy too lightly relying
on one’s bravery: those who win by force will decline in time while those who win by
virtue will remain stronger” and “One may conquer a great enemy, but one is a failure if
one cannot govern oneself”.(1) Intrigued by the strange old man, Yoshitsune decides to
test him by force. When he challenges him with a spear, however, the man
unexpectedly reveals himself to be ho less than the great Kurama Tengu. Thereupon the
tengu chastises the stunned hero:
Although you have excelled in the martial arts I taught you, and
have destroyed the spearhead of the Taira force in the War, the
Tentei (Heavenly Ruler) detests your pride in your military fame
and the arrogance of your heart. Moreover, you have defiled
yourself with sexual desires, and thus the wings of my protection
have been broken, and you have fallen this far, brought down by a
villain and abandoned by your own brother.(2)
Nevertheless, he reassures Yoshitsune, he has come to welcome him, as he still honours
the bond they once made. The tengu then warns the hero that the Nishikido brothers (the
leaders of the Kamakura attack at Koromokawa), who have since fallen out of
Yoritomo’s favour for having presented some charred heads as those of the escaped
pair, are arriving shortly with ships full of men and grain, to take over the island. If
Yoshitsune can save the islanders from their attack, says the tengu, he

_______________________
1.
Chikamatsu, Minamoto Yooshitsune Shogikyo, op. cit., p. 267.
2.
Ibid., pp. 267–268.
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will be revered as their kami and king. Sure enough, the gathered islanders swear that
Yoshitsune will be worshiped as their ‘iki-kami’ (living god) in that event. The great
tengu promises his help, of course, No sooner has this deal been made than he creates a
mighty wind to sweep the enemy ships ashore, and helps Yoshitsune and Benkei to
defeat the Nishikido brothers and their men. When the victory is won, the tengu urges
the hero to go to the island of Nyogo where Joruri awaits him and, in a spectacular
display of magic power, be takes the grain out of the ships and sows it over Chishima
and Nyogo, turning the rocky islands into fertile lands rich with crops and vegetation.
The play ends happily as Yoshitsune reaches Nyogo and joins Joruri in Tama Mansion
in the Palace of Chojo (long-life).(1)
In the medieval Noh play Nogushi Hogan (1500ca), Yoshitsune escaped from
Koromokawa, but not from his eventual death at Nogushi. The old Joruri tale Junidanzoshi, introducing the theme of an elixir or ‘fuji no kusuri’ (lit. ‘medicine of
immortality’), recounted the episode of his resuscitation on the beach at Fukiage,
though it remained silent as to whether he escaped from Koromokawa or achieved
immortality in the end. Combining these two themes with the contemporary theory of
his escape to Ezo, the Tokugawa play develops the tale to its logical conclusion, with
the hero attaining immortality in a blissful life with Joruri, residing in the appropriately
named Tama Mansion.
So far, we have examined the Kabuki-Joruri plays in relation to the traditional themes,
and found that, while incorporating popular contemporary elements, the Tokugawa
authors developed these themes to the full in the directions already set by the tradition.
We must now ask one final question. Were there new themes evolving in these plays,
which could be called genuinely Tokugawa or Kabuki developments?
1.

Chikamatsu, Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogikyo, op. cit., pp. 246–269.
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We have already noted several new elements now operating in the legend in
conjunction with the traditional themes. Firstly, reflecting the hito-kami theme, an ever
increasing number of supernatural figures were incarnate on the stage and took part in
the action alongside men. Moreover, their roles were considerably broadened in the
drama. For instance, take the case of Kurama Tengu. In addition to his traditional roles
as the hero’s martial teacher and lover, the great tengu now assumed the role of his
moral guardian as well as a function somewhat akin to that of a fertility god, as seen at
the denouement of Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogikyo. In a surprising incarnation, he also
appears as a Chinese physician in Harami Tokiwa (1713).(1) Here he is shown to be
1.

_______________________
Chikamatsu, Harami Tokiwa, DCZ. V.8, pp. 213–218.
The play dramatizes the classic episodes such as Yoshitsune’s duel with Benkei,
his romance with Joruri and the tragic fate of his mother Lady Tokiwa. But in the first
few scenes, it focuses also on the Taira personalities: Kiyomori’s oldest son Shigemori,
reputedly the most virtuous of the Taira men, has made a secret pact with the deity of
Shimizu to imprecate his own death in seven days. He takes this extreme measure to
castigate his father. (It was said that decadent as their reign was, the Taira clan would
hold power as long as the virtuous Shigemori lived.) Unaware of the true cause of his
son’s illness, the worried Kiyomori suggests that he should be attended by a famous
Chinese physician who is said to revive the dead and confer immortality, and discloses
that he himself has in fact been taking the magic potion (‘fuji-furo’ or ‘eternal-life and
eternal-youth’ prescribed by him. Appalled by his father’s unnatural greed for life,
Shigemori warns him that there is no such potion known to exist except one prescribed
by a tengu, which, upon entering the body of an arrogant man, will activate the evil
within him and eventually kill him with high fever. Shigemori produces the see what his
father has been taking. When Kiyomori produces the box, however, it flares up in flames
from inside, confirming Shigemori’s suspicion. Outraged, Kiyomori orders the arrest of
the Physician, but a sudden gust of wind shakes the earth, and a servant rushes in to
report that the physician has turned himself into a huge bird and flown, in the direction
of Kurama on the crest of a cloud. The rest is history: Kiyomori died in 1181 of a high
fever, two years after his son Shigemori’s death. (Thus the Genpei War was fought
under the command of his second son, Munemori.)
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responsible for killing Taira Kiyomori, by luring the vain chieftain into taking his magic
concoction (an elixir, taira believes). In other words, the tengu plays the crucial part in
preparing the way for the Minamoto uprising. Similarly, the Kifune Myojin (at
Sojogadake) takes on a new role. We saw the young Yoshitsune praying to this deity
back in the early middle ages, and the deity had once responded to his prayers by
showing him the way to the tengu palace. Now the very same deity makes a human
appearance before the despondent hero, to save him from suicide and to give him moral
support by assuring him that the great tengu he so desperately seeks is in fact very close
by him.
There was another intriguing development in connection with the hito-kami
theme, namely, the elevation of some of Yoshitsune’s hitherto mortal allies to the ranks
of the supernatural. The most prominent case was of course his love, Joruri, who was
revealed to be the incarnation of Yakushi Nyorai herself, not merely the deity’s
‘moshigo’ as she had been in the medieval tales. Likewise, Oniichi Hogan, once the
hero’s antagonist, was found to be not only a Minamoto devotee and his martial teacher
but also a future tengu, promising to be his mighty protector in battle. His one-time
follower, Hitachibo also reemerged as the quasi-supernatural figure of a ‘sennin’
(mystic) with mastery of the arts of foresight and immortality, and provided him with
the wine of ‘fuji-furo’ (eternal-life and eternal-youth), thus allowing the hero to flee into
the world of the immortal.
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Thirdly, the sacrificial theme evolved into an explicit form in the Kabuki-Joruri
plays. The concept of sacrifice, or ‘migawari’ (‘body-substitution’ or to die in another’s
place), was of course by no means uncommon in the feudal world, and the legend had
already contained a few explicit cases of migawari in the middle ages.(1) But while the
medieval examples mainly involved warriors on the battlefield striking features of
Tokugawa migawari were that they were performed mostly by young heroines in love,
to gain a new lease of life for the young Yoshitsune, and that they were so numerous.
Indeed, the increasing predominance of this theme in the period is shown by the fact
that migawari extended even to the hero’s kin in some cases. For example, in Futari
Shizuka Tainai Saguri (1719), the life of Yoshitsune’s newborn son, when threatened by
Kajiwara under orders from Yoritomo to kill the baby, is saved by a substitute.(2)
Similarly, in Goshozakura

1.

2.

_______________________
For example, Gikeiki recounts the following tales of the Sato brothers: the elder,
Tsuginobu, died by shielding Yoshitsune from an enemy arrow in the Battle of
Yashima, and the younger, Tadanobu, who followed his fugitive master to Mt. Yoshino,
stayed behind to confront the pursuing enemy, in Yoshitsune’s armour, to die in his
place, and so to prevent any further hunt for him while he fled to Oshu.
Chikamatsu, Futari Shizuka Tainai Saguri, op. cit., pp.219–222.
In the third act, after Yoshitsune has left the capital as a fugitive, the pregnant
Shizuka travels to Kurama to take refuge, but on her way she is caught by Kajiwara and
his men who have received Yoritomo’s order to track her down and kill her baby, Thus
she is forced to stay the night at an inn in Otsu, where she begins labour. The inn, as it
happens, is run by Otsu Jiro (the son of the bandit who killed Yoshitsune’s mother and
was in turn killed by the young hero at Kagami: see p.306) and his pregnant wife. Upon
learning of Shizuka’s ordeal, Jiro and his wife agree to sacrifice their baby for
Yoshitsune’s, as an act of repentance for the murder Jiro’s father committed. As Shizuka
gives birth to a boy, Jiro opens his wife’s womb and presents their baby to Kajiwara to
be killed. (In history, as recorded in Azuma Kagami, see p. 260, footnote 1, Shizuka was
detained in Kamakura for several months until she gave birth to a boy, who was
drowned immediately.)
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plays. The concept of sacrifice, or ‘migawari’ the Kabuki-Joruri plays. The concept of
sacrifice, or ‘migawari’ (‘body-substitution’ or to die in another’s place), was of course
by no means uncommon in the feudal world, and the legend had already contained few
explicit cases of migawari in the middle ages.(1) But while the medieval examples
mainly involved warriors on the battlefield, the striking features of Tokugawa migawari
were that they were performed mostly by young heroines in love, to gain a new lease of
life for the young Yoshitsune, and that they were so numerous. Indeed, the increasing
predominance of this theme in the period is shown by the fact that migawari extended
even to the hero’s kin in some cases. For example, in Futari Shizuka Tainai Saguri
(1719), the life of Yoshitsune’s newborn son, when threatened by Kajiwara under
orders from Yoritomo to kill the baby, is saved by a substitute.(2) Similarly, in
Goshozakura
_______________________
1.
For example, Gikeiki recounts the following tales of the Sato brothers: the elder,
Tsuginobu, died by shielding Yoshitsune from an enemy arrow in the Battle of
Yashima, and the younger, Tadanobu, who followed his fugitive master to Mt. Yoshino,
stayed behind to confront the pursuing enemy, in Yoshitsune’s armour, to die in his
place, and so to prevent any further hunt for him while he fled to Oshu.
2.
Chikamatsu, Futari Shizuka Tainai Saguri, op. cit., pp.219-222.
In the third act, after Yoshitsune has left the capital as a fugitive, the pregnant
Shizuka travels to Kurama to take refuge, but on her way she is caught by Kajiwara and
his men, who have received Yoritomo’s order to track her down and kill her baby. Thus
she is forced to stay the night at an inn in Otsu, where she begins labour. The inn, as it
happens, is run by Otsu Jiro (the son of the bandit who killed Yoshitsune’s mother and
was in turn killed by the young hero at Kagami: see p.306) and his pregnant wife. Upon
learning of Shizuka’s ordeal, Jiro and his wife agree to sacrifice their baby for
Yoshitsune’s, as an act of repentance for the murder Jiro’s father committed. As Shizuka
gives birth to a boy, Jiro opens his wife’s womb and presents their baby to Kajiwara to
be killed. (In history, as recorded in Azuma Kagami, see p.260, footnote 1, Shizuka was
detained in Kamakura for several months until she gave birth to a boy, who was
drowned immediately.)
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Horikawa Yauchi (1739), when Yoshitsune is ordered to present the hed of his
Taira wife as proof of his loyalty to Kamakura, Benkei resiolves the predicament by
killing his own daughter who resembles the lady.(1) Thus it is not too much to say that
the sacrificial theme in its explicit form of migawari emerged as one of the most crucial
themes in the Tokugawa plays.
Finally, a new, or ‘modern’, element entered into the characterization of the hero,
especially in the post-war episodes. While he remained essentially the same valiant and
honourable samurai as he had been in the legend, the Tokugawa Yoshitsune was
portrayed at the same time as a keisei-mad young man who indulged in the lascivious
life of Yuri, almost to the point of debasement. As a result, he emerged as a unique
figure who doubled as a supreme legendary hero and a familiar contemporary man,
presumably to the great delight of his spectators.
Along with these new elements now operating within the framework of the
traditional themes, there was one important development which had not been seen
earlier and which gave an overall perspective to the Tokugawa treatment of the
Yoshitsune legend. This concerned the interpretation of Yoshitsune’s role in history the heart of the myth. Historically, the Genpei War came as the final contest in the long
feud between two rival samurai clans, struggling for power at the dawn of the middle
ages. The Minamoto uprising, therefore, was primarily a political event, aimed at
overthrowing the old clan enemy and at avenging the fallen chieftain, Yoshitomo. At
the same time, from the point of view

1.

_______________________
Act 3, Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi, op. cit., pp.468–482.
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of the Taira and the imperial court in the capital, the upraising was no less than an act of
rebellion condemned initially as “traitorous” by one contemporary aristocratic
historian,(1) despite the fact that the Taira reign had by the end become tyrannous and
corrupt. Thus, in the legend, Yoshitsune’s conquest of the Taira had customarily been
referred to throughout the middle ages as an act of revenge or revolt. For example, in
Gikeiki the young hero himself explained his task as “cleansing the name of my
ancestors and pacifying my father’s angry spirit”,(2) and called it ‘muhon’ (revolt).(3)
Likewise, in the late medieval tale Tengu no Dairi, his father, now the luminous figure
of Dainichi Bosatsu (Great Sun Buddha) in Jodo, urged his son to “take revenge upon
the hateful Taira”.(4)
But in the Kabuki-Joruri plays, there is a definite move to put Yoshitsune’s role in
a wider context. For a start, the ‘ogoru’ (blindly arrogant) Taira are portrayed in these
plays not merely as adversaries of the Minamoto but as enemies of the people at large,
from the Emperor down. Indeed, condemned by both Yakushi Nyorai and Kurama
Tengu as “betraying the Buddhist and divine laws”(5) and denounced by other gods, the
Taira tyranny and corruption now take on an appearance of absolute evil - the cause of
all the suffering and moral deterioration in the land. And in this broadened context, the
hero’s

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

_______________________
See p. 216, footnote
Gikeiki, op. cit., p. 145.
Ibid., p. 44.
Tengu no Dairi, op. cit., p.411; also see p.269 in this chapter.
Chikamatsu, Junidan, op. cit., p. 265 and p. 308.
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traditional role as an avenger seems to acquire a new dimension, that of a liberator who
bravely seeks to free the people from the evil of the ‘hateful’ Taira. This does not mean
that the personal aspect of his mission is now lost from the tale. The Tokugawa
audience were no doubt well aware of that side of the story; after all the theme of
revenge was one of the strongest preoccupations of the period. But gone is any mention
of ‘rebellion’, and, as if to emphasize the legitimacy of the hero’s action, virtually all
the plays, when referring to his mission, sanction it by ‘Inzen’ (Imperial Order).(1)
Moreover, to complete the legitimisation his action is also sanctified by the gods. In
Junidan the three prominent supernatural figures in the legend, Kurama Tengu, the
Deity of the Kifune shrine and Yakushi Nyorai, all appear and endorse Yoshitsune’s
action. Yakushi Nyorai, the Deity of Mercy and Healing, is particularly explicit: she
urges the hero “to destroy the Taira who are abandoned by the gods and are betraying
the buddhas, and restore the country to flourishing Buddhism”,(2) thus entrusting to him
the country’s liberation. And Yoshitsune himself is aware of his new role, as he makes
clear in his prayer to the Deity of the Kumano shrine in Harami Tokiwa:
Riding on a high tide of power that can swallow four oceans, the
Taira violate the imperial sovereignty

1.
2.

_______________________
Historically, Yoritomo obtained the long-awaited Imperial Order to conquer the Taira
(legitimising his revolt) only after he had demonstrated his strength by subjugating his
boorish cousin Yoshinaka. (See p. 217 in this chapter.)
Chikamatsu, Junidan, op. cit., p. 308.
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and cause pain and suffering to the people, The Taira are the hateful
enemy of the country, as well as of my father. But in face of such
powerful evil, how we can I hope to destroy them, unless I have
‘shin-riki’ (divine-power)?(1)
We are thus led to the conclusion that in the Tokugawa plays Yoshitsune’s
traditional role as the avenger-commander of the Minamoto uprising is elevated to that
of liberator. So vital is his mission that while the arrogant Taira are abandoned by the
gods, the gods do respond to Yoshitsune’s prayers: he is given ‘shin-riki’ and is blessed
with innumerable supernatural aids in the course of his action, not to mention the
sacrifices he receives from his mortal devotees. Viewed in this context, his traditional
boyhood assets as a miko (shaman) and a prodigy of supreme swordsmanship, coupled
with his androgynous beauty attracting numerous mortal and immortal lovers, appear to
have been essential prerequisites for his future role as a liberator. Also, in this light, the
steadfast devotion he showed in the post-war period to securing the peace, despite his
own declining political fortunes, acquires a focus, that peace above all was his raison
d’être, and accordingly his eventual downfall and martyrdom were perhaps inevitable
consequences of his destiny as a selfless liberator. Viewed in this context, his
immortality seems a just reward from the gods, who after all had ordained him to carry
out his historic mission.
It seems that our study in this chapter has come full circle. A historic hero, whose
brilliant military achievements had altered the course of history, and whose tragic
downfall had been mourned by the people for centuries, was finally, six centuries later,
enshrined as a

1.

_______________________
Chikamatsu, Harami Tokiwa, op. cit., p. 260.
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supreme liberator, and given a status equal to the gods. Adopting this popular material,
the Tokugawa authors had the choice of depicting the hero either as an avenger or as a
liberator. That they chose the latter indicates that the theme of liberation was the
primary concern of the early Tokugawa people and that the kamikakari liberator like
Yoshitsune was a not unfamiliar figure in their theatrical tradition, as in fact we
observed in the figure of Fuwa Banzaemon, alias Shoki-shin, and in numerous other
kami who, in the footsteps of the journeying kami of Kagura tradition, made their
appearance on the Kabuki stage to rescue the heroes and heroines from their evil
opponents. Indeed, what could have been greater tribute to this tragic hero than to have
modelled him after the all-embracing kami who descended to the Kagura site to
subjugate evil and restore the wellbeing of the people? And to complete the theme of
liberation, all the Yoshitsune plays end after the Kagura fashion, despite the hero’s
personal tragedy, with a jubilant mood celebrating the peace and prosperity of the
country and the happy Minamoto reign:
As Yakushi Nyorai was revealed, how blessed were the 12 guardian
gods that stood beside her. This is a sign of a forever prospering
Akitsu-su,(1) where Buddhism flourishes and the people are secure.
May she endure many thousand years! They celebrate the longevity
of the Minamoto reign and the country where peace prevails.
Junidan

1.

(1690)

_______________________
‘Akitsu-su’ or ‘Akitsu-kuni’ was an old literary name Japan which meant ‘land of
autumn streams’.
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Then he travelled through the islands,
and entered Tama Mansion of the Palace of Chojo
on Nyogo Island. Indeed, the flourishing of the Minamoto
extends and reigns beyond great Japan,
unbroken, unchanged and undiminished.
May the people prosper in the land of security!
Minamoto Yoshitsune Shogkyo (1706)
The grace of the Minamoto spreads
from north to south, from east to west.
The great Chibiki Stone is immovable.
The country thrives, the people thrive, and
the years thrive.
May the reign of peace live long.
Futari Shizuka Tainai Saguri (1719)
Hogan’s (Yoshitsune’s) power and good fortune
Increase by day and night through the years.
Immovable indeed is the Minamoto reign.
The five crops are rich in harvest, and the people
are secure. Happy is the country to be governed
peacefully for millions of years!
Goshozakura Horikawa Yauchi (1739)
The Taira clan have all been destroyed;
the four oceans are at peace and the people are secure.
The five crops are rich in harvest, and Akitsu-kuni
flourishes with the ears of wheat.
Her prosperity is incomparable.
Yoshitsune Senbonzakura (1748)
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CHAPTER V: KABUKI AND WESTERN PARALLELS
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The studies in the preceding chapters have shown that early Kabuki was
essentially a composite of two radically different ingredients: surrealistic quasi-religious
events derived from the old folk religious ritual tradition and naturalistic erotic elements
that represented the licentious temperament of its age. The essence of Kabuki lay in the
working of this unlikely marriage, as illustrated most succinctly in popular Kabuki
figures such as the love-sick tengu (Kurama Tengu), the keisei-mad god (Fuwa
Banzaemon), the mystic priest besieged by carnal desire (Narukami), or the kamikakari
varrior and martyr-to-be who is simultaneously a consummate playboy at Yuri
(Yoshitsune). Given the heterodox and at times parodic results of this marriage, it is no
wonder that the early Tokugawa observers labelled this novel quasi-religious
entertainment as ‘kabuki’ - a phenomenon that epitomized the heretical and
revolutionary ‘kabuki’ spirit which swept their age.
Of these two basic ingredients, it was the religious and ritual heritage that
determined the fundamental constitution of Kabuki. Beneath the naturalistic feudal
facade of the drama and the licentious elements that garnished a secular plot, the tenets
of the old tama and onryo beliefs, and of the tama-furi and tama-shizume rites, shaped
the theme and structure of the drama, defined the function of the performance to a
degree, and influenced the manner of presentation from setting through costume, makeup, props and sound to acting, was manifest in what appear to be the remnants of ritual
associations in the aesthetics of Present-day Kabuki.(1) Moreover, the religious ritual
connection brought

1.

_______________________
See chapter 3, pp. 190–2, for example. Gunji Masakatsu points out some such examples
in his Kabuki_no_Bigaku (Emgeki Shuppansha, Yokyo, 1968).
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magical elements into the theatre, turning the Kabuki stage into a surreal domain where
man and the supernatural freely communed and miracles took place without restraint. it
also ensured a genuinely receptive audience who embraced these magical happenings
with the faith of true believers. Take the surreal religious elements away and Kabuki is
reduced to a mere pornographic feudal melodrama, as indeed it was to become in the
late 18th and the 19th centuries, when Kabuki authors began to produce realistic drama.
Above all, what stood out as the most central of all Kabuki features throughout
our study was the operation of the hito-kami theme. Drawing on the notion of
benevolent kami and man’s kinship with them, this theme not only dictated the turn of
events in the drama but also produced the spectacular climactic moments of the
performance, recalling the kamikakari performances of miko in the folk rites.
The task of this final chapter is to highlight the characteristics of Kabuki by
locating them in a wider and comparative perspective. The question we now ask is: Can
we find a parallel to Kabuki in the occidental theatrical tradition? Or is Kabuki a unique
phenomenon, distinguished from its western counterparts by some fundamental
differences? To put it another way, how can we summarise the essence of Kabuki in
terms of a broader dramatic and theatrical tradition? To find the answer, we focus our
attention on the hito-kami theme, the most vital element in the working of Kabuki
drama, and compare this thematic pattern with the operation of equivalent themes in
occidental drama.
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The subject of man’s relationship with god(s) has also been one of the central concerns
in the tradition of the western theatre. From the days of Aeschylus to the modern
Beckettian era, gods have made their presence felt in many plays, intervened in human
affairs when they chose, and at times even performed a miracle or two on stage. Their
presence was particularly visible in the classical Greek drama. Here, as in kabuki drama,
gods made their appearance among men in various capacities, dictated the course of
action, and influenced the outcome of the drama by their intervention. In fact, the fates
of Greek heroes are so bound up with the will of these gods that it is impossible to
appreciate a Greek play without considering the interrelation between them. Thus, Greek
drama is easily the most explicit embodiment of this subject in the occidental tradition
and, with its claim to religious ritual connections,(1) makes an intriguing counterpoint to
Kabuki. Can we then find something comparable to the hito-kami theme in Greek
drama?

1.

_______________________
The question of the ritual associations of Greek drama has been a controversial issue in
the study of the occidental theatre. Since Aristotle, critics have tried without conclusive
results to trace the origin of drama, i.e., Greek drama, particularly tragedy, in the songs
and rituals performed in various ancient folk rites. Earlier this century, for instance, a
group of Cambridge scholars produced an influential study, drawing structural parallels
between Greek tragedy and the Eluesian mysteries (see ‘Excursus on the Ritual forms
preserved in Greek tragedy’ by G. Murray, in Themis: a study of the social origin of
Greek religion, by J.E. Harrison, Merlin Press, London, 1963, pp. 341-363). Although
the results of this study and similar ones that followed, relating Greek tragedy to ancient
rites such as hero-cults and rites of lamentation, have since been disputed by more recent
critics, the subject can still inspire scholars and writers alike. See for example, G. F. Else
The Origin and Early Forms of Greek Tragedy.
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Despite the apparent similarities, the theme woven by Greek heroes and their gods
seems to form a diametrically opposite pattern to the Kabuki theme. Moreover, the
Greek pattern is repeated throughout the history of western drama as if it signifies some
fundamental premise on which the tradition of the occidental theatre has stood. At first
glance, the most obvious point of contrast is the character of the gods and their function
in the drama. While the Kabuki theme features kami mostly as men’s allies, all-purpose
guardians of a sort who readily respond to heroes’ needs (where there is an onikami/demon, there is always a benevolent kami waiting in the wings to come to the
rescue), the gods in Greek drama manifest themselves chiefly as men’s antagonists, a
sort of despotic rulers presiding over them, whose will (i.e., intervention) proves to be
more harmful to mankind than a blessing.
A contrast is seen also in the concept of man. Following the tenets of the tamabelief, the Kabuki theme envisions man as having not only divine allies but also the
potential of achieving ‘shin-riki’ (divine power), or even apotheosis, himself via tamafuri, on the grounds that man and kami are kin sharing the same origin - tama. In fact,
one of the key features of the hito-kami theme is the accessibility of the world of the
supernatural to man. In sharp contrast to this homogenous and pantheistic vision, the
Greek theme expounds the limitations of man, drawing a clear line between the mortal
and the immortal. What permeates Creek drama is the sobering Homeric maxim,
reminding the heroes of the gulf that separates them from the gods, and cautioning them
not to aspire to compete with the gods, let alone hope for apotheosis. In other words,
while the Kabuki theme views men secure in kinship with kami and free
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to realize their greatest aspirations, even to the point of acquiring ‘shin-riki’ (such an
attempt would have been condemned as ‘hubris’ by the Homeric view), the Greek
theme focuses on men’s insecurity in their impotence before the almighty and often
hostile gods.
The contrast is reflected also in drastic terms. As we observed earlier, Kabuki
drama invariably reaches a happy ending, thanks to the operation of the hito-kami
theme. The hero’s dilemma is resolved almost always through some form of divine
intervention and chaos is transformed into blessed peace and prosperity, with faith in
the kami firmly intact. The same cannot be expected in the Homeric cosmos. Here, the
gods compound the hero’s dilemma, and the drama usually comes to a grim ending,
confirming the worst of men’s anxieties about their gods. Those who challenge their
divine opponents are punished for their arrogance while others suffer the consequences
of gratuitous interventions, and at the end of the day the triumphant gods and the world
look as dangerous as ever.
Correspondingly, while Kabuki heroes come out of their ordeal rejuvenated,
Greek drama is littered with broken heroes and heroines who have fallen victim to the
whim of their gods. For example, Ajax is destroyed by Athena for his impudent
independence. He boasts, “With God’s help even a worthless man could triumph. I
propose, without that help, to win my prize of fame” and, when Athena stands beside
him in battle, “Goddess, go stand beside the other Greeks; help them. For where I bide,
no enemy will break through”.(1) So the goddess vexes him with her fury and makes
him a laughing stock in the Greek camp,

1.

_______________________
Sophocles, Ajax, lines 767-769, 774-776.
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forcing him to take his own life out of shame. Likewise, the gods take offence when
Agamemnon kills Artemis’s stag by mistake: they withhold a sailing wind at the outset
of the Greek expedition to Troy, forcing him to sacrifice his daughter, which eventually
causes his downfall. Apollo commands Orestes to kill his own mother and makes him
suffer terrible consequences. Hippolytus and Phaedra become powerless pawns in the
rivalry between Aphrodite and Artemis, just as Theseus is in his reliance on Neptune.
Oedipus is doomed by Apollo’s oracle even before his birth, and his efforts to thwart it
only ensure its devious fulfilment. Even the great Heracles, son of Zeus by a mortal
woman, cannot escape his doom: on the very day he returns from his last Labour, the
jealous goddess Hera completes her revenge by sending him Madness, driving him to
slaughter his own children in a blind rage. Equally tragic is the fate of Agave: possessed
by Dionysiac power, she kills her son Pentheus and, taking him for a wild lion,
mutilates his body to the satisfaction of Dionysus, who took exception to Pentheus’s
reason. For rejecting Apollo’s love, Cassandra is awarded the cruel gift of foresight
which no one believes (Apollo made sure of that); similarly, Io and Creusa suffer the
consequences of being recipients of divine passion, though to a lesser degree. For that
matter, the gods trick mankind into the devastating Trojan war by stealing Helen, so
“earth might be lightened of her heavy burden of mortality”;(1) and conspire to punish
the victorious Greeks on their way home for their sacrilegious conduct in the heat of
war.(2) Throughout this panorama of human suffering. All-mastering Zeus remains
unresponsive to cries for justice and love.

_______________________
1.
Euripides, Orestes, lines 1640–1643.
2.
Euripides, The Trojan Women, line 75.
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Indeed, Zeus and his subsidiary gods cannot be friends of mankind. Prometheus, men’s
only ally, sums up their precarious status in the scheme of things:
I know that he (Zeus) is savage; and his justice
a thing he keeps by his own standard: . . . . .
As soon as he ascended to the throne
that was his father’s, straightway he assigned
to the several gods their several privileges
and portioned out the power, but to the unhappy
breed of mankind he gave no heed, intending
to blot the race out and create a new.
Against these plans none stood save I: I dared
I rescued men from shattering destruction
that would have carried them to Hades’ house;(1)
To compare the Greek and Kabuki patterns more closely, let us examine two
comparable stories, the revenge of Soga Goro and that of Orestes. The two heroes share
similar circumstances. Their fathers were murdered while they were still children. Each
grew up in exile, or in equivalent circumstances, with the sense of mission that he must
one day avenge his father’s death. In both cases, revenge involved a dilemma. In Goro’s
case, the enemy he had to kill was his kin (his cousin) and, worse still, a high
government official, much favoured by the Shogun. This meant that his revenge would
not only be difficult to execute (since he must first penetrate the formidable samurai
force that protected the topmost Government officials) but would also most certainly be
taken as treason against the highest authority in the land, the Shogun himself. Orestes’
dilemma was even more acute: his target was none other than his own mother.
Not surprisingly, gods play crucial roles in the dramatizations of
_______________________
1.
Aeschylus, Prometheus Bound, lines 188–189, 230–240.
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both stories, but in very different manners and with very different results. Adapting the
Soga story, the Kabuki author of Tsuwamono Kongen Soga creates a straightforward
celebration of the hito-kamai theme. Here, the inept young hero is miraculously
transformed into an all-powerful super avenger, with the help of the god Fudo Myojin
(the God of Valour and Strength), who comes to impart his ‘shin-riki’ (divine-power) to
Goro in response to his prayer.(1) since the historical account of the event does not
suggest any supernatural element in the success of the Soga brothers’ revenge (though
after death their spirits were enshrined as Goryo-shin),(2) we may assume that this
episode was a Kabuki invention, catering for the popular folk belief that men can only
not only rely on gods in time of need but also become as powerful as them via tamafuri. So, as the Kabuki author tells it, Goro’s greatest hurdle in the venture (overcoming
the military force protecting his enemy) is eliminated at a stroke by divine intervention,
and the hero faces the happy prospect of a fail-proof mission. Apparently, the moral and
political aspects of the original story, which might have interested more secularlyminded authors, were swept aside in the jubilant attempt to produce yet another
demonstration of the working of divine intervention. To the audience’s delight, the play
affirms their faith in the benevolence of the gods.
By contrast, the prevailing note that emerges from the dramatisation of the
Orestian myth is scepticism, i.e., scepticism of the conduct of

1.
2.

_______________________
For Tsuwamono Kongen Soga, see chapter 3, pp. 162-170.
Azuma Kagami. V.2, pp. 306-315; see also chapter 3, pp. 120–121.
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the Homeric gods, and in particular of Apollo, the spokesman of the Will of Zeus. Here,
as in other Greek plays, the gods are shown to behave more like antagonists than allies
of men, providing them with more pains than blessings. For example, while Fudo
Myojin mercifully eradicates Goro’s problems, Apollo compounds Orestes’ dilemma by
ordaining the killing he abhors, promising that He will absolve the consequent pangs of
conscience. In fact, in Aeschylus’ account, Apollo couples his command with a threat
that otherwise Orestes must himself pay the penalty with his own life and suffer much
sad punishment, signalling that he has no choice but to obey the god’s will.(1) Typically,
the Greek authors transcribe Orestes’ personal dilemma into the classic conflict of a
man charged with executing the abhorrent will of a god.
Orestes’ conflict comes to the fore in the drama as the true nature of the oracle is
driven home at the killing. The Aeschylian hero, who emerges from the invocatory rite
prior to the killing (at his father’s tomb) as a resolute avenger, nevertheless falters at the
sight of his mother’s breasts: “What shall I do to Pylades? Be shamed to kill my
mother?”.(2) Characteristically, the Euripidan hero is more explicit, “How can I kill her
when she brought me up and bore me? O Phoebus, your holy word was brute and
ignorant”,(3) and denounces the oracle, “A polluted demon spoke it in the shape of god and I shall not believe those oracles were pure”.(4) But counteracting the hero’s doubts
is the

1.
2.
3.
4.

_______________________
Aeschylus, The Libation Bearers, lines 275–279.
Ibid., line 899.
Euripides, Electra, lines 969, 971.
Ibid., lines 970, 981.
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force of the Homeric maxim. His friend Pylades is quick to warn him, “What then
becomes thereafter of the oracles declared by Loxias at Pythos?... Count all men hateful
to you rather than the gods”.(1) Similarly, Electra urges her brother on, arguing
ironically, “Where Apollo is ignorant shall men be wiser?”.(2) Orestes must thus choose
between rebelling against Apollo by daring to hold himself wiser than the gods or
obeying His will as a ‘god-fearing’ man must. He obeys with full knowledge of what is
at stake: “I walk a cliff-edge in a sea of evil, and evil I will do. If the gods approve, let it
be so”.(3) The essence of Orestes’ dilemma is most effectively captured in the symbolic
vision of his murder that Euripides creates:
I snatched a fold of my cloak to hold my eyes, and, blind, took the
sword and sacrificed my mother - sank steel to her neck.(4)
It is telling that Orestes has to blind himself in order to carry out this god-ordained
murder,
Just as soon as the killing is done, however, his doubts are vindicated. “I have
won; but my victory is soiled, and has no pride”,(5) mourns the Aeschylian hero, while
the Euripidian counterpart bitterly protests, “Phoebus, you hymned the law in black
melody but the deed has shone white as a scar. You grant us rest as murderers rest –”.(6)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

_______________________
Aeschylus, The Libation Bearers, line 902.
Euripides, op. cit., line 973.
Ibid., lines 985-987.
Ibid., lines 1221-4.
Aeschylus, op. cit., line 902.
Euripides, Electra, lines 1190-93.
Since the Chicago translation above is not as clear as it could be, I quote other
translations of these lines for reference. D.E. Lucas: “Phoebus, the oracle thou gavest
was darkly just but clear as day is the misery thou has exacted”. G. Murray:
“Apollo, alas for the hymn/Thou sangest, as hope in mine ear!/
The Song was of Justice dim,/But the Deed is anguish clear”.
(see p. 342)
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Even the poker-faced enigmatic Sophoclean hero cannot pass through the horror
of the matricide without a hint of scepticism. Asked by his sister how he has fared he
replies, “In the house all is well, if well Apollo prophesied”.(1) Meanwhile the Furies of
his mother converge to drive him mad, and the Dioscuri, sons of Zeus,(2) appear above
to pronounce (among other unexpected revelations) that Apollo “knows the truth but his
oracles were lies” and that nevertheless the compulsion is “on you to go complete the
doom which fate and Zeus decreed”.(3)
Although Orestes is eventually purged of his torment as promised, Apollo’s
conduct as he finally makes his appearance in this drama cannot expunge the growing
suspicion. For instance, appearing as the defence attorney at Orestes’ trial before the
Athenian jury (presided over by his sister Goddess Athena), Apollo makes a forceful
justification of the crime (i.e., of the validity of his oracles) on the grounds that it was
none other than the Will of Zeus - justice absolute.

_______________________
1.
2.

3.

Sophocles, Electra, lines 1424–25.
Castor and Polydeuces. According to the myth, Leda, the wife of Tyndareus, bore
Polydeuces and Helen by Zeus and Clytaemnestra and Castor by Tyndareus. Polydeuces
excelled in the art of boxing; Castor became a great warrior and horseman and taught
Heracles to fence. Castor and Polydeuces were inseparable friends and accomplished all
their exploits together. For this reason and also on account of their manliness they were
called Dioscuri, sons or Zeus, although strictly Polydeuces alone was born of Zeus.
Euripides, Electra, lines 1246–8.
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To you, established by Athena in your power,
I shall speak justly. I am a prophet, I shall not
lie. Never, for man, woman, nor city from my throne
of prophecy have I spoken a word except
that which Zeus, father of Olympians might command.
This is justice. Recognize then how great its strength.
I tell you, follow our father’s will. For not even
the oath that binds you is more strong than Zeus is
strong.(1)
By way of an opening speech, Apollo thus undermines the power of the newly founded
Athenian court right at the start by reminding it just where the seat and power of justice
truly lie. Indeed, if the validity of his oracles, and therefore the justice of the crime, is
indisputable because it is the will of Zeus, Orestes’ acquittal is a foregone conclusion.
What then is the purpose of having a trial by men, except perhaps for the gods to
demonstrate their power? Characteristically, Apollo stresses the ‘strength’ of the justice
of Zeus as if ‘strength’ itself was the essential constituent of justice to be reckoned with.
In fact, he later reinforces this point to the voting jury (in a gross attempt to prejudice its
verdict), “I command you to fear, and not make void of the yield of oracles from Zeus
and me”.(2) His position, in other words, is typically Homeric: that the gods are mighty,
that might is right, and that men must fear and obey their will.
His display of the Olympian prerogative(3) is matched in the

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
Aeschylus, The Eumenides, lines 614–624.
Ibid., lines 713–714.
Athena is no less eager to demonstrate her power. Later, in an attempt to silence the
angry Furies (after Orestes’ acquittal), she says, “I have Zeus behind me. Do we need to
speak of that? I am the only god who knows the keys to where his thunderbolts are
locked. We do not need such, do we?...” (lines 826–829).
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following scene by the sophistic (not to mention male-chauvinistic) argument he
employs to show how matricide is a lesser crime than the killing of a husband by his
wife, Clytaemnestra’s crime. For example, by arguing that the other is only the nurse of
the newly-planted seed, he declares that the parent of the child is “he who mounts”.(1)
He even claims that there can be a father without any mother, pointing to his sister
Athena (of all things) as “the living witness”.(2) Significantly, the argument does not
wholly convince the Athenian jury, for it returns a hung verdict. However, Athena steps
in to acquit Orestes all the same, as she has already decreed that an even vote would
mean a win for Orestes. It can legitimately be asked what would have happened if the
Athenian jury had returned a vote of guilty. Would the gods then have been content to
let the verdict stand, or would they have intervened to overturn it?
Although Aeschylus is silent on this point, Euripides provides an answer in
Orestes. Six days after the killing, Orestes, together with his sister, is here sentenced to
death by the people of Argos. Nowhere in sight during these proceedings is Apollo, nor
Athena, to defend his case. But once the sentence is passed, and the desperate hero
resorts to securing his release by force, Apollo finally makes his appearance and sorts
out Orestes’ (and his kin’s) future, nullifying in effect the verdict of the Argive people.
Despite this seemingly ‘happy’ ending, the play is an irrefutable testimony to the
destructiveness of the oracle issued by Apollo, making

1.
2.

_______________________
Aeschylus, The Eumenides, lines 657–661.
Ibid., lines 662–664.
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it plain that on trial here through the hero and his crime is in fact thing less than the god
and his oracle. To start with, the tormenting consequences of the oracle are clearly
shown in the pathetic figure of Orestes who lies “wasted by raging fever and whirled on
to madness by his mother’s blood”,(1) as his sister describes it. The Chorus laments the
hero “condemned to suffer for a god’s command,(2) while Orestes himself names his
illness in his lucid moments, “I call it conscience... I am sick with remorse”, confirming
the evil nature of the oracle that he was forced to follow.(3)
Then, while the city assembles off-stage to vote for the verdict, on stage the blame
is placed squarely upon Apollo’s shoulders by virtually every principal. “The world
knows all too well how he pushed Orestes on to murder the mother who gave him
birth”, says Electra, adding ironically, “that act of matricide which wins something less
than approval in men’s eyes”.(4) Menelaus, learning the catastrophies that occurred
during his absence, condemns the oracle as “a callous, unjust and immoral order”, (5)
just as Helen assures Electra, “You were not to blame. The real culprit was Apollo”.(6)
Naturally, Orestes is most militant and sarcastic in his accusations. Confronted by the
upright old man Tyndareus who comes to denounce his grandson (“Let them stone

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

_______________________
Euripides, Orestes, lines 36–37.
Ibid., lines 160–161.
Ibid., lines 395, 398.
Ibid., lines 28–32.
bid., line 419.
Ibid., lines 75-76.
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him to death”(1)), he exonerates himself totally by attributing responsibility entirely to
the god: “Have you forgotten Apollo, the god of Delphi, navel and center of the world?
The one god whose every oracle and word mankind obeys blindly? He commanded my
mother’s murder. Accuse him of murder, then. Put him to death. He is the culprit, not
I”.(2) Apollo’s culpability is suggested even by Tyndareus, who argues that, instead of
killing his mother, Orestes should have taken her to court, charged her formally with
murder and made her pay the penalty prescribed. Also the old man pointedly adds that
in the old days (presumably before the Olympians had a mind to meddle in the affairs of
mankind) his ancestors had handled these matters well, banning their murderers from
public sight, purging their guilt by banishment, and thereby stopping the endless vicious
cycle of murder and revenge.(3) For that matter, Orestes himself is now clear in his mind
that had he asked his dead father at the time if he should kill his mother, his father
would have implored him not to do so because there would be nothing to be gained by
murdering her: “Her death could never bring him back to life, and I, by killing her,
would have to suffer as I suffer now”.(4) Since all these regrest and accusations point to
the condemnation of the futile oracle and the brutality (or is it ignorance?) of the god
who issued it, it is not unexpected when, despite Orestes’ personal appeal, the Argive
people vote to condemn this god-ordained murder, sentencing Orestes and his sister to
die that very day. “Neither your high birth nor Apollo in his shrine at Delphi helped”,
_______________________
1.
Ibid., line 538.
2.
Euripides, Orestes, lines 594–596.
3.
Ibid., lines 499–504, 510-518.
4.
Ibid., lines 284-288.
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reports the Messenger to Electra, “No, Apollo has destroyed you both.(1)
What follows next is a classic case of violence breeding violence - the ultimate
proof of the destructiveness of Apollo’s oracle. Unable to reconcile himself to death,
and embittered by Apollo’s absence and by Menelaus’ betrayal (“His eyes were glued
upon the throne”(2)), Orestes together with his sister and his friend Pylades turns to
violence, this time willingly: they plot to murder Helen in revenge upon Menelaus
(“That revenge alone would make me happy”,(3) gloats the hero), take his daughter
Hermione hostage, set the palace on fire, and amidst the smoke and blaze threaten
Menelaus with the death of his daughter unless he can secure their safe escape from
Argos. Indeed, all hell seems to break loose at this point, until at last the god intervenes.
Calling a halt to the quarrel, Apollo declares that Helen is alive and well, snatched from
Orestes’ sword by him at Zeus’ command (“being born of Zeus, she could not die”(4))
and that she now sits enthroned in the sky forever as a star for sailors, Menelaus must
therefore marry again, the god decrees with characteristic irrelevance, disclosing in
passing that the Trojan war was in truth devised by the gods to reduce “the heavy
burden of mortality” on earth.(5) As for Orestes, he must go into exile for a year and
then to Athens where he shall be acquitted by sacred verdict of the gods. Orestes shall
marry Hermione and reign in
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_______________________
Ibid., lines 954–956.
Euripides, Orestes, line 1058.
Ibid., line 1171.
Ibid., line 1635.
Ibid., lines 1640-44.
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Argos (the god will see to it);(1) Electra shall marry Pylades; Menelaus shall go to
Sparta to be king. God-fearing to the hilt, men obey the god’s command just as before,
and the play ends in this highly artificial semblance of peace. Apollo has effectively
overthrown the verdict of the Argive people, demonstrating that his oracles must prevail
at whatever cost and however evil they may be.
Although Apollo finally appears to rescue Orestes, the timing and nature of his
intervention cannot regenerate our faith, because, unlike Fodo Myojin’s assistance,
which miraculously transformed young Goro into a fail-proof super avenger, the
denouement engineered by Apollo contains no element of such genuine blessing. After
all the suffering, chaos and moral corruption caused by his initial intervention (the
oracle), it merely promises to rehabilitate Orestes to the throne of Argos, to which he
had a natural right in the first place, had he not been forced into murdering his mother.
The fruitlessness of the oracle is all too evident, and as the god makes his final
appearance in the drama, it looks as if the true intent of his intervention is not so much
to help the hero as to vindicate his own oracle. After all, if Apollo and his Olympian kin
truly wished to demonstrate their benevolence, they could have done so earlier to
eliminate much of the suffering. Artemis could have forgiven Agamemnon’s error and
blessed him with a fair wind to Troy as any kami would have done, instead of
compelling him to sacrifice his daughter, the cause of further bloodshed. For that
matter, the gods could have averted the Trojan war altogether, for it was they, according
to Apollo (in Euripides), who initiated the war by stealing Helen. Or,

1.

_______________________
Ibid., lines 1663–1665.
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having forced Orestes into avenging his father, Apollo could have intervened much
earlier to relieve his torment. But, unlike the kami who readily respond to the prayers of
Kabuki heroes with blessings whenever necessary, the Greek gods intervene only when
they choose to do so, primarily for their own purposes and satisfaction. Indeed, as we
observed earlier, there is little in the behaviour of the Olympian gods (as depicted in
drama) to suggest their genuine benevolence for mankind. What it demonstrates instead
is their incontestable will to dictate to mankind and the power to enforce it. Orestes’
case is no exception. So, even as the hero expresses his apparent satisfaction at Apollo’s
final pronouncement, his words ring with irony:
Hail Apollo,
for your prophetic oracles! True prophet, not false!
And yet, when I heard you speak,
I thought I heard the whispers of some fiend
speaking through your mouth.
But all is well,
and I obey.(1)
In the end what remains is a deep sense of scepticism, or even cynicism, as articulated
by Orestes himself earlier: “We obey the gods - whoever the gods may be”.(2)
From similar material, the Kabuki and the Greek authors produced plays with
contrasting themes. While the Soga play capitalizes on the theme of the accessibility of
the world of the supernatural to mankind, the Orestian plays adhere to the vision of the
gulf that separates men from the powerful gods and their divine privileges. While the
Kabuki

1.
2.

_______________________
Euripides, Orestes, lines 1666-1671.
Ibid., line 418.
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hero revels in his kinship with merciful kami and in his unlimited potential, the Greek
hero can only grieve at the power of the brutal gods and at his own impotence. While
the Kabuki play affirms faith in the benevolence of the omnipresent kami, the Greek
drama expounds scepticism. The Kabuki performance involves a religious experience
while the performance of the Greek plays constitutes a critical experience. The Greek
theme on the subject of man and god is thus the antithesis of the Kabuki hito-kami
theme.
In this connection, Guthrie(1) makes an illuminating observation in his study of the
religious thought of the classical Greeks. Discussing the growing disbelief in the gods
during this period, he makes it clear first of all that ‘the gods’ referred to in this context
are the Olympian dynasty of Homer, and then points out that the Homeric gods were in
fact by their very nature unsuited either to call forth or to satisfy the deepest religious
feelings of men. He argues that although these gods retained their influence, at least
officially, for centuries after the decay of the peculiar society in which they arose (due
to the extensive and somewhat artificial canonization of the Homeric epics, whose
theological and eschatological legacy formed the official cult of the State), they were by
this time mainly serving the secular purpose of unifying the city-state in allegiance to a
common figurehead.(2) Thus, he maintains, for anything which would be recognized as
religious experience today, we must look to the older and more local chthonian cults,
such as fertility and hero cults, which had

1.
2.

_______________________
Guthrie, W.K.C. The Greeks and Their Gods, Methuen, 1950.
Ibid., pp.255-256.
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existed side by side with the official Homeric religion. Moreover, according to Guthrie,
these chthonian cults offered religious experience that involved, in flat contradiction to
the Homeric teaching, belief in the power of the dead as well as the promise of
immortality, and their spirits remained far nearer to the hearts of the common people
than any god of Homer. If this was the case, it is reasonable to assume that if they so
chose the Greek authors could have created hopeful drama reflecting these popular
chthonian religious sentiments, just as the Kabuki authors did. The fact that they did
not, except in passing,(2) but focused mainly on the Homeric cosmos, depicting the
perils of human existence under the sway of the Olympian gods of the State, suggests
that Greek drama (at least, that extant) stood on an

_______________________
1.
Ibid., pp.217-277. As with other primitive folk cults, the tenets of the chthonian cults as
described by Guthrie bear a remarkable resemblance to those of the old tama belief and
the practices of the tama-furi and tama-shizume rites. For example, men became
‘entheoi’ very much in the fashion of kamikakari (p. 256), and believed that they could
‘put on’ the god by eating him in a sacramental meal, like eating kami (or buddha) in a
grain of rice (p.257). Guthrie maintains that the Greeks of this period entertained two
paradoxical thoughts: on one hand, they prudently took the Homeric maxim ‘to think
mortal thoughts and strive not to become god’ while, on the other hand, they followed
the chthonian exhortation to ‘assimilate oneself to god and make oneself immortal as far
as one can’ (pp. 256-277). The Homeric theology regarded the dead as merely ‘leaping
shadows’ and ‘strengthless corpses’, while the chthonian tenets allowed belief in the
power of the dead to influence events.
2.
Occasionally there is a glimpse of the popular practices of the chthonian cults reflected
in drama. For example, in Aeschylus’ The Libation Bearers, Orestes and Electra,
assisted by the Chorus, hold an invocative rite at the tomb of their father Agamemnon, in
order to console his spirit and to invoke his power (or wrath) to assist Orestes. Orestes
appears to have been invigorated by the spirit at the end of the rite, presumably via
possession or tama-furi. Also, the mysterious manner of the death of the old Oedipus
described in Oedipus at Colonus points to the birth of a new hero-cult.
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entirely different foundation from Kabuki. Kabuki drama had its roots embedded in the
folk religious ritual tradition, but Greek drama was framed in the epic tradition of
Homer, which, though canonized as the official religion, apparently had little genuine
religious value as such, at least by the 5th and 4th centuries B.C. Accordingly, Kabuki
drama embodied the positive religious sentiments of the common people, whereas
Greek drama represented the sceptical side of the Greek perception of the time, which
probably had more to do with the intellectual and political experience of the elite of the
day than with the genuine religious experience of the people. After all, Aeschylus was
an aristocrat and renewed warrior; Sophocles is said to have been active in the social
and political affairs of the city-state, while Euripides was apparently a scholarly recluse.
It would not be surprising if their plays reflected few of the popular sentiments,
religious or secular, at the bottom of society. Guthrie maintains that to study the Athens
of the 5th and 4th centuries from the literary sources (of which drama is one) is “to skim
the intellectual cream off the surface”.(1) Quite the opposite is the case with Kabuki
drama. This difference may ultimately explain much of the contrast between the Kabuki
and Greek treatments of the subject of men and gods.
Although the advent of Christianity brought some plays reflecting Judao-Christian
faith,(2) it is worth noting that this subject maintained

1.
2.

_______________________
Guthrie, ibid., p.255.
These include the miracle and morality plays of the early middle ages, religious plays
such as Calderon de la Barca’s ‘autos’ which celebrate the mystery of the eucharist on
Corpus Christi day, and Racine’s Biblical renditions such as Esther and Athalie. as well
as plays portraying Christian martyrdom such as Calderon s El magico prodigioso and
Corneille’s Polyeucte. Goethe’s Faust and, in modern times, MacLeish’s J.B. may also
be included in this category.
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essentially the same thematic pattern throughout the development of the mainstream of
western drama. For example, we can observe one of the earliest renditions of the theme
in the story of Job. Although the Book of Job as compiled in the Old Testament is
flanked by a prologue and an epilogue which express Jewish religious faith, the bulk of
the story (which is said to have been written originally in a dramatic form by a Jewish
poet, before being compiled into the canon)(1) contains a theme that bears a remarkable
resemblance to the Greek pattern. Here a Zeuslike god, Yahweh, puts an upright and
‘god-fearing’ man, Job, through a terrible ordeal, simply as a test of his faith, which
arises out of a kind of Olympian contest between Yahweh and Satan. Job’s cry of
despair indeed has a familiar ring:
God hath overthrown me, and hath compassed me with his net.
Behold, I cry out of wrong, but I am not heard: I cry aloud, but there
is no judgement. He hath fenced up my way that I cannot pass, and
he hath set darkness in my paths. Be hath stripped me of my glory,
and taken the crown from my head. He hath destroyed me on every
side, and I am gone: and my hope hath he removed like a tree. He
hath also kindled his wrath against me, and he counteth me unto
him as one of his enemies.(2)
God reduces Job to the limits of his existence for no apparent reason (from Job’s point
of view), and does not respond. But when Job rises to challenge God, reproaching his
injustice, Yahweh, like the Olympians, finally answers with a mighty show of his
omnipotence: confronting Job

_______________________
1.
See The Book of Job as a Greek Tragedy by Horace M. Kallen (Hill and Wang, New
York, 1959). Kallen’s restoration of the story to a dramatic form is preceded by a most
illuminating essay on the subject.
2.
The Bible, the Book of Job, chapter 19: 6-11.
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with all the great things that are in his power as the Creator and Ruler of the universe,(1)
he makes this ‘presumptuous’ man see his earthly limitations. “I am vile”, admits Job,
“What shall I answer thee? I will lay mine hand upon my mouth. Once have 1 spoken;
hut I will not speak again”.(2) Although Job withdraws his protest, the words of his
surrender are pregnant with irony, just as were Orestes’ words to Apollo:
I know that thou canst do every thing, and that no thought can be
withholden from thee. Who is he that hideth counsel without
knowledge? Therefore have I uttered that I understood not; things
too wonderful for me, which I know not. Hear, I beseech thee, and I
will demand of thee, and declare thou onto me, I have heard of thee
by the hearing of the ear: but now mine eyes seeth thee. Wherefore I
abhor myself and repent in dust and ashes.(3)
In the face of an omnipotent and omniscient God who has the power to destroy or save
him at will, Job can only crawl and repent. It is significant that his redemption comes
only when he declares what amounts to blind faith in Yahweh, i.e., total submission to
His power. As in Greek drama, God seems to bring more sorrows than blessings to
man, as Job observes: “God distributeth sorrow in his anger”.(4)
After the deeply Christian Middle Ages, during which theatrical activities (at
least, those on record) were closely associated with the
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_______________________
Ibid., chapters 38-41.
The Book of Job, chapter 40: 4-5.
Ibid., chapter 42: 2-8. See p.20 for Orestes’ words.
Ibid., chapter 21:17. According to Kallen, the epilogue in which Job is restored to
prosperity and happiness is a later addition, when the original story was compiled into
the canon. See his preface.
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performance of Christian liturgies and the Bible stories,(1) the Greek pattern of the
theme re-emerges in Renaissance drama. Admittedly, a few writers (some great) still
produced plays expressing Christian faith as we noted earlier, but at the heart of great
drama, we find more Often than not the unmistakable ingredients of this theme at work,
forming that familiar tragic vision. One of the early archetypal examples is Marlowe’s
Doctor Faustus (1589ca). Here we have a tale of an ambitious man who dares to leap
the gulf that separates him from the world of the divine. Aspiring to acquire the power
and freedom to satisfy his infinite Renaissance desires, ultimately to be omnipotent like
a god (“A sound magician is a mighty god; Here, Faustus, try thy brains to gain a
deity”.(2)), Faustus makes a pact with the devil. That he has to abjure God and trade off
his soul for such powers (while Kabuki heroes need only pray to the kami for a miracle)
is the measure of his shackled existence, and he knows only too well that he risks
damnation. Yet, typically, it is his scepticism that wins him over in the moment of
doubt:
Now, Faustus, must
Thou needs be damned, and canst thou not be saved:
What boots it then to think of God or heaven?
Away with such vain fancies, and despair:

1.

_______________________
Perhaps it should be noted at this point that there is a fundamental difference between
folk religious rituals such as Kagura or those of the Greek chthonian rites and the
performance of Christian liturgies and mystery plays in and out of medieval churches.
While the former aimed at attainment of religious experience by the participants (tamafuri, kamikakari, exorcism, fertility, etc.,), the latter’s objective was narrative: telling the
story of the life and death (and resurrection) of Christ. While the former was
spontaneous, the latter followed an objective form, the already written scripts. 2.
Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, Sl (Eight Famous Elizabethan Plays, Modern Library College
Edition), p.6.
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Despair in God, and trust la Belzebub;
Now go not backward: no, Faustus, be resolute:
Why waver’st thou? O, something soundeth in mine ears
“Abjure this magic, turn to God again!”
Ay, and Faustua will turn to God again.
To God? - He loves thee not The God thou serv’st la thine own appetite...(1)
Inevitably Faustus is punished for his blasphemous aspirations. Despite his friend’s
assurance that “God’s mercies are infinite”(2) (and obvious signs of his remorse), it is
the angry face of God that confronts Faustus in the end as he is dragged down to hell,
“My God! my God! look not so fierce on me!”.(3) The theme summed up by the Chorus
recalls the Homeric maxim:
Faustus is gone; regard his hellish fall,
Whose fiendful fortune may exhort the wise
Only to wonder at unlawful things,
Whose deepness doth entice such forward wits
To practise more than heavenly power permits.
Faustus defied Heaven by overstepping human limitations, and fell into the abyss. The
vision is familiar.
Among the. Elizabethan and Jacobian plays, the most poignant vision of the
Greek-Joban theme appears in King Lear (1605). Here we witness the tragic spectacle
of a great king reduced to his barest existence, step by step. Finally, stripped of his
kingly (earthly) power and pomp, Lear comes face to face with his own frailty in the
storm, as he later recounts to Gloucester.
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_______________________
Marlowe, Doctor Faustus, S5, p.16.
Ibid., S14, p. 47.
Ibid., S14, p. 50.
Ibid., S14, p. 50.
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When the rain came to wet me once, and the wind to
make me chatter; when the thunder would not peace
at my bidding: there I found ‘wm, there I smelt ‘em
out. Go to, they are not men of their words: they
told me I was every thing: ‘tis a lie. I am not
ague-proof.(1)
Furthermore, as be encounters mad naked Tom/Edgar in the hovel, he sees the essence
of his own being to this wretched man:
Is man no more than this?...Thou art the thing itself:
unaccommodated man is no more but such a poor, bare,
folked animal as thou art.(2)
Lear’s metaphor is reminiscient of Job’s recognition of his ‘vlleness’ before Yahweh, as
indeed Lear’s journey into the abyss parallels Job’s experience. But it is the blinded
Gloucester who finally evokes the unmistakable Joban vision by locating Lear’s (and
his own) suffering to perspective. Gloucester has seen his king go mad in the storm; he
himself has since suffered brutal blinding for his part in the conspiracy to relieve the
afflicted king; he has just learned that he had been wrong and foolish to banish his loyal
son Edgar. Thus as he crawls to Dover, the blind old man achieves insight:
I’the last night’s storm I such a fellow saw;
Which made me think a man a worm: my son
Came into my mind, and yet my mind
was then scarce friends with him: I have heard more since.
As flies to wanton boys, ace we to the gods,
They kill us for their sport.(3)
Like Job, and many Greek heroes before, Gloucester recognizes the ignominious
position of mankind in the scheme of things. Accordingly,

_______________________
1.
Shakespeare, King Lear, AIV, S4.
2.
Shakespeare, King Lear, AIII, S4.
3.
Ibid., AIV, S1.
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he too takes a defiant stand when he comes to the cliff:
O you mighty gods!
This world I do renounce, and, in your sights,
Shake patiently my great affliction off:
If I could bear it longer, and not fall
To quarrel with your great opposeless wills
My snuff and loathed part of nature should
Burn itself out.(1)
Sadly, he proves to be impotent even in the attempt to end his life.
The theme is echoed also in the French Neo-classical plays in Racine’s Phaedra
(1677), for instance, the heroine repeatedly refers to the fatal anger of Venus’(2) which
has doomed the female members of her family for generations, making it clear where
the cause of her tragedy truly lies. Now herself possessed by an illicit passion for her
stepson, Phaedra is driven to declare it to him, despite herself, for the strength of her
virtue la no match for the destructive will of the goddess. Ashamed at her own
confession, she is quick to accuse the gods in her defence:
The ill-fated object of a heavenly vengeance,
I abhor myself more even than you (Hippolytus) detest me,
The gods are my witness, those gods who in my breast
Kindled the fatal fire of all my line,
Those gods who have taken a cruel pride
In leading astray the heart of a feeble woman.(3)
Phaedra is yet another example 6f the heroes and heroines of western drama who fall
victim to divine wrath, as the author himself acknowledges in the preface, “her crime is
rather a punishment by the gods
_______________________
1.
Ibid., AIV, 56.
2.
According to Greek myth, Helius, Phaedra’s grandfather, had betrayed Aphrodite’s
(Venus’) love for Ares to the other gods. The angry goddess had her vengeance on
Helius by causing his daughter Pasiphae (Phaedra’s mother) to conceive an unnatural
passion for a bull. Phaedra’s sister, Ariadne, is said to have also been afflicted with such
a destructive passion.
3.
Racine, Phaedra. AII (Chandler Editions in Drama), p. 22.
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than an act of her will”.(1) It is interesting that, though a devout Christian (a Jansenist)
himself, Racine too was inclined to draw the images of ‘inexorable gods’ (as Theseus
calls them)(2) and hapless men from Greek sources when creating tragedy - his greatest
tragedy at that.
In a very different mood, Moliere’s Don Juan (1661) presents a Faustian romantic
who confronts Heaven with his heretic ambition. Like Faustus, Don Juan is a freespirited rebel who aspires to satisfy his insatiable (in this case erotic) appetite at all
costs. As in Faustus’ case, his desires are boundless:
My ambition is that of all the great conquerors who could never find
it in them to set bounds to their ambitions, but must go on for ever
from conquest to conquest. Nothing can restrain my imperious
desires.(3)
Having conquered one love after another as he pleases (“shutting his ears to every
Christian remonstrance and turning to ridicule everything we believe in”,(4) as his godfearing servant complains), Don Juan, who will neither reform nor repent, is met by the
wrath of Heaven in the end. The play is primarily a double-edged satire on hypocritical
conventionalists and self-indulgent freethinkers. Nevertheless, Don Juan’s downfall
touches the heart of the Greek-Joban theme, evoking the same image offered of a god
who draws the line and crushes those spirited men who bravely aspire to “practice more
than heavenly power permits”.(5)

_______________________
1.
Ibid., p. xvii.
2.
Ibid., AV, p.44. Hearing of the death of his son Hippolytus, Theseus remarks:
“Inexorable gods who have served me too well!”
3.
Moliere, Don Juan, AI, Penguine Classics, p. 203.
4.
Ibid., AI, p.200.
5.
See p. 25, footnote 4.
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With the advent of the Romantic Movements in the late 18th century, the vision of
that gulf receded, for a while, as the Movements generated an optimistic belief in man’s
infinite potential and his freedom to pursue it, and writers produced plays portraying
men ever so nearer to the image of god. The classic example of this Romantic vision is
Goethe’s Faust (Faust I, II, 1808-1832). Here, in sharp contrast to the fate of Faustus,
Faust’ s outsized and wilful aspiration is rewarded, not damned: in place of the angry
face of God that confronted Faustus, angels sing blissfully at his death, “Delivered is he
now from ill,/ Whom we a spirit deemed;/ Who strives forever with a Will,/ By us can
be redeemed”,(1) and his forever-aspiring spirit is immortalised in Heaven as a chrysalis
for a new birth. But this optimism was short-lived. As Realism took over the field
towards the end of the 19th century, the Greek-Joban theme resurged, this time
redoubled as a vision of impotent modern man, harrassed not only by the enigmatic
gods but also by the weight of modern industrial society.
One of the early (and most explicit) modern manifestations of the theme can be
observed in Ibsen’s Brand (1865). Here, 32 years after the blissful immortalization of
Romantic (or human) aspirations in Faust II, the familiar vision of ‘worm-like’ man and
the gulf is re-invoked in the denouement of the play, as the hero painfully comes to
terms with the failure of his Messianic aspirations.
Brand is an aspiring Christian romantic of Faustian proportions, who dares to take
upon himself the salvation of Man, convinced of his Messianic calling in a world of
spiritual decline.(2) Despite his

1.
2.

_______________________
Goethe, Faust II, Bobbs-Merril, p.402.
Ibsen, Brand (Doubleday Anchor Books). “I know I was born into this world to heal its
sickness and weakness”. (p.61).
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priestly role and Christian pronouncements, however, he is more of a Romantic
(and so possibly a heretic) than a Christian, because the motivating force in his mission
is not so much his faith in God as his faith in Man, i.e., the potential of the human Spirit
and Will/(1) Like the great Romantics, Brand believes passionately that Man is God’s
greatest creation, “His chosen heir”,(2) and that he must therefore realize this God-sent
potential to the full by Will.(3) Judging from his remarks (e.g., “Have you forgotten the
Image in Whose likeness we were made?”(4)), his vision of man is in fact no less than
the mirror image of God himself. Accordingly, his mission is to renew this original
image (and the Spirit) of Man, which he sees has been grossly compromised in the
contemporary world.(5) In other words, Brand is audaciously aspiring to rehabilitate the
original bond or kinship between Man and God (which he believes was redeemed by
Christ who “threw a bridge of human faith from flesh back to the Spirit’s source”(6)) and
reassert a God-likeness in Man, as he demonstrates himself by coming dangerously
close to identifying himself with the ‘Saviour Man’. Indeed, what could be more
romantic - and blasphemous –
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

_______________________
The capital letter ‘M’ in Man, in Meyer’s translation, may be symbolic of Ibsen’s
emphasis on Brand’s Romantic ‘man-orientated’ ambition. Brand himself admits at one
point: “I do not speak for the Church. I hardly know if I’m a Christian. But I know that I
am a man. And I know what it is that has drained away our spirits”. (Ibid., p. 60).
Ibid., p. 62.
Like the Romantics of a half-century earlier, Ibsen (Brand) sets great store by the power
of Will: “It is not by spectacular achievements than man can be transformed, but by will.
It is man’s will that acquits or condemns him”, (p.86)
Ibid., p. 150.
For instance, he remonstrates with his mercenary mother. “You have debased God’s
coinage, you have squandered the soul He lent you. You were born in His image, and
you have dragged it in the mire”, (p.83)
Ibid., p.62.
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than for a man to fashion himself as a Saviour and to believe that he is the one “who
would storm the gates of Heaven”?(1)
However, Ibsen’s hero no longer lives in the Romantic age. Placed
anachronistically in the mundane reality of a humble provincial community, Brand’s
zealous call to arms sounds fanatical, and his demand for self-sacrifice
(uncompromising ‘All or Nothing’) falls on the deaf ears of his flock, more concerned
with the day-to-day sustenance of the body than with the soul.(2) Besides, the fierce
image of God that he invokes (‘fire’, ‘sword’, ‘scourge’, ‘flame’, etc.) frightens some
and renders him suspect to others. There is also an increasing ambiguity about what
Brand and ‘his’ God may represent as the play progresses; he mercilessly refuses his
dying mother the sacrament, forbids his sorrowful wife to mourn for their deceased son,
pulls down the old church, locks up the new, and leads his flock to what he claims is
“victory”, declaring “Away from this place! God is not here. His kingdom is perfect
freedom”.(3)

1.
2.
3.

_______________________
The Doctor, alarmed at Brand’s inhumanity, tells him to look at the mirror and ask
himself: “Is this a man who would storm the gates of Heaven?” (Ibid., p.103).
“Words are no good to hungry men”, the Mayor says. (p.70). Later, he gives the news of
a shoal of fish entering the fjord (a blatant lie) to Brand’s followers to lure them back to
the village (pp.147–149).
Ibid., p.142. These proclamations reveal the romantic aspects of Brand’s pursuit: “Leave
this dead valley! Follow me to victory!... Over the frozen ocean of the moor! We shall
wander through the land, freeing our souls, purifying, crushing our weakness. Be men,
be priests, renew God’s faded image. Make earth your temple”. (pp. 142-143)
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In the end, Brand reaches the snow-covered peak alone. His flock stone him, then
desert him just as soon as they learn that their ‘Saviour’ cannot perform miracles and
that the way to ‘victory’ Involves their total self-sacrifice. This is as much an indictment
of Brand’s megalomaniacal aspirations as of the feeble spiritual state of the people, as
he painfully comes to realise: “We defy the call to arms. It was not for us that He
carried His cross... Was it all only a sick man’s vision? Have we forgotten the Image la
whose likeness we were made? Is Man defeated after all?”(1)
It is at this point that ‘the voices in the storm’, just like the one heard by Job,
evoke the unmistakable vision to answer Brand.
You can never be like Him, for you are flesh.
Do His will, or forsake Him, you are lost, lost.(2)
Similarly, Brand’s response is reminiscient of Job’s protestation.(3)
Lost. Lost? I can almost believe it.
Did he not reject my prayer la the church?
Did he not take from me all I had,
Closed every path that might have led me to light?
And then let me be defeated?(4)
(voices, louder) Worm, you will never be like Him.
You have drained the cup of death.
Follow or forsake Him. Your work is doomed.(5)
Then a figure, in the form of his dead wife Agnes, emerges to tempt him and, finding
his will still unbroken, gives a most explicit warning:

_______________________
1.
Ibsen, Brand, p.150.
2.
Ibid., p. 150.
3.
See p.353.
4.
Ibsen, op. cit., p.150.
5.
Ibid., p. 150.
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Remember, an angel with a flaming rod
Drove men from paradise.
He set a gulf before the gate.
Over that gulf you cannot leap.(1)
Ironically, it is when Brand is mistaken for Christ by a mad girl on the mountain
that he finally acknowledges his failure. Staring at the blood-stained Brand, who tells
Gerd (the girl) of his stoning and betrayal by his flock, she cries out suddenly, in earnest
or mockery:
G:

Ah! Now I know who you are! I thought you were priest. Fie
upon him and all the others! You’re the Big Man, The Biggest
of all.

B:

I used to think I was.

G:

Let me see your hands.

B:

My hands?

G:

They’re scarred with nails. There’s blood in your hair. The
thorn’s teeth have cut your forehead. You’ve been on the
cross... I know you. You are the Saviour Man.

B:

Get away from me!

G:

Shall I fall down at your feet and pray?

B:

Go!

G:

You gave the blood that will save us all. There are nail holes
in your hands. You are the Chosen One. You are the Greatest
of all.

B:

I am the meanest thing that crawls on earth.

Brand is thus finally brought down on all fours. The man who aspired to ‘storm the
gates of Heaven’ now sees an enormous gulf before him: “I stand upon the lowest stair.
There is far to climb and my feet are sore”(3) Though Brand weeps and repents, he is
engulfed in an avalanche a moment later, presumably to pay for his presumptuous
_______________________
1.
Ibid., p. 153.
2.
Ibid., pp. 154-155.
3.
Ibid., p. 155.
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ambition. The romantic conviction, so blissfully sung by angels at Faust’s death,(1) is
rephrased as a desperate question in the last words of this failed romantic:
Answer me, God, in the moment of death!
If not by Will, how can Man be redeemed?(2)
Brand’s titanic aspiration (and failure) was perhaps a legacy of the transitional
period from the light of Romanticism to the gloomy Realism of the modern age.
Nevertheless, the Greek-Joban theme continues to haunt the minds of modern writers,
forming the backbone of western drama, manifesting itself in numerous variations, now
serving as an archetype of the dramatic formula. In the array of diverse modern plays, it
is not difficult to find a Faustian hero who rebels against ‘authority’, daring to break
through his existential limitations, be they social, political or metaphysical in context
and application. Or, we can easily encounter hapless Joban sufferers, oppressed unjustly
by incontestable power, whatever form it may take: god, state, machine, capitalism, etc.,
or simply another man. After the two great wars, the holocaust and atomic bombs, and
after the brief surge of confidence in Existentialist plays depicting free men who were
the masters of their own fate, the Greek-Joban theme surfaced once again in an explicit
form in the plays of the Theatre of the Absurd, which focused its mocking eye on the
impotence of modern man trapped in an increasingly irrational world, apparently
forgotten or abandoned by its Creator.

1.
2.

_______________________
See p.360, quotation 1.
Ibsen, op. cit., p.157. The answer that echoes in emptiness is ironic: “He is the God of
Love”.
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The theme is most effectively captured in the plays of Beckett. Here, the Faustian
spirit of rebellion and Joban suffering are entwined in the spirited but immobile heroes,
located in the grey world of the Beckettian limbo where God (or whoever the creator of
this condition is) seems either maliciously silent or brutally sportive.
The theme is made manifest in concrete theatrical images. The location, ‘a
deserted country road’, ‘an expanse of scorched grass’; ‘a desert in dazzling light’ or ‘a
bare interior in grey light’ visually represents the excruciatingly limited existential
condition in Which the Beckettian heroes find themselves, and where the centuries-old
duel between sceptical men and hostile gods continues. And the gods appear as
powerful and mindless as ever, just as the men bear up with their ‘worm-like’ existence
under their yoke. The Man in Act Without Words is flung into a desert of dazzling heat,
and cannot escape. Without shade or water, he is lured, teased, and harassed by ‘One’
who whistles, ‘as flies to wanton boys’. Like Gloucester, he fails even to take his own
life. Vladimir and Estragon, unable to abjure Godot for fear of punishment ,(1) wait for
his intervention in vain, forever, on a country road. Winnie, buried up to her neck yet
still brutally forced to live at the sound of the Bell,(2) whoever rings it, is a living image
of human limitations. She too cannot reach for her revolver. Hamm, blind

1.
2.

_______________________
Beckett Waiting for Godot, Faber, p.93.
Estragon: And if we dropped him? (Pause.) If we dropped him. Vladimir: He’d punish
us. (Pause.)
Winnie says: “The Bell. (Pause.) It hurts like a knife. (Pause.) A gouge. (Pause.)”.
(Happy Days, Evergreen Original, p. 54).
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and immobile, and shuffling Clov (not to mention Nagg and Nell in their dustbins) do
their bit to glorify the image of ‘vile’ man as they endeavour ostensibly to end their
lives. For that matter, Beckett creates an authentic worm—hero who spiritedly toils
through the mud in his narrative How it is. And in this limbo world, that Faustian
yearning for liberation can find its expression only in the form of verbal mockery: as
Hamm, deprived even of his pain-killer, blurts out, “Use your head, use your head,
you’re on earth, there’s no cure for that!”(1) But it is Winnie, the embodiment of human
Impotence and fighting spirit, who has the winning word:
Life --- a mockery without Win.(2)

1.
2.

_______________________
Endgame, Evergreen Original, P. 68.
Happy Days, op. cit., p. 61.
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We have observed how the subject of the relationship between men and gods has
evolved in the mainstream of western drama, and noted that, except in the brief period
of Romantic drama, it has consistently taken the Greek-Joban thematic pattern - the
antithesis of the Kabuki hito-kami theme. Our survey confirms that early Kabuki is
distinguished from the occidental dramatic tradition in at least one vital aspect. That is,
it created a hopeful vision of man, secure in a pantheistic world where, though by no
means lacking in conflict in his immediate (earthy) surroundings, he was in harmony
with the supernatural, free to call upon his divine allies for assistance and to aspire to
supernatural powers, even to become a god himself. This happy image stands out
against the tragic vision that has dominated western drama where man, shackled to earth
and alienated from the gods by a gulf, is plagued by the dogma of sin and punishment
prescribed by his almighty yet ungiving gods.
It is most revealing that the happy vision of early Kabuki was created by and for
people who lived under one of the most repressive regimes in history, subjected to
severe deprivation of freedom and personal identity. Perhaps it was a measure of this
deprivation and their yearning for rebellion and liberation that they produced this
optimistic vision in the theatre and garnished it with contemporary elements that were
close to their hearts, especially the erotic and licentious subject of Yuri.(1) Luckily, they
had held fast to the old folk beliefs that provided them with Just such a hopeful vision.
Luckily, they still possessed that essential naivete, the power of

1.

_______________________
It is worth recalling that the Tokugawa authorities segregated both the Kabuki theatre
and Yuri on the outskirts of the cities, condemning them together as ‘aku-jo (evil place).
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imagination, to believe totally in the incredible drama they produced. In the final
analysis, it vas these assets of the early Tokugawa people that lay behind the creation of
this unique and vigorous theatre. The confidence, enthusiasm and power of their vision
was so great that the early Kabuki plays can enthrall even a modern audience, and
continue to this day to be the most impressive and popularly received in the Kabuki
repertory.
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